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It is difficult to exactly define when research in micro/nanoscale heat transfer was initiated in the heat
transfer community worldwide. There was no single paper that really started the field and there wasn’t
any single inspiring lecture such as the famous ‘‘There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom,’’ that Richard
Feynman gave in 1959. The physics and chemistry community had been looking at some microscopic
aspects of phase change and transport phenomena for several decades. In fact, a few publications in
microscale heat transfer that appeared in this journal can be traced back to the 1960s. However, it is
clear that by the end of the 1980s, there was an increasing interest within the heat transfer, as well as the
engineering community at large, for studying heat and mass transfer at small length and time scales.
This was partly driven by the tremendous success of microelectronics and a clear vision that devices
were going to become smaller and faster, and that future developments would require an extensive
knowledge base for the continuously shrinking time and length scales that would reach tens of nanom-
eters within decades. This also coincided with the invention of a wide variety of experimental tools such
as the scanning tunneling and force microscopes and femtosecond lasers, which provided immediate
access to phenomena at nanoscales. The ability to make microdevices using MEMS technology became
standardized at around the same time. In addition, computing power became readily available such that
molecular dynamic and stochastic simulations of micro/nanoscale thermal phenomena became feasible.
All these factors put together led to an intense influx and genesis of new theoretical concepts, experi-
mental techniques, and device designs, which led to a remarkable pace of progress. It is perhaps fair to
say that over the past decade, micro/nanoscale heat transfer has been the most exciting and active area
of research within the heat transfer community, and has also attracted the most amount of research
funding. What is most heartening is that the participation has been highly collaborative and interdisci-
plinary, involving researchers from mechanical, chemical and electrical engineering, as well as physics,
chemistry and materials science. From the very start, research in this field had an international flavor,
which led to several focused workshops and symposia involving people from around the world, but
mainly from the USA, Asia, and Europe. The number of sessions in conferences as well as the number
of publications in this and other scientific journals increased very rapidly. Several books were written on
various micro/nanoscale heat transfer topics. New courses on this topic were started at both undergradu-
ate and graduate levels. In fact, perhaps the most positive outcome has been the birth of a new breed of
young researchers for whom the boundaries of traditional disciplines have already been torn down.

To reflect upon our rapid progress of the past decade, to define the state of the art today, and to look
ahead towards a very promising and perhaps even more progressive future, we decided to put together
this special issue on micro/nanoscale heat and mass transfer. The issue contains a few review papers on
topics that are mature and have sufficiently well-established research content. By no means do they
cover all the topics of micro/nanoscale heat and mass transfer. The purpose of the review papers is to
capture the past progress in a field and present new challenges and questions for the future. We hope
these papers will serve the community well, in particular, for those who want to enter the field as a new
researcher and get abreast with the state of the art of the field. The issue also contains several regular
publications that report new research covering various topics in micro/nanoscale heat and mass transfer.

While it is easy and reassuring for us to discuss our research achievements over the past decade, we
must continue to ask some hard and sometimes unnerving questions about the field. Why is micro/
nanoscale heat and mass transfer important? What impact has it made or, more importantly, can it make?
Why is it attracting so much new research funding? Is it just a fad or will it last? Does it have any
scientific depth? Is there a roadmap for the future? While we cannot obviously answer all these ques-
tions at once, the question of why one should miniaturize is relevant and worth some thought. Two
reasons come to mind. The first is a scientific one whereas the second is more technological. The
fundamental length scales of nature that are involved in heat and mass transfer happen to be at micro and
nanoscales. For example, the wavelength and mean free path of electrons and phonons in solids, mean
free path of molecules in gases at atmospheric pressure, and the range of intermolecular forces in liquids
generally lie in the length scale range of 100 nm or below. If one can probe and understand phenomena
at these length scales, it may be possible to control and engineer heat and mass transfer in unprecedented
ways. The second key reason is directly related to the fact that we are able to manufacture and manipu-
late systems at length scales that only a few decades ago were unthinkable. It is worth noting that the
commercial success of microelectronics lies not only in the fact that one can fabricate sub-micrometer
devices, but more so in the low cost of manufacturing integrated systems using parallel lithographic
techniques. If the same manufacturing techniques can be exploited for thermal engineering, it would
be possible to design and manufacture thermal micro/nanodevices that are not only inexpensive but
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also have better performance than their larger counterparts. In fact, if one could combine both these
aspects—nanoscale fundamental control and low-cost microfabrication—it seems reasonable to expect
commercial devices and systems with new functionality and high performance. It is the dual vision
of generating scientific knowledge and enabling commercial technology that ought to stimulate
further research in this field. We hope this special issue will play a positive role for achieving this dual
vision.

A. Majumdar

G. P. Peterson

D. Poulikakos
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Thermometry and Thermal
Transport in Micro/Nanoscale
Solid-State Devices and
Structures
We review recent advances in experimental methods for high spatial-resolution and high
time-resolution thermometry, and the application of these and related methods for mea-
surements of thermal transport in low-dimensional structures. Scanning thermal micros-
copy (SThM) achieves lateral resolutions of 50 nm and a measurement bandwidth of 100
kHz; SThM has been used to characterize differences in energy dissipation in single-wall
and multi-wall carbon nanotubes. Picosecond thermoreflectance enables ultrahigh time-
resolution in thermal diffusion experiments and characterization of heat flow across in-
terfaces between materials; the thermal conductance G of interfaces between dissimilar
materials spans a relatively small range, 20,G,200 MW m22 K21 near room tempera-
ture. Scanning thermoreflectance microscopy provides nanosecond time resolution and
submicron lateral resolution needed for studies of heat transfer in microelectronic, opto-
electronic and micromechanical systems. A fully-micromachined solid immersion lens has
been demonstrated and achieves thermal-radiation imaging with lateral resolution at far
below the diffraction limit,,2 mm. Microfabricated metal bridges using electrical resis-
tance thermometry and joule heating give precise data for thermal conductivity of single
crystal films, multilayer thin films, epitaxial superlattices, polycrystalline films, and inter-
layer dielectrics. The room temperature thermal conductivity of single crystal films of Si is
strongly reduced for layer thickness below 100 nm. The through-thickness thermal con-
ductivity of Si-Ge and GaAs-AlAs superlattices has recently been shown to be smaller
than the conductivity of the corresponding alloy. The 3v method has been recently
extended to measurements of anisotropic conduction in polyimide and superlattices.
Data for carbon nanotubes measured using micromachined and suspended heaters and
thermometers indicate a conductivity near room temperature greater than diamond.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1454111#

Keywords: Conduction, Heat Transfer, Interface, Measurement Techniques, Microscale,
Nanoscale, Thin Films

1 Introduction
The last 50 years have witnessed the transformation of solid-

state devices from objects of mere scientific curiosity to being at
the heart of information technology. Electronic and optoelectronic
devices are now so ubiquitous in modern society that their use
often goes unnoticed. One of the main factors that has enabled this
dramatic transformation is the ability to control the flow of charge
in semiconductors. While charge flows only in metals and semi-
conductors, heat on the other hand flows in all materials. It is,
therefore, natural to ask the question: What are the fundamental
and engineering limits on the control of heat flow in solids?

Heat flow in solids occurs predominantly due to two energy
carriers, namely, electrons in metals, and lattice vibrations or
phonons in insulators and semiconductors. If one has to control
their flow, one must recognize two fundamental length scales—
wavelength and mean free path—associated with both electrons
and phonons. One way to gain greater control of heat flow is to
design and fabricate solid structures that overlap in size with the
fundamental length scales. Table 1 lists the typical range of values
for the length and time scales of electrons and phonons. It is
obvious that size control of solid structures must occur at nanos-
cales. Modern manufacturing techniques allow us to fabricate

structures that are confined to 2~films!, 1 ~wires!, or 0 ~dots!
dimensions with sizes in the 1–100 nm range. Hence, it is now
possible, to some extent, to manipulate heat flow in solids through
the interplay of confined size with electron/phonon wavelengths
and mean free paths. Although much remains to be understood
about heat flow in micro/nanostructures, significant progress has
been made over the last decade or so. This could not have been
possible without the development of new measurement techniques
that allow one to probe heat flow at length and time scales com-
parable to those listed in Table 1. The purpose of this paper is
twofold: ~i! to provide a critical review of these measurement
techniques and a discussion of future areas of development; and
~ii! to present our current understanding of heat flow in micro/
nanostructures and identify areas that need further research.

While greater control of heat flow might indeed be possible
using confined structures, the following question is rather perti-
nent: Why is it important and what impact could it have? As the
demands of information technology keep increasing, new engi-
neering challenges continuously emerge. For example, the rapid
increase in power density and speed of integrated circuits requires
the use of unconventional materials. Figure 1~a! shows a micro-
graph of a polycrystalline diamond thin film grown by chemical
vapor deposition on a silicon wafer@1#. The grain size and orien-
tation, which depend on the details of the nucleation and growth
processes, influence the thermal conductivities and thereby affect
heat removal rate and response speed. Passivation materials in
integrated circuits are often chosen for their ability to reduce elec-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division July 27, 2001;
revision received December 7, 2001. Associate Editor: V. K. Dhir.
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tromagnetic cross-talk between neighboring interconnects and de-
vices. However, they often have very low thermal conductivities.
The importance of thermal properties of passivation materials in
integrated circuits is illustrated by the metal-silicon contact in Fig.
1~b!, whose temperature rise during rapid current transients is
strongly influenced by heat diffusion into the bounding silicon
dioxide @2#. One of the major breakthroughs in fiber optic com-
munication is that of dense wavelength division multiplexing
~DWDM! @3# in which a single optical fiber carries encoded in-
formation from about 100 lasers operating nominally at 1550 nm
wavelength but with their wavelengths separated by about 0.4–
0.8 nm. Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional view@4# of vertical-
cavity surface-emitting laser~VCSEL! @5,6#, which is made up of
multiple layers of III–V semiconducting materials nanostructured

in the 5–100 nm range. The maximum optical power output of
these lasers depends critically on the heat removal rate. More
importantly for DWDM, because the refractive index of the III–V
materials is temperature dependent, the output wavelength varies
with temperature at about 0.1 nm/K, which can lead to cross-talk
between channels. Hence, it is necessary to actively control their
temperature, which requires one to develop solid-state cooling
devices. Figure 3 shows an array of thermionic microcoolers fab-
ricated on a silicon wafer@7#. The cross-section of this device
shows that it contains a Si/SiGe superlattice with a period of about
10 nm. The purpose of this superlattice is to minimize heat flow
between the cold and hot ends of the refrigerator. This leads to the
question as to why such solid-state refrigerators and engines can-
not replace their macroscopic vapor based ones.

It is often forgotten that when semiconductors were first discov-
ered, the initial excitement about their use was not for electronics
but for refrigeration@8#. The reason we do not generally use solid-
state energy conversion is because of their low device perfor-
mance. This depends on the non-dimensional thermoelectric fig-
ure of merit of a material,ZT5S2sT/k, whereS is the Seebeck
coefficient,s is the electrical conductivity, andk is the thermal
conductivity. Currently, compounds such as Bi2Te3 offer the best
ZT (ZT'1) at room temperature, which leads to coefficient of
performance of refrigerators of about unity. IfZT could be in-
creased to 3, the performance of thermoelectric refrigerators or
power generators could be comparable to their gas-based counter-
parts. Although it is possible to controlS and s by doping a
semiconductor, significant reduction ofk has not been possible in
the past. Recent studies have shown that by nanostructuring a
solid, it would be possible to simultaneously increaseS2s and
reducek and thereby increase itsZT value to 3 or more@9#. This,
by itself, is a compelling reason to study heat flow in micro/
nanostructured solids.

The paper is divided into two main sections, one on thermom-
etry at short length and time scales and the other on thermal trans-
port in low-dimensional structures.

2 Thermometry
During the last decade, remarkable progress has been made in

the area of microscale thermometry, which can now allow tem-
perature measurements at length and time scales comparable to
the mean free paths and relaxation times of energy carriers in
solids ~see Table 1!. This section provides a critical review of
three thermometry techniques, namely:~i! scanning thermal mi-
croscopy for high spatial resolution thermal imaging;~ii! picosec-
ond reflectance thermometry for measuring thermal properties of
interfaces and nanostructures; and~iii! scanning optical thermom-
etry that combines high spatial and temporal resolution measure-
ments.

2.1 Scanning Thermal Microscopy. A scanning thermal
microscope~SThM! operates by bringing a sharp temperature-
sensing tip in close proximity to a sample solid surface~see Fig.
4!. Localized heat transfer between the tip and sample surface
changes the tip temperature. By scanning the tip across the sample
surface, a spatial distribution of the tip-sample heat transfer is
mapped out. When the tip comes in local equilibrium with the
sample, one obtains the spatial temperature distribution of sample
surface, whereas if the temperature change in determined for a
known heat flux, one could obtain the local thermal properties.
The spatial resolution depends mainly on three factors, namely, tip
sharpness, tip-sample heat transfer mechanism, and the thermal
design of the probe. In the recent past, the spatial resolution has
been improved to 30–50 nm, allowing one to study thermal trans-
port phenomena at these length scales.

The idea of SThM was first proposed by Williams and Wickra
masinghe@10# when they used a thermocouple at the end of a
metallic wire to measure temperature. Tip-sample heat transfer
was used to image the surface topography of electrically
insulating materials. Since then, significant progress has

Fig. 1 Electron micrographs of novel electronic films and de-
vices: „a… Diamond passivation film on aluminum. Diamond
films are promising for enhanced heat removal from power in-
tegrated circuits and for fast thermal sensors. „b… Transmission
electron micrograph of a VLSI metal-silicon contact, which has
failed during a current pulse of sub-microsecond duration. The
temperature rise is strongly influenced by the properties of the
surrounding passive material.

Table 1 Typical length and time scales for energy carriers in
solids at room temperature
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been made in improving thermocouple-based measurements
@11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19#, while other techniques based on
contact potential@20#, electrical resistance@21,22,23,24#and ther-
mal expansion@25,26,27#have also been developed. Although the
first study utilized a wire probe@10,11#, most of the subsequent
development has been towards cantilever-based probes such that
atomic force microscopes~AFMs! @28# could be used as a plat-
form for SThM. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of an AFM,
which utilizes a sharp tip mounted on a cantilever to be scanned
across a sample surface. Cantilever deflections are measured by
reflecting a laser beam off the cantilever and onto a position-
sensitive photodiode. The deflection signal is used in a control
system to maintain a constant tip-sample contact force while the
tip is scanned laterally. When a temperature sensor is mounted on
the very apex of the tip, such probes can be used to image both the
topography and the temperature distribution of devices such as
single transistors@12,13,29#and vertical cavity lasers@30#. Such
studies have helped in identifying defects and failure mechanisms
while providing insight about electron, photon and phonon trans-
port in these devices. In addition, SThM has also been used to
measure thermal properties of materials and perform calorimetry
at nanometer scales@14,16,20,22,23,24,31#. Progress in this field

till 1999 has been documented in a comprehensive review@32#.
Since then, however, there have been some significant break-
throughs in both probe design and fabrication, and heat transfer
studies at nanoscales@33#.

The thermal design of the cantilever probes is extremely impor-
tant for SThM performance. The thermal resistance network in
Fig. 4 suggests that for a given ambient temperature,Ta , and
sample temperatureTs , the tip temperatureTt , can be written as
Tt5Ts1(Ta2Ts)/(11f), wheref5(Rc1Rt)/Rts is the ratio of
the cantilever thermal resistance,Rc , plus the tip resistance,Rt ,
with respect to the tip-sample thermal resistance,Rts . The canti-
lever and tip resistance arises from both conduction through the
tip and cantilever material as well as the surrounding air, while the
tip-sample resistance results from liquid, air and solid-solid con-
duction. Changes in sample temperature can be related to changes
in the tip temperature asDTt /DTs5f/(11f). This relation sug-
gests that the accuracy and sensitivity of sample temperature mea-
surement by the tip depend onf, which must be large for better
SThM performance. The spatial resolution,Dx, of SThM mea-
surements can be expressed asDx5DTn /(dTt /dx) whereDTn is
the noise in the temperature measurement anddTt /dx is the mea-

Fig. 2 Electron micrographs of „left… an array of vertical cavity surface emitting lasers „VCSEL… on a single wafer and „right…
the cross of an individual VCSEL. Each laser contains multiple layers of III–V semiconductor materials which are approxi-
mately 60–100 nm in the Bragg mirrors of the laser or 1–10 nm in the active quantum well region.

Fig. 3 Electron micrographs of „left… an array of SiGe superlattice thermionic microcoolers on a single wafer and „right… the
cross section of a single device showing the SiGe ÕSi superlattice structure. The superlattice period is approximately 10 nm.
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sured temperature gradient. Because the tip and sample tempera-
tures are related throughf, the spatial resolution can be expressed
as

Dx5
DTn

~dTs /dx! S 11f

f D . (1)

Equation~1! clearly suggests that small values off lead to poor
spatial resolution of SThM. While the contributions of both air
and solid conduction toRc and Rt depends on probe geometry,
that for solid conduction depends critically on the thermal conduc-
tivity of tip and cantilever material. Shi et al.@34# have performed
elaborate modeling of air and solid conduction between the
sample and the cantilever probe, including microscale effects near
the tip-sample contact, to study the effects of material properties
and probe geometry onRc andRt . This has provided a framework
for designing SThM probes.

One of the most challenging problems in SThM is probe fabri-
cation. Initial studies had focused on etched wire probes
@10,11,12,13,14#, although the high thermal conductivity of metal
wires as well as irreproducibility and the large sensor size led to
inaccuracies and lack of resolution. This led to development of
thin film probes that could be microfabricated. However, to
achieve the nanoscale sensor size at the apex of the tip, non-
traditional lithography techniques had to be used, which required
the probes to be made one at a time@15,17#. Subsequently, batch
fabricated probes were developed, first based on e-beam lithogra-
phy @19# and later using standard photolithography-based MEMS
fabrication techniques@34#. Details of the design process and fab-
rication process can be found in Shi et al.@34#. Figure 5 shows
electron micrographs of a probe@34# containing two cantilever
arms a Pt-Cr thermocouple junction at the apex of the pyramid-
shaped tip. The tip radius is generally about 50–100 nm while the
thermocouple size can be controlled between 100–500 nm in
height.

A fundamental understanding of tip-sample heat transfer
mechanisms is crucial for quantitatively probing nanostructures
using SThM. Although researchers initially thought heat transfer
to be dominated by solid-solid and air conduction, the phenom-

enon turned out to be more complex. One of the surprising dis-
coveries was that of the role of liquid film conduction. A solid
surface is generally covered with a very thin layer~a few mono-
layers thick!of a liquid film under ambient conditions: water for
hydrophilic surfaces and some hydrocarbon for hydrophobic ones.
When the tip comes in contact with the sample, the liquid film
forms a meniscus and bridges the tip and the sample. It was first
proposed by Luo et al.@17# that this liquid film dominated tip-
sample heat transfer for nanoscale point contacts, and suggested a
heat transfer coefficienth'109 W/m2-K. The actual conductance
depends on the radius of curvature of the tip apex. More recently,
Shi et al.@35# have shown using the probes in Fig. 5, that while
liquid film does play an important role, solid-solid and air con-
duction pathways are equally important. Figure 6 plots the canti-
lever deflection and the tip temperature as a function of tip-sample
relative position. The measurements show that before the tip is
brought into contact, air conduction dominates heat transfer. As
the tip makes contact with the sample surface, liquid film conduc-
tion results in a sudden jump in tip temperature due to a marked
increase in thermal conductance. Subsequently, the tip tempera-
ture rises gradually as the contact force is increased indicating the
role of solid-solid conduction. Beyond a certain force, the tip tem-
perature saturates to a constant value, which arises from the fact
that the tip-sample contact area becomes constant. From this data,
values of liquid, solid-solid and air conductances can be deter-
mined @35#. Although this is a typical thermal behavior of SThM
probes, the exact values of forces and thermal conductances at
different transition points depends on the probe design. The ther-
mal time constant of probes shown in Fig. 5 during contact with a
sample was shown to be on the order of 10ms @34#, which can
allow a measurement bandwidth of about 100 kHz@36#.

Figure 7 shows topographical and thermal images of the cross-
section of a vertical cavity surface emitting laser~VCSEL! @30#.
Because the refractive index of the III–V semiconducting materi-
als used in VCSELs is temperature dependent, the output wave-
length of VCSELs varies with temperature at about 0.1 nm/K.
Hence, not only is it necessary to actively control the temperature
of these devices@7#, fundamental understanding of thermal phe-
nomena inside the devices is also important. SThM images of a
VCSEL showed that the maximum temperature occurred at the
quantum well region where electrons and holes recombine radia-
tively. This suggested non-radiative recombination due to the
presence of defects and crystal imperfections to be the dominant
loss mechanism as opposed to other mechanisms such as Joule
heating and radiative absorption. The temperature distribution also
suggested a thermal lens formation due to the temperature depen-
dence of the refractive index of these materials.

Carbon nanotubes have recently been intensively studied for
their electrical, thermal, mechanical, and chemical properties@37#.
They come in two kinds: multiwall carbon nanotubes~MWCNs!,
which are generally about 10 nm in diameter, and single wall
carbon nanotubes~SWCNs!which are about 1–2 nm in diameter.

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of a scanning thermal microscope
„SThM…. It consists of a sharp temperature sensing tip mounted
on a cantilever probe. The sample is scanned in the lateral di-
rections while the canitilever deflections are monitored using a
laser beam-deflection technique. Topographical and thermal
images can be thermally obtained. The thermal transport at the
tip-sample contacts consists of air, liquid and solid-solid con-
duction pathways. A simple thermal resistance network model
of the sample and probe combination shows that when the
sample is at temperature Ts , the tip temperature Tt depends on
the values of the thermal resistances of the tip-sample contact,
Rts , the tip, Rt , and the cantilever probe, Rc .

Fig. 5 Electron micrographs of a two-armed cantilever probe
with a pyramid-shaped tip at the free end. The tip contains a
Pt-Cr thermocouple junction at its apex which is approximately
500 nm in lateral size.
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MWCNs are generally metallic in nature, while SWCNs can be
both metallic and semiconducting depending on the chirality in
their crystal structure. Although there have been several studies on
electrical transport in MWCNs and SWCNs there are several un-
answered questions regarding dissipation in these nanostructures.

While current flow in MWCNs is expected to be diffusive leading
to uniform Joule heating, there is speculation that electron trans-
port in SWCNs is ballistic over several micrometers in length
even at room temperatures. Figure 8~a! shows topographical and
thermal images of an electrically heated MWCN of 10 nm diam-
eter @33,38#. The spatial resolution of SThM was about 50 nm.
Detailed modeling of the measured temperature combined with an
understanding of tip-sample heat transfer mechanism was used to
quantitatively determine the actual temperature rise of the MWCN
@33#. The temperature profile along the length of the MWCN was
parabolic, indicating a uniform Joule heating and diffusive elec-
tron transport. Figure 8~b! shows the topographical and thermal
images of a SWCN that was about 1 nm in diameter. Thermal
images at low voltages showed that most of the temperature rise
was near the contacts, indicating ballistic electron flow in the
SWCN. At high voltages, however, bulk dissipation started to oc-
cur as indicated by the thermal images. This is presumably be-
cause of optical phonon emission by electrons when they get
highly energized by transport in high electric fields@39#.

There have been several important developments and break-
throughs in SThM over the last decade, which are now allowing
us to routinely make thermal measurements at spatial resolutions
in the sub-100 nm regime. There are three main areas where
progress could be made in the future, namely:~i! fundamental
understanding of tip-sample heat transfer and accuracy of tem-
perature measurements;~ii! design and fabrication of integrated
multifunctional probes;~iii! thermal probing of new devices and
micro/nanostructures. Although we have made progress in our un-
derstanding of heat transfer at point contacts@17,35,40#, there are
still many fundamental issues unresolved. For example, can the
effect of liquid conduction be controlled by tailoring surface
chemistry? What is the role of near-field radiation in tip-sample
heat transfer@41,42,43#, especially in vacuum environment? How
do phonons and electrons propagate through a point contact that is
on the order of their wavelength? Can we conduct SThM experi-
ments at low temperature and observe quantum transport effects?
Because tip-sample thermal resistance depends on surface topog-
raphy, topography-related artifacts in thermal images still remains
a problem. There are two potential solutions: a thorough knowl-
edge of tip-sample heat transfer in order to model the effect of
topography; or a null-point measurement such that tip-sample
temperature difference can be mini mized thereby eliminating any
heat flow. The latter requires more sophisticated probes with mul-
tiple sensors and feedback control.

Fig. 6 Cantilever deflection and temperature response of the
probe as a function of sample vertical position. The sample
was a 350 nm wide electrically heated metal line. When the
sample approaches the tip, the cantilever deflection remains
unchanged till a jump to contact. During this time, the tip tem-
perature rises very gradually due to air conduction. Corre-
sponding to jump to contact the tip temperature suddenly rises
due to liquid conduction. As the sample is pushed up the can-
tilever deflects linearly, while the tip temperature increases lin-
early due to increase in solid-solid contact area to a certain
constant value. When the sample is retracted away, the solid-
solid conductance decreases, but at a different rate, indicating
some hysteresis due to plastic deformation of the tip or the
sample. The tip remains in contact for a longer duration due to
surface tension forces. When the tip snaps out of contact from
the sample, there is a sudden drop in temperature due to loss
of liquid film conduction.

Fig. 7 „left… Schematic diagram, „middle… topographical image, and „right… thermal image of the cross-section of a vertical
cavity laser. The region imaged is approximately 6 mm on either side of the active quantum well region, which includes the
p-doped and n-doped Bragg mirrors consisting of alternating layers of AlAs and AlGaAs. The thermal image was obtained
after a current was applied and the device was lasing.
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The development of batch fabrication processes for making SThM
probes@19,34,44,45#has made them readily available to many
researchers, which itself is a significant engineering contribution.
Currently, however, one can place only a single temperature sen-
sor on SThM tips. Future progress will be driven towards multiple
sensors and actuators on integrated cantilever probes such that one
could simultaneously measure temperature and heat flux as well
as electrical, optical and other nanoscale properties while imaging
a nanostructure. Finally, because new nanoscale materials and en-
ergy conversion devices are being developed, there will also re-
main a need to thermal probe them at nanoscales. For example,
thermoelectric properties of nanostructured semiconductors are
markedly different from their bulk properties@46#. By simulta-
neously measuring thermal, electrical, and thermoelectric proper-
ties using a multifunctional SThM, one could characterize low-
dimensional nanostructures. An area of research that is largely
unexplored is SThM under liquid environment, in particular, of
biological molecules. Proteins and DNA undergo structural
changes and phase transitions at different temperatures. Localized
calorimetry of molecules could shed light on the binding behavior
of biomolecules.

2.2 Picosecond Reflectance Thermometry.Reflectance
thermometry can be extended to picosecond time-scales using
mode-locked lasers; mode-locked laser typically produce a series
of ,1 ps pules at a repetition rate of'76 MHz. Extremely high
time resolution is achieved by splitting the laser output into two
beam paths, a ‘‘pump’’ beam and a ‘‘probe’’ beam, and adjusting
the relative optical path lengths with a mechanical delay stage. If
the sample under investigation is metallic, or can be coated with a
thin metal film, then a small fraction of the energy from each
pulse in the pump beam produces a sudden jump in temperature
near the surface of the sample. The decay of the near-surface
temperature is then interrogated by the reflected energy of the
series of pulses in the probe beam. Typically, the intensity of the
pump beam is modulated and variations in the intensity of the
reflected probe beam at the modulation frequency are measured
with an rf lock-in-amplifier.

In 1986, Paddock and Eesley@47# described the first thermal
transport experiments using picosecond thermoreflectance; their
primary motivation—providing a direct method for measuring
heat diffusion on nanometer length scales—remains valid today.
Most engineering materials have thermal diffusivities D in the

range 0.005,D,1 cm2 s21 and at t5200 ps, heat diffusion
lengths l 5A(Dt) are in the range 10,1,140 nm. Therefore,
picosecond time resolution offers nanometer-scale depth resolu-
tion and, more specifically, picosecond thermoreflectance can iso-
late the effects of interface conductance from the thermal conduc-
tivity of a thin layer. By contrast, thermoreflectance using
Q-switched lasers@48# and the 3v method@49# cannot distinguish
between the thermal conductivity of a film and the thermal con-
ductance of its interfaces. Greater understanding of energy trans-
port on picosecond time-scales could also enhance capabilities for
thin-film metrology. Picosecond acoustics using pump-probe op-
tical techniques is a powerful tool for determining film thickness;
in some cases, picosecond thermoreflectance could provide
complementary data on film and interface microstructure@50#.

Despite the promise of these methods, only a few quantitative
and systematic studies of thermal properties of materials have
used picosecond optical techniques@47,51,52,53,54,55#. Experi-
ments by Maris and co-workers on interface thermal conductance
@52# and superlattice conductivity@54# are the most complete.
Data for the thermal decay at short timest,50 ps are difficult to
interpret quantitatively because~i! hot-electrons can deposit en-
ergy outside of the optical absorption depth,~ii! the temperature
dependence of the complex index of refractiondñ/dT is typically
unknown,~iii! the diffusion equation fails on length scales com-
parable to the mean-free-paths of the dominant energy carriers,
and~iv! the assumption of equilibrium between phonons and elec-
trons is not always valid. At long timest.500 ps, measurements
are often plagued by shifts in the focal plane and beam overlap
created by large displacements of the delay stage.~Capinski and
Maris describe a method for improving accuracy at long delay
times @56#.! We are optimistic, however, that improved perfor-
mance and dropping costs of solid-state mode-locked lasers will
expand applications of picosecond thermoreflectance. Reliable,
low-noise Ti:sapphire lasers that produce 100 fs pulses are com-
mercially available and can be operated with only a modest
knowledge of the technology of ultra-fast lasers.

An example apparatus in use at the Laser Facility of the Fred-
erick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory is shown in Fig. 9. The
optical design contains some unique features: a single microscope
objective focuses the pump and probe beams, collimates the re
flected probe beam, and forms a dark-field microscopy image of
the sample surface on a CCD camera. The integrated dark-field
optical microscope greatly facilitates focusing and alignment of

Fig. 8 Topographical and thermal images of electrically heated: „a… multiwall carbon nanotube „MWCN…

about 10 nm in diameter with 22.4 mA flowing through it; „b… single wall carbon nanotube „SWCN… 1-2 nm in
diameter with 15 mA „top… and 19.3 mA flowing through it. The temperature profile of the MWCN is parabolic in
nature indicating a diffusive flow of electrons. At low bias, the SWCN is heated only at the contacts suggest-
ing ballistic flow, while at higher bias the SWCN is heated in the bulk, most likely due to optical phonon
emission. All measurements were made at room temperature.
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the pump and probe beams. The 1/e2 beam diameter at the sample
is relatively large, 15mm for both pump and probe.

In a modulated pump-probe experiment, the differences in re-
flected probe intensity caused by the pump pulse appear at the
modulation frequency of the pump beam and are extracted with
lock-in detection. But interpretation of this lock-in signal is not
completely straightforward, particularly as the time delay be-
comes a significant fraction of the separation between pulses. Fol-
lowing Ref. @56#, the lock-in responseVLI of a modulated pump-
probe reflectivity measurement is

VLI~ t !5
a

t (
q52`

`

exp~ i2p f ~qt1t !!DR1~qt1t !, (2)

where the real part ofVLI is the in-phase signal of the lock-in
amplifier Vin and the imaginary part ofVLI is the out-of-phase
signalVout ; a is a constant,t the time between pulses (typically
'13 ns),f the modulation frequency,t the time delay of the probe
beam, andDR1(t) is the reflectivity change at a timet following
an excitation of the sample by a single pump pulse. In Ref.@56#,
the authors state that Eq. 2 is valid only in the limitf t!1 but we
have found that Eq. 1 is an exact solution for all values off t as
long as the lock-in time constanttLI satisfiesf tLI@1. Typically,
comparisons of experimental data and the prediction of Eq. 2 are
used to optimize free parameters in a thermal model; for all but
the shortest times, the temperature is homogeneous through the
optical absorption depth of the thin metal film andDR1(t)
5(dR/dT)DT1(t). The surface temperatureDT1(t) can be accu-
rately calculated using one-dimensional heat flow since the ther-
mal diffusion length is usually much smaller than the radius of the
focused pump beam@56#.

Although Bonello and co-workers@57# discuss the in-phase sig-
nal att,0, to the best of knowledge, no prior work has made use
Vout(t). But the extra information in the out-of-phase signal may
provide a simple method of correcting for non-idealities in the
experiment: both the in-phase and out-of-phase signals will be
changed by the same amount by defocusing of the pump beam
and changes in the pump-probe overlap and so the ratio of
Vin /Vout is often a more robust quantity thanVin alone.Vout(t)
varies weakly witht but decreases with modulation frequencyf;

we choosef '10 MHz to minimize radial heat flow without sac-
rificing too much signal inVout .

A frequency domain version of Eq. 2 is sometimes more con-
venient: instead of starting with the time domain response to a
pump pulseDT1(t), we calculate the frequency domain response
DT(n) of a multilayer sample using matrix methods@58#. With
the probe beam delayed by a timet, the ratio of the two lock-in
signals is then

Vin~ t !

iVout~ t !
5

(
q52`

`

~DT~q/t1 f !1DT~q/t2 f !!exp~ i2ptq/t!

(
q52`

`

~DT~q/t1 f !2DT~q/t2 f !!exp~ i2ptq/t!

.

(3)

If the pump beam is advanced instead of delaying the probe,~see
Fig. 9!, Eq. 3 must be corrected by a phase factor that is equiva-
lent to shifting the phase of the lock-in reference channel by
2p f t.

Figure 10 shows an example of this approach using data for an
epitaxial TiN layer deposited on MgO by reactive magnetron sput-
tering at 800°C. Because TiN and MgO have the same crystal
structure~fcc NaCl!and almost identical lattice constants, we ex-
pect that these TiN/MgO interfaces are more perfect than typical
metal/ceramic interfaces. TiN is a ‘‘metallic ceramic’’, a hard,
refractory material with metallic electrical properties. Our thermal
model assumes that the heating produced of the pump pulse can
be approximated by an instantaneous deposition of energy uni-
formly distributed through the optical absorption depth of TiN,
l/(4pk)516 nm. Since we assumeDR(t)5(dR/dT)DT(t), the

Fig. 9 Picosecond thermoreflectance and acoustics appara-
tus at the University of Illinois using a single objective and an
integrated dark-field microscope. The pump and probe beams
are parallel at the back-focal-plane of the objective lens but
offset by É 4 mm. The aperture in front of the detector rejects
the small fraction of pump beam that leaks through the polar-
izing beam splitter. Fig. 10 Picosecond thermoreflectance data „solid circles … for

thermal transport through an epitaxial TiN ÕMgO„001… structure
at room temperature. The ratio of the in-phase to out-of-phase
signals of the lock-in amplifier at fÄ9.8 MHz is plotted as func-
tion of the thermal diffusion length in TiN; the delay time t is
given on the top axis. The TiN layer thickness is 100 nm. We
assume that the thermal conductivity of the TiN film is given by
the Wiedemann-Franz law, LÄLT ÕrÄ58 W mÀ1 KÀ1; the ther-
mal conductivity of MgO is 51 W m À1 KÀ1. The solid and dashed
lines are fits to the data using Eq. 3 with one free parameter, the
interface thermal conductance G. The solid line is the best fit,
GÄ0.42 GW mÀ2 KÀ1. The upper and lower dashed lines are for
GÄ0.2 and GÄ1.0 GW mÀ2 KÀ1, respectively.
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fit at short times is poor; i.e., we have not accounted for gradients
in ñ within the optical absorption depth@59#. At long times, we
obtain an excellent one-parameter fit to the data but the data are
relatively insensitive to the property we are interested in, the ther-
mal conductance of the interfaceG: changingG by a factor of 2
produces only a'15 percent change inVin /Vout at t51 ns.

2.3 Scanning Optical Thermometry. The optical ther-
mometry described in section 2.2 uses brief laser pulses to excite
and interrogate a surface. The radiation is generally not strongly
focused, which allows one-dimensional transport modeling nor-
mal to the absorbing surface. For micro and nanoscale semicon-
ductor devices, sensors, and actuators, the goal is to measure tem-
perature distributions resulting fromelectrical heating with
simultaneously high spatial and temporal resolution. In contrast to
the scanning probe methods described in section 2.1, most optical
thermometry methods directly probe the microdevice without re-
quiring heat diffusion into a solid sensor. This eliminates the as-
sociated delay and, in principle, allows measurements in the pico-
second regime as discussed in section 2.2. Pump-probe
microdevice thermometry with picosecond temporal resolution
could be achieved using a photodiode to convert the pump pulse
into an electrical current. This electro-optic excitation approach is
well established for measuring electric field distributions and the
voltage step response in semiconductor devices@60,61#. However,
the fastest optical thermometry of electrically-heated devices used
steady-state radiation and yielded temporal resolution, limited by
noise and calibration complications, near 1 ns.

There has been extensive research on microdevice optical ther-
mometry. Most measurements use visible or near-visible radiation
with far-field optics, which provide diffraction-limited spatial
resolution near 1mm @62#. Examples include micro-Raman ther-
mal imaging, for which the ratio of the Stokes and anti-Stokes
lines determined the steady-state optical phonon temperature in
the semiconducting regions of quantum well lasers@63# and sili-
con field-effect transistors@64#. Picosecond Raman thermometry
of solvent-solute mixtures at large spatial dimensions@65# could
be extended to microdevices. Expansion thermometry@66,67,68#
used radiation interference or dilation to probe thermal expansion
and temperature fields in the near-surface region. The extraction
of temperature fields from surface displacement is very difficult in
the absence of a dedicated surface layer with high thermal expan-
sion coefficient, as discussed for Joule expansion microscopy us-
ing the AFM in section 2.1. The temperature dependence of
photon-induced emission provides another opportunity for ther-
mometry, although the governing electron-photon relaxation pro-
cesses can limit temporal resolution. Example studies used
temperature-induced shifts in the photoluminescence spectra of
semiconductors@69# or, for the case of a dedicated thin-film coat-
ing, a shift in the fluorescence efficiency@70#.

Thermoreflectance imaging detects temperature changes
through the optical reflectance@71# and has been applied to mi-
cromachined structures@72,73,74,75#. Precise scanning of the la-
ser focus spot over the microdevice during periodic electrical
heating yields the full-field transient temperature@76#. Figure
11~a,b! show the experimental setup and temperature distribution
data across the corner of an aluminum-copper alloy interconnect
@77#. The temperature distribution was captured 100 ns after the
initiation of an electrical current pulse and is consistent with a
coupled analysis of the temperature and potential distributions in
the metal. The diffraction-limited spatial resolution is comparable
with the radiation wavelength of 800 nm, which was chosen to
optimize the thermoreflectance coefficient,CTR . Although metals
have relatively low thermoreflectance coefficients,CTR

;1025 K21, they are well suited for thermoreflectance imaging
because their small penetration depths isolate the volume over
which radiation-surface interactions are occurring and minimizes
the impact on the electrical behavior of the device. The thermore-
flectance coefficients of aluminum and copper achieve maxima
near 800 nm and 577 nm, respectively, owing to associated high

probabilities for electron interband transitions@78,79#. Because
the thermoreflectance coefficient can depend on the radiation spot
size, a two-step calibration procedure on a dedicated, similar mi-
cromachined structure subjected to transient electrical heating and
thermometry is helpful for obtaining the relevant value ofCTR
@76#. Reflectance thermometry can be performed through transpar-
ent passive layers, such as silicon dioxide. However, temperature
and refractive index gradients in the overlayer effectively limit the
temporal resolution to the thermal diffusion time normal to that
layer.

Optical thermometry below the diffraction limit remains imma-
ture. From the far field, radiation with vacuum wavelengthl can
be focused to a spot whose full width at half maximum isl/~2
NA!. The numerical aperture of the scanning system is NA
5n sinu, the maximum angle of incidence isu, andn is the real
part of the refractive index. This is equivalent to Sparrow’s crite-
rion, in which diffraction limits the spatial resolution in a vacuum
or air (n51) to l/2. Optical thermometry below the diffraction
limit is based on near-field scanning optical microscopy~NSOM!,
which achieved resolution approaching 10 nm for optical imaging
using a probe scanned a few nanometers above the surface. One
NSOM method uses tapered, metal-coated optical fibers with an
aperture at the tip@80#. Near-field infrared imaging used a tapered
metal micropipette to collect infrared radiation emitted by a pat-
terned metal bridge structure@81#. The fiber aperture was near 1.5
mm, which is almost an order of magnitude less than the dominant
emitted wavelength at room temperature. Another technique de-
livered visible light through a metal-coated fiber with aperture
near 50 nm@82#. The radiation reflected into the far field was used
to image temperature differences between two metal bridges. For
transient measurements, data interpretation was complicated by
thermal expansion of the surface and probe. These exploratory
scanning probe studies showed that the low transmittance through
apertured probes (;1026) can strongly limit the sensitivity for
temperature measurements.

These problems may eventually be mitigated using solid im-
mersion lens~SIL! technology, which improves spatial resolution
as in oil immersion microscopy. Figure 12~a! indicates that a solid
lens scanning in the near field can provide spatial resolution below
the wavelength in air without the dramatic loss in transmission
imposed by an apertured fiber. The plotted sixth-power depen-
dence of transmission is based on the result of Bethe for apertures
@83#. The SIL increases the numerical aperture of the optical path
according to the real part of the refractive index of the lens ma-
terial. The SIL with visible or ultraviolet radiation has achieved
values of NA between 1.0 and 2.2 for optical imaging@84#, data
storage@85#, and photolithography@86#. In principle, SILs with
tailored optical properties should be appropriate for improving the
spatial resolution of the various optical thermometry techniques
described already in this section.

The first fully-micromachined silicon SIL@87# targeted near
and mid-infrared radiation wavelengths, for which silicon is
nearly transmitting withn;3.4. Figure 12~b!shows the integrated
silicon lens and cantilever. Lenses were fabricated by developing
photoresist pillars on the silicon film on a silicon-on-insulator
~SOI! substrate. The pillars were shaped into hemispheres during
exposure to acetone vapor, and the shape was transferred into the
silicon film using CF4 /O2 reactive ion etching. Using transmis-
sion through a 1mm aperture patterned in Cr/Au on a GaP sub-
strate, the lens produced a spot size ofl/5 and NA52.5 with
radiation wavelengthl59.3mm. Subsequent research imaged
thermal radiation transmission through a micropatterned intercon-
nect structure on silicon@88#. Figure 12~c!shows the improved
resolution of the radiance images collected during a scan across
two aluminum lines of width 1mm and separated by 2.5mm.
Figure 12~c!is not a thermal map of the interconnect structure, but
rather an image of the thermal radiation transmitted through the
microstructure from an underlying heater, which shows that local
measurements of temperature gradients should be possible. A
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noise equivalent temperature resolution below 0.2 K and a spatial
resolution of 1.7mm were predicted at 120°C using a diffraction-
limited infrared microscope with InSb focal plane array detector
at 20 Hz. Although the spatial resolution for optical microscopy
may be improved through the use of a metal aperture patterned on
the lens, the resulting reduction in optical transmittance and the
noise-limited temperature sensitivity makes this approach unat-
tractive for thermal imaging.

3 Thermal Transport in Low-Dimensional Structures

3.1 Thin Films. Thermal conduction in solid films can be
strongly influenced by material imperfections and sub-continuum
effects. The discrepancy between bulk and film thermal conduc-
tivities can in many cases be traced to imperfections or impurities
introduced during the fabrication process. For single-crystal films
of thickness comparable with the phonon mean free path, phonon-
boundary scattering also reduces the effective thermal conductiv-
ity. Additional detail can be found in thin-film thermal conductiv-
ity reviews @89,90# and more focused articles on superlattices

@91,92,93#, interface resistance@94#, diamond films@95,96#, and
organic films@97,98,99#, and experimental methods@100#.

3.1.1 Measurement Techniques.Thin film thermal conduc-
tivity measurement techniques are distinguished by the source and
timescale of heating and the thermometry method. Many use elec-
trical heating and thermometry in bridges patterned above the
sample film. The 3v method@101# sustains a current in a metal
bridge at angular frequencyv, inducing fluctuations at 2v of the
heating rate and the temperature. The temperature amplitude and
phase and the thermal properties of surrounding materials are ex-
tracted from the 3v component of the voltage along the bridge.
While the 3v method first measured the out-of-plane thermal con-
ductivity in dielectric films @102,103#, recent extensions using
multiple bridges of varying width measured the thermal conduc-
tivity anisotropy in superlattices@104#, polyimide@105#, and the
in-plane conductivity of thin silicon films@106#. Measurements at
heating frequencies up to 60 kHz yielded the volumetric heat ca-
pacity of silicon dioxide films@107#. Steady-state electrical heat-
ing and thermometry in parallel metal bridges is an alternative for
determining film-substrate interface resistance@94# and the out-of-

Fig. 11 „a… Schematic of the setup for scanning laser-reflectance imaging of interconnects
and semiconductor devices; „b… experimental data for the temperature distribution across
the corner of an electrically heated metal intercorrect. For details see Refs. †62,76,77‡.
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plane thermal conductivities of disordered dielectric films@108#.
Steady and transient heating in metal were used in membrane
structures, generally fabricated using anisotropic chemical etch-
ing, to isolate the in-plane thermal conductivity@109,110,97#.

Pulsed laser heating and thermoreflectance thermometry have
been used for non-contact measurements of the out-of-plane con-
ductivity. The instrumentation and analysis depends on the heating
pulse duration. As discussed in section 2.2, measurements with
picosecond-scale heating can examine transport in a variety of
thin films and nanostructures. These measurements use pump-
probe laser diagnostic to capture both the thermoreflectance re-
sponse and the surface displacement resulting from acoustic
waves. Analysis needs to consider the non-diffusive, sub-
continuum nature of heat transport in the sample films and the
disequilibrium between electrons, which can absorb much of the

radiation, and the lattice. Nanosecond heating from a Nd:YAG
laser and continuous time-domain laser-reflectance thermometry
yielded the out-of-plane conductivities of silicon-dioxide@111#
and polycrystalline diamond@112# films of thickness down to a
few hundred nanometers. The lateral thermal conductivity of films
on substrates has been measured using the transient thermal grat-
ing technique @113#. Pulsed laser radiation interferes on the
sample surface, yielding a harmonic spatial variation of energy
absorption. This yields spatially varying temperature and thermal
strain fields, whose temporal decay is detected by the deflection of
an incident probe beam. The temporal decay is governed mainly
by the lateral thermal conductivity of the film and substrate and
the volumetric heat capacity within a depth near the spatial period
of energy deposition, which can be varied by altering the differ-
ence in incident angles between the two probes.

Fig. 12 „a… Relationship of the transmittance and spatial resolution of optical imaging technologies, showing the promise of the
solid immersion lens for thermal imaging. The curve plots the sixth power dependence of transmittance on diameter for a circular
aperature. „b… Scanning electron micrograph of the silicon lens and tip and the pyrex mount. „c… Transmission data collected by an
InSb CCD array through a patterned two-bridge structure with and without the SIL.
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3.1.2 Single Crystal Films. The in-plane conductivities of
single-crystal semiconducting monolayers are important for
silicon-on-insulator~SOI! @114# and 3D circuits@115#, as well as
micromachined sensors and actuators involving crystalline silicon
membranes@116#. Conduction is dominated by phonon transport,
even for heavily-doped samples. Figure 13~a! shows that for
nearly single-crystal silicon, phonon-interface scattering strongly
reduces the effective thermal conductivity at low temperatures.
The data can be predicted using the model of Holland@117# for
conduction in silicon with modifications to account for scattering
on film interfaces based on the phonon Boltzmann equation@118#.
Crystalline monolayers are often bounded by amorphous films,
which act as diffuse phonon emitter-absorbers owing to strong
phonon scattering. When the mean free paths in neighboring films
are comparable, which is the case in many superlattices, transport
in the layers is coupled and the fraction of phonons specularly
reflected must be determined from the interfacial roughness and
the phonon wavelength. For single-crystal silicon layers doped at
concentrations higher than 1.031017 cm23 the conductivity is re-
duced by scattering on impurities and free electrons@119#. Figure
13~a!shows that this is particularly important at low temperatures.
Measurements at 20 K on layers of thickness 3mm with phos-
phorus and boron concentrations of 1.031018 cm23 yielded re-
ductions by approximately two and four, respectively, with the
difference resulting from the disparity in mass of the two impurity
types.

The anisotropy and nonlinearity of acoustic phonon dispersion
relationships complicate predictions above 100 K for GaAs, Ge,
and AlAs films, and above 200 K for silicon films owing to its
higher Debye temperature. Figure 13~b! plots room-temperature
in-plane thermal-conductivity data for silicon films in SOI sub-
strates as thin as 74 nm@106#. The thermal conductivity is smaller
by as much as 50 percent than the bulk value and decreases slowly
with decreasing film thickness. A graybody approximation over-
predicts the data because it neglects the spectral dependence of
phonon scattering. Additional modeling lended support to the hy-
pothesis that longitudinal phonons dominate transport. This hy-
pothesis is consistent with the highly dispersive nature of high-
frequency transverse acoustic phonons in silicon, which reduces
their group velocities.

Epitaxially-grown high-temperature superconducting films,
such as YBa2Cu3O7 , EuBa2Cu3O7 , and BiSr2Ca1Cu2O8 , exhibit
highly anisotropic thermal conduction properties due to their
orthorhombic unit cell and the large density of oriented imperfec-
tions @120#. These films are promising for low-loss interconnects
and Josephson junctions in hybrid superconductor/semiconductor
circuits, as well as for thermal radiation detectors. Models have
been developed for the conductivity reduction in films with thec
axis oriented normal to the substrate@121,122#. These calculations
considered the simultaneous contribution of electrons and
phonons, because both carriers are significant at temperatures
above a few tens of Kelvin.

The reduction is substantial for films thinner than about 100 nm
and is dominated by the impact of interfaces on the phonon con-
tribution. The electron thermal conductivity and associated thin-
film size effect are strongly reduced at low temperatures due to the
increasing concentration of Cooper pairs, which do not contribute
to heat conduction.

3.1.3 Interfaces. In many cases, heat transport on short
length-scales and time-scales is sensitive to the properties of in-
terfaces. Thus, an ability to control and exploit interface thermal
properties could enable improved thermal management of
multilayer device structures@123#, simplify the fabrication of ther-
mal sensors, and increase the efficiency of thermoelectric energy
conversion@124,125#. Furthermore, because thermal phonons near
room temperature are sensitive to atomic-level structure, greater
scientific understanding of heat transport at interfaces may lead to
convenient, nondestructive methods for evaluating the microstruc-
ture of interfaces: interface microstructure is a critical issue in

materials science but the high resolution electron microscopy and
diffraction needed to characterize interface structure is often dif-
ficult, time-consuming and expensive.

Fig. 13 „a… Data for bulk silicon compared with data for silicon
single-crystal films and polysilicon. „b… Predictions and data for
single-crystal silicon films of thickness down to 74 nm at room
temperature as a function of film thickness. „c… Contributions
to the thermal resistivity, 1 Õk , as a function of temperature for a
doped polysilicon layer.
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3.1.3a Interface thermal conductance.We first consider the
thermal conductance of an isolated interface, i.e., an interface that
is separated from other interfaces by a distance that is large com-
pared to the mean-free-path of the lattice vibrations that dominate
heat transport in the material. In this limit, we can ignore coherent
superposition of lattice waves reflected or transmitted by adjacent
interfaces. The conductance of isolated interfaces has a long his-
tory in condensed matter physics beginning with the problem of
the Kapitza conductance between a solid and liquid helium—an
issue of great practical importance in the design of cryogenic re-
frigerators for low temperature physics. Swartz and Pohl@94# give
an exhaustive review of thermal boundary resistance, the inverse
of interface thermal conductance, through 1988.

Some recent data for interface thermal conductance are shown
in Fig. 14. Surprisingly, near room temperature, the highest ther-
mal conductance for metal/dielectric interfaces measured by pico-
second thermoreflectance@52#, Ti/Al2O3 and Al/Al2O3 , is only a
factor of ;5 larger than the lowest conductance, Pb/diamond.
Other data for metal/dielectric interfaces@94,55,126,49#, for the
most part, fall between these two extremes.~Initial experiments
on epitaxial TiN/MgO, however, indicate an interface conductance
a factor of;3 larger than Al/Al2O3 , see Figs. 10 and 14.!

The diffuse mismatch model@94# provides a straightforward
starting point for theoretical understanding of heat transport at an
interface. The key assumption of this model is that phonons are
randomly and elastically scattered at the interfaces with a trans-

mission coefficient given by the relative density of vibrational
states on the two sides of the interface@94,52,127#. Furthermore,
if the Debye model is used for the density of states and mode
dispersion, then the thermal conductance is easily calculated from
the velocity of sounds and atomic densities of the two materials
@94,127#. An example calculation using the diffuse mismatch
model is shown in Fig. 14; this calculation for Al/Al2O3 overes-
timates the experimental data near room temperature by a factor
of '5; if dispersion of the high energy vibrational modes is taken
into account, the agreement improves@52#.

The opposing limit is the assumption of no scattering at the
interface; in the long-wavelength or continuum limit, phonon re-
flection and transmission is calculated from the mass density and
anisotropic elastic constants of the materials. For shorter wave-
lengths, microscopic calculations of the lattice dynamics are
needed; these models are typically based on idealized models of
the interface structure and bonding@128,129#. The results of
lattice-dynamical calculations@52# for Al/Al 2O3 , see Fig. 14, are
in reasonably good agreement with the data.

While the data in Fig. 14 represent a significant advance, many
more systematic studies will be needed to develop a comprehen-
sive understanding; for example, experiments have not yet ob-
served either the high or low extremes of conductance predicted
by theory @52# and have not yet isolated contributions to heat
transport at interfaces by anharmonicity, electron-phonon cou-
pling @130#, interface disorder@131# or altered interface bonding
@132#.

3.1.3b Multilayer thin films. Figure 14 also contains data for
interface conductance extracted from studies of multilayers@133#
and thin film samples@49,126#measured using the 3v method. If
the thermal conductivity of a thin layer of disordered material is
independent of layer thicknessd, i.e., if phonons with mean-free-
paths comparable tod make a negligible contribution to heat
transport, and that the microstructure of the thin layer is approxi-
mately independent ofd, the measured conductance of a
multilayer sample is the parallel sum of the thermal conductance
of the individual layers and the thermal conductance of the inter-
faces@49,134,133#. Data for GeSbTe2.5/ZnS interfaces~a compo-
nent of phase-change data-storage media! nearly overlap with data
for the series conductance of the metal/SiO2 and SiO2 /Si inter-
faces of metal-oxide-semiconductor structures. These data for
metallized SiO2 layers on Si are in good agreement with previous
room temperature measurements using nanosecond thermoreflec-
tance@48#.

While GeSbTe2.5/ZnS multilayers show relatively small ther-
mal conductance, our studies of multilayers of disordered oxides
have failed to reveal a significant effect of interfaces: the thermal
conductivity of ZrO2 :Y2O3 /SiO2 @135# and ZrO2 /Y2O3 @126#
multilayers are almost independent of layer thickness with layer
thickness as small as 4 nm. Apparently, the lattice vibrations of
these oxides are sufficiently alike that the thermal conductance is
too large to be measured by this approach. Multilayer coatings
@136# do not, therefore, appear to be a promising route for lower-
ing the conductivity of thermal barriers. Significant decreases in
conductivity have been observed recently in nanocrystalline
ZrO2 :Y2O3 @137#and attributed to the finite thermal conductance
of grain boundaries.

3.1.3c Epitaxial superlattices.For a short-period superlat-
tice with coherent interfaces, we must reevaluate our assumptions
for isolated interfaces and consider superposition of lattice waves
transmitted and reflected by the interfaces. Thermal transport in
superlattices with perfect interfaces has been discussed in a series
of papers using increasingly refined models of the lattice dynam-
ics @138,139,140,141#. The general conclusion of this work is that
a superlattice structure strongly reduces the average group veloc-
ity of phonons in the through-thickness direction and—because

Fig. 14 Comparison of selected data for interface thermal con-
ductance: „i… individual interfaces measured by picosecond
thermoreflectance †52‡, Al ÕAl2O3 „open diamonds… and PbÕc-C
„filled triangles …; „ii… conductance of the a-GeSbTe 2.5 ÕZnS inter-
face „open triangles … from a multilayer sample †133‡, „iii… series
conductance of the top and bottom interfaces of metal-
SiO2-silicon structures „MOS, filled circles … †103‡. The solid line
is the calculated diffuse mismatch conductance of Al ÕAl2O3 us-
ing the Debye model; the dashed line is the theoretical predic-
tion for AlÕAl 2O3 using a lattice-dynamical calculation of a
model fcc interface †52‡. The right axis gives the thickness of a
film with LÄ1 W mÀ1 KÀ1 that has the thermal conductance
corresponding to the left axis.
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the thermal conductivity scales as the square of the group
velocity—dramatically suppresses the thermal conductivity in
comparison to the bulk components.

This suppression of thermal conductivity produced by zone-
folding and phonon confinement cannot, however, fully explain
the data, see Fig. 15. The observed reduction in conductivity is too
large to be easily explained by the theories of perfect interfaces
and both Si-Ge@142# and GaAs@54# superlattices show substan-
tial decreases in conductivity with decreasing superlattice period;
theory predicts that the conductivity shouldincreaseslowly with
decreasing period@143#.

Theory @93# based on incoherent~particle-like! scattering of
phonons at interfaces predicts a superlattice thermal conductivity
that decreases with superlattice period. Particle-based theory@93#
can more easily explore effects of disorder but this approach re-
quires approximations and assumptions concerning phonon dis-
persion, elastic vs. inelastic scattering, and specular vs. diffuse
scattering that may be difficult to justify microscopically.

Interface disorder introduces diffuse scattering but disorder in a
superlattice is typically modest and limited to interface roughness
~a finite density of interface steps! and substitutional alloying at
the interfaces caused by surface segregation during growth. Un-
fortunately, this physical and chemical interface roughness in an
epitaxial superlattice is sensitive to the material, growth method,
growth temperature, and deposition rate—and is notoriously dif-
ficult to characterize. Furthermore, asymmetry of the interface is
often pronounced, i.e., the growth of componentA on the surface
of componentB creates a different interface than the growth ofB
on A. Strained-layer superlattices such as Si-Ge can harbor high
densities of crystalline defects when the layer thickness exceeds
the critical thickness for the extension of misfit dislocations@104#;
growth on relaxed buffer layers@104# reduces the density of
threading dislocations but the misfit density will still be large
when the critical thickness is exceeded.

Since the through-thickness conductivity of a short-period su-
perlattice is smaller than the corresponding alloy@142,170#, see
Fig. 15, substitutional interface disorder acting alone is probably

insufficient to explain the data. Approaches that combines both
mechanisms, wave-interference and diffuse scattering@143#, per-
haps acting independently on different parts of the phonon spec-
trum, may be a more successful route to a microscopic theory. We
note that emerging data on the anisotropy of superlattice thermal
conductivity @145#, i.e., the ratio of the in-plane to the through-
thickness conductivity, may provide additional constraints on the-
oretical models.

3.1.4 Polycrystalline Films. In polycrystalline films, phonon
scattering on grain boundaries and related defects dominates over
boundary scattering. Doped polysilicon films are common in
MEMS and as the gate terminal in silicon field-effect transistors.
The grain structure and spatial impurity distribution depend
strongly on the temperature and duration of annealing. Polysilicon
conductivities are reduced compared to those of pure crystalline
films @146#, but the roles of impurities and grains are difficult to
separate. Recent work studied films with grain sizes between 300
and 500 nm, extracted using transmission electron microscopy,
and boron or phosphorus concentrations up to 4.131019 cm23,
measured using secondary ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS!
@147,148#. Figures 13~a!and 13~c!show that the conductivity is
reduced strongly at all temperatures compared to similarly-doped
single-crystal silicon layers, which illustrates the importance of
grain boundary scattering. The data were predicted by reducing
the mean free path using Matthiessen’s rule@149# and a grain-
boundary free path given byB/dG , wheredG is the grain size and
B is governed by the grain shape and grain boundary reflection
coefficient. The data at 300 K are well approximated by

k~dG ,n!5
1

3
CvS A1

dG
1A2ni D 21

,

where the phonon velocity and heat capacity arev56170 m s21

andC51.653106 J m23 K21, the grain sizedG has units of nm,
and the impurity concentrationni has units of cm23. The constant
A1 is 2.8931010 m2 and A2 is 3.20310213 or 21.12
310214 m2 for boron and phosphorus, respectively.

For polycrystalline diamond films the orientation and minimum
size of grains are governed by the details of the deposition pro-
cess, in particular the nucleation technique, the substrate tempera-
ture, and the composition of the process gases. Verhoeven et al.
@150# observed a particularly large degree of anisotropy for mi-
crowave CVD diamond films with predominantly heteroepitaxial
grains, with the in-plane conductivity smaller by about one order
of magnitude than the out-of-plane conductivity as shown in Fig.
16. The free pathB/dG is overly simplistic for diamond film data
owing to the large concentration of other imperfections. Because
imperfections populate primarily at grain boundaries, the phonon
scattering rate can still be coupled to the grain sizedG . This
concept was quantified using a dimensionless grain-boundary
scattering strength@151#, which is governed by the scattering
cross sections and number density per unit grain boundary area of
imperfections. For this model, the scattering rate is dictated by
both the size of grains and the density of imperfections per unit
grain boundary area.

3.1.5 Amorphous Oxide and Organic Films.For highly-
disordered films, such as amorphous glasses and organic materi-
als, the process-dependent material structure and stoichiometry
influence the thermal conductivities and volumetric heat capaci-
ties. These films are common as passivation and thermal insula-
tion in MEMS and integrated circuits. Silicon dioxide and silicon
nitride films are often deposited at low temperatures to avoid dif-
fusion or other failure mechanisms in micromachined structures.
Lower deposition temperatures for silicon dioxide are known to
reduce the mass density, which decreases the thermal conductivity
@152#but increases the volumetric heat capacity owing to the large
concentration of silanol@107#. Following a high-temperature an-
neal, the root-mean-square deviations of bond lengths, which can

Fig. 15 Selected data for the through-thickness thermal con-
ductivity of superlattices with bilayer periods of É 5 nm; data
for GaAs-AlAs „open circles, 5.67 nm period †54‡… were mea-
sured by picosecond thermoreflectance; data for Si-Ge „open
triangles, 5 nm period †142‡; filled circles, 4.4 nm period †104‡…
and InAs-AlSb „open diamonds, 6.5 nm period †170‡… were mea-
sured using the 3 v method. Data for Si 0.85Ge0.15 †142‡ and
Ga0.4Al0.6As †144‡ alloys are included for comparison.
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serve as a measure of the degree of disorder, diminish consider-
ably and approach those of thermally-grown silicon-dioxide films.
The thermal properties of organic films are expected to be highly
sensitive to their chemical composition and structural configura-
tion. Figure 16 shows that polyimide films exhibit anisotropic
conductivities due to the partial alignment of molecular strands in
the film plane during spin coating. The modeling of heat conduc-
tion in disordered films is far more approximate than that of crys-
talline films, and is limited to estimates of the minimum conduc-
tivity @153# and simple models for the anisotropy of fully-
amorphous stranded organic films@97#.

3.2 Nanowires. Much of the past effort on synthesizing
low-dimensional structures has focused on 0-D~quantum dots!
@154# and two-dimensional~quantum wells and heterostructures!
nanostructures. Except for carbon nanotubes@37#, one-
dimensional structures have received relatively little attention.
This is mainly due to challenges in synthesis of single-crystal
nanowires, which are important for determining structure-property
relations. Recently, however, there have been some major ad-
vances in growth of monocrystalline semiconductor nanowires
@155,156,157,158# and integrating them into devices
@159,160,161#. While most of the current research is being fo-
cused on electronic and optical properties of nanowires@162#, the
manipulation of their thermoelectric properties through quantum
confinement of electrons is extremely promising for developing
solid-state energy conversion devices@46#. In this case, one must
study thermal transport in these nanowires as well, which can be
very different from those of bulk materials. For example, Schwab
et al. @163# observed quantum thermal conductance in nanofabri-
cated one-dimensional nanostructures, where the quantum of pho-
non conductance isgo5p2kB

2T/(3h), wherekB is the Boltzmann
constant,T is the temperature, andh is the Planck constant. In this
regime, a one-dimensional nanostructure behaves essentially like
a phonon waveguide similar to optical ones for light. Phonon
transport in nanowire can be different from that in bulk semicon-
ductors mainly because the dispersion relation could be signifi-
cantly modified due to confinement in two directions. In addition,
the presence of a surface can introduce surface phonon modes.
These result in many different phonon polarizations other than the
two transverse and one longitudinal acoustic branches found in
bulk semiconductors. Such changes in the dispersion relation can
modify the group velocity and the density of states of each branch.
The phonon lifetime also changes and this arises from two
sources. First, the phonon-phonon interactions can change be-
cause selection rules based on energy conservation and wave-
vector relations depend on the dispersion relation. Second,

boundary scattering can be much stronger in nanowires~5–50 nm
diameter!than in bulk semiconductors@164#. While there have
been some theoretical studies on phonon conduction in nanowires
@165,166#, experiments have lagged behind. Recently, there have
been some attempts@167# to measure the thermal conductivity of
a collection or a mat of carbon nanotubes. However, due to weak
coupling between carbon nanotubes, the actual thermal conductiv-
ity was found to be much lower than that predicted@168#. To
accurately measure thermal properties of nanowires and compare
them with theoretical studies, one must develop techniques to
study the thermal behavior of isolated nanowires.

Figure 17 shows a micromachined structure that was developed
by Shi @33,169#. The device is a suspended structure consisting of
two adjacent silicon nitride (SiNx) membranes or islands sus-
pended with three 200mm long and 2mm wide silicon nitride
beams. One 30 nm thick, 200 nm wide, and 150mm long plati-

Fig. 16 The sketches indicate the impact of grain and molecular orientation on the anisotropy

Fig. 17 Electron micrograph of the suspended heater struc-
ture used for measuring thermal conductivity of nanowires.
Also laid across the heater is a multiwall carbon nanotube
bundle 150 nm in diameter. The Pt heater coil on one of the
suspended islands is heated and its temperature is measured
by resistance thermometry. The temperature of the other island
increases due to conduction through the nanowire, which is
also measured by resistance thermometry. The temperature
difference for a known heat flow rate from the heated island
can be used to estimate the thermal conductivity of the nano-
wire.
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num ~Pt! heater/thermometer coil is built on each island. A nano-
wire can be placed in between and bridge the two suspended
islands by several methods. A general method is to deposit a drop
of aqueous solution containing nanotubes and nanowires on a wa-
fer with densely packed suspended structures. This method has
been successfully used to place SWCNs or MWCNs on the sus-
pended structures. In the case of SWCN, nanotubes can also be
grown between two islands using chemical vapor deposition
~CVD!. For this method, catalyst particles consisting of Fe,
Al2O3 , and Mo are first deposited on the islands from aqueous
solution. Then the device is placed in a 750–900°C CVD chamber
with methane gas flow. There is a good chance that one or several
SWCNs can be grown and bridging the two islands.

To measure the thermal conductivity, one of the islands is
heated to a temperature,Th , which is determined by measuring
the resistance of the Pt wire on the island. Conduction through the
nanowire heats the sensing island to a temperatureTs , which is
also measured by resistance thermometry. By noting the power
dissipated by the heater,Qh , and estimating the thermal conduc-
tance of the suspended legs connecting the islands in the absence
of a nanowire, the conductance of the nanowireGn can be calcu-
lated in a vacuum environment. Figure 18 shows the plot of ther-
mal conductivity of a multiwall carbon nanotube as a function of
temperature measured by this technique. TheT2 temperature de-
pendence suggests that MWCN thermally behaves like a two-
dimensional solid and has a thermal conductivity of about 3000
W/m-K at room temperature. This is approximately half of what is
theoretically predicted@168#. Note that the measured value in-
cludes the contact resistance between the nanotube and the two
islands, although it is predicted to be lower than the resistance of
the tube itself@169#. Estimation of the contact resistance has re-
mained a challenge. Nevertheless, it is envisioned that this tech-
nique can be used to measure thermal conductivities of a variety
of semiconducting or metallic nanowires that are of technological
importance.

4 Closing Remarks
This paper provides a critical review of two interrelated areas of

research, namely, microscale thermometry and thermal transport
in solid micro/nanostructures. The technology for measuring tem-
perature and studying thermal transport is sufficiently advanced
that one can now approach scales on the order of the mean free
path and relaxation times of electrons and phonons at room tem-

perature. The underlying principles, recent advances, and future
challenges and research directions of scanning thermal micros-
copy, picosecond thermoreflectance, and scanning optical ther-
mometry are discussed here. Experiments based on these tech-
niques have led to fundamental understanding of electron, phonon
and photon interactions and transport in both bulk and micro/
nanostructured solids as well as solid-state devices. While these
techniques are being developed to study thermal phenomena at
microscales, it is clear that a fundamental understanding of mi-
croscale heat transfer is necessary to make further advances in
these techniques. Much work remains to be done for further re-
fining and combining these techniques. For example although one
can now study short length and time scales thermal phenomena
independently, it is currently very difficult to study thermal phe-
nomena at small length and time scales simultaneously. In addi-
tion, although significant advances have occurred over the past
decade, these techniques are limited to only a few laboratories.
There needs to be more effort in making these techniques suffi-
ciently robust and accessible so that the barrier for researchers to
enter this field is greatly reduced.

This paper presents a critical review of thermal transport in
two-dimensional and one-dimensional solid microstructures. In
particular, phonon transport in single crystal, polycrystalline, and
amorphous oxide and organic thin films is elucidated. The role of
interfaces in multilayered polycrystalline and epitaxial thin films
is also discussed. Finally, thermal transport in carbon nanotubes
is presented and the opportunities for further research on nano-
wires are explored. For single crystal films, the effect of film
thickness on thermal conductivity in materials such as Si is now
fairly well understood and the thermal conductivities can be pre-
dicted using Boltzmann transport theory. For other materials,
however, the non-linearity of the acoustic phonon dispersion rela-
tions makes it difficult to predict thermal conductivities at room
temperature. In fact, in many materials the contribution of each
phonon branch, longitudinal and transverse, to the thermal con-
ductivity is largely unknown. For polycrystalline Si and diamond
films, grain boundary scattering has been found to strongly reduce
thermal conductivity. The value depends on the grain structure,
which in turn depends on the growth process. Thermal properties
of organic films are very sensitive to the chemical composition
and structural configuration. For example, spin coating a polyim-
ide film partially aligns the polymer chains along the film plane,
which produces anisotropic thermal conductivity. Simple models
have been developed to predict their thermal conductivity al-
though detailed models based on fundamental understanding of
polymer structure and chemistry remains to be developed.

Thermal transport across solid-solid interfaces remains one of
the most challenging problems. While acoustic and diffuse mis-
match models have been developed, their predictions rarely agree
with experimental data. These models are phenomenological and
do not isolate contributions to heat transport by anharmonicity,
electron-phonon coupling, interfacial disorder and chemistry. Ex-
periments have shown that interfaces play a very important role in
epitaxial superlattices, where interface roughness and alloying in-
troduces phonon scattering and thereby reduces the effective ther-
mal conductivity. In some cases, it has been found that the thermal
conductivity reduction exceeds even that offered by a collection of
individual interfaces. It is conjectured that the wave interference
from multiple interfaces, which produces phonon bandgaps and
thereby reduction of group velocity, may play an important role.
However, what is clear is that fundamental understanding of the
individual and collective role of interfaces on thermal conductiv-
ity is largely missing.

While most of the paper discusses thermal transport in two-
dimensional confined structures~films!, it briefly discusses pho-
non transport in one-dimensional nanostructures, such as carbon
nanotubes. It is expected that these and other nanowires are likely

Fig. 18 Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of a
multiwall carbon nanotube. The dashed line corresponds to a
T2 temperature dependence. The thermal conductivity is about
3000 WÕm-K at room temperature, which includes the contact
resistances at the two islands.
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to play an important role in nanostructured materials and devices,
and therefore ought to be thermally studied. Confinement in an
additional dimension might offer avenues of pushing the thermal
conductivity to the extremes, as exemplified in carbon nanotubes.
However, theoretical and experimental studies in this area have
only just begun, and much remains to be understood.
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Nomenclature

D 5 thermal diffusivity
f 5 modulation frequency of the probe beam

G 5 interface thermal conductance~per unit area!
k 5 imaginary part of the complex index of refraction
l 5 thermal diffusion length

ñ 5 complex index of refraction
q 5 summation index

DR1(t) 5 change in optical reflectivity at timet following a
single pump pulse

t 5 time
T 5 temperature

DT1(t) 5 temperature excursion at timet following a single
pump pulse

DT(n) 5 frequency domain temperature response
VLI 5 lock-in signal expressed as a complex number
Vin 5 in-phase lock-in signal

Vout 5 out-of-phase lock-in signal
l 5 laser wavelength~'800 nm for Ti:sapphire!
n 5 frequency
t 5 time between mode-locked optical pulses
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1 Introduction
Accompanying the motion of charges in conductors or semi-

conductors, there is also an associated energy transport. Consider
a current flowing through a pair ofn-type andp-type semiconduc-
tors connected in series as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The electrons in the
n-type material and the holes in thep-type material all carry heat
away from the top metal-semiconductor junctions, which leads to
a cooling at the junctions called the Peltier effect. Conversely, if a
temperature difference is maintained between the two ends of the
materials as shown in Fig. 1~b!, higher thermal energy electrons
and holes will diffuse to the cold side, creating a potential differ-
ence that can be used to power an external load. This Seebeck
effect is the principle for thermocouples. For each material, the
cooling effect is gauged by the Peltier coefficientP that relates
the heat carried by the charges to the electrical current through
Q5P3I . The power generation is measured by the Seebeck co-
efficientS, which relates the voltage generated to the temperature
difference throughDV52S3DT. The Peltier and the Seebeck
coefficients are related through the Kelvin relationP5ST. Prac-
tical devices are made of multiple pairs ofp-type andn-type semi-
conductors as shown in Fig. 1~c!. Analysis shows that efficient
coolers and power generators should have a large figure-of-merit
@1#,

Z5
sS2

k
,

wheres is the electrical conductivity andk the thermal conduc-
tivity. The reason that the electrical conductivitys entersZ is due
to the Joule heating in the element. Naturally, the Joule heat
should be minimized by increasing the electrical conductivity. The
thermal conductivityk appears in the denominator ofZ because
the thermoelectric elements also act as the thermal insulation be-
tween the hot and the cold sides. A high thermal conductivity
causes too much heat leakage through heat conduction. BecauseZ
has a unit of inverse temperature, the nondimensional figure of
merit ZT is often used. The bestZT materials are found in semi-
conductors@2#. Insulators have poor electrical conductivity. Met-
als have relatively low Seebeck coefficients. In addition, the ther-
mal conductivity of a metal, which is dominated by electrons, is
proportional to the electrical conductivity, as dictated by the
Wiedemann-Franz law. It is thus hard to realize highZT in metals.
In semiconductors, the thermal conductivity consists of contribu-
tions from electrons (ke) and phonons (kp), with the majority

contribution coming from phonons. The phonon thermal conduc-
tivity can be reduced without causing too much reduction in the
electrical conductivity. A proven approach to reduce the phonon
thermal conductivity is through alloying@3#. The mass difference
scattering in an alloy reduces the lattice thermal conductivity sig-
nificantly without much degradation to the electrical conductivity.
The traditional cooling materials are alloys of Bi2Te3 with Sb2Te3
~such as Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 , p-type! and Bi2Te3 with Bi2Se3 ~such as
Bi2Te2.7Se0.3, n-type!, with aZT at room temperature approxi-
mately equals to one@2#. A typical power generation material is
the alloy of silicon and germanium, with aZT;0.6 at 700°C.
Figure 2 plots the theoretical coefficient of performance~COP!
and efficiency of thermoelectric coolers and power generators for
differentZT values. Also marked in the figures for comparison are
other cooling and power generation technologies. Materials with
ZT;1 are not competitive against the conventional fluid-based
cooling and power generation technologies. Thus, solid-state
cooler and power generators have only found applications in niche
areas, such as cooling of semiconductor lasers and power genera-
tion for deep space exploration, although the application areas
have been steadily increasing.

While the search for highZT materials before 1990s have been
mostly limited to bulk materials, there has been extensive research
in the area of artificial semiconductor structures in the last 30
years for electronic and optoelectronic applications. Various
means of producing ultrathin and high quality crystalline layers
~such as molecular beam epitaxy and metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition!have been used to alter the ‘‘bulk’’ characteristics of
the materials. Drastic changes are produced by changing the crys-
tal periodicity ~by e.g., depositing alternating layers of different
crystals!, or by changing the electron dimensionality~by confining
the carriers in a plane~quantum well!or in a line~quantum wire,
etc.!!. Even though electrical and optical properties of these arti-
ficial crystalline structures have been extensively studied, much
less attention has been paid to their thermal and thermoelectric
properties. Thermoelectric properties of low-dimensional struc-
tures started to attract attention in the 1990s, in parallel to re-
newed interests in certain bulk thermoelectric materials such as
skutterudites@4#. Compared to the research in bulk materials that
emphasizes reducing the thermal conductivity, nanostructures of-
fer the chance of improving both the electron and phonon trans-
port through the use of quantum and classical size and interface
effects. Several directions have been explored such as quantum
size effects for electrons@5,6#, thermionic emission at interfaces
@7,8#, and interface scattering of phonons@9,10#. ImpressiveZT
values have been reported in some low-dimensional structures
@11,12#. Comprehensive reviews on the progress of thermoelectric
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materials research is presented in a recently published series@4#
and in the proceedings of the various international conferences on
thermoelectrics held in recent years.

In this article, we have in mind readers interested in nano- and
microscale heat transfer and energy conversion and focus on ther-
moelectric energy conversion in low-dimensional structures. The
emphasis is placed on fundamental issues that distinguish energy
transport and conversion between nanoscale and macroscale, as
well as heat transfer issues related to device development and
property characterization. One of our aims is to provide the read-
ers with an overview of recent developments. Because of the wide
scope of work being carried out, the cited references are far from
complete. Along with the review, we hope to stimulate the readers
by pointing out unsolved, challenging questions related to the
theory, characterization, and device development.

2 Formulation of Thermoelectric Effects
In solid-state coolers or power generators, heat is carried by

charges from one place to another. The current density and heat
flux carried by electrons can be expressed as@13#

J~r !5
1

4p3 E E E qv~k! f ~r, k!d3k (1)

JQ~r !5
1

4p3 E E E @E~k!2Ef~r !#v~k! f ~r, k!d3k, (2)

whereq is the unit charge of each carrier,Ef the Fermi energy,v
the carrier velocity, and the integration is over all the possible
wavevectorsk of all the charges. The carrier probability distribu-
tion function, f (r, k) is governed by the Boltzmann equation.
Considering transport processes occurring much slower than the
relaxation process and employing the relaxation time approxima-
tion, the Boltzmann equation can be expressed as

v•¹r f 1
q«

\
•¹k f 52

f ~r, k!2 f eq~r, k!

t~k!
, (3)

where is« the electric field,t(k) the momentum-dependent re-
laxation time,\ the Planck constant divided by 2p, and f eq the
equilibrium distribution function. For electrons and holes,

f eq~r, k!5
1

11expS E~k!2Ef~r !

kBT~r ! D , (4)

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant, andT the local temperature.
Under the further assumption that the local deviation from equi-
librium is small, the Boltzmann equation can be linearized and its
solution expressed as

f ~r, k!5 f eq~r, k!1t~k!vS 2
] f eq

]E D •F2
E~k!2Ef

T
¹rT

1qS «2
1

q
¹rEf D G . (5)

Fig. 1 Illustration of thermoelectric devices „a… cooler, „b… power generator, and „c… an actual device

Fig. 2 Comparison of thermoelectric technology with other energy conversion methods for „a… cooling and „b…
power generation
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Substituting the above expression in Eqs.~1! and ~2! leads to the

J„r) 5q2L0S 2
1

q
¹F D1

q

T
L1~2¹T! (6)

JQ~r !5qL1S 2
1

q
¹F D1

1

T
L2~2¹ rT!, (7)

where F is the electrochemical potential (2¹F/q5«
2¹Ef /q). The transport coefficientsLn are defined by the fol-
lowing integral

Ln5
1

4p3 E E E t~k!v~k!v~k!~E~k!2EF!nS 2
] f eq

]E Dd3k.

(8)

From the expressions forJ and JQ , various material parameters
such as the electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity due to
electrons, and the Seebeck coefficient can be calculated. For sim-
plicity we assume that both the current flow and the temperature
gradient are in thex-direction:

s5Jx /~2¹F/q!u¹xT505q2L0 (9)

S5~2¹F/q!/¹xTuJx505
1

qT
L0

21L1 (10)

ke5JQx
/~2¹xT!uJx505

L2L02L1L1

TL0
. (11)

Rewriting the expressions for electrical conductivity and the ther-
mopower in the form of integrals over the electron energy we get

s[E s~E!S 2
] f eq

]E DdE (12)

S[
kB

q

E s~E!
~E2EF!

kBT S 2
] f eq

]E DdE

E s~E!S 2
] f eq

]E DdE

}^E2Ef&, (13)

where we introduced the ‘‘differential’’ conductivity,

s~E![q2t~E!E E nx
2~E,ky ,kz!dkydkz>q2t~E!n̄x

2~E!D~E!,

(14)

where D(E) is the density of states.s~E! is a measure of the
contribution of electrons with energyE to the total conductivity.
The Fermi ‘‘window’’ factor (2] f eq /]E) is a bell-shape function
centered atE5Ef , having a width of;kBT. At a finite tempera-
ture only electrons near the Fermi surface contribute to the con-
duction process. In this picture, the thermopower is the ‘‘average’’
energy transported by the charge carriers. In order to achieve the
best thermoelectric properties,s ~E!, within the Fermi window,
should be as big as possible, and at the same time, as asymmetric
as possible with respect to the Fermi energy.

The thermal conductivity of phonons is also often modeled
from the Boltzmann equation under the relaxation time approxi-
mation,

kp5
1

3 ( E C~v!vp~v!L~v!dv, (15)

whereC is the specific heat of phonons at frequencyv, vp the
phonon group velocity, andL the phonon mean free path.

The above formulation for the thermoelectric properties leads to
the following possibilities to increaseZT and thus the energy con-
version efficiency of devices made of nanostructures.

1. Interfaces and boundaries of nanostructures impose con-
straints on the electron and phonon waves, which lead to a
change in their energy states and correspondingly, their den-
sity of states and group velocity.

2. The symmetry of the differential conductivity with respect to
the Fermi level can be controlled using quantum size effects
and classical interface effects~as in thermionic emission!.

3. The phonon thermal conductivity can be reduced through
interface scattering and through the alteration of the phonon
spectrum in low-dimensional structures.

3 Nanostructures for Solid-State Energy Conversion
The transport of electrons and phonons in nanostructures is af-

fected by the presence of the interfaces and surfaces. Since elec-
trons and phonons have both wave and particle characteristics, the
transport can fall into two different regimes: totally coherent
transport in which electrons or phonons must be treated as waves
and totally incoherent transport in which either or both of them
can be treated as particles. There is, of course, the intermediate
regime where transport is partially coherent—an area that has not
been studied extensively. Whether a group of carriers are coherent
or incoherent depend on the strength of phase destroying scatter-
ing events~such as internal or diffuse interface scattering!. In a
nanostructure with no phase-destroying scattering events, a mono-
chromatic wave can experience many coherent scatterings while
preserving the phase. The coherent superposition of the incoming
and scattered waves leads to the formation of new energy bands
for electrons and/or phonons. For example, the quantized energy
states of electrons in a quantum well are the result of the forma-
tion of standing waves inside the structure. The standing wave can
be regarded as the superposition of two counter-propagating
waves, each experiencing phase preserving reflections at the inter-
faces. On the other hand, if there is a strong internal scattering
~which can be judged from the momentum relaxation time! or if
the interface scattering is not phase preserving~such as due to
diffuse scattering!, no new energy bands form and the energy
states of the carriers in such a structure are identical to these in its
bulk material. Electron transport in both coherent and incoherent
regimes has been considered and potential benefits of nanostruc-
tures for the power factor (S2s) have been studied. Similarly,
phonon heat conduction in both regimes has also be considered,
although most studies are based on the particle approach. We will
divide the discussion into roughly three categories:~1! improving
the electronic power factor based on coherent electron states,~2!
improving the electronic energy conversion based on interface
filtering for incoherent electrons,~3! improving ZT by reducing
the phonon thermal conductivity.

3.1 Electron Energy States Engineering. This approach
was suggested in a pioneering work by Dresselhaus and co-
workers @5,6#. The main idea is that energy states in nanostruc-
tures are very different from those in macrostructures due to the
quantum size effects on electrons. Figure 3 illustrates, qualita-
tively, the density of states~DOS! of electrons in bulk materials,

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the density-of-states of elec-
trons in bulk, quantum well, quantum wire, and quantum dots
materials.
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quantum wells, quantum wires, and quantum dots. Examination of
Eq. ~13! indicates that the Seebeck coefficient is large when the
average electron energy is far apart from the Fermi level. In semi-
conductors, a large Seebeck coefficient occurs when the Fermi
level is inside the band-gap. A Fermi level deep inside the band-
gap, however, leads to a low electrical conductivity. The opti-
mized Fermi level usually is close to the band edge. Because the
function ] f eq /]E is nonzero only in an energy range;kBT near
the Fermi level, the higher the DOS in this range, the larger power
factor we can anticipate. In bulk materials, the parabolic shape of
the DOS means that the electron density surrounding the Fermi
level is small. In quantum structures, the steps and the spikes in
the DOS suggest thatS2s can be increased. In a theoretical study
by Mahan and Sofo@14#, it was suggested that the best thermo-
electric materials will have a spike like DOS. Quantum dots fit
ideally into such a picture. A single quantum dot, however, is not
of much interest for building into useful thermoelectric devices
~but may be of interest to create localized cooling on the nanos-
cale!. Thus the study began with quantum wells~extremely thin
films! and quantum wires~extremely small wires!. Experimental
results for transport inside PbTe and Si/SiGe quantum well sys-
tems indicated an increase ofZT inside the quantum well, as
shown in Fig. 4@15#.

A single quantum well, however, cannot be used to build useful
devices because the film is too thin~typically less than a few
hundreds angstroms!. Multilayer structures were therefore used in
the proof-of-concept experiments. For multilayer structures such
as superlattices, three questions were raised on the effectiveness
of the quantum confinement approach@16,17#. One is that elec-
trons will tunnel through the barrier layer when the barriers are
very thin. The second argument is that the barrier does not con-
tribute to the thermoelectric transport but does contribute to the
reverse heat conduction. And finally, there is also concern of in-
terface scattering of electrons in narrow wells. A possible ap-
proach for improving performance is to utilize the quantum con-
finement effects inside both the quantum well and the barrier
layer, and to have electrons in different carrier pockets in momen-
tum space confined in different regions@18,19#. Additionally, the
thermal conductivity of very thin superlattices can be reduced due
to interface scattering—a topic we will discuss later on@20#. A
natural extension of the quantum well and superlattice theory is to
quantum wires. Theoretical studies predict a large enhancement of
ZT inside quantum wires. Experimentally, different quantum wire
deposition methods have been explored@6#.

The experimental results that are inspired by the theoretical
studies have proven to be impressive and unexpected@21#. After
the proof-of-concept demonstration ofZT enhancement in two-
dimensional quantum wells, Harman’s group showed that
quantum-dot superlattices have a significantly higher power factor
than their corresponding bulk materials@22#. Using a thermal con-

ductivity value estimated from bulk properties,ZT values as high
as two have been reported. At this stage, no models exist to quan-
titatively explain the observed increase inZT.

The above-discussed approaches are based on transport perpen-
dicular to the confinement directions, i.e., along the film plane or
wire axis. There are also considerations of the DOS change for
electron transport perpendicular to the film plane of the superlat-
tices @23,24#. These calculations, however, do not show a signifi-
cant increase of the electronic power factor along these directions
and suggest that the thermal conductivity reduction may be a more
beneficial factor to explore along this transport direction.

Research for improvingZT using quantum confinement of elec-
trons raises several interesting questions related to heat transfer
@20#. First, the thermal conductivity along the film plane and wire
axis should be reduced due to phonon interface scattering. We will
discuss more about this point later. Second, the parasitic thermal
conductivity in the barrier layer is still a concern for certain quan-
tum structures that do not utilize the barrier region for electron
transport. For example, nanowires can be deposited in an anod-
ized alumina matrix with nanometer scale channels. Although the
thermal conductivity of the anodized alumina is relatively small, it
is not negligible, and further reduction of the parasitic heat con-
duction path through such a matrix should be considered@25#.
Another very interesting yet little explored aspect is the transport
processes in the synthesis of nanowires. Several different methods
have been explored, including pressure injection of molten bis-
muth into the template@26#, physical vapor deposition@27#, and
electrodeposition@28#. Heat and mass transport inside these
nanoscale channels could be very different than that in bulk chan-
nels. So far, these techniques are developed only through trial-
and-error. It is generally found that smaller diameter channels are
more difficult to fill, leading to partial filling or discontinuous
wires. Systematic studies of the transport processes will help with
the optimization of the deposition conditions.

3.2 Heterostructure Integrated Thermionic Refrigeration.
Thermionic energy conversion is based on the idea that a high
work function cathode in contact with a heat source will emit
electrons@29#. These electrons are absorbed by a cold, low work
function anode, and they can flow back to the cathode through an
external load where they do useful work. Practical vacuum ther-
mionic generators are limited by the work function of available
metals or other materials that are used for cathodes. Another im-
portant limitation is the space charge effect. The presence of
charged electrons in the space between the cathode and anode will
create an extra potential barrier between the cathode and anode,
which reduces the thermionic current. The materials currently
used for cathodes have work functions.0.7 eV, which limits the
generator applications to high temperatures.500 K. Mahan@30#
proposed these vacuum diodes for thermionic refrigeration. Basi-
cally, the same vacuum diodes which are used for generators will
work as a cooler on the cathode side and a heat pump on the
anode side under an applied bias. Mahan predicted efficiencies of
over 80 percent of the Carnot value, but still these refrigerators
only work at high temperatures~.500 K!. In the following, we
will see that heterostructures have a potential to achieve thermi-
onic refrigeration at room temperature@7,31–33#. Vacuum thermi-
onic refrigeration based on resonant tunneling through triangular
wells and small gaps in vacuum has been proposed recently
@34,35#. Theoretical calculations predict operation at room tem-
perature and below with a cooling power density of 100 W/cm2.
Net cooling based on such vacuum thermionic coolers has yet to
be confirmed experimentally.

Using various material systems one can produce different bar-
rier heights in the anode and in the cathode~typically 0 to 0.4 eV!.
This is determined by the band-edge discontinuity between het-
erolayers. The heterostructure integrated thermionic coolers~HIT!
in Fig. 5 could operate in two modes. In the nonlinear regime,
electron transport is dominated by the supply of electrons in the
cathode layer. Since only hot electrons~with energy greater than

Fig. 4 Product of the Seebeck coefficient square and carrier
density as a function of the silicon quantum well width †15‡
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Ef! are emitted above the barrier, electron-electron and electron-
phonon interactions try to restore the quasi Fermi distributions in
the cathode layer by absorbing heat from the lattice, thus cooling
the layer. This heat is deposited on the anode side. Theoretical
estimates by Shakouri and co-workers@7,32#show that there is an
optimal barrier width of the order of a few electron energy relax-
ation lengths and an optimum barrier height of the order ofkBT,
and that such heterostructure coolers can provide 20–30°C cool-
ing with KW/cm2 cooling density. Since the operating currents for
the device is very high (105 A/cm2), non-ideal effects such as the
Joule heating at the metal-semiconductor contact resistance, and
the reverse heat conduction have limited the experimental cooling
results to,1°C. There is another regime of operation in which
electron transport is dominated by the barrier structure. A super-
lattice is chosen so that hot electrons move easily in the materials,
but the movement of cold electrons is more restricted. In this case,
there will be also net cooling in the cathode layer and heating in
the anode layer. Shakouri et al.@36# noted that a small barrier
height on the order ofkBT does not give much improvement over
bulk thermoelectric materials, and suggested tall barriers and high
doping densities to achieve a large number of electrons moving in
the material. To have a good HIT cooler, the barrier material
should simply have an adequate electrical conductivity and a low
thermal conductivity, making ternary and quaternary semiconduc-
tors good candidates.

On the experimental side, Shakouri and co-workers have fabri-
cated thin-film thermoelectric coolers based on single heterojunc-
tion structures@37# and superlattice structures@38–42#. The
SiGe/Si superlattice micro coolers can be monolithically inte-
grated with Si-based microelectronic devices to achieve localized
cooling and temperature control. Cooling by as much as 4.2 K at
25°C and 12 K at 200°C was measured on 3mm thick, 60
360mm2 devices. This corresponds to maximum cooling power
densities approaching kW/cm2. The micro cooler structure is
based on cross-plane electrical transport. The main part of the
cooler is a 3mm strain-compensated SiGe/Si superlattice. It con-
sists of 200 periods of (12 nm Si0.75Ge0.25/3 nm Si), doped with
boron to about 631019 cm23. The Si0.75Ge0.25/Si superlattice has
a valence band offset of about 0.16 eV, and hot holes going over
this barrier can produce thermionic cooling. This superlattice was
grown using molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!. Its average lattice
constant is that of Si0.8Ge0.2, and a buffer layer is required for it to
be grown on a Si substrate. To reduce the material growth time in
the MBE system, the buffer layer was grown on ap1 ~001! Si

substrate by chemical vapor deposition~CVD! in the form of a
graded SiGe structure. The boron doping in the buffer layer is 5
31019 cm23. Following the superlattice growth, a 0.3mm
Si0.8Ge0.2 cap layer was grown with a boron doping level of 2
31020 cm23 to get a good ohmic contact to the device. Figure 6
shows a cross-section transmission electron microscopy~TEM!
image of the MBE-grown SiGe/Si superlattice, and also a scan-
ning electron micrograph of a micro cooler device. Figure 7 dis-
plays the measured cooling on 60360mm2 superlattice cooler
and a Si cooler at the heat sink temperature of 25°C. Figure 8
shows the temperature profile at a current of;400 mA. One
notices localized and uniform cooling on top of the micro refrig-

Fig. 5 Heterostructure thermionic emission for cooling at
room temperatures.

Fig. 6 „a… TEM image of the SiGe ÕSi superlattice „the dark
parts are the 12 nm Si 0.75Ge0.25 layers, the light parts are the 3
nm Si layers…, and „b… a scanning electron micrograph of a fab-
ricated micro refrigerator

Fig. 7 Cooling measured on 60 Ã60 mm2 SiGeÕSi superlattice
coolers and on Si coolers at the heat sink temperature of 25°C
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erator as well as Joule heating near the probe on the side contact.
With the use of a resistive heat load on top of the micro refrigera-
tor, cooling power densities exceeding 500 W/cm2 have been
demonstrated@43#.

Electron and phonon transport perpendicular to interfaces raise
interesting heat transfer and energy conversion issues. One ex-
ample is where heat is generated. Joule heating is often treated as
a uniform volumetric heat generation. In heterostructures, the en-
ergy relaxation from electrons to phonons occurs over a distance
comparable to the film thickness, and heat generation is no longer
uniform. For single layer devices, this could benefit the device
efficiency in principle@32,44#. Such non-uniform heat generation
is a type of hot electron effect that has been studied in electronics
@45#, and has also be discussed quite extensively in the literature
in the context of ultrafast laser-matter interactions@46#. Another
example is the concurrent consideration of ballistic electron trans-
port and ballistic phonon transport, coupled with nonequilibrium
electron-phonon interaction. Zeng and Chen@47# started from the
Boltzmann equations for electrons and phonons and obtained ap-
proximate solutions for the electron and phonon temperature dis-
tributions in heterostructures, as shown in Fig. 9. In this case, both
electron and phonon temperatures show a discontinuity at the in-
terface. The phonon temperature discontinuity is the familiar ther-
mal boundary resistance phenomenon. Zeng and Chen concluded

that in the nonlinear transport regime, it is the electron tempera-
ture discontinuity at the interface that determines the thermionic
effect and the electron temperature gradient inside the film that
determines the thermoelectric effect. Similar calculations by
Vashaee and Shakouri@48# showed the importance of the electron-
phonon coupling coefficient in the optimization of HIT coolers.

3.3 Phonon Thermal Conductivity Reduction Approach.
Although phonons do not contribute directly to the energy con-
version, the reduction of their contribution to the thermal conduc-
tivity is a central issue in thermoelectrics research. Several signifi-
cant increases in theZT of bulk materials were due to the
introduction of thermal conductivity reduction strategies, such as
the alloying@3# and phonon rattler concepts@49#. Size effects on
phonon transport have long been established since the pioneering
work by Casimir@50# at low-temperatures. Since the 1980s, the
thermal conductivity reduction in thin films has drawn increasing
attention. Naturally, the phonon thermal conductivity reduction in
nanostructures has been considered as beneficial and even as a
dominant approach to enhanceZT values.

One proposed approach is to use the thermal conductivity in the
direction perpendicular to the superlattice film plane, or the cross-
plane direction, while maintaining a low electronic band-edge off-
set, ideally no offset at all@9#. This would allow the electron
transport across the interfaces without much scattering, while
phonons would be scattered at the interfaces@51#. Some early
experimental data@52,53#indicate that the thermal conductivity of
superlattices could be significantly reduced, especially in the
cross-plane direction. Tien and Chen@54# suggested the possibil-
ity of making super thermal insulators out of superlattices. Exten-
sive experimental data on the thermal conductivity of various su-
perlattices have been reported in recent years@51–65#, mostly in
the cross-plane direction. Following such a strategy, Venkata-
subramanian’s group has reported Bi2Te3 /Se2Te3 superlattices
with ZT values between 2-3 at room temperature. Although these
results need to be confirmed due to the difficulty with the mea-
surements, the reported data so far seem to support such claims
and demonstrate that the thermal conductivity reduction is a very
effective approach@9#.

The mechanisms responsible for thermal conductivity reduction
in low-dimensional structures thus have become a topic of con-
siderable debate over the last few years. There have been many
studies of the phonon spectrum and transport in superlattices since
the original work by Narayanamurti et al.@66#, but these works
were focused on the phonon modes rather than on heat conduc-
tion. The first theoretical modeling predicted a small reduction of

Fig. 8 Temperature distribution on top of a 40 Ã40 micron
square SiGe thin film cooler measured using thermoreflectance
imaging. The applied current is È400 mA.

Fig. 9 Distribution of „a… Fermi level and „b… electron and phonon temperature inside double heterojunction
structures. The dimensionless coordinate is normalized to the film thickness. jh is the electron or phonon
mean free path divided by the film thickness, n d the carrier concentration and fb the barrier height.
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the superlattice thermal conductivity@67# due to the formation of
minigaps or stop bands. This predicted reduction, however, was
too small compared to experiment results in recent years. Two
major theoretical approaches were developed in the 1990s to ex-
plain the experimental results. One is based on solving the Bolt-
zmann equation with the interfaces of the superlattice treated as
boundary conditions@68–71#. The other is based on lattice dy-
namics calculation of the phonon spectrum and the corresponding
change in the phonon group velocity@72–76#. More recently,
there are also efforts to use molecular dynamics to simulate the
thermal conductivity of superlattices directly@77,78#.

Similar to the electron transport in superlattice structures, there
could be several different regimes of phonon transport: the totally
coherent regime, the totally incoherent regime, and the partially
coherent regime. The lattice dynamics lies in the totally coherence
regime. Such approaches are based on the harmonic force inter-
action assumption and thus do not consider anharmonic effects. A
bulk relaxation time is often assumed. The main results out of the
lattice dynamics models is that the phonon group velocity reduc-
tion caused by the spectrum change can lower the thermal con-
ductivity by a factor of;7–10 at room temperature for Si/Ge
superlattices, and by a factor of 3 for GaAs/AlAs superlattices.
Although it can be claimed that the predicted reduction in Si/Ge
system is of the order of magnitude that is experimentally ob-
served, the prediction clearly cannot explain the experimental re-
sults for GaAs/AlAs superlattices. The lattice dynamics model
also showed that when the layers are 1–3 atomic-layers thick,
there is a recovery of the thermal conductivity. The acoustic wave
based model@79#, which treats the superlattices as an inhomoge-
neous medium, shows a similar trend. It reveals that the thermal
conductivity recovery is due to phonon tunneling and that the
major source of the computed thermal conductivity reduction in
the lattice dynamics model is the total internal reflection, which in
the phonon spectrum representation, causes a group velocity re-
duction. For experimental results so far, the explanation of the
thermal conductivity reduction based on the group velocity reduc-
tion has not been satisfactory even for the cross-plane direction.
For the in-plane direction, the group velocity reduction alone
leads to only a small reduction in thermal conductivity@76#, and
cannot explain the experimental data on GaAs/AlAs and Si/Ge
superlattices@52,55,65#. There is a possibility that the change in
the phonon spectrum creates a change in the relaxation time@80#
but such a mechanism is unlikely to explain the experimental
results for relatively thick-period superlattices since the density of
states does not change in these structures@76#.

Boltzmann equation-based models that treat phonons as par-
ticles transporting heat in inhomogeneous layers lie in the totally
incoherent regime@68,71#. Theoretical calculations have been able
to explain quantitatively the experimental data. The models are
based on the solution of the Boltzmann equation using the relax-
ation time in the bulk materials for each layer. Phonon reflection
and transmission at the interfaces are modeled based on past stud-
ies of the thermal boundary resistance. Compared to the lattice
dynamics and acoustic waves models, the particle model allows
the incorporation of diffuse interface scattering of phonons. In the
models presented so far, the contribution of diffuse scattering has
been left as a fitting parameter. In Fig. 10, we show the experi-
mental in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivity of a Si/Ge
superlattice, together with simulation results based on the Boltz-
mann equation. One argument for the validity of the particle
model is that thermal phonons have a short thermal wavelength,
which is a measure of the coherence properties of broadband
phonons inside the solid@68#. It is more likely, however, that the
diffuse interface scattering, if it indeed happens as models sug-
gested, destroys the coherence of monochromatic phonons and
thus prevents the formation the superlattice phonon modes. The
particle-based modeling can capture the effects of total internal
reflection, which is partially responsible for the large group veloc-
ity reduction under the lattice dynamics models. Approximate

methods to incorporate phonon confinement or inelastic boundary
scattering are also proposed. From the existing modeling, it can be
concluded that for heat flow parallel to the interfaces, diffuse in-
terface scattering is the key factor causing the thermal conductiv-
ity reduction. For the case of heat conduction perpendicular to the
interfaces, phonon reflection, confinement, as well as diffuse scat-
tering can greatly reduce the heat transfer and thermal conductiv-
ity. The larger the reflection coefficient, the larger is the thermal
conductivity reduction in the cross-plane direction.

A key unsolved issue is what are the actual mechanisms of
phonon scattering at the interfaces, particularly what causes the
diffuse phonon scattering. Phonon scattering has been studied
quite extensively in the past in the context of thermal boundary
resistance. Superlattice structures that are grown by epitaxy tech-
niques usually have better interface morphology than the other
types of interfaces studied previously. Even for the best material
system such as GaAs/AlAs, however, the interfaces are not per-
fect. There is interface mixing and there are also regions with
monolayer thickness variation. These are naturally considered as
potential sources of diffuse interface scattering for which a sim-
plified model was developed by Ziman@82#. Another possibility is
the anharmonic force between the atoms in two adjacent layers.
Boltzmann equation-based modeling assumes a constant param-
eterp to represent the fraction of phonons specularly scattered. Ju
and Goodson@81# used an approximate frequency-dependent ex-
pression forp given by Ziman@82# in the interpretation of the
thermal conductivity of single layer silicon films. Chen@71# also
argued that inelastic scattering occurring at interfaces can provide
a path for the escape of confined phonons. A promising approach
to resolve this issue is molecular dynamics simulation@77,78#. In
addition to the interface scattering mechanisms, there are also
several other unanswered questions. For example, experimental
data of Venkatasubrmanian seems to indicate a butterfly-shaped
thermal conductivity curve as a function of thickness@9,83#.
Quantitative modeling of the stress and dislocation effects also
needs to be further refined.

Since the lattice dynamics and the particle models present the
totally coherent and totally incoherent regimes, a theoretical ap-
proach that can include both effects should be sought. Simkin and
Mahan@84# proposed a new lattice dynamics model by the intro-
duction of an imaginary wavevector that is related to the mean
free path. This approach leads to the prediction of a minimum in

Fig. 10 Anisotropic thermal conductivity of the strained Si ÕGe
„20 Å Õ20 Å… superlattice: experimental data were fitted using
Chen’s models †68,71‡. Also shown in the figure are compari-
sons of experimental data experimental data with predictions
of Fourier theory based on bulk properties of each layer, and
with compositionally equivalent alloy „300K… †65‡.
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the thermal conductivity value as a function of the superlattice
period thickness. For thicknesses larger than the minimum, the
thermal conductivity increases with thickness and eventually ap-
proaches the bulk values. For thicknesses thinner than the mini-
mum, the thermal conductivity recovers to a higher value. How-
ever, it should be pointed out that the imaginary wavevector
represents an absorption process, not exactly a scattering process,
as is clear in the meaning of the extinction coefficient of the
optical constants. It will be interesting to see whether such an
approach can explain the experimental observed trends of thermal
conductivity reduction along the in-plane direction.

Aside from superlattices and thin films, other low-dimensional
structures such as quantum wires and quantum dots are also being
considered for thermoelectric applications. There are a few experi-
mental and theoretical studies on the thermal conductivity of
quantum dot arrays and nanostructured porous medium@85,86#.
Theoretically, one can expect a larger thermal conductivity reduc-
tion in quantum wires compared to thin films@87,88#. The mea-
surements of the thermal conductivity in quantum wires have been
challenging. Recent measurements on the thermal conductivity of
carbon nanotubes provide possible approach for measurements on
nanowires for thermoelectric applications@89#. Nanowires for
thermoelectric applications, however, usually have a low thermal
conductivity, which may need different characterization tech-
niques.

4 Characterization
The characterization of thermoelectric properties has turned out

to be the most challenging issue for the development of
nanostructure-based thermoelectric materials. First, the thermal
conductivity measurements for even bulk materials are not easy.
For thin films, these measurements become even more difficult.
Even the normally easier measurements in bulk materials, such as
for the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient, can be
complicated due to the small thickness of the film and the contri-
butions from the substrate.

It is generally recognized that the thermal conductivity is the
most difficult parameter to measure. Fortunately, thin film thermal
conductivity measurements have drawn considerable attention
over the past two decades and different methods have been devel-
oped. One popular method to measure the thermal conductivity of
thin films is the 3v method@90,91#. For thermoelectric thin films
such as superlattices, there are several complications. For ex-
ample, thermoelectric films are semiconductors and thus an insu-
lating film is required between the heater and the film. The super-
lattice thermal conductivity is highly anisotropic. The 3v method
is typically applied to measure the cross-plane thermal conductiv-
ity by ensuring that the heater width is much larger than the film
thickness. Often, an additional buffer layer exists between the film
and the substrate. For Si/Ge, the buffer is graded and thus has a
continuously varying thermal conductivity profile. In applying the
3v method, there is also the contrast factor that must be consid-
ered between the film and the substrate. When the film and the
substrate have close properties, more complicated modeling is
needed. By careful modeling and experimental design, the 3v
method can be applied to a wide range of thin films for measuring
the thermal conductivity in both in-plane and cross-plane direc-
tions @92#. Other methods such as ac calorimetry, photothermal
and pump-and-probe methods have also been used to measure the
thermal diffusivity of superlattices. References@10#, @93–96# pro-
vide detailed reviews of existing methods. By assuming that the
specific heat does not change much, which is usually a valid as-
sumption, the thermal conductivity of the structures can be calcu-
lated from the measured diffusivity.

Although the measurement of the electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient is considered relatively straight-forward for
bulk materials, it has turned out to be much more complicated for
thin films. For transport along the thin film plane, the complica-
tions arise from the fact that most thin films are deposited on

semiconductor substrates and the thermoelectric effect of the sub-
strates can overwhelm that of the films. To circumvent these dif-
ficulties, several approaches have been taken, such as removing
the substrate or growing the film on insulating layers. For ex-
ample, Si/Ge superlattices are grown on silicon-on-insulator struc-
tures. Even with these precautions, there are still complications
such as the existence of the buffer. Thus, differential measure-
ments are sometimes used to subtract the influence of the buffer
layer. For transport in the cross-plane direction, measurements of
the electrical conductivity and Seebeck effect become much more
difficult because the films are usually very thin. The recently re-
ported ZT values between 2–3 for Bi2Te3 /Se2Te3 superlattices
were obtained using the transient Harman method@9#. Although
the method is well established for bulk materials, the application
to thin film structures requires careful consideration of various
heat losses and heat generation through the leads. This is a topic
that has yet to be fully addressed. In addition, the transient Har-
man method givesZT rather than individual thermoelectric prop-
erties such as the Seebeck coefficient. A comparative method was
recently developed to measure the Seebeck coefficient in the
cross-plane direction of the superlattices@97#.

5 Micro Devices and Potential Applications
Although thermoelectric coolers and power generators are in-

trinsically smaller than conventional coolers and power genera-
tors, on the order of a few millimeters to centimeters, there are
major efforts to develop microscale thermoelectric devices for
several reasons.~1! Monolithic integration is desirable for the
cooling and temperature stabilization of electronic and phononic
devices.~2! Heat flux that can be handled by coolers increases as
the device thickness decreases. Of course, smaller device sizes are
attractive for their weight and volume. Several types of thermo-
electric microdevices are being developed. Figures 7 and 8 show
device performance based on Si/Ge superlattices with transport in
the cross-plane direction. Another approach is to use electrodepos-
ited films @98# to make microdevices. Efforts exist in using micro-
machining of bulk thermoelectric materials to make microdevices
@99,100#. Devices based on transport along the film plane are also
being pursued, for applications in detectors and power sources
@101,102#.

As the device length becomes smaller, several degradation fac-
tors become important and must be addressed. These include~1!
the electrical contact resistance,~2! thermal contact resistance,~3!
heat sink thermal resistance in both the hot and the cold sides, and
~4! additional heat leaks caused by contacts. For transport perpen-
dicular to the film plane, the most important issues are the elec-
trical contact resistance, the thermal boundary resistance and the
spreading resistance in the hot and the cold regions. For transport
along the film plane, heat leakage through the support layers nor-
mally requires the removal of the substrate. Even without a sub-
strate, the heat leakage through the supporting membrane and the
buffer layers can significantly degrade the device performance,
particularly when the thermoelectric film is very thin.

5.1 Applications. Thermoelectric microdevices have some
immediate applications. If the reportedZT is further confirmed
and enhanced, the applications will undoubtly expand into many
areas. Here, we will discuss a number of potential applications:
~1! temperature stabilization,~2! high cooling density spot cool-
ing, and~3! micropower generation.

Temperature stabilization is very important for optoelectronic
devices such as laser sources, switching/routing elements, and de-
tectors. They require careful control over their operating tempera-
ture. This is especially true in current high speed and wavelength
division multiplexed ~WDM! optical communication networks.
Long haul optical transmission systems operating around 1.55mm
wavelength typically use erbium-doped fiber amplifiers~EDFA’s!,
and are restricted in the wavelengths they can use due to the finite
bandwidth of these amplifiers. As more channels are packed into
this wavelength window, the spacing between adjacent channels
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becomes smaller and wavelength drift becomes very important.
Temperature variations are the primary cause for the wavelength
drift, and they also affect the threshold current and output power
in laser sources. Most stable sources such as distributed feedback
~DFB! lasers and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers~VCSEL’s!
can generate large heat power densities on the order of kW/cm2

over areas as small as 100mm2 @103,104#. The output power for a
typical DFB laser changes by approximately 0.4 dB/°C. Typical
temperature-dependent wavelength shifts for these laser sources
are on the order of 0.1 nm/°C@105#. Therefore, a temperature
change of only a few degrees in a WDM system with a channel
spacing of 0.2–0.4 nm would be enough to switch data from one
channel to the adjacent one, and even less of a temperature change
could dramatically increase the crosstalk between two channels.
Temperature stabilization or refrigeration is commonly performed
with conventional thermoelectric~TE! coolers. However since
their integration with optoelectronic devices is difficult@103,106#,
component cost is greatly increased because of packaging. The
reliability and lifetime of packaged modules are also usually lim-
ited by their TE coolers@107#. Microdevices monolithically inte-
grated with the functioning optoelectronic devices have advan-
tages over separate devices in terms of their response time, size,
and costs.

Many electronic and optoelectronic devices dissipate high heat
flux. Conventional thermoelectric devices cannot handle large
heat flux. With reduced leg length, the cooling heat flux of ther-
moelectric devices increases, thus providing the opportunity to
handle high heat flux devices. It should be remembered, however,
that more heat flux must be rejected at the hot side and must be
removed using conventional heat transfer technologies such as
heat pipes and high thermal conductivity heat spreaders. The ac-
tive cooling method is beneficial only when the device needs to be
operated below ambient temperatures or for temperature stabiliza-
tion. Examples are infrared detectors and quantum cascade lasers.
The speed of many electronic devices increases with reduced tem-
perature and thus it is possible to use thermoelectric coolers to
gain increased speed. Instead of cooling the whole chip, thermo-
electric microcoolers can potentially be applied to handle local hot
spots in semiconductor chips@108#. Regions with sizes ranging
from 10’s to 100’s of micron in diameter have a temperature 10–
30°C higher than the average chip temperature. This causes clock
delays and failures in digital circuits. In addition, chip reliability
due to electromigration is a thermally activated process, so the
mean-free time between failures decreases exponentially as the
temperature rises.

Thermoelectric devices have traditionally been used as radia-
tion detectors such as thermopiles and can be used as power
sources. With the rapid developments in MEMS, microscale
power supply has been in increasing demands. Thermoelectric
micro-generators can be coupled with environmental heat sources
to drive sensors and microdevices for automanous operation of
these devices. The body temperature powered wristwatch is a re-
cent example@109#.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we discuss recent progress in nanostructure-based

solid-state energy conversion. Energy transport for both electrons
and phonons can differ significantly from that in bulk materials.
The nanoscale size effects can be used to improve the energy
conversion efficiency. Recent studies have led to quite a large
increase inZT values and significant new insights into thermo-
electric transport in nanostructures. There is, however, much left
to be done in new materials syntheses, characterization, physical
understanding, and device fabrication. This is a research area that
the heat transfer community can both benefit from and contribute
to. Meanwhile, we would like to emphasize that thermoelectric
materials research is a multidisciplinary endeavor and requires

close collaboration among researchers to address issues in mate-
rials, theory, characterization, and devices. Among these issues,
heat transfer plays a significant role.
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Nomenclature

C 5 spectral volumetric specific heat, J m23Hz21K21

D 5 density of states per unit volume, J21m23

E 5 energy relative to band edge, J
Ef 5 Fermi level relative to band edge, J

f 5 electron distribution function
f eq 5 equilibrium distribution function

J 5 current density, A m22

Jq 5 heat flux, W m22

k 5 thermal conductivity, W m21K21

k 5 wavevector
kB 5 Boltzmann constant, J K21

Ln 5 transport coefficients defined by Eq.~8!
q 5 charge per carrier, C
r 5 coordinate
S 5 Seebeck coefficient, V K21

t 5 time, s
T 5 temperature, K
v 5 velocity, m s21

Z 5 figure of merit, K21

« 5 electrical field, V/m
F 5 electrochemical potential, J
s 5 electrical conductivityV21m21, or differential conduc-

tivity, V21m21J21

t 5 relaxation time, s
v 5 angular frequency, rad . Hz
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Recrystallization of thin amorphous silicon (a-Si) films can yield polysilicon (p-Si) mate-
rial with functional properties suitable for fabrication of electronic devices, including
high definition large area active matrix liquid crystal displays. Pulsed laser-effected melt-
ing and recrystallization is exceptionally effective since it avoids damage to the underly-
ing insulator structure. The ensuing phase transformations and ultimately the quality of
the produced p-Si material strongly depend on the temperature history. This article pre-
sents a review of research aiming to understand the complex nucleation, resolidification
and crystal growth phenomena that evolve under severely non-equilibrium conditions. It
is shown that elucidation of the fundamental thermodynamic processes enables concep-
tion of novel practical thin film crystal growth techniques.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1447941#
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1 Introduction
Cost-effective and low-power consuming displays including

hand-held devices are ubiquitous in the modern information era.
Polysilicon ~p-Si! thin film transistor ~TFT! displays have
emerged as excellent candidates for this purpose. Compared with
conventional furnace annealing, pulsed laser crystallization of
amorphous silicon~a-Si! thin films is an efficient technology for
obtaining high-performance p-Si TFTs suitable for the advanced
flat panel display applications. In addition to faster processing
time, another significant advantage over furnace annealing is that
the film melting and recrystallization sequence imparts minimal
thermal damage to the supporting glass substrate. In order to im-
prove both the device performance and uniformity, high-quality
p-Si films with controlled grain size and location are required.
Understanding the melting/solidification process induced by laser
irradiation of nanosecond duration is essential. A melt-mediated
transformation scenario has been proposed@1# suggesting that the
recrystallized silicon morphology is determined by complex phase
transformations. The transformations sensitively depend on the
level of the irradiated laser energy. To verify the evolution of these
melting and resolidification phenomena, it is crucial to quantify
the transient temperature field by direct measurements. Optical
diagnostics are appropriate for non-intrusively monitoring the
melting and recrystallization phenomena. Since the optical prop-
erties depend on temperature and state of phase, the reflectivity
and transmissivity are good probing indicators of the laser an-
nealing process. For example, analysis of time-resolved reflectiv-
ity data during the laser heating of silicon and germanium has
been employed to determine the onset of melting and the melting
duration@2#.

Conventional excimer laser crystallization~ELC! can produce
grains of hundreds of nanometers in size depending on the a-Si
film thickness. However, the processing window for the conven-
tional technique is narrow because large grains can only be ob-
tained in the so-called superlateral growth~SLG! regime @3#,
where the film is near-fully melted so that the remaining silicon
solid particles on the substrate surface are thought to act as seeds
for launching grain growth. In addition, the grain size produced by
the conventional ELC is highly non-uniform with randomly ori-

ented grain boundaries that result in unreliable device character-
istics. Therefore, recent research efforts have been focusing on
developing spatially controlled methods for laterally oriented
grain growth. In broad terms, the lateral growth length is deter-
mined by the non-equilibrium conditions generated by the inter-
facial undercooling below the nominal melting temperature versus
the competing tendency for spontaneous nucleation in the molten
pool and recrystallization to fine grain material.

The thermodynamics of the complex phase transformations in
thin film laser annealing is a topic of both fundamental scientific
interest and practical importance. Whereas basic issues sparked
the early work in the 1980s to mid 1990s, recent research is
chiefly motivated by the huge technological impact in display
manufacturing. In this article, the basic crystallization mecha-
nisms, including the explosive crystallization and interface kinet-
ics are recalled first in order to provide the necessary background.
In-situ experiments combining time-resolved optical probes, fast
pyrometry and electrical conductance measurements are presented
next. Data revealing nucleation events are examined versus theo-
retical predictions of the relevant nucleation regimes in super-
cooled melts. Experimental techniques promoting lateral crystal
growth are briefly reviewed next. A new double laser recrystalli-
zation experiment enhancing the lateral growth length while con-
trolling the location of the growth is introduced. The evolution of
the resolidification process that leads to lateral grain growth is
visualized using high-speed laser flash photography.

2 Crystal Growth Mechanisms

2.1 Explosive Crystallization. A variety of recrystallization
phenomena occur during the pulsed laser annealing of a-Si
samples. At low energy densities, fine-grain p-Si is observed. In
@4#, a-Si films on sapphire substrates were subjected to ruby laser
pulses (l5694 nm) and electrical conductance transients were
measured along with the reflectance response to Ar1 laser (l
5488 nm) probing. Figure 1~a! depicts transient conductance and
melt-depth for a laser pulse of fluence,F50.20 J/cm2 ~the surface
melt threshold is 0.15 J/cm2! incident on a 320-nm a-Si film.
Notable are~a! the double-peak structure of the conductance sig-
nal consisting of a lower peak followed by higher peak, indicating
increased melt volume, and~b! the fall of the reflectivity signal at
54 ns, while the electrical conductance signal persists till almost
74 ns. Since the reflectivity is only sensitive to the first 20 nm near
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the surface, it is inferred that the second peak corresponds to melt
development inside the sample. Cross-sectional transmission elec-
tron microscopy~TEM! shows that at higher energy densities, a
coarse-grained p-Si layer is formed over a fine-grained layer. Fig-
ure 1~b!shows the primary melt depth and the total p-Si thickness
observed by TEM as a function of the energy density incident on

215-nm a-Si layer. At low energy densities the p-Si thickness is
significantly larger than the maximum penetration of the laser-
induced melt depth. The experimental results were explained by
suggesting an explosive crystallization~EC! mechanism inside the
sample. At low energy densities, the laser energy melts only a thin
primary liquid silicon~l-Si! layer near the surface. As this liquid
solidifies to p-Si, the latent heat released from the liquid raises the
temperature of the resolidified p-Si above the melting point for
a-Si~presumed to be hundreds of degrees K below the equilibrium
melting point for crystalline silicon! and the underlying a-Si be-
gins to melt. This thin liquid layer is severely undercooled and can
only resolidify to fine-grain material. The velocity of the explo-
sive melt front was estimated between 10 and 20 m/s. A numerical
model incorporating undercooling, interface kinetics and nucle-
ation in heat flow calculations was constructed@5# to interpret the
above outlined experimental results. The predictions captured the
double-peak appearance of the transient melt volume, but the ex-
perimental results did not show the predicted oscillatory behavior.

The origin of the explosive crystallization process was exam-
ined in @6#. The samples were 600 nm crystalline silicon~c-Si!
layers on sapphire, amorphized by implantation with high-energy
Zn1 ions and subjected to ruby laser pulses. Transient optical
reflectance measurements were performed simultaneously from
the frontside and the backside, at the 633 nm and 1152 nm HeNe
laser wavelengths. Figure 2 shows the reflectance signals for the
laser fluenceF50.08 J/cm2 that were interpreted using thin film
optics calculations. While the front-side reflectance corresponds to
a maximum surface melt depth of only 7 nm, the backside reflec-
tance trace clearly shows interference features. Such features

Fig. 1 „a… The transient conductance and surface reflectance
for a 0.20 J Õcm2 pulse incident on the 320 nm amorphous film.
The scale on the left axis is the observed voltage for conduc-
tance transient, with the corresponding molten thickness indi-
cated on the right. This transient indicates a surface melt fol-
lowed by an interior molten layer. „b… The thickness of the
primary melt and the total p-Si formation as functions of the
energy density on a 215 nm amorphous film. Inset: TEM cross
section illustrating the formation of coarse and fine-grained
p-Si at 0.5 JÕcm 2. Note that the fine-grained p-Si extends to
the original amorphous-crystalline interface †4‡. Courtesy of
Professor Michael O. Thompson.

Fig. 2 „a… Laser pulse shape; „b… frontside time resolved opti-
cal reflectance „TROR… signal; „c… backside TROR signal; and
„d… obtained depth of the interface between the self propagat-
ing buried l -Si layer and inner a-Si. The duration of explosive
crystallization „EC… is shown in „c… †6‡. Courtesy of Professor
Kuichi Murakami.
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would have to be generated by a l-Si/a-Si interface propagating to
a maximum melt depth of 80–100 nm. Since this depth is much
larger than that measured by the front reflectance of 7 nm thick-
ness, it is reasonable to infer that the fringes are created by the
interface where a buried self-propagating l-Si layer forms with the
underlying a-Si. Furthermore, the onset of EC is estimated to oc-
cur at point c in Fig. 2~c!, when the undercooled surface liquid
layer is only 3 nm thick. At the time instant d when the buried l-Si
layer met the interface with the underlying substrate, the front
reflectance still showed evidence of surface melting. After the end
of the EC process, the reflectivity drops toe and f when the thin
layer solidifies. An interface velocity of about 14 m/s could be
estimated for the buried interface propagation.

Interface Kinetics. The non-equilibrium solidification upon
rapid laser irradiation of nanosecond and shorter duration is
driven by the departure of the solid/liquid interface temperature
with respect to the equilibrium melting temperature,Tm . Upon
melting, the interface should in principle exhibit overheatingTi
.Tm , while undercoolingTi,Tm drives the solidification pro-
cess. The fundamental nature of the phase transformation process
is in essence specified by the interface response function,v i
5v(Ti). Various numerical and experimental studies have been
conducted to deduce the interface response function, but a defini-
tive description has yet to be established. In the molecular dynam-
ics study@7#, the Stilliger-Weber potential was utilized to analyze
the ~100!solidification of c-Si. At not too high deviation from the
equilibrium melting point, the slope of the response function was
found to be~29.8 K!/~m/s!.

As detailed in@8#, the interface response function can be ana-
lyzed via two alternative approaches. In the transition state theory
~TST!, the transitions between the solid and liquid phases are
assumed to occur via an intermediate state, introducing a barrier
to v(T). The diffusion-limited theory~DLT! assumes that the in-
terface velocity is related to the diffusivity of atoms in the liquid
phase. Both descriptions result to a kinetic relation for the inter-
face velocity of the form:

v~Ti !5c expS 2
Q

kBTi
D •F12expS 2

Dgls

kBTi
D G , (1)

whereDgls is the difference in the Gibbs free energy per atom
between the liquid and the solid andQ activation energy. The
kinetic prefactor isc5 f v0d, wherev0 is an attempt frequency,d
a distance over which the interface moves for a successful jump,
and f the fraction of active sites at the interface. In the collision-
limited model of TST, the maximum freezing velocity is funda-
mentally limited by the sound velocitycs in the solid. For c-Si,
cs58433 m/s. In DLT, the collision frequencies at the interface
are presumed limited by the diffusion of atoms in the liquid. In
this case,Q represents the activation energy for self-diffusion of
atoms in the liquid near the interface. The attempt frequency is
v05D0 /l2, wherel is a characteristic distance for diffusion, and
D0 the prefactor in the equation for the diffusion constant,D(T)
5D0 exp(2Q/kBT).

An experiment was devised to determine the interface velocities
for c-Si and a-Si in solid/liquid transformations,vc(T) andva(T),
correspondingly@8#. A test sample consisting of c-Si/a-Si/c-Si
layer structure was produced by ion implantation, with a 420 nm-
thick amorphous layer buried underneath a 130 nm-thick c-Si
layer. The specimen was subjected to irradiation by a single ruby
laser (l5694 nm) pulse of 32 ns FWHM pulse duration. The
transient optical reflectivity response was probedin-situ by an
AlGaAs laser operating at the near-IR wavelengthl5825 nm.
Since the melting temperature of a-Si is lower than the melting
temperature of c-Si, melting is initiated in the buried a-Si layer.
The undercooled l-Si will crystallize at the top c-Si layer. Because
of the smaller latent heat of a-Si than the latent heat of c-Si, the
net transformation is exothermic, thereby promoting deeper melt-
ing of the buried a-Si via the self-sustained EC mechanism. The

rapid motion of the advancing melting front creates interference
of the reflected probing beam. By observing the generated fringe
pattern, the EC velocity was estimated at about 15.8 m/s. Figure 3
depicts the interface response functions of c-Si and a-Si that are
consistent with the constraints derived from the experimental ob-
servations. These constraints are as follows:

1 Both vc andva are equal to zero at the equilibrium melting
temperatureTmc andTma, whereTma is assumed to be about 200
K lower thanTmc .

2 By further assuming that the the freezing c-Si/l-Si and the
melting l-Si/a-Si interfaces during expitaxial EC propagate at the
same velocity, it is deduced thatvc(Ti)515.8 m/s andva(Ti)
5215.8 m/s.

3 Since the freezing of l-Si on Si~100! transforms from crys-
tallization into amorphous growth if the interface velocity exceeds
15 m/s, the curves depicting the interface response functions must
cross at 15 m/s and at temperature belowTma .

4 Because the amorphization velocity in picosecond laser irra-
diation of c-Si saturates at 25 m/s@9#, it is concluded that the a-Si
interface response function attains a maximum at 25 m/s. Utilizing
numerical simulations, the TST model was shown likely to be
invalid and the experimental data were consistent with the DLT
model@8#. The activation energyQ in the DLT model would be in
the range of 0.7–1.1 eV. This activation energy is high compared
to the activation energy for self-diffusion in metals, implying that
the l-Si does not exhibit a purely metallic behavior. This hypoth-
esis is supported by molecular dynamics simulations@10# suggest-
ing that l-Si has a lower average coordination number than most
liquid metals, due to persistence of covalent bonding in the liquid
phase. It is also argued that the solid in the vicinity of the interface
would tend to cause local ordering in the liquid, thereby increas-
ing the barrier for self-diffusion.

Transport in Excimer Laser Crystallization of Thin Sili-
con Films

Figure 4 shows the experimental setup for investigating the
dynamics of melting and resolidification of the a-Si thin films
@11#. The transient temperature, optical properties, such as reflec-
tivity and transmissivity, and electrical conductance signal were
measured in this experiment. The same detection optics setup is
placed to capture transmissivity signal on the backside of the
sample. The sample consists of a 50 nm thick a-Si film deposited
onto a fused quartz substrate by LPCVD. A pulsed KrF excimer
laser~wavelengthl5248 nm, FWHM525 ns) is used for heating
the sample. Transient temperature is measured by detecting the
thermal emission signal from the heated target. Emitted radiation
is focused by two short focal length lenses onto a fast InGaAs

Fig. 3 Interface response function of c-Si and a-Si derived
from the experimental constraints „1…–„4… defined in the text.
The solid points are the experimental data used in the analysis.
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photodetector with rise time of 3 ns. To enhance the accuracy of
the measurement, four bandpass filters of wavelengths 1.2mm,
1.4 mm, 1.5mm, and 1.6mm are employed. A focused IR HeNe
laser beam (l51.52mm) is used for measuring reflectivity and
transmissivity.

The temperature history of the liquid/solid phase-change pro-
cess is obtained by measuring the thermal emission signals on the
basis of Planck’s blackbody radiation intensity distribution law.
Invoking Kirchhoff’s law @12#, the spectral directional absorptiv-
ity is considered equal to the emissivity. The specular directional
front reflectivity,rl8 , and transmissivity,tl8 , are measured to ob-
tain the emissivity («l8512rl82tl8) at the l51.52mm wave-
length of the IR HeNe laser. Time-resolved electrical conductance
measurement@13# is applied in order to obtain the melt duration,
melt depth, and the solid-liquid interface velocity. The molten Si
produces an abrupt rise in the conduction electron density so that
the electrical conductivity reaches values typical of liquid metals.
Consequently, the total conductance of the Si is drastically in-
creased due to the presence of a molten layer.

The maximum temperature and melt depth depend on laser flu-
ence as shown in Fig. 5. The threshold fluence for surface melting,
Ft5155 mJ/cm2 and for complete melting,Fc5262 mJ/cm2. In
the partial melting regime, the melt depth increases with laser
fluence. Since the absorbed laser energy in excess of the level
needed for surface melting is consumed by the latent heat of

phase-change from solid a-Si to l-Si, the maximum temperature
remains nearly constant at about 1510 K. This is subject to the
condition that the melt depth exceeds the absorption depth in l-Si,
which is about 20 nm in the near-IR wavelength range. Approxi-
mately a fluence,Fa5179 mJ/cm2 is required for the maximum
melt depth to reach this value. Consequently, the measured tem-
perature rises when the fluenceFt,F,Fa . In the complete melt-
ing regime,F.Fc , the peak temperature rises with the laser en-
ergy fluence, since the excess laser energy beyondFc is used to
heat the l-Si. The average grain size, maximum temperature and
SEM images belonging to each fluence regime are shown in Fig.
6. The grain size strongly depends on fluence and therefore on the
temperature history. In the low fluence range corresponding to the
partial melting regime, SEM shows a gradual increase in average
grain size with fluence. Since the maximum temperature is still
lower than the equilibrium c-Si melting temperature, crystalliza-
tion may originate from unmelted silicon seeds. EC yields fine
grain material underneath larger grain p-Si in the partial melting
regime. In the high fluence range, which corresponds to the com-
plete melting regime, a dramatic reversal of the micro-structural
morphology is observed. This phenomenon is related to super-
cooling which triggers spontaneous nucleation. Substantially en-
larged grain size is obtained in the ‘near complete’ melting re-
gime, i.e., in the transition zone from partial to complete melting.
This is explained@3# by assuming that the unmelted seeds located
at the interface of the substrate may act as nucleation sites. How-
ever, the proof for this hypothesis is untenable via existing experi-
mental tools.

As the radiant laser energy increases, the silicon layer becomes
completely molten and the melting duration is prolonged. This is
clearly observed in the reflectivity and transmissivity traces shown
in Fig. 7. Two bumps, aligned with the melting and crystallization
transitions and separated by a flat region are shown in the emis-
sivity curve displayed in Fig. 7~a!. The behavior of the measured
optical properties can be explained by using thin film optics and
invoking the effective medium theory concept@14#. The l-Si cools
very rapidly, .1010 K/s, as shown in the transient temperature
signal in Fig. 7~b!. The l-Si supercools until sufficient nucleation
sites are formed. Therefore, the transient temperature exhibits a
dip in the neighborhood of 60–70 ns, which exactly coincides
with the end of full melting deduced by the transient conductance
signal. The corresponding temperature can be considered as the
nucleation temperature and is substantially lower than the melting
point of c-Si by about 230 K~degree of supercooling!. The tem-
perature of the film increases due to the latent heat release during
the rapid solidification triggered by the spontaneous nucleation.
Following this temperature rebound, growth of the solid continues
as heat is conducted into the substrate. Finally, the spontaneous
nucleation results in a fine-grain structure.

P-Si samples, fabricated by XeCl excimer laser crystallization

Fig. 4 The schematic diagram of excimer laser annealing and
optical diagnostic setup. The IR HeNe laser is used for measur-
ing the front reflectivity „as shown in the figure …, transmissivity,
emissivity and electrical conductance †11‡. Reprinted by per-
mission from AIP.

Fig. 5 Dependence of maximum temperature and melt depth
on laser fluence †11‡. Reprinted by permission from AIP.

Fig. 6 Dependence of maximum temperature and average
grain size on laser fluence †11‡. Reprinted by permission from
AIP.
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~average grain size5120 nm!, were subjected to the excimer laser
irradiation. The melting behavior for initial a-Si is compared to
p-Si by examining the peak temperature dependence on the irra-
diated laser fluence in Fig. 8. The p-Si melting temperature exhib-
its a plateau slightly below 1700 K. It is noted that the equilibrium
melting temperature of c-Si,Tm51685 K. Hence, it is verified
that a-Si melts at a temperature of about 100–150 K lower than
c-Si in nanosecond laser heating. Calorimetric studies performed
on thick a-Si layers prepared by high-energy implantation yielded
melting temperature of 1420 K@15#. The in-situ study provided
direct temperature measurement during the pulsed laser annealing
process of a-Si and p-Si thin films.

4 Nucleation in the Supercooled Melt
The rapid quenching of the l-Si pool is inevitable due to the

nanosecond time scale of a laser pulse. Because of the thinness of
the a-Si film~;50 nm!and the short laser pulse, most of the heat
is conducted to the substrate with minimal convection and radia-
tion heat losses. During the timescale of a few tens of
nanosecond-long laser pulse, the thermally affected zone in the
poorly conducting substrate is not established. The l-Si pool tends
to be supercooled as revealed in the emission temperature mea-
surement. When the melt is quenched below its equilibrium melt-
ing temperature, the driving force for crystallization is dramati-
cally enhanced due to the Gibbs free-energy difference, which
increases with the degree of supercooling@16#.

The concept of nucleation has satisfactorily explained the
growth of materials in many phase transformations. Particles of a
new phase are assumed to form and change in size by statistical
fluctuations. Particles reaching the critical size required for con-
tinuous growth, can attain appreciable dimensions at the expense
of the parent matrix and are called nuclei. Particles of sub-critical
size will be called embryos in order to differentiate them from
nuclei. The interface between a solid embryo and the surrounding
supercooled liquid implies an activation barrier. With increasing
supercooling, the Gibbs free-energy difference increases and ex-
ceeds the energy barrier so that an embryo can be transformed to
a solid nucleus. The growth of embryos over the free-energy bar-
rier is calledthermal nucleation.

Subject to a rapid temperature transient, the distribution of em-
bryos cannot change significantly, because of insufficient time to
shrink or grow to steady-state concentration. Hence, the term
athermal nucleationrefers to the process whereby an embryo be-
comes a nucleus as a consequence of shrinking critical size. Ac-
cording to classical nucleation theory, the athermal and thermal
mechanisms constitute two distinct nucleation paths through
which sub-critical clusters can become supercritical@17#. It is ap-
parent that when liquid is quenched, the temporal reduction in
critical cluster size that accompanies the cooling of the liquid can
lead to athermal nucleation of solid matter. The specific details of
solid nucleation in supercooled liquid can influence the rates and
conditions of the transformation itself, as well as determine the
phase and the resulting material microstructure.

As shown in Fig. 5~b!, the drop to a distinct temperature mini-
mum marks the inception of nucleation in the rapidly quenched
and supercooled liquid. Figure 9 shows that the nucleation tem-
perature extracted from the transient traces is almost constant with
respect to the laser fluence. It is noted that at the fluence of 224
mJ/cm2 the melt depth is 40 nm. Since the absorption depth in the
l-Si over the IR wavelength range is around 20 nm, the emission
measurement of l-Si temperature is only valid when the melt
depth exceeds the absorption depth. Moreover, the thermal con-
ductivity of l-Si ~;67 W/mK! is relatively high. Thus, the tem-

Fig. 9 Measured nucleation and peak temperatures as func-
tions of the KrF excimer laser fluence

Fig. 7 „a… Transient front reflectivity, transmissivity, and emis-
sivity „lÄ1.52 mm… at the angle of 45 deg, „b… temperature and
melt depth histories. The laser fluence of FÄ365 mJÕcm 2 gen-
erates complete melting and liquid superheat †11‡. Reprinted by
permission from AIP.

Fig. 8 Comparison of the measured maximum temperatures
for a-Si and p-Si functions of the KrF excimer laser fluence †11‡.
Reprinted by permission from AIP.
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perature profile in the l-Si film is almost uniform over the entire
liquid film. The measured data exhibit initiation of nucleation at a
constant temperature level.

Figure 10 depicts the quenching rate during the cooling process.
The quenching rate is herewith defined as the temporal slope of an
imaginary line connecting the peak temperature with the corre-
sponding nucleation temperature. The quenching rate increases in
the full melting regime, i.e., for laser fluences greater than 262
mJ/cm2. The total instantaneous rate describing the net rate at
which supercritical clusters are produced per unit volume of su-
percooled liquid is expressed@18# by

Jtotal52kn*
1 ]Nn,t

]n U
n*

2Nn*
dn*

dt
, (2)

wheren denotes the cluster size,Nn,t the time- and size-dependent
population of solid clusters,dn* /dt is the instantaneous rate of
change of the critical size,kn*

1 is the forward reaction rate,Nn*
the cluster population, and]Nn,t /]nun* is the slope of cluster
population, all evaluated at the instantaneous critical size. The first
term in Eq.~2! quantifies the contribution of thermal nucleation,
since it allows change in the critical cluster size. In contrast, the
second term describes the instantaneous rate of formation or
depletion of supercritical clusters stemming from athermal nucle-
ation, since it does not involve growth or shrinkage of the actual
critical size of the clusters. In the case of a quenched liquid, this
term and hence Eq.~2! can be cast in the following form:

Jtotal52kn*
1 Nn*

] ln Nn,t

]n U
n*

2Nn*
]n*

]T

dT

dt
, (3)

wheredT/dt is the quenching rate. Three distinct regimes display-
ing the relationship between the quenching rate versus the degree
of supercooling were therefore generated@18#: ~i! the domain
dominated by athermal nucleation,~ii! the domain dominated by
the thermal mechanism, and~iii! the domain where both mecha-
nisms overlap. The measured quenching rate in the full melting
regime in Fig. 10 belongs to the athermal nucleation domain.
However, in the case of partial melting, the main nucleation
mechanism is thermal. In athermal nucleation, the shrinking of the
nucleus critical size lowers the energy barrier. Quasi-crystalline
structure tends to be formed when this happens via a rapid
quenching rate. This argument could explain the formation of
micro-crystalline silicon in the full melting regime. In the partial
melting regime, where the initial melt depth is shallow, explosive
crystallization is responsible for the formation of p-Si grains. In
contrast, enhanced crystal size is produced under near-complete
melting conditions via thermal nucleation.

A stochastic model for simulating nucleation of solids in super-
cooled liquid was constructed in@19#. Computationally, the do-
main was subdivided into a three-dimensional array of orthorhom-
bic grids. Since nucleation events are independent phenomena and

random birth with a well-defined mean rate, Poisson statistics
were deemed to be appropriate. The probability of nucleation in a
node~i,j,k! within the time intervalDt is calculated by

Pi jk ,t
NUC512expS 2E

t

t1Dt

G i jk~t!dt D , (4)

whereG i jk(t) is the mean nucleation-event frequency of the node,
a function of the node temperature, composition and thermal his-
tory. At each time the probability of nucleationPi jk ,t

NUC , is calcu-
lated on all nodes with value ranging between 0 and 1. At the
same time, a random numberRi jk ,t also in the same range from 0
to 1 is assigned to each node and compared withPi jk ,t

NUC . If the
random number is found less than the probability of nucleation,
the node is considered as containing an interface. In the simple
case of steady-state homogeneous nucleation,G i jk ,t
>v i jk I o(Ti jk ,t) where v i jk corresponds to the node volume and
I o(Ti jk ,t) is the volumetric nucleation rate evaluated at the node
temperatureTi jk ,t . Heterogeneous nucleation is possible in nodes
containing catalytic interfaces. Once nucleation is triggered within
a node, its subsequent phase evolution can be computed via an
interface motion algorithm. As a test case, the solidification of a
100 nm thick a-Si film on SiO2 substrate was simulated for the
laser fluence approximately 25 percent higher than the threshold
for complete melting. A 333 mm region was divided into 100
3100 nodes, and about 120 nodes were placed in the vertical
direction which extended to a depth of 12mm into the substrate.
The simulation considered only homogeneous nucleation, cata-
lyzed at the l-Si/SiO2 interface. Even though the assumed mecha-
nism of nucleation at the l-Si/SiO2 interface is not precisely de-
fined and supported by experimental evidence or physical
arguments, the essence of model could be expanded to accommo-
date homogeneous nucleation and eventually treat complex prob-
lems of practical relevance, including lateral crystal growth.

5 Lateral Growth by Spatially Modified Irradiation
As mentioned in the introduction, recent research efforts have

been focusing on developing spatially controlled crystallization
methods. Several methods have been shown to produce laterally
oriented grain growth. These methods include the use of beam
mask @20#, diffraction mask@21#, anti-reflective coating@22#,
phase shift mask@23#, and the interference effect induced by a
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser@24#. The working principle in
all these techniques relies on shaping the laser energy intensity
profile that is irradiated onto an a-Si sample.

Figure 11~a! displays the experimental concept utilized for
shaping the beam profile via a mask possessing a step-wise phase-
shift @23#. Figure 11~b!depicts the SEM image obtained by using
a phase-shift mask withu553 deg and mask-separationd
50.4 mm. For the incoming KrF (l5248 nm) laser intensityI o

5900 mJ/cm2 and substrate temperature of 500°C, grains as long
as 7mm were produced in 200 nm a-Si films deposited on 850 nm
thick SiO2 on silicon.

In the laser interference experiment@24#, single Nd:YAG laser
pulses atl5532 nm were utilized to generate interference pat-
terns on the surface of 300 nm a-Si films. The grating period of
the sinusoidal patterns,P, is related to the laser wavelengthl and
the angle of incidencea via the relationshipP5l/2 sina. For
appropriate laser intensities, the a-Si film melts and crystallizes
only around the interference maxima. At low laser intensities the
produced grain size distribution exhibits the trends typically dis-
played in large area annealing. At higher laser intensities, 400
mJ/cm2 andP55 mm, lateral growth was obtained~Fig. 12!. A 1
mm-wide stripe of amorphous material remains between the re-
crystallized stripes~region A!. A narrow stripe of small grain ma-
terial and width of 280 nm is distinguished in region B. The most
striking feature is the growth of long grains of 1.7mm in length
extending from the boundary of region B towards the middle of
the line.

Fig. 10 Measured quench rate of the silicon melt as a function
of the KrF excimer laser fluence
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In order to induce lateral grain growth, a fluence gradient must
be enforced such that the a-Si film is completely melted at the area
exposed to higher laser fluence and partially melted at the adjacent
area exposed to lower laser fluence. Under this condition, grains
grow laterally towards the completely molten region. The lateral
grain growth will eventually be arrested by either colliding with
lateral grains grown from the other side or by spontaneous nucle-
ation triggered in the severely supercooled molten silicon pool.
Evidently, higher fluence gradients drive steeper temperature gra-
dients. Since it takes longer time for the hotter l-Si region to cool
down to the spontaneous nucleation temperature, the lateral grain
growth can continue to a longer distance.

The fluence gradient and lateral growth length relationship was
demonstrated in@25#. The KrF excimer laser beam~wavelength
l5248 nm) was directed into a 2:1 demagnification projection

system~Fig. 13~a!!. A beam mask consisting of 20mm aluminum
lines with 20mm separations on the quartz substrate was placed
above the mask projection assembly. In order to quantify the flu-
ence distribution across the 20mm line/spacing patterns, a nega-
tive photoresist was used. Time-resolved electrical conductance
measurement was performed in this study in order to probe the
solidification dynamics and extract the lateral solidification veloc-
ity. A schematic of the electrical conductance setup is shown in
Fig. 13~b!.

The dependence of lateral growth length on fluence gradient is
shown in Fig. 14~a!. The lateral growth length is almost constant
at about 500 nm for fluence gradients below 80 mJ/cm2mm but
increases rapidly as the laser fluence gradient increases further.
The directionality of the lateral grains is also improved by increas-
ing the fluence gradient. Lateral grains of about 1.5mm can
be obtained in a 50 nm thick a-Si film by a single excimer laser
pulse without any substrate heating under high fluence gradient
~Fig. 14~b!!.

Figure 15 presents a typical conductance signal obtained at high
laser energy density for both masked and maskless laser irradia-
tion. For the maskless irradiation, solidification begins at point
‘‘A’’ and ends in point ‘‘B,’’ taking about 30 to 40 ns to complete.
For the masked laser irradiation, a substantially longer solidifica-
tion time is observed. While solidification begins at point ‘‘a,’’ a
change in slope on the conductance signal is noticed at point ‘‘b,’’

Fig. 11 „a… Schematic of the proposed phase mask excimer
laser crystallization „PMELC… method. „b… The top view of
the crystallized Si film for the case dÄ0.4 mm, uÄ53 deg
and IoÄ900 mJÕcm 2

†23‡. Courtesy of Professor Masakiyo
Matsumura.

Fig. 12 „a… AFM and „b… TEM micrographs of a sample fabri-
cated by laser interference crystallization „LIC… with a pulse en-
ergy of 200 mJÕcm 2 per beam and a period of a 5 mm. The
micrograph in „b… is an enlargement of the picture in the upper
panel of Fig. 12. Fine grained material on the edges of the line
„labeled B… is now flanked by long grains „labeled C…, oriented
towards the center of the lines and reaching lateral dimensions
of almost 2 mm. The protrusions in the middle of the line appear
flat due to the saturation of the AFM signal †24‡. Courtesy of Dr.
Daniel Toet.
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and the process is concluded at point ‘‘c.’’ Lateral solidification
occurs between time ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ c.’’ Beginning at time ‘‘b,’’ spon-
taneous nucleation and solidification start in the bulk liquid, con-
tributing to the increase in slope of the electrical conductance
signals. Utilizing the estimated lateral solidification time, ‘‘c-a,’’
and considering the lateral growth length observed from the
SEM analysis, a lateral solidification velocity of about 7 m/s was
obtained.

Evidently, lateral growth is limited by spontaneous nucleation
in the bulk liquid. If spontaneous nucleation could be suppressed
or delayed, the lateral growth would continue to a longer distance,
hence producing longer lateral growth. In the case of high fluence
gradient, the temperature increases rapidly from the partially mol-
ten region toward the completely molten region. Higher local tem-
perature in the completely molten region implies correspondingly
longer time to reach the deep supercooling required for spontane-
ous nucleation. Therefore the increase in nucleation time, i.e. the
time elapsed from the beginning of the lateral growth till the in-
ception of spontaneous nucleation, is a crucial parameter for lat-
eral growth.

6 Ultra-large Lateral Grain Growth by Double Laser

Recrystallization of a-Si Films. Motivated by the results of
the previous study, the double laser recrystallization technique
was developed in order to improve grain size, uniformity and
hence device performance@26#. The technique superposes a tem-
porally modulated continuous wave~CW! Ar1 laser (l
5514 nm) beam with millisecond order pulse duration and a spa-
tially homogenized KrF excimer laser pulse (l
5248 nm, FWHM525 ns) to achieve enhanced lateral grain
growth. The temporally modulated Ar1 laser beam is released
onto the sample for a few milliseconds. The absorbed Ar1 laser
energy preheats the thin film. At a specified temporal delay with
respect to the Ar1 laser pulse, a bigger-sized excimer laser beam
is irradiated over the Ar1 laser heated a-Si sample region for a
few tens of nanoseconds. This process can produce ultra-large
direction and location controlled p-Si grains and is insensitive to
both the excimer laser fluence and the Ar1 laser power fluctua-
tions. Furthermore, lateral p-Si grains cannot be obtained in the
non-moving sample solely with the stationary Ar1 laser beam,
even with pulse duration as long as 100 ms.

Experimental Procedures and Results.The flash laser photog-
raphy experimental setup@27# is shown in Fig. 16. Since the re-
flectivities of a-Si ~;50%!, l-Si ~;70%! and p-Si ~;30%! are
different at the illumination wavelength (l5445 nm) @14#, the
melting and resolidification sequence can be tracked. For visual-
izing the lateral solidification, the KrF excimer laser is replaced
by a frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YLF solid-state laser (l
5524 nm, FWHM515 ns!, whose pulse energy is in the tens of

Fig. 14 „a… Dependence of lateral growth length on fluence
gradient for 50 nm a-Si film. „b… Lateral growth length of about
1.5 mm is obtained under high fluence gradient †25‡. Reprinted
with permission from AIP.

Fig. 13 „a… Projection system used for excimer laser crystalli-
zation „ELC…. „b… Schematic of the electrical conductance setup
†25‡. Reprinted with permission from AIP.

Fig. 15 Typical electrical conductance signal at high laser flu-
ence †25‡. Reprinted with permission from AIP.
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mJ range. The compact size and the high frequency~max 10 kHz!
of this laser greatly facilitate eventual integration to the manufac-
turing line. The Nd:YLF laser beam is delivered from the backside
of the sample to accommodate the CCD camera setup and illumi-
nation by a dye laser beam. The dye laser is used as a flashlamp in
the visualization experiment at the wavelength of 445 nm and
pulse duration of 2 ns~FWHM!.

The grain microstructure induced by the double laser recrystal-
lization technique is shown in Fig. 17. The applied pulse duration
for the modulated Ar1 beam is 2 ms. The results shown in Fig.
17~a!are produced by a 938 mW Ar1 laser pulse and 174 mJ/cm2

excimer laser energy fluence and in Fig. 17~b! are processed with
957 mW Ar1 laser pulse and 272 mJ/cm2 excimer laser energy

Fig. 17 Lateral grains of larger than 20 mm induced by the double laser recrystallization technique; „a… Ar¿ laser power,
P Ä 938 mW with a 2 ms pulse, and FÄ174 mJÕcm 2; and „b… Ar¿ laser power, PÄ957 mW with a 2 ms pulse, and
FÄ272 mJÕcm 2

†26‡. Reprinted with permission from Springer-Verlag.

Fig. 16 A schematic of the laser flash photography experimental setup for probing the double laser recrystallization process †27‡.
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier Publishing.
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fluence. The inwardly grown lateral grains are longer than 20mm
and collide across the major beam axis. Unlike in traditional ELC,
the laterally grown p-Si grains are obtained regardless of the irra-
diated excimer laser fluence. The sequence of the resolidification
process revealed by laser flash photography is shown in Fig. 18.

Since the reflectivity of l-Si at the illumination wavelength (l
5445 nm) is higher than that of a-Si, the liquid region appears
bright. On the other hand, because the p-Si reflectivity is lower
than that of a-Si, the resolidified p-Si appears darker. Nonetheless,
at the time before the Nd:YLF laser is pulsed, the image does not
show any region of enhanced brightness that is the characteristic
signature of l-Si. The Ar1 laser is irradiated for 8 ms in order to
ensure the lateral solidification. A few nanoseconds following the
Nd:YLF laser pulse firing, a bright l-Si region emerges, indicating
that the a-Si film is then melted. The resolidification process at the
initial 300 ns is carried out at a very high speed, resulting in the

Fig. 19 The transient temperature evolution at the center point
of the heated zone by „a… an Ar ¿ laser beam. The used power is
969 mW; „b… an excimer laser pulse of 203 mJ Õcm2.

Fig. 20 The isotherms viewed from the top; „a… tÄ2 ms after 2
ms Ar ¿ laser pulse of 969 mW; and „b… tÄ21.4 ns after the ex-
cimer laser pulse of 203 mJ Õcm2.

Fig. 18 Images showing the sequence of the resolidification process. The total width of an image is 200 mm †27‡. Reprinted with
permission from Elsevier Publishing.
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peripheral ring of microcrystalline material. After about 300 ns,
the molten silicon region attains nearly the size of the final lateral
growth. Beyond this time, the lateral solidification velocity is es-
timated to be about 10 m/s. The entire resolidification process
takes about 3.3ms to complete as compared to much shorter melt
duration~, 100 ns!in single beam laser recrystallization without
substrate heating.

Numerical Calculation. Since the thickness of the film~50
nm! is small compared with the size of the Ar1 laser beam~22
mm by 280 mm!, and the millisecond pulse of Ar1 laser beam
drives thermal penetration to depth of tens of microns, the tem-
perature distribution across the film thickness can be neglected. A
two-dimensional conduction equation is adopted for the heat

transfer in the thin film. The reflectivity,R(Tf), and transmissiv-
ity, t(Tf), are updated with thin film optics calculation. The heat
diffusion to the substrate is inherently three-dimensional.

The excimer laser pulse follows immediately after the expira-
tion of the Ar1 laser pulse. The absorption depth,l/4pk, is 6 nm
at the wavelength of 248 nm, while the heat diffusion length, is
about 150 nm within the time scale of the excimer laser pulse,
(FWHM525 nm). Consequently, calculation in three-
dimension is needed to capture the temperature variation across
the film thickness: The beam size of the real excimer laser, 6 mm
by 2 mm, greatly exceeds the Ar1 laser beam dimensions of 22
mm by 280mm. No significant error is therefore introduced by
simulating the excimer laser beam with a wide Gaussian distribu-

Fig. 21 Transient evolution of isotherms in the cross-section of the film; „a… tÄ9 ns, „b… tÄ14.5 ns, „c… tÄ19 ns, and „d… t
Ä21.4 ns after the excimer laser pulse of 203 mJ Õcm2.
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tion for convenience. The enthalpy method@28# is used to treat the
phase change of a-Si film.

Figure 19~a!shows that the transient temperature at the heated
spot center for Ar1 laser power of 969 mW reaches 1408 K by the
end of the 2 ms-long pulse. The rapid transient upon the succeed-
ing irradiation with the excimer laser fluence of 203 mJ/cm2 is
presented in Fig. 19~b!. The excimer laser addition to the previ-
ously deposited Ar1 laser energy is sufficient to completely melt
the film and raise the maximum temperature to 1940 K. Figure
20~a!displays the top-view (z50) isotherms in the thin film right
at the end of Ar1 laser pulse and Fig. 20~b!corresponds tot
521.4 ns after the firing of the excimer laser pulse. The tempera-
ture of the center of the molten zone peaks at around 21 ns, while
the molten pool is of dimension comparable to the Ar1 laser
heated zone. Figure 21 shows the transient evolution of isotherms
at a normal cross section through the film containing thex-minor
axis at times elapsed with respect to the initiation of the excimer
laser pulse. Isotherms virtually perpendicular to the film surfaces
develop in the molten zone. Lateral isotherms would then persist
in the liquid pool through the short-lived, microsecond duration
solidification process. In conclusion, the size of the laterally
grown p-Si is close to the extent of the region heated by the Ar1

laser pulse. As the excimer laser-induced temperature field quickly
diffuses into the substrate, nucleation is triggered in the outskirts
of the heated zone when the temperature reaches the nucleation
temperature. However, the Ar1 laser-driven temperature field can
maintain the liquid molten pool over the nucleation temperature,
providing sufficient time for completion of the lateral growth
process.

7 Conclusion
In this article, studies on the experimental probing of the melt-

ing and recrystallization of thin a-Si films with pulsed excimer
laser radiation of nanosecond pulse duration have been presented.
The combined optical, pyrometry and electrical conductance
data allowed quantification of the temperature field and estab-
lished the connection to the recrystallized p-Si morphology.
Furthermore, the path of the nucleation process in the supercooled
liquid was traced as a function of the quenching rate. The role of
the local fluence gradient on the lateral growth was examined by
applying variable beam profile distribution imposed by a mask
projection system. On the basis of these findings, a new experi-
mental technique was devised to enhance the lateral crystal
growth by superposing a temporally modulated ‘bias’ beam and a
nanosecond laser pulse. By delaying the occurrence of spontane-
ous nucleation, it was possible to allow sufficient time for ultra-
large crystal growth that was remarkably insensitive to variations
of the applied laser energy of both processing beams. Laser flash
photography confirmed lateral solidification velocity of about
10 m/s.

Issues related to the role of explosive crystallization in the
pulsed laser annealing of tens of nanometers-thick films clearly
remain open to investigation. New experimental probes have to be
developed to unveil with precision the temporal sequence of
nucleation at high quenching rates and accurately quantify the
microscale temperature field across the rapidly advancing solid/
liquid interface. It will also be beneficial to explore nucleation and
crystallization of even shorter time scales. Work on the ultra-fast
laser driven phase transformations in thin films is ongoing at the
Laser Thermal Laboratory. The promising, especially with the
implementation of high repetition rate compact solid-state lasers,
double-laser crystallization technique could be improved to
achieve spatially controlled crystal growth and extended to ac-
complish high-throughput fabrication of devices.
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation
of Heat Transfer and Phase
Change During Laser Material
Interaction
In this work, heat transfer and phase change of an argon crystal irradiated by a picosec-
ond pulsed laser are investigated using molecular dynamics simulations. The result re-
veals no clear interface when phase change occurs, but a transition region where the
crystal structure and the liquid structure co-exist. Superheating is observed during the
melting and vaporizing processes. The solid-liquid interface is found to move with a
velocity of hundreds of meters per second, and the vapor is ejected from the surface with
a vapor front velocity of hundreds of meters per second.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1445289#
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Introduction
In recent years, ultrashort pulsed lasers have been rapidly de-

veloped and employed in materials processing. Due to the ex-
tremely short pulse duration, many difficulties exist in experimen-
tal investigation of laser material interaction, such as measuring
the transient surface temperature, the velocity of the solid-liquid
interface, and the material ablation rate. Ultrashort laser material
interaction involves several coupled, nonlinear, and non-
equilibrium processes inducing an extremely high heating rate
(1016 K/s) and a high temperature gradient (1011 K/m). The con-
tinuum approach of solving the heat transfer problem becomes
questionable under these extreme situations. In contrast, molecu-
lar dynamics~MD! simulation, which analyzes the movement of
atoms or molecules directly, is suitable for investigating the ul-
trashort laser material interaction process. One aim of this work is
to use MD simulation to investigate heat transfer occurring in
ultrashort laser-material interaction and compares the results with
those obtained with the continuum approach.

A large amount of work has been dedicated to studying laser
material interaction using MD simulations. Due to the limitation
of computer resources, most work was restricted to systems with a
small number of atoms, thus only qualitative results such as the
structural change due to heating were obtained. For instance, us-
ing quantum MD simulations, Shibahara and Kotake studied the
interaction between metallic atoms and the laser beam in a system
consisting of 13 atoms or less@1,2#. Their work was focused on
the structural change of metallic atoms due to laser beam absorp-
tion. Häkkinen and Landman@3# studied dynamics of superheat-
ing, melting, and annealing at the Cu surface induced by laser
beam irradiation using the two-step heat transfer model developed
by Anisimov et al.@4#. This model describes the laser metal inter-
action in two steps including photon energy absorption in elec-
trons and lattice heating through interaction with electrons. Sev-
eral works in the literature investigated laser-induced ablation in
various systems. Kotake and Kuroki@5# studied laser ablation of a
small dielectric system consisting of 4851 atoms. Laser beam ab-
sorption was simulated by exciting the potential energy of atoms.
Applying the same laser beam absorption approach, Herrmann
and Campbell@6# investigated laser ablation of a silicon crystal
containing approximately 23,000 atoms. Zhigileit et al.@7,8#stud-

ied laser induced ablation of organic solids using the breathing
sphere model, which simulated laser irradiation by vibrational ex-
citation of molecules. Because of the arbitrary properties chosen
in the calculation, their calculation results were qualitative, and
were restricted to systems with tens of thousands of atoms.
Ohmura et al.@9# attempted to study laser metal interaction with
the MD simulation using the Morse potential function for metals
@10#. The Morse potential function simplified the potential calcu-
lation among the lattice and enabled the study of a larger system
with 160,000 atoms. Heat conduction by the electron gas, which
dominates heat transfer in metals, could not be predicted by the
Morse potential function. Alternatively, heat conduction was
simulated using the finite difference method based on the thermal
conductivity of metal. Laser material interaction in a larger system
was recently investigated by Etcheverry and Mesaros@11#. In their
work, a crystal argon solid containing about half a million atoms
was simulated. For laser induced acoustic waves, a good agree-
ment between the MD simulation and the numerical thermoelastic
calculation was obtained.

In this work, MD simulations are conducted to study laser ar-
gon interaction. The system under study has 486,000 atoms,
which makes it possible to study the effect of volumetric absorp-
tion of laser energy, to define and track the solid/liquid and liquid/
vapor interfaces, and to investigate whether the system is in ther-
mal equilibrium. The number of the atoms is chosen as a
compromise between the simulation accuracy and the computa-
tional time. Laser energy absorption is implemented as an increase
in the kinetic energy of atoms. Laser heating of argon with differ-
ent laser fluences is investigated. Laser induced heat transfer,
melting, and vaporization are emphasized in this work. Phase
change relevant parameters, such as the velocity of solid-liquid
and liquid-vapor interfaces, ablation rate, and ablation threshold
fluence are reported.

Theory of MD Simulation
In this work, argon is chosen as the material to be studied

because of the physically meaningful Lennard-Jones~LJ! 12-6
potential and the less computational time required. The basic
problem involves solving Newtonian equations for each atom in-
teracting with its neighbors by means of a pairwise Lennard-Jones
force:

mi

d2r i

dt2
5(

j Þ i
Fi j , (1)
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wheremi andr i are the mass and position of atomi, respectively,
Fi j is the force between atomsi and j, which is obtained from the
Lennard-Jones potential asFi j 52]f i j /]r i j . The Lennard-Jones
potentialf i j is expressed as

f i j 54«F S s

r i j
D 12

2S s

r i j
D 6G , (2)

where« is the LJ well depth parameter,s is the equilibrium sepa-
ration parameter, andr i j 5r i2r j .

Many different algorithms have been developed to solve Eqs.
~1! and~2!, of which the Verlet algorithm is widely used due to its
numerical stability, convenience, and simplicity@12#. In this cal-
culation, the half-step leap-frog scheme is used, which is a modi-
fication to the velocity Verlet algorithm and is expressed as@12#

v~ t1dt/2!5v~ t2dt/2!1
Fi j ~ t1dt !

mi
dt (3a)

r i~ t1dt !5r i~ t !1v~ t1dt/2!dt (3b)

Fi j ~ t1dt !52
]f i j ~ t1dt !

]r i j
(3c)

v~ t !5
1

2
~v~ t1dt/2!1v~ t2dt/2!!. (3d)

The criterion for choosingdt is that it should be much smaller
than the typical time taken for an atom to travel its own length
@12#. In this work,dt is taken as 25 fs, much smaller than the
typical time ~850 fs! for an argon atom to travel its own length.
The distance between atoms is first compared with a potential
cutoff distancer c . Only when the distance is less thanr c is the
force calculated. In this calculation,r c is taken as 2.5s, which is
widely adopted in MD simulations using the LJ potential. At this
distance, the potential is only about 1.6 percent of the well depth.
The comparison of the atomic distance withr c is organized using
the cell structure and linked list method@12#.

Laser energy absorption in the material is treated by scaling the
velocities of all atoms in each structural cell by an appropriate
factor. The amount of energy deposited in each cell is calculated
assuming the laser beam is exponentially absorbed in the target. In
order to prevent undesired amplification of atomic macromotion,
the average velocity of atoms in each layer of the structural cells
is subtracted before the velocity scaling. This laser energy absorp-
tion model de-emphasizes the details of laser material interaction,
in which the quantum mechanical effect needs to be accounted for.
However, the time scale for the process of laser energy absorption
~;1 ps! is much smaller than the time scale considered in this
work. Therefore, without knowing the details of the laser material
interaction, the thermal effect can still be investigated using the
current absorption model.

Results of Calculation
The target studied consists of 90 fcc unit cells inx andy direc-

tions, and 15 fcc unit cells in thez direction. Each unit cell con-
tains 4 atoms, and the system consists of 486,000 atoms. In bothx
and y directions, the computational domain has a size of 48.73
nm. In thez direction, the size of the computational domain is
17.14 nm with the bottom of the target located at 4.51 nm and the
top surface~the laser irradiated surface! at 12.63 nm. The sche-
matic of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 1. The values
of the parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 1.

Thermal Equilibrium Calculation. The first step in the cal-
culation is to initialize the system so that it is in thermal equilib-
rium with a minimum potential energy before laser heating. This
is achieved by a thermal equilibrium calculation. Periodical
boundary conditions are assumed on the surfaces inx andy direc-
tions, and free boundary conditions on the surfaces in thez direc-
tion. The target is initially constructed based on the fcc lattice

structure with the~100! surface facing up. The nearest neighbor
distance,r s in the fcc lattice of argon depends on temperatureT,
and is initialized using the expression given by Broughton and
Gilmer @13#,

r s

s
~T!51.096410.054792S kBT

« D10.014743S kBT

« D 2

10.083484S kBT

« D 3

20.23653S kBT

« D 4

10.25057S kBT

« D 5

.

(4)

Initial velocities of atoms are specified randomly from a Gauss-
ian distribution based on the specified temperature of 50 K using
the following formula,

1

2
m(

i 51

3

v i
25

3

2
kBT, (5)

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant. During the equilibrium cal-
culation, due to the variation of the atomic positions, the tempera-
ture of the target may change because of the exchange between
the kinetic and potential energies. In order to allow the target to
reach thermal equilibrium at the expected temperature, velocity
scaling is necessary to adjust the temperature of the target during
the early period of equilibration. The velocity scaling approach
proposed by Berendsen et al.@14# is applied in this work. At each
time step, velocities are scaled by a factorx expressed as:

x5S 11
dt

tT
S T

j D D 1/2

, (6)

Fig. 1 Scheme of the computational domain.

Table 1 Values of the parameters used in the calculation
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wherej is the current kinetic temperature, andtT is a preset time
constant, which is taken as 0.4 ps. This technique forces the sys-
tem towards the desired temperature at a rate determined bytT ,
while only slightly perturbing the forces on each atom. After scal-
ing the velocity for 50 ps, the average temperature of the system
reaches the desired value. Then the calculation is continued for
another 100 ps to improve the uniformity of temperature in the
target. The final equilibrium temperature of the target is 49.87 K,
which is close to the desired temperature of 50 K.

At thermal equilibrium, the atomic velocity distribution should
follow the Maxwellian distribution

PM54pv2S m

2pkBTD 3/2

e2mv2/2kBT, (7)

wherePM is the probability for an atom moving with a velocityn.
The velocity distribution based on the simulation results and the
Maxwellian distribution are shown in Fig. 2, which indicates a
good agreement between the two.

Figure 3 shows the lattice structure in thex-z plane when the
system is in thermal equilibrium. For the purpose of illustration,
only the atoms in the range of 0,x,12 nm and 0,y,12.6 nm
are plotted. It is seen that atoms are located around their equilib-
rium positions, and the lattice structure is preserved. Another ob-
servation is that at the top and the bottom surfaces of the target, a
few atoms have escaped due to the free boundary conditions.

In order to check the validity of the MD model, the thermal
physical properties of argon are calculated and compared with
published data. The specific heat at constant pressure~vacuum!,
the specific heat at constant volume, and the thermal conductivity

are calculated to be 787.8 J/kg•K, 576.0 J/kg•K, and 0.304
W/m•K, while the experimental data are 637.5 J/kg•K, 543.5
J/kg•K, and 0.468 W/m•K, respectively@15#. The difference be-
tween the MD simulation results and the experimental data arises
from the free boundary conditions used in MD simulations
whereas the experiments were conducted under the atmospheric
pressure.

Laser Material Interaction. In calculating the laser material
interaction, periodical boundary conditions are used on the sur-
faces inx and y directions, and free boundary conditions on the
surfaces in thez direction. The simulation corresponds to the
problem of irradiating a block of argon in vacuum. The laser beam
is uniform in space, and has a temporal Gaussian distribution with
a 5 ps FWHM centered at 10 ps. The laser beam energy is ab-
sorbed exponentially in the target and is expressed as

dI

dz
52I ~z!/t, (8)

where I is the laser beam intensity, andt is the characteristic
absorption depth. The experimental value oft is not available, but
is expected to be intensity dependent. In the calculation,t is cho-
sen to be 2.5 nm.

Fig. 2 Comparison of the velocity distribution by the MD simu-
lation with the Maxwellian velocity distribution.

Fig. 3 Structure of the target in the x-z plane within the range
of 0ËxË12 nm and 0 ËyË12.6 nm.

Fig. 4 Temperature distribution in the target illuminated with a
laser pulse of 0.06 J Õm2.
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Laser Heating. The temperature distribution in the target illu-
minated with a laser pulse of 0.06 J/m2 is first calculated and
compared with the results from a finite difference calculation. No
phase change occurs at this laser fluence. Figure 4 shows the
temperature distribution calculated using the MD simulation and
the finite difference method. In the MD simulation, the tempera-
ture at different locations is calculated as an ensemble average of
a domain with a thickness of 2.5s in the z direction. In the finite
difference calculation, properties of argon obtained with the MD
simulation are used in order to study the validity of the continuum
approach in ps laser materials interaction, i.e., heating is very
intense and localized and the temperature gradient is extremely
high. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the results obtained from the

MD simulation are close to those obtained by the finite difference
method. The difference between them is on the same order of the
statistical uncertainty of the MD simulation. In other words, the
continuum approach is still capable of predicting the heating pro-
cess induced by a picosecond laser pulse. It is also noticed that no
thermal wave is obtained in the MD simulation, therefore the
non-Fourier effect@16# is insignificant. However, the thermal re-
laxation time of argon at the temperature range studied in this
work is small~;1 ps!. The non-Fourier effect would not be ob-
served using the continuum approach either.

Laser Induced Phase Change.In this section, various phe-
nomena accompanying phase change in an argon target illumi-

Fig. 5 Snapshots of atomic positions in argon illuminated with a laser pulse with a fluence of
0.7 JÕm2.
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nated with a laser pulse of 0.7 J/m2 are investigated in detail. The
threshold fluence for ablation is also studied. Towards the end of
the laser pulse, the laser beam absorption is considered in both the
solid and non-solid parts. The laser beam absorption depth is ad-
justed based on the local material densityr local , and is calculated
astr/r local , with r denoting the density of the solid before laser
heating.

A series of snapshots of atomic positions at different times is
shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that until 10 ps, the lattice structure is
preserved in the target. At about 10 ps, melting starts, and the
lattice structure is destroyed in the melted region and is replaced
by a random atomic distribution. After 20 ps, the solid liquid
interface stops moving into the target, and vaporized atoms are
clearly seen. Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of the number

density of atoms,rN , at different times, which further illustrates
the structural change during laser heating. At the early stage of
laser heating, the crystal structure is preserved in the target, which
is seen as the peak number density of atoms at each lattice layer.
Due to the increase of atomic kinetic energy in laser heating,
atoms vibrate more intensely in the solid region, resulting in a
lower peak of the number density of atoms and a wider distribu-
tion. As laser heating progresses, the target is melted from its front
surface, and the atomic distribution becomes random. Therefore,
the number density of atoms becomes uniform over the melted
region. However, no clear interface is observed between the solid
and the liquid. Instead, structures of solid and liquid co-exist
within a certain range, which is shown as the co-existence of the
peak and the high base of the number density of atoms. Vaporiza-

Fig. 6 Distribution of the number density of atoms at different times in argon illuminated
with a laser pulse of 0.7 J Õm2.
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Fig. 7 In-plane structures reflected by the atomic positions at different z lo-
cations at 20 ps.

Fig. 8 In-plane radial distribution functions at different z locations at 20 ps.
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tion happens at the surface of the target, which reduces the num-
ber density of atoms significantly at the location near the liquid
surface.

In addition to the structure variation in thez direction as dis-
cussed above, the in-plane structure also reflects the phase change
process. Figure 7 shows the atomic positions within a 0.27 nm
thick plane centered at variousz locations at 20 ps. For the pur-
pose of illustration, only the area within 0,x,15 nm and 0,y
,15 nm is plotted. In the solid region (z57.03 nm), atoms are
located regularly in space, reflecting the crystal lattice structure.
In the transient region (z59.89 nm), the lattice structure still can
be found in small localized regions while the whole atomic distri-
bution looks random. A similar structure is found in the liquid
region (z511.5 nm). However, localized regions with the short
order structure are much fewer than those atz59.89 nm. In the
vapor region (z515 nm), fewer atoms are found with no apparent
structures.

One of the parameters describing the in-plane structure is the
in-plane radial distribution functiong(r ) @12,17,18#. It is a ratio of
the number of atoms at a distancer from a given atom compared
with the number of atoms at the same distance in an ideal gas with
the same density. Figure 8 showsg(r ,z) in the same planes dis-
cussed in Fig. 7. From Fig. 8, structures of different phases can be
quantified. At the location of 7.03 nm, both the short-range and
long-range orders are preserved, showing the feature of the crys-
talline structure. At the location of 9.89 nm, the short-range order
~the second peak!still exists while the long-range order becomes
much less apparent, showing the co-existence of the solid and the
liquid. At 11.5 nm, the material only has a short-range order,
reflecting a liquid-like structure. The short-range order disappears
at the location of 15 nm, indicating a gas-like structure.

In order to find out the rate of melting and evaporation, criteria
are needed to determine the solid-liquid and liquid-vapor inter-
faces. Both the profile of the number of atoms@3# and the radialFig. 9 „a… Positions, and „b… velocities of the solid-liquid inter-

face and the liquid-vapor interface in argon illuminated with a
laser pulse of 0.7 J Õm2.

Fig. 10 Velocity distributions at different z locations at 20 ps. Solid line: Max-
wellian distribution; dots: MD simulation.
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distribution function@17,18# can be used to determine the loca-
tions of the interfaces. For solid argon, the average number den-
sity of atoms is 2.5231028 m23 with a spatial distribution shown
in Fig. 6. Owing to the lattice structure, the number density of
atoms is higher than the average value near the atomic layer and
lower between layers. In this work, if the number density of atoms
is higher than 2.5231028 m23, the material is treated as solid. At
the front of the melted region, the number density of atoms de-
creases sharply to less than 8.4231027 m23, which is about one
third of the number density of solid. Therefore, the material is
assumed to be vapor at a number density lower than 8.42
310 27 m23. Although the criterion used here for the liquid-vapor
interface is not quite rigorous due to the large transition region
from liquid to vapor, further studies on the liquid-vapor interface
using the radial distribution function show that this criterion gives
a good approximation of the liquid-vapor interface@16#.

Applying these criteria, transient locations of the solid-liquid
and liquid-vapor interfaces, as well as the velocities of the inter-
faces are obtained and are shown in Fig. 9. It is observed that
melting and evaporation start at about 10 ps~laser heating starts at
around 5 ps!. The solid-liquid interface moves into the solid as
melting progresses, and the liquid-vapor interface moves outward
as the melted region expands because liquid argon is less dense
than solid argon. At about 20 ps, both solid-liquid and liquid-
vapor interfaces stop moving. The highest velocity of the liquid-
vapor interface is about 200 m/s, close to the equilibrium velocity
~233.5 m/s!of the argon atom at the boiling temperature. The
highest velocity of the solid-liquid interface is about 400 m/s,
much smaller than the local sound~longitudinal! speed~;1275
m/s! in argon@19#.

Thermal equilibrium of the system at differentz locations is
investigated by comparing the velocity distribution with the Max-
wellian distribution. Figure 10 shows the comparison at 20 ps. It
can be seen that in solid (z57.67 nm), the transient region (z
510.38 nm), liquid (z512.18), and vapor (z515.79 nm), the
thermal equilibrium is preserved. This is also true at other times,
except in vapor in the early stage of ablation when only very few
atoms are evaporated.

The existence of thermal equilibrium justifies the use of tem-
perature to discuss the energy transfer process. Temperature dis-
tributions at different times are shown in Fig. 11. At 5 ps, laser
heating just starts, and the target has a spatially uniform tempera-
ture of about 50 K. Note that the initial size of the target extends
from 4.5 nm to 12.6 nm. Melting starts at 10 ps as indicated in
Fig. 11, and it is clear that at this moment, the temperature is
higher than the melting and the boiling point in the heated region,
and is even close to the critical point. At 15 ps, a flat region in the
temperature distribution is observed around the location of 10 nm,
which is the melting interface region. The temperature in this flat
region is around 90 K, which is higher than the melting point
~83.8 K!, indicating superheating at the melting front. Further-
more, superheating is observed at the liquid-vapor interface (z
;13.5 nm) at 15 ps, which is indicated by the much higher local
temperature~;130 K! compared with the boiling temperature of
argon~87.3 K!.

An interesting phenomenon is observed at 20 ps, shortly after
melting stops. At this moment, a local minimum of temperature is
observed at 9.5 nm, which is in the solid-liquid transition region.
The temperature is only 60 K, lower than the melting temperature
at 1 atm. This minimum temperature disappears gradually due to
heat transfer from the surrounding higher temperature regions.
This low temperature is likely due to the tensile stress developed
in that region. The stress can be calculated as the summation of
forces exerted by atoms from both sides of a cross-section of
interest, and then divided by the area. The evolution of the stress
at the location of 9.5 nm is plotted in Fig. 12, which shows a peak
tensile stress at 20 ps, the moment when the minimum tempera-
ture appears. A reduced pressure or a tensile stress in argon re-
duces the melting point@20#, therefore causing a temperature

drop. A detailed study of this temperature drop and the coupling
between the thermal energy and the mechanical energy is going to
be reported elsewhere@16#. It is worth noting that many phase
change phenomena obtained in this MD simulation such as the
lack of a sharp solid-liquid interface and the temperature variation
in liquid could not be predicted using the continuum approach.

The average atomic velocity in thez direction at different times
is shown in Fig. 13. At 10 ps, melting just starts, and the average
velocity of atoms is close to zero except those on the surface,
which have a higher kinetic energy due to the free boundary con-
dition. At 15 ps, velocities are much higher. At the vapor front
where the thermal equilibrium is still preserved, the velocity is
about 450 m/s, while at locations near the surface, the vapor ve-
locity is much smaller. At 30 ps, non-zero velocities are only
observed at locations of 15 nm or further, showing weak evapo-
ration on the liquid surface after laser heating stops. The negative
velocity close to the bottom of the target is induced by the mo-
mentum conservation of the whole system.

The thickness of the melted and vaporized layer and the rate of
phase change are shown in Fig. 14. It is seen that the melting
depth is much larger than the vaporization depth. From Fig. 14~b!
it is found that melting happens mostly between 10 and 20 ps,
while evaporation goes on until 25 ps, and then reduces to a lower
level corresponding to the evaporation of liquid in vacuum. The
depths of ablation induced by different laser fluences are shown in
Fig. 15, which shows a sudden increase of the ablation depth at
the laser fluence of 0.5 J/m2. The laser fluence when substantial
ablation occurs is commonly called the threshold fluence of abla-

Fig. 11 Temperature distribution in argon illuminated with a
laser pulse of 0.7 J Õm2.

Fig. 12 The stress evolution at the location of 9.5 nm in argon
illuminated with a laser pulse of 0.7 J Õm2.
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tion. Thus, the calculation shows that with the parameters used in
this work, the ablation threshold fluence is 0.5 J/m2.

Conclusion
In this work, laser material interaction is studied using MD

simulations. It is found that during picosecond laser heating, the
heat transfer process predicted using the continuum approach
agrees with the result of the MD simulation. When phase change
occurs, thermal equilibrium is found in solid, liquid, and vapor
phases, and the solid-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces are super-
heated. A transition region of about 1 nm, instead of a clear inter-

face is found between the solid and the liquid. At a laser fluence of
0.7 J/m2, the solid-liquid interface moves at almost a constant
velocity much lower than the local sound speed, while the liquid-
vapor interface moves with a velocity close to the local equilib-
rium velocity. The laser-ablated material burst out of the target
with a vapor front velocity of about hundreds of meters per sec-
ond.
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Nomenclature

F 5 force
I 5 laser intensity
k 5 thermal conductivity

kB 5 Boltzmann’s constant
m 5 atomic mass

PM 5 probability for atoms moving with a velocityv
r 5 atomic position

r c 5 cut off distance
r s 5 the nearest neighbor distance
t 5 time

tT 5 preset time constant in velocity scaling
dt 5 time step
T 5 temperature
v 5 velocity
x 5 coordinate inx-direction
y 5 coordinate iny-direction
z 5 coordinate inz-direction

Greek Symbols

x 5 velocity scaling factor
« 5 LJ well depth parameter
f 5 potential
s 5 equilibrium separation parameter
j 5 current kinetic temperature in velocity scaling

Subscripts

i 5 index of atoms
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Plasma Absorption of
Femtosecond Laser Pulses
in Dielectrics
Dielectric (high bandgap) materials represent an important and diverse class of materials
in micro and nanotechnology, including MEMS devices, biomedical and bioengineering
systems, multilayer thin film coatings, fiber optics, etc. Micromachining dielectrics using
ultrafast lasers is an exciting and promising new research area with many significant
advantages, including precision material removal, negligible heating of the workpiece,
micron and sub-micron-size feature fabrication, and high aspect ratio features. During
ultrafast laser processing of dielectrics, the intense laser pulse ionizes the irradiated
material and produces an optical breakdown region, or plasma, that is characterized by a
high density of free electrons. These high-density electrons can efficiently absorb a large
fraction of the laser irradiance energy, part of which will then be coupled into the bulk
material, resulting in material removal through direct vaporization. The energy deposited
into the material depends on the time and space-dependent breakdown region, the plasma
rise time, and the plasma absorption coefficient. Higher coupling efficiency results in
higher material removal rate; thus energy deposition is one of the most important issues
for ultrafast laser materials processing, particularly for micron and sub-micron-scale
laser materials processing. In the present work, a femtosecond breakdown model is de-
veloped to investigate energy deposition during ultrafast laser material interactions. One
substantial contribution of the current work is that pulse propagation effects have been
taken into account, which have been shown to become significant for pulse durations
less than 10 ps. By accounting for the pulse propagation, the time and space-resolved
plasma evolution can be characterized and used to determine the energy deposition
through plasma absorption. With knowledge of the plasma absorption, changes in the
pulse profile as it propagates in the focal region can be determined as well. Absorption of
the laser pulse by plasma in water is compared with experimental data to validate the
model, as water is a well characterized dielectric. The model, however, is also applicable
to other transparent or moderately absorbing solid and liquid dielectric media during
ultrafast laser-materials interactions.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1445135#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Laser, Microscale, Modeling Plasma Absorption

1 Introduction
The application of ultrafast lasers for high-quality laser material

processing is an exciting new field that has grown rapidly in the
past few years. Due to their extremely high intensity
(.1012 W/cm2), ultrashort pulse duration~,1 ps!, and non-
contact nature of processing, ultrafast lasers show great promise
for precise and efficient material processing especially at the mi-
croscale. Compared with long-pulse lasers and other conventional
manufacturing techniques, ultrafast lasers provide precise control
of material removal, can be used with an extremely wide range of
materials, produce negligible thermal damage, and provide the
capability for very clean, small features, which make them a
promising tool for microfabrication, thin film formation, laser
cleaning, and medical and biological applications. In addition, the
probability of optical breakdown induced by femtosecond laser
pulses becomes deterministic, rather than statistical@1#, which is
the case in the longer pulse regime. Therefore, ultrafast break-
down can be more readily controlled by modulating the irradiated
laser intensity, which becomes important as the feature size or
material thickness approaches the nanoscale.

Laser processing of high bandgap materials, including dia-

mond, glasses, plastics, oxide ceramics, and liquids usually re-
quires an optical breakdown process to deposit sufficient energy
into the material, as these materials generally exhibit minimal
absorption at low laser intensities. During optical breakdown, a
very high free electron density, i.e., a plasma, on the order of
101821020 electrons/cm3 is produced@1–3#. Two mechanisms are
responsible for laser-induced optical breakdown: multiphoton ab-
sorption and avalanche ionization~also called cascade or impact
ionization!. Multiphoton absorption occurs when a molecule si-
multaneously absorbs enough photons to ionize the molecule, and
occurs when the incoming laser irradiance exceeds a characteristic
threshold intensity@4#. Avalanche ionization occurs when free
electrons in the material absorb by inverse bremsstrahlung absorp-
tion, where they absorb energy from laser pulse by favorable col-
lisions with heavier particles that results in absorption of a photon
@1,3,5#. If the electrons sustain enough favorable collisions, they
will eventually gain sufficient energy to impact ionize other mol-
ecules, which frees new electrons to repeat the process and results
in a geometric increase in the free electron density@2,6#. For long
pulses, e.g., in the nanosecond and picosecond regime, breakdown
is primarily caused by avalanche ionization, while multiphoton
absorption dominates breakdown in the low femtosecond regime
(tp,100 fs) @2,7#. Both multiphoton absorption and avalanche
ionization depend on the laser intensity in the interaction volume,
and both require a minimum—though different—threshold inten-
sity before breakdown is initiated.

As plasma is formed during optical breakdown, a large fraction
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of the incident laser pulse can be absorbed by free electrons in the
plasma through inverse bremsstrahlung, by which they are heated
to a high energy level, e.g.,;100–1000 eV (1 eV511,600 K) or
higher; the ions, however, exhibit less absorption and have rela-
tively lower energy,;1–10 eV, which results in a localized non-
equilibrium region in the material. As the laser pulse passes, the
energetic electrons relax back to the ground state and release part
of their energy to ions and the lattice, which heats the material,
resulting in vaporization in the interaction volume within a pico-
second to nanosecond time scale@8#. Therefore, the amount of
ablated material strongly depends on the volume of the break-
down region and the energy deposited into the material.

Though an existing breakdown model by Docchio et al.@9,10#
has been successfully applied to predict the optical breakdown
region and plasma absorption in the long pulse regime (tp
.10 ps), a modified model presented by Fan and Longtin@11# for
femtosecond pulses that takes into account the pulse propagation
is required to correctly model optical breakdown with ultrashort
laser pulses. In this work, Fan and Longtin’s modified breakdown
model is applied to characterize the time and space-dependent
breakdown region in the femtosecond regime, from which the
time-dependent plasma absorption and the temporal pulse profile
can be determined as well.

2 Breakdown and Plasma Absorption of Nano and Pi-
cosecond Laser Pulses

2.1 Spatial and Temporal Profiles of a Laser Pulse. For
most laser systems, the pulse is approximately Gaussian in both
the temporal and spatial domains. The Gaussian temporal profile
of a laser pulse takes the form@9,12#:

P~ t !5PmaxexpF ~24 ln 2!S t

tp
D 2G , (1)

wherePmax is the peak power of the laser pulse, andtp is the Full
Width at Half Maximum~FWHM! pulse duration. The laser beam
is also usually focused to increase the intensity, and the beam
radiusw as a function of axial positionz is characterized by@12#:

w~z!5w0S 11
z2

zR
2 D 1/2

, (2)

zR5
npw0

2

l0
, (3)

wherew0 is the beam waist, i.e., the minimum beam spot size,
which is located atz50, zR is the Rayleigh length,n is the refrac-
tive index of the medium, andl0 is the laser wavelength in free
space.

As a laser pulse propagates in a medium with a speedc, the
spatial extent of the laser pulse is related by the pulse length
l p5ctp . For a long laser pulse, e.g.,tp;1 ns, l5800 nm, and
w0520mm, the pulse length is roughly 30 cm, which is much
larger than the focal region characterized byzR;1 mm. In this
case, the focal region is much smaller than the spatial extent of the
pulse, and can be treated as a single point. Therefore the laser
power is very nearly uniform within the focal region, and is time
dependent only, with no spatial variation. Consequently, the laser
power can be well described by Eq.~1! with t50 representing the
time when the pulse peak,Pmax, reaches the beam focus atz50
@3,9,10,13#.

2.2 Moving Breakdown Model. During laser-induced
breakdown in transparent or moderately absorbing dielectrics, a
minimum threshold intensity,I th , is required before breakdown
occurs: forI ,I th , nothing happens, whileI>I th results in break-
down, whereI is the laser intensity~W/cm2! at the point of inter-
est. During picosecond and longer pulse-induced breakdown, it
has been experimentally observed that the breakdown region ini-
tially forms at the focal point (z50), then expands up the beam
path toward the laser source. This phenomenon, known as moving
breakdown@9,14#, was modeled by Raizer@15# and later modified
by Docchio et al.@9#. In Raizer’s original model, optical break-
down is assumed to take place as soon as the incoming laser
irradiance exceeds the threshold intensityI th . Docchio et al.@9#
revised the moving breakdown model by accounting for focusing
of the laser pulse. Combining the temporal pulse in Eq.~1! and the
position-dependent irradiated area in Eq.~2!, the pulse irradiance
I (z,t) can be expressed as@9#:

I ~z,t !5
P~ t !

A~z!
5

Pmax

pw2~z!
expF ~24 ln 2!S t

tp
D 2G , (4)

whereA(z)5pw2(z) is the irradiated area at axial locationz and
t50 corresponds to the pulse peak intensity. It should be noted
that the laser powerP in Eq. ~4! is uniform in the entire focal
volume and depends only on time since the focal region is treated
as a single point.

The time at which the laser intensity reaches the breakdown
threshold at a given position,tB(z), can be obtained by letting
I (z,t)5I th5Pth /pw0

2 in Eq. ~4! and defining b5Pmax/Pth
5Imax/Ith as the normalized pulse intensity:

tB~z!656tpH 1

4 ln 2
lnFbS 11

z2

zR
2 D 21G J 1/2

, (5)

with the negative and positive values referring to the starting and
ending times of breakdown occurrence at a given positionz, re-
spectively. Equivalently, Eq.~5! can be solved for the time-
dependent breakdown region,zB(t):

zB~ t !656zRH b expF24 ln 2S t

tp
D 2G21J 1/2

. (6)

The region betweenzB(t)2 and zB(t)1 obtained from Eq.~6!
represents the region in which breakdown occurs at timet.

Referring to the classical model~Eq. ~4!!, the variation in laser
intensity around the focal region withPmax51010 W and
w0520mm is plotted in Fig. 1 for different times with an arbi-
trarily chosen breakdown threshold (b56). For a fixed laser
power, larger values ofb represent a lower breakdown threshold.
As seen in the figure, the breakdown regionzB(t) reaches a maxi-
mum,zmax, whent50, which corresponds to the pulse peakPmax
arriving at the focal region. Note that in the classical breakdown
model, the plasma formation time is much shorter than the pulse
duration@2#, and is thus ignored@9,13#, i.e., the plasma is assumed
to form immediately onceI .I th .

2.3 Plasma Absorption of Long Laser Pulses. As plasma
forms during optical breakdown, it will strongly absorb the energy
of the pulse passing through it@10#, and the time-dependent trans-
mitted power of the laser pulse can be determined using Beer’s
law @13#:
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PT~ t !5P~ t !exp@2apzpl~ t !#, (7)

whereap is the spatially and temporally independent plasma ab-
sorption coefficient@2,10,13# and zpl(t) is the time-dependent
plasma length.

Once formed, the plasma lifetime can approach several nano-
seconds@9#, hence plasma generated by the leading edge of the
pulse can strongly absorb the balance of the pulse energy. Since
the intensity is highest at the beam focus, plasma forms first at this
point. If the plasma absorbs enough energy from the pulse, the
intensity will decrease below the threshold and no new plasma
will be produced. Due to strong absorption by the plasma in the
focal region, the pulse intensity after the focus is not sufficient for
ionization. This so-called distributed shielding effect@10# results
in an asymmetric breakdown region that only forms in front of the
beam focus (z,0). Considering the above, the time-dependent
plasma lengthzpl(t) can be expressed as:

zpl~ t !55
0 t,t0

zRH b expF24 ln 2S t

tp
D 2G21J 1/2

~Eq.~6!! t0<t,0

zmax5zRAb21 t>0

,

(8)

where breakdown starts att052tp@ ln b/(4 ln 2)#1/2, which is the
time the laser intensity first reaches the breakdown threshold at
the focusz50, and is a function of the normalized laser intensity

b. Once the transmitted power is determined by Eqs.~7! and~8!,
the transmission of the plasma region can be obtained:

T~b!5

E
2`

`

PT~ t !dt

E
2`

`

P~ t !dt

5
1

EP0
E

2`

`

PT~ t !dt, (9)

whereEp0 is the initial pulse energy. Several experimental studies
validate the plasma absorption model in Eqs.~7!–~9! for various
pulse durations with good agreement found@10,13,16#. However,
this classical absorption model can only capture the breakdown
region and plasma absorption for nanosecond and picosecond la-
ser pulses, but not for femtosecond pulses.

3 Breakdown and Plasma Absorption of Ultrashort
Laser Pulses

3.1 Femtosecond Breakdown Model. As mentioned in the
preceding section, the spatial extent of a laser pulse is determined
by the pulse length,l p5ctp , while the focal region is character-
ized by the Rayleigh lengthzR . The pulse length to focal region
ratio, Nz , can be expressed as@3#:

Nz5
l p

zR
5

ctp

zR
. (10)

Values ofNz@1 imply the pulse length is much larger than the
focal region, and thus the spatial variation of the pulse profile
within the focal region can be ignored—this is the case for nano-
second pulses and is represented by the classical model. However,
for femtosecond laser pulses, e.g.,tp;100 fs, the pulse length is
; 30 mm, which is much smaller thanzR ~;1 mm!, resulting in
Nz!1. In such cases, the laser pulse no longer fills the entire focal
region at any given time and the propagation of the pulse must be
considered.

To account for the small spatial extent and the propagation of
ultrashort pulses, a femtosecond breakdown model was proposed
by Fan and Longtin@11# in which the incoming laser power is
both time and position-dependent with the laser intensity:

I ~z,t !5
Pmax

pw2~z!
expF ~24 ln 2!S t2z/c

tp
D 2G . (11)

The addition of thez/c term in the exponential, compared with
Eq. ~4!, represents the propagation of the pulse in the medium.
The pointz50 represents the beam focus, at which the pulse peak
arrives whent50.

Similar to Eq.~5! from the classical model, the time and posi-
tion at which the pulse intensity reaches the breakdown threshold
becomes@11#:

tB~z!65z/c6tpA 1

4 ln 2
lnFbS 11

z2

zR
2 D 21G , (12)

where ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘ 1’’ represent the times that the intensity first
and last exceeds breakdown threshold. Unfortunately, no explicit
expression for the time-dependent breakdown positionszB(t)6

Fig. 1 Time-dependent breakdown region induced by long
laser pulses
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exists, though numerical procedures can readily be used. Fan and
Longtin demonstrate that there is a unique pointz0 at whichtB is
minimum @11#, which is obtained by settingdtB(z)/dz50:

dtB~z!2

dz
5

1

c
1

tpz

zR
2 H S 11

z2

zR
2 DA~4 ln 2!lnFbS 11

z2

zR
2 D 21G J 21

50. (13)

The solution to Eq.~13! yields the positionz0 of the first~earliest!
breakdown point in the medium. The corresponding timet0 can be
obtained by substitutingz0 into Eq.~12!. The solution (t0 ,z0) thus
represents the time and position at which the laser pulse intensity
first reaches the breakdown threshold as shown in Fig. 2~a!, both
of which are negative forb.1, indicating breakdown occurs be-
fore the focal point.

3.2 Time-Dependent Plasma Formation Regions. In the
classical model, plasma is assumed to form once breakdown oc-
curs; there is no time delay considered for plasma growth due to
the long pulse duration. However, in the femtosecond regime, the
plasma formation time can no longer be neglected: after break-
down occurs att5t0 determined by Eq.~13!, a timet rise is re-
quired for plasma growth to the critical electron density, after

which the laser energy starts to be efficiently absorbed. Thus
plasma forms att5t0 and z5z0 will be completely formed at a
later time

tF05t01t rise (14)

at the same locationz0 ~Fig. 2~b!!. Similarly, as the pulse propa-
gates, the plasma induced by the pulse at a later time, for example
t15t01Dt at z15z01cDt will be completely formed attF15t1
1t rise, though with an increased spatial extent from the higher
intensity due to beam focusing.

The time and position at which breakdown occurs have been
determined using Eq.~12!. Since the plasma always forms later
than breakdown with a time delay oft rise, Eq. ~12! can be rewrit-
ten by adding this time delay term to establish the relationship
between the time and position for plasma formation:

tF~z!65t rise1z/c6tpH 1

4 ln 2
lnFbS 11

z2

zR
2 D 21G J 1/2

. (15)

Note Eq.~15! holds only for t>tF0 and z>z0 , which indicates
that the plasma formation region will expand toward the direction
of pulse propagation.

Since the lifetime of formed plasma is;1 ns @9#, which is
much longer than the pulse propagation time through the focal

Fig. 2 Pulse propagation and corresponding plasma absorption region: „a…
intensity increase as beam diameter decreases near focal region; and „b…
power variation and plasma formation region
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region, the earlier formed plasma will remain in the space and
absorb the rest of the incoming laser pulse, which is shown as a
shaded region in Fig. 2~b!. Consequently, in the case shown in
Fig. 2 where the pulse propagates from left to right, the left
boundary of the plasma formation region at any time is always
located at the first plasma formation position, i.e.,z0 , while the
right boundary is determined by thezF(t)1 term in Eq. ~15!,
which is time varying and dependent on the above threshold re-
gion. Thus the time-dependent plasma formation length in Fig. 2,
starting fromz0 at t5tF0 , can be expressed as:

d~ t !5c~ t2tF0!1
zF~ t !12zF~ t !2

2
, (16)

where the region betweenzF1 and zF2 is the above threshold
region shown as a gray region in Fig. 2~b!, and can be numerically
solved by Eq.~15! for any time betweentF0 and2t01t rise.

3.3 Plasma Absorption of Ultrashort Laser Pulses. As
plasma is formed, some laser pulse energy will be absorbed pri-
marily by plasma and deposited into the material. To determine
the energy absorption for femtosecond laser material interactions,
it is worthwhile to consider first the energy absorption of a laser
pulse with powerP0 and an infinitesimal pulse duration propagat-
ing in an absorbing medium with a constant absorption coefficient
a. The position-dependent pulse power after propagating a dis-
tance ofz is given by Beer’s law:

P~z!5P0 exp~2az!. (17)

By relating the distancez with the pulse propagation timet and
speedc in the medium, the pulse power in Eq.~17! can be rewrit-
ten in a time-dependent form:

P~ t !5P0 exp~2act!. (18)

Equation~18! shows that the pulse power at any position can be
captured by the time that it has propagated in the absorbing
medium.

Similarly, the absorption of a Gaussian laser pulse can be char-
acterized by treating the Gaussian pulse as a collection of pulse
strips S, each of which has infinitesimal pulse duration and a
unique power determined by its position within the Gaussian en-
velop, as shown in Fig. 3. For example, the strip located at the
center,Sp , has a maximum power ofPmax ~Fig. 3!, representing
the peak of the pulse. All pulse strips propagate at the same speed
c in the medium, with an unchanged relative position between
each other.

As plasma forms, it starts attF0 andz0 , resulting in the pulse
strip located atz0 at this moment as the one that encounters
plasma absorption earliest among all strips, which is denoted asSe
in Fig. 2~b!and Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 2~b!, due to the increase
of the above-threshold region and pulse propagation, the plasma
will first form at z0 and then gradually expand towards the beam
focus, indicating the existence of a unique absorption starting time
tF for each pulse strip. For example, the absorption starting time

tF for the stripSe equals totF0 . If the absorption starting timetF
for each pulse strip is known, then the energy absorption of every
strip at any time of interest can be obtained using Eq.~18!, by
which the total absorption of a laser pulse will be determined.

AssumezB is the position of an arbitrary strip when its absorp-
tion starts attF . ThenzB andtF can be related to any later timet
and corresponding positionz through the pulse propagation as
follows:

z5zB1c~ t2tF!. (19)

Rewriting Eq.~19!, the absorption starting time for an arbitrary
strip is:

tF5t2
z2zB

c
. (20)

As the pulse propagates from left to right shown in Fig. 2~b!,
any portion of the pulse to theleft of Se will eventually pass into
the plasma region, which begins atz0 . Due to the long plasma
lifetime of formed plasma, the absorption of each strip to the left
of Se will always start atz0 , i.e., zB5z0 . Consequently, Eq.~20!
can be rewritten as:

tFL5t2
z2z0

c
, (21)

where the subscriptL in tFL means left. Note that the positionz in
Eq. ~21! must satisfyz<z01c(t2tF0) for it represents the posi-
tion of any point on the pulse to the left ofSe .

For points on the pulse to the right ofSe , the situation is more
complicated. When breakdown first occurs atz0 , all strips to the
right of Se havez.z0 , and thus have no opportunity to be ab-
sorbed by this plasma. Indeed, if the beam diameter remains con-
stant, all strips to the right ofSe would never be absorbed, for they
would always be ahead of the developing plasma region. How-
ever, recall that plasma first forms in front of the focal region,
hence the pulse intensity continues to increase as it propagates
towards the focus,z50. As the pulse intensity increases, a larger
fraction of the pulse exceeds the breakdown threshold; hence the
plasma formation region will actually grow at a speed greater than
the pulse propagation speed,c.2 Eventually, some~but not all!
strips to the right ofSe will be overtaken by the expanding plasma
region at timetFR and positionzB shown in Eq.~20!.

Recall that the expanding plasma region as a function of time
has been given in Eq.~15!, which provides another relationship
betweenzB and tFR besides Eq.~20!. Using these two equations,
the unknownszB and tFR can be obtained:

t rise2t1
z

c
2tpA 1

4 ln 2
lnH bS 11

@z2c~ t2tFR!#2

zR
2 D 21J 50.

(22)

Solving the above equation, an analytical solution oftFR , repre-
senting the plasma absorption starting time for the strip of interest
located to the right ofSe , can be found, which is a function of
time t and positionz:

tFR~z,t !5
F~ct2z!2zRAF~b2F!

cF
(23)

with

F5expF ~4 ln 2!S z

ctp
2

t2t rise

tp
D 2G . (24)

2Note that this phenomenon does not violate relativity, for it is not a particle, or
disturbance, or information that is actually propagating; rather the state of the me-
dium is changing. The situation is similar to anomalous dispersion in a dispersive
linear medium@25#.

Fig. 3 Schematic of a Gaussian pulse composed of pulse
strips
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Note tF2 in Eq. ~15! is used, for this value corresponds to right
leading edge of the expanding plasma region, and represents the
plasma that will first encounter points to the right ofSe . A com-
plex ~non-real!solution from Eq.~23! implies that the expanding
plasma front never reaches the position of interestz at the given

time t, and no plasma absorption occurs for this strip.
Since the laser pulse is treated as a combination of a series of

infinitesimal pulse strips, each of which has its own absorption
time, the power of the pulse at a given positionz and timet can be
expressed as:

P~z,t !5H PmaxexpF ~24 ln 2!S t2z/c

tp
D 2G t,tF0

PmaxexpF ~24 ln 2!S t2z/c

tp
D 2Gexp$2apc@ t2tF~z,t !#% t>tF0

, (25)

where

tF~z,t !5H tFL ~Eq.~21!! z<z01c~ t2tF0!

tFR ~Eq.~23!! z.z01c~ t2tF0!
. (26)

Here tF is the time at which the strip located at positionz at time
t first encountered the plasma, and began to be absorbed. As dis-
cussed above, this depends on whether the strip was to the left or
right of Se , as expressed by Eq.~26!. Fort,tF0 , no plasma has
formed, and the pulse retains its original Gaussian shape. Fort
.tF0 , plasma has formed, and the attenuation of a strip of interest
depends on the distance of plasma through which it has passed,
c(t2tF). The absorption is taken to be linear in the plasma
~Eq. ~18!!, and represents the additional term in Eq.~25! for
t.tF0 .

The time-dependent pulse energy can be obtained by integrat-
ing over the entire pulse power profile:

Ep~ t !5
1

c E2`

`

P~z,t !dz. (27)

The time-dependent transmission through the breakdown region
can also be determined using:

T~ t !5
Ep~ t !

Ep0
(28)

The total transmission of the pulse is then simply obtained by
letting t approach infinity.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Plasma Formation and Absorption of Laser Energy.
The femtosecond absorption model presented in this work charac-
terizes the interaction between a femtosecond laser pulse and di-
electric materials. For optical breakdown induced by nanosecond
pulses, the breakdown region expands towards the laser and the
plasma absorbs the incoming pulse energy; however, the plasma
induced by femtosecond pulses forms behind the pulse peak and
starts absorbing energy from the tail of the pulses. According to
the femtosecond absorption model, plasma absorption depends on
the time and space-dependent breakdown region, plasma rise time,
and plasma absorption coefficient. The propagating laser pulse
that exceeds the threshold intensity produces a time and space-
dependent breakdown region in the material, which has been de-
scribed by the femtosecond breakdown model@11#. In this model
@11#, the laser beam diameter is determined exclusively by the
Gaussian beam propagation in Eq.~2!. Other effects, such as self-
focusing and optical aberrations, are not taken into account. In
addition, effects that change the Gaussian shape of the pulse, e.g.,
absorption and scattering, are not considered as well, as the focus
of the work is on the plasma absorption of a femtosecond laser

pulse itself. Incorporating absorption and scattering of the pulse
by other mechanisms is the next logical step in furthering this
work.

Once the laser intensity reaches the breakdown threshold,
plasma will be completely formed, i.e.,r51020 cm23, after the
formation time, which depends on the mechanisms that induce the
breakdown, including multiphoton absorption and avalanche ion-
ization. Theoretical models to predict electron evolution in dielec-
trics have been reported by several researchers@2,17–19#. Noack
and Vogel@2#, for example, estimate plasma formation times of
;10 ns and;200 fs for tp56 ns and 100 fs, respectively, for
l5580 nm in water.

Another critical parameter associated with the model is the
plasma absorption coefficient, which depends on laser intensity,
wavelength, electron density, and electron energy@20#. As done
by others@2,10,13#, an effective plasma absorption coefficient,
ap , is employed, which represents a time-averaged value and
depends only on the laser wavelength and pulse duration for a
given material; it does not depend on position, time, and electron
density and energy.

4.2 Comparison With Experiment. To validate the present
model, plasma absorption in water is compared with experimental
results@16#. Hammer et al.@16# first reported plasma absorption
during femtosecond breakdown in water. Laser pulses with
l5580 nm andtp5125 and 300 fs were used to study transmis-
sion through the femtosecond breakdown region, in which several
different values ofb were obtained with an optical attenuation
system. The estimated plasma formation times using the rate
equation model@2# are;200 and;600 fs fortp5125 and 300 fs,
respectively, and a constant value of 200 and 180 cm21 for ap for
tp5125 and 300 fs withl5580 nm are used@2#. Note that the
linear absorption coefficient of water is only;1023 cm21 @21#,
which is ;10,000 times smaller than that of plasma.

The plasma rise timet rise represents an averaged effective time
associated with the specific absorption coefficientap for plasma
absorption, and is chosen such that the total attenuation of a laser
pulse passing through the actual, time-evolving plasma and the
instant-start plasma absorption approximated in this work is the
same. In practice, the effective rise timet rise will be shorter than
the actual rise time. Due to the lack of reported plasma rise times
for femtosecond optical breakdown, no value associated with the
specificap can be found. In this work, the plasma rise time was
determined by running the model to fit the experimental results of
plasma transmission measurement@16#. The plasma transmission
is determined using Eq.~28!, from which the absorption is then
deducted. Other energy losses due to scattering, reflection, linear
and nonlinear absorption are ignored.

The predicted transmissions by the new femtosecond absorp-
tion model are shown in Table 1 and compared with experimental
measurement@16#. The plasma rise times used for model predic-
tion are 120 and 310 fs fortp5125 and 300 fs, respectively.
Compared with the experimental data, deviations between experi-
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ment and model prediction are found. In the experimental study,
e.g.,tp5125 fs, a transmission as low as 0.85 has been observed
before breakdown occurs (b,1), which indicates the existence
of other forms of energy loss due to multiphoton absorption, ava-
lanche ionization, scattering, and linear absorption@16,22,23#.
Similar results are found fortp5300 fs. The model assumes no
absorption or energy loss occurs until the laser intensity reaches
the breakdown threshold, thus the transmission remains unity for
all cases withb,1. As b increases, the breakdown region ex-

pands accordingly; consequently, plasma absorption dominates
other effects, which explains the better agreement for largerb in
Table 1.

Another parameter that will affect model predictions is the
plasma rise timet rise. A longer plasma rise time, which increases
the delay of pulse absorption, results in higher transmission. For
tp5125 fs as an example, usingt rise5150 fs in the absorption
model will result in transmissions of 0.94, 0.74, and 0.40 for
b52, 10, and 100 respectively@24#, which differ from the results
shown in Table 1 fort rise5120 fs. Accurate values oft rise will
improve the accuracy of absorption predictions using the current
model.

As soon ast rise is chosen, the time-dependent plasma formation
length, d(t), can be determined using Eq.~16!. The resulting
time-dependent plasma locations,z01d(t), are shown in Fig. 4
for tp5300 fs andb52, 10, 50, and 100, where largerb results
in earlier initiation of plasma and a correspondingly larger plasma
formation region.

Using t rise5310 fs andap5180 cm21, the time-dependent spa-
tial pulse profile forb510 and tp5300 fs using Eq.~25! is
shown in Fig. 5. The pulse profiles at different times,t5tF0 ,
tF015tp , tF0110tp , and 2t01t rise ~infinity! are plotted, with
corresponding transmissions of 1.00, 0.82, 0.62, and 0.61, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the absorption starts atSe on the pulse
profile and then propagates forward with respect to the pulse ast
increases. For absorption at later times or situations with largerb,
the absorption region in the pulse profile can approach the pulse
peak and reduce the intensity that contributes to breakdown.

Applying Eq. ~28!, the time-dependent transmission for
tp5300 fs is shown in Fig. 6, where the transmissionT is plotted
versus the dimensionless time (t2tF0)/tp for b52, 10, 50, and
100. For different values ofb, the deviation ofT from unity,
which corresponds to the beginning of plasma absorption, starts
all at t5tF0 when plasma is first formed atz0 . After this point, the
transmission decreases monotonically untilt52t01t rise, indicat-
ing that the pulse energy is continuously absorbed by the plasma
until plasma formation stops. Note, however, there is a turning
point att5t rise ~circular dot in the figure! for all four curves, after
which the change of transmission with time becomes negligibly
small, suggesting that there is almost no absorption of the pulse
energy after this point. Att5t rise, the freshly formed plasma in-
duced by the above-threshold laser pulse reaches a maximum.
After this point, the above-threshold region decreases and no fur-
ther fresh pulse strips will be overtaken by the expanding plasma
region. Though fresh absorption still occurs atz0 for the incoming
tail of the pulse, its contribution to the total absorption of the
pulse is very small due to the low power of the pulse tail. There-
fore, though the theoretical maximum region of plasma formation
ranges fromz0 to 2z0 , the dominant absorption will stop aroundFig. 4 Plasma formation location versus formation time

Table 1 Comparison of transmission determined by present model and measurement
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the beam focus atz50 whent5t rise, which is roughly half of the
maximum breakdown region, suggesting less important for the
plasma formation after the beam focus.

5 Conclusions
Precision ultrafast laser processing of dielectric materials for

micro and nano-devices relies strongly on energy deposition from

the laser into the materials. Theoretical models for ultrafast laser-
dielectric interactions, however, are far less developed than the
rapidly expanding catalog of experimental data currently being
collected. This issue is addressed in this work, with a femtosecond
absorption model presented to characterize plasma absorption dur-
ing femtosecond laser processing of dielectric materials. Due to
the short pulse length and finite plasma rise time, plasma initiated
by the portion of a laser pulse that exceeds the breakdown thresh-
old will form at a later time and absorbs energy from the tail of
the pulse. This behavior differs substantially from the sequence of
events for laser-material interactions in the nanosecond and pico-
second regimes. Using this model, both time and space-dependent
breakdown regions are determined by taking into account the
pulse propagation. By comparing model predictions with experi-
mental results, an effective plasma rise time for femtosecond
pulse induced breakdown is also obtained. Based on the time and
space-dependent plasma region as well as the plasma rise time, a
time-dependent pulse profile can be determined, from which the
energy absorption by the plasma can be quantified. This model
shows promise for estimating the temperature increase and mate-
rial removal rates for ultrafast laser processing.
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Nomenclature

A 5 irradiated area, m2

c 5 speed of light in a medium, m/s
Ep 5 single pulse energy, J

I 5 laser intensity/irradiance, W/m2

l p 5 pulse length, m
Nz 5 ratio of pulse length to diffraction length

n 5 refractive index
P 5 power, W
S 5 pulse strip
T 5 transmission
t 5 pulse propagation time, s

t rise 5 plasma rise time, s
w 5 beam radius, m

w0 5 beam waist, m
z 5 axial location, m

zpl 5 plasma length, m
zR 5 Rayleigh length, m

Greek Symbols

a 5 absorption coefficient of a medium, m21

b 5 normalized pulse power or intensity
d 5 plasma formation length, m
l 5 wavelength, m
r 5 electron density, cm23

tp 5 pulse duration~FWHM!, s
F 5 dummy variable

Subscripts

0 5 free space; initial
1 5 dummy variable
B 5 breakdown
e 5 earliest
F 5 plasma formation
i 5 dummy variable

L 5 left
max 5 peak; maximum

p 5 plasma; peak
R 5 right
T 5 transmission
th 5 threshold
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Ultrafast Deformation in
Femtosecond Laser Heating
The hot-electron blasting model is extended in this work to describe the ultrafast defor-
mation in thin metal films during the sub-picosecond to picosecond domain. The driving
force exerting on the cold metal lattices is induced by the highly heated electrons, dictated
by both the temperature and temperature gradient established in the hot electron during
the picosecond transient. Since the metal lattices remain almost thermally undisturbed in
this highly non-equilibrium regime, the resulting ultrafast deformation patterns cannot be
described by the classical dynamical theory of thermoelasticity. The phonon-electron
interaction model is used to describe the electron temperature and hence the driving
force. The dominating parameters characterizing the nonlinearly coupled ultrafast heat-
ing and deformation are identified. Method of lines is used to solve the coupled field
equations describing ultrafast deformation in the picosecond domain.
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Introduction

Femtosecond~fs, 10215 s) lasers possess several unique fea-
tures in thermal processing/characterization of materials, resulting
from its exclusive capability in limiting the undesirable spread of
the thermal process zone in the precisely heated sample. The 96 fs
~about 0.1 ps, picoseconds! lasers that have been developed over a
decade@1#, in particular, have become mature@2# for various ap-
plications. For femtosecond laser heating on metals, for example,
characterization of the Gaussian profiles describing the laser-
material interactions and development of microscale heat transfer
models describing the phonon-electron interactions in the picosec-
ond domain have made it possible to further advance the laser
technology in laser patterning@3#, laser micro-machining@4#, non-
destructive evaluation of high-Tc superconducting films@5#, thin-
film deposition@6#, local surface hardening, and tailoring of mi-
crostructures in thin-film deposition@7#. Benefiting from the non-
contact nature and precisely controlled heating times in the sub-
picosecond domain; in addition, femtosecond lasers have been
identified as an effective processing tool for assembling functional
nanophase materials@8,9#. For assuring success in these applica-
tions, doubtlessly, the ways in which thermal energy is dissipated
at short times in the processed sample play a central role that
deeply involve fundamental studies of ultrafast heat transfer in
microscale.

Research of picosecond heat transport has been mainly focused
on rigid conductors, although precautions have been made in pre-
venting possible thermal damage due to thermal exaggeration de-
veloped in the picosecond domain@10,11#. Representatives in-
clude determination of the phonon-electron coupling factors
@10,14,15#in the two-step heating model@12,13# and the wave
behavior due to rapid thermal relaxation in semiconductors, di-
electric crystals, and insulators@16–19#. Such distinct features
result from the transient time comparable to the characteristic
times in electron-to-phonon~for metals, ranging from several to
10 ps! and phonon-to-phonon~for semiconductors, dielectrics,
and insulators beyond 10 ps! collisions. In large, the various mi-
croscale effects could be lumped onto two characteristic times,
called thermalization time and relaxation time, in thermal lagging
@11,20–22#. The relaxation behavior is responsible for the tem-
perature ripples propagating in superfluid liquid helium, while the

thermalization behavior is liable for the rapid fall of electron tem-
perature due to phonon-electron interactions in metals. When both
behaviors become active at short times, most importantly, effect of
rapid thermalization effectively smoothes the sharp wavefront
produced by rapid thermal relaxation, rendering a much deeper
thermal process zone and a much higher temperature than those
predicted by the classical Fourier or thermal wave model.

The deformation pattern developed in the picosecond domain,
termed ultrafast deformation in this work, has not received as
much attention. Existing works include the effective Hamiltonian
@23# and Lagrangian@24# formulations for the inelastic scattering
of electrons by acoustic and optical phonons and effects of ul-
trafast thermalization and relaxation on thermally excited lattices
@11,25,26#. The hot-electron blast exerting on the metal lattices
@27#, the basis for the present work, deserves a special attention.
With the metal lattice staying almost thermally undisturbed, such
a blasting force could be so strong that the ‘‘cold’’ lattices are
impelled well into the domain for damage. Aiming at transient
times of the order of several picoseconds, the present work em-
ploys the parabolic two-step model@2,10,14,15#to reflect the fine
details in phonon-electron interactions. The driving force derived
from the thermal field of hot electrons is directly fed into the
equation of motion that describes the dynamic response of the
metal lattices. Dominating parameters in ultrafast deformation are
extracted, in forms of nondimensional groups characterizing the
combined effects of laser heating, film geometry and thermal
properties of phonons and electrons. Unique features include ten-
sion preceded by compression near the heated surface during the
picosecond transient, and evolution from single to multiple strain-
ing in the heated film as a integral effects of film thickness and
dilatational wave speed.

Kinetics
For femtosecond laser heating on metals, due to the smaller

heat capacity of electrons than that of phonons by two to three
orders of magnitude, electrons are excited to a very high tempera-
ture in several tenths of a picosecond. In the meantime, as illus-
trated later in Fig. 1~a!, the metal lattice only experiences a minor
increase of temperature, or even remains thermally undisturbed,
should the laser intensity be moderate. This stage is termed non-
equilibrium heating, where heat capacity and thermal conductivity
of electrons both increase linearly with the electron temperature
(Te) as long asTe is much smaller than the Fermi temperature
~about 104 K). Energy exchange between electrons and phonons
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is characterized by the electron-phonon coupling factor during this
stage, which has been identified as a new thermal property of
metals in microscale heat transfer@2,10,14,15#. For describing the
deformation of metal lattices in this ultrashort domain of time,
usually of the order of a few picoseconds, the classical dynamical
theory of thermoelasticity has an intrinsic problem because the
metal lattices remain almost thermally undisturbed. During the
picosecond transient, therefore, neither the highly elevated tem-
perature nor the large temperature gradient~of the metal lattices!
is responsible for the suspected thermal damage@10,11,27#.

In the sub-pico to picosecond domain, hot electrons may influ-
ence cold lattices in two ways@23,24,27#. First, renormalization of
elastic moduli (Ei jlm , for i , j ,l ,m51, 2, 3 in a three-dimensional
Cartesian space!may take place as a result of the electron loop in
the phonon self-energy function. For transient time~t! longer than
the electron relaxation time~;10 fs!, the dominant contribution
for the change of elastic moduli (DEi jlm) is from the local equi-
librium Fermi-Dirac partition function:

DEi jlm5Ei jlm2^di j ~p!dlm~p!&

>2
pTe

2

6

]

]«F
2 ^di j ~p!dlm~p!&

with ^di j dlm&5E
F

di j dlm

4np3 dSF , (1)

where p represents the energy state variables defining the local
electron spectrum~«!, di j is the deformation potential tensor of
the lattice surface whose unit normal is in the direction ofxi and
is driven to deform in the direction ofxj , F is the Fermi surface,
the brackets denote integration over the Fermi surface, andv de-
notes the mean velocity of electrons. The change of elastic moduli
due to the renormalization process, as shown in Eq.~1!, is of the
order of (Te /TF)2, since«F5kBTF with kB being the Boltzmann
constant. Unless the electron temperature approaches the order of
104 K (TF), the elastic moduli can be assumed constant without a
significant difference.

Second, the driving force produced by the hot-electron blast is
a much more important factor in ultrafast lattice deformation.
Mathematically, the equation of dynamical theory of thermoelas-
ticity can be recapitulated as@27#

r
]2ui

]t2 2Ei jlm

]2ul

]xj]xm
5L i j S Te

]Te

]xj
D where

L i j 5
1

16p

]

]«F
E di j ~p!dSF

n
, (2)

wherer stands for mass density,ui is the displacement vector of
acoustic phonons,xj andt are space and time coordinates, respec-
tively, and a repeated index~j or m! implies summation from 1 to
3 in the Cartesian coordinates. Equation~2! describes the first-
order effects of dynamic responses in (Te /TF). Under moderate

laser heating whereTe;102 to 103 K, effect of hot electron blast
dominates over that of the lattice renormalization described in Eq.
~1!. Note that the driving force shown by the right-hand side of
Eq. ~2! is proportional to thegradientof the electron temperature
squared, i.e., 2Te(]Te /]xj )5](Te

2)/]xj . It depends on both the
electron temperature and its gradient. The proportional constants,
L i j of the unit in J/m3K2, results from the integral of the defor-
mation potential (di j ) over all the energy variables~p! along the
Fermi surface (SF). For most metals, the value ofL i j is of the
same order of the electron density states at the Fermi surface@27#.
For noble metals such as gold, the number of free electrons is
taken as one per atom and the number density of free electrons is
taken as a fraction of the valence electrons in thes-band. A precise
estimate for the value ofL i j is difficult to make because the
number of free electrons is not sufficiently clear@14#. For most
metals with an electron density states on the order of 1022– 1021

levels/~eV-atom!, the value ofL i j should be in the range from 10
to 103 J/m3K2.

Note that Eq.~2! only applies to acoustic phonons that are
active during the picosecond transient. Optical phonons describing
the deformation of sublattices are active during the much earlier
femtosecond transient, possessing deformation potential vectors,
in contrast to the deformation potential tensor in Eq.~1!. Conse-
quently, the equations of motion as well as the driving force are
different from those shown by Eq.~2!.

Two-Step Model
Temperature distribution in the electron gas plays a dominating

role in determining the driving force, and hence the ultrafast lat-
tice deformation during the picosecond transient, as shown by Eq.
~2!. Derived on the same basis of the Boltzmann equation@15#,
the two-step model describing the phonon-electron interactions in
metals is readily applicable for calculating the electron tempera-
ture @2,10,11,14,15#. For thin metal films~;0.1 mm! heated by an
ultrashort laser, in parallel to the three-dimensional expression of
the temperature gradient in Eq.~2!, the energy equations are

Ce~Te!
]Te

]t
5

]

]xj
Fke~Te ,Tl !

]Te

]xj
G2G~Te2Tl !

10.94JS 12R

dtp
D expF2

x

d
24 ln~2!S t

tp
D 2G ;

(3)

Cl

]Tl

]t
5G~Te2Tl !, where Ce~Te!5Ce0S Te

T0
D

and ke~Te ,Tl !5k0S Te

Tl
D

with subscriptse and l referring to electrons and lattices, respec-
tively, C the volumetric heat capacity,k the thermal conductivity,
andG the phonon-electron coupling factor~in the unit of W/m3K!.
In the energy absorption rate described by the last term in the first
expression of Eq.~3!,1 J represents the laser fluence~W/m2!, R the
surface reflectivity,tp the laser pulse width,d the radiation pen-
etration depth and the constant 4 ln~2!>2.77 describes the Gauss-
ian profile of the time-varying laser intensity. Also in Eq.~3!, Ce0
is the volumetric heat capacity of electrons at room temperature
(T0), whereask0 is the thermal conductivity of electrons when
coming to thermal equilibrium with metal lattices (Te5Tl). Since
Te@Tl during the first few picoseconds in non-equilibrium heat-
ing, the value ofke may be several orders of magnitude larger
than the equilibrium value (k0). Heat capacity (Ce) and conduc-
tivity ( ke) of electrons increase linearly with the electron tempera-
ture (Te), while heat capacity of the metal lattice (Cl) is assumed

1The Gaussian profile describing the energy absorption rate in Eq.~3!, and later in
Eq. ~5!, is only valid for shallow~near-surface! heating with constant optical prop-
erties. Deep heating may involve optical properties that sensitively vary with the
light intensity, pulse duration, and temperature in the heated domain, which are not
modeled in the present formulation.

Fig. 1 Non-equilibrium electron and lattice „phonon… tempera-
tures in the picosecond domain
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constant due to the minor change of lattice temperature (Tl) dur-
ing the picosecond transient~shown later in Fig. 1!. Effect of heat
conduction in phonons is neglected in Eq.~3! since heat flux is
mainly carried by free electrons in metals. At last, the phonon-
electron coupling factor~G! is insensitive to electron temperature,
whose values are typically from 1014 to 1016 W/m3K.

Thin-Film Heating
To illustrate the fundamental behavior of ultrafast deformation

induced by the hot-electron blast, we consider a simply supported,
thin metal film of thicknessl heated by an ultrashort laser. The
local response focuses on the laser-heated area near the center,
which is sufficiently away from the supported ends. The film
thickness (l;0.1mm) and the radiation penetration depth
~d;0.01 mm! are both small comparing to the laser beam diam-
eter, supporting a one-dimensional analysis for the thermome-
chanical response at short times. The coordinatex is measured
downward from the front~heated!surface of the film, and the
displacement in thex-direction is denoted byu. The one-
dimensional form of Eq.~2! becomes

r
]2u

]t2 2E0

]2u

]x2 5LS Te

]Te

]x D , (4)

whereE0[E1111 and L[L11 are the only components ofEi jlm
and L i j that appear in the one-dimensional equation of motion.
Two types of one-dimensional approximations must be noted. For
a slender~wire-like! rod that has zero constraint in the lateral
direction,E0 is the regular Young’s modulus~E!. For a thin film in
which lateral constraints are imposed on the deformation devel-
oped in thex-direction,E05E(12n)/(11n)(122n) with n be-
ing the Poisson ratio. Effect of compressibility is thus included
in E0 , with n51/2 representing the case of an incompressible
medium.

The one-dimensional form of Eq.~3! is

S Ce0
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Cl

]Tl

]t
5G~Te2Tl !.

The thin metal film is assumed heated from a stationary state~zero
initial displacement and velocity!, whereas electrons and phonons
are in thermal equilibrium at room temperature (T0):

Te5T0 , Tl5T0 , u50, and
]u

]t
50 as t5t0522tp

(6)

with t0 particularly chosen to describe the temporal shape of the
laser pulse by a Gaussian distribution peaking att50, with a full
width at half maximum~FWHM! duration tp @12–14,19–22#.
During the picosecond transient, heat losses from the front and
rear surfaces of the film can be neglected:

]Te

]x
50,

]Tl

]x
50 at x50 and x5 l . (7)

Mechanically, both front and rear surfaces of the film are assumed
free of deformation,

]u

]x
50 at x50 and l , (8)

which corresponds to the stress-free boundary conditions in the
elastic response already assumed in Eq.~4!.

Numerous thermomechanical properties are involved in Eqs.
~4! to ~8!. To identify the dominating groups that characterize the
ultrafast deformation, the following nondimensional parameters
are introduced:
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Equations~4! to ~8! become
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]U
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50 as b522 (12)

]ue

]j
50,

]u l

]j
50,

]U

]j
50 at j50 and j5L.

(13)

Clearly, ultrafast heating is characterized by three parameters.
They are~1! parameterK, the squared ratio of the diffusion length
of electrons at room temperature to the radiation penetration
depth,~2! parameterH, the amount of thermal energy exchange
between electrons and phonons per volume in one pulsetp relative
to the volumetric heat capacity of electrons at room temperature,
and~3! parameterC, the ratio of volumetric specific heat between
electrons and phonons at room temperature. Ultrafast deformation
is further characterized by an additional parameterY, which is the
squared velocity ratio between the dilatational wave speedAE0 /r
and (d/tp). The nondimensional intensity~S! and film thickness
~L!, in addition, are two external parameters characterizing the
heating condition and geometry of the metal film. Mathematically,
Eqs.~10! and ~11! display a situation of ‘‘one-way’’ coupling, in
the sense that electron and phonon temperatures (ue andu l) can
be obtained independently from Eq.~11!, without interfering with
the displacement of acoustic phonons~U! described by Eq.~10!.
The electron temperature (ue) thus obtained is then fed into Eq.
~10! for determining the acoustic displacement.

Equations~10! and~11! are solved by modifying the subroutine
MOLCH in the IMSL numerical package. It employs the method
of lines, a collocation method in nature, which reduces a system
of coupled partial differential equations~PDEs! to a system of
coupled ordinary differential equations~ODEs!. All PDEs must be
expressed in a standard form of a diffusion equation containing
the first-order derivative in time~b!. Since Eq.~10! is already in
the standard form, Eq.~11! is decomposed into two coupled dif-
fusion equations to satisfy this requirement:

H ]U

]b
5V

]V

]b
5Yue

2
]2U

]j2 12ue

]ue

]j

(14)

Solutions forue , u l , U, andV are expanded in terms of the cubic
Hermite polynomials~of j! with time-dependent coefficients in
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the space domain~j! that is divided into subintervals separated by
a number of breakpoints. Continuities of the standard basis func-
tions for the cubic Hermite polynomials and their first-order de-
rivative in j are imposed at all breakpoints. The time-dependent
coefficients are determined by ensuring the approximate solutions
satisfy all differential equations at the two Gaussian points in each
subinterval, which results in a system of coupled ODEs governing
the time-dependent coefficients in the approximate solutions. An-
other subroutine, IVPAG in IMSL, is then used to solve such a
system of coupled ODEs for the time-dependent coefficients. The
fifth-order Gear’s backward differentiation formulas is selected to
suppress the stiffness in such a set of ODEs. An adaptive algo-
rithm is employed to continuously increase the number of sub-
intervals dividing the space domain, until the maximum error in
the changes ofue , u l , U, andV is less than 1.031025. The time
step used in BDF is determined adaptively, which turns out to be
less than 0.05 for all cases in this work.

Numerical Results
The electron temperature (ue) is first compared to the numeri-

cal result obtained by Qiu and Tien@2# for a 0.02mm thin gold
film heated by a 100 fs~0.1 ps!, with a wavelength typically from
0.2 to 0.7mm. The properties of gold and the heating conditions
used in the analysis arek05315 W/mK, Ce052.13104 J/m3K,
Cl52.53106 J/m3K, G52.631016 J/m3K, l 50.02mm, tp

50.1 ps, d515.3 nm, J513.4 J/m2, R50.93, andT05300 K,
which, in terms of the nondimensional groups, result inK
>6.41,L>1.307,H>0.124,C58.431023, andS59.147 in Eq.
~11!. These values are used in all numerical calculations below
unless stated otherwise. The normalized temperature change at the
front ~heated!surface of the film was examined by the method of
lines. The result agrees very well with that obtained by the semi-
implicit Crank-Nicholson algorithm@10#.

Emphasizing non-equilibrium heating during the picosecond
transient, Fig. 1 displays the electron and phonon temperatures in
degrees Kelvin. ForS59.147 (J513.4 J/m2), Fig. 1~a!, electrons
shoot to a temperature of about 1000 K at the peak of the laser
intensity, while the lattices gradually rise from 300 K~the as-
sumed initial temperature! to 313.6 K at 7.1 ps. The metal lattice
remains cold in this time domain. Electron temperature may dras-
tically increase to 103 to 104 K as the laser intensity increases,
exemplified by Fig. 1~b! for S5345 (J5505.4 J/m2). The peak
temperature of electrons reaches 6000 K, approximately, while
thermal equilibrium between electrons and phonons is prolonged
until 24.5 ps at 825 K. The dilatational rate effect on the lattice
temperature, which is not included in Fig. 1~b! for the time being,
needs to be accommodated in this case due to the excessively
high-rate heating experienced by the metal lattice@11#. Femtosec-
ond lasers with such a high intensity is mainly for the purpose of
material removal rather than thermal processing, necessitating a
simultaneous inclusion of the temperature-gradient and strain-rate
effects in the energy and momentum equations. We restrict our-
selves in this work to the value ofJ513.4 J/m2 (S59.147) unless
stated otherwise.

Electron temperatures are more sensitive to parametersH ~non-
dimensional phonon-electron coupling factor! and L ~nondimen-
sional film thickness!. As shown in Fig. 2~a!, whereb51 is
equivalent tot50.1 ps andue51 is equivalent toTe5300 K, the
electron temperature significantly decreases as the value ofH
(;G) increases. A larger value ofH implies a higher rate of
energy exchange between electrons and phonons. As a result, the
electron temperature is lower and thermal equilibrium~between
phonons and electrons! is achieved earlier at a larger value ofH,
at approximatelyb58 (t50.8 ps) forH51.24. A smaller value of
K implies a shorter diffusion length of electrons overtp compar-
ing to the depth of laser penetration~d!, as defined in Eq.~9!. The
laser energy is consequently confined within a domain closer the
heated surface, which results in a higher peak temperature of elec-

trons as shown in Fig. 2~b!. As the value ofK enters the order of
one and beyond, however, no significant change ofue is observed,
even when theK value is increased by two orders of magnitude.

A smaller value ofC, Fig. 2~c!, implies a larger heat capacity of
phonons relative to that of electrons. The metal lattices in this case
absorb the thermal energy transported from hot electrons more
effectively, resulting in a lower temperature of electrons, as ex-
pected. A thicker film~a larger value ofL! provides a wider physi-
cal domain for phonon-electron interactions to take place. Conse-
quently, the surface temperature of electrons becomes
significantly lower in thicker films, as shown in Fig. 2~d!. While
having a similar pattern of thermalization beyond 1 ps~b.10!,
however, a thicker film results in a faster thermalizationrate as
the electron temperature departs from the peak at short times
~b,3, approximately!.

Note that more pronounced effects ofH, K, C, andL shown in
Fig. 2 only appear during the post-peak thermalization between
electrons and phonons. During the heating stage of electrons, for
b,1 or t,0.1 ps approximately, electron temperatures are basi-
cally the same at all the values ofH, K, C, andL.

Under the same conditions in Fig. 1~a!, the nondimensional
driving force represented by 2ue(]ue /]j) is shown in Fig. 3.
Significant amplitude induced by the femtosecond laser (tp
50.1 ps) is only present forb,1. The insulated conditions im-

Fig. 2 Effect of „a… H, „b… K, „c… C, and „d… L on electron tem-
peratures at the front „heated… surface of the thin metal film
„jÄ0…

Fig. 3 Compressive driving force, 2 ue„ue Õj… in Eq. „10…, in
gold films heated by a 100 fs laser. Same conditions as those in
Fig. 1„a….
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posed at the front and rear surfaces of the film,]ue /]j50 atj50
and L ~1.307! in Eq. ~13!, result in zero driving force at both
surfaces of the film. The driving force is negative~compressive!
throughout the film, peaking atj>0.58 closer to the heated~front!
surface. During the heating stage ofb,1, as indicated in Fig. 2,
bothue and (]ue /]j) are insensitive to the values ofH, K, C, and
L. The distribution of the driving force shown in Fig. 3, therefore,
applies to all values ofH, K, C, andL considered in this study.

The compressive driving force results in compressive strains
near the heated surface, as shown in Figs. 4~a! to 4~c! in the
domain ofb from 0 to 40 (0,t,4 ps). For gold withL being of
the same order of magnitude as the density of state of electrons,
parameterY>1.7131024, which is used in Fig. 4 throughout.
The value ofH is varied from 0~no exchange of thermal energy
between electrons and phonons!, 0.124~a typical value for gold!,
to 12.4~the threshold values for Ti, Nb, andV whoseG values are
greater than the value of gold by two orders of magnitude! to
show the weak dependence of ultrafast straining~induced by the
hot electron blast during the picosecond transient! on the thermal
properties. The nondimensional strain pattern (U8(j,b)) stays the
same as the value ofH increases by several orders of magnitude.
The front ~j50! and rear (j5L51.307) surfaces of the film are
maintained strain-free,U850 as required by the boundary condi-
tions in Eq.~13!.

Although laser heating results in compression during the initial
contact, both compressive and tensile regions can be observed in
Fig. 4. The early-time compression (U8,0) drastically switches
into tension (U8.0) across the mechanical wavefront propagat-
ing along the characteristic linex5AE0 /rt, or j5AYb in terms
of j andb. Such a wave behavior in mechanical straining is dic-

tated by Eq.~4!, while alterations from compression to tension is
commanded by the thermally induced wavefront, as further illus-
trated in Fig. 5 that views Fig. 4~b! from the j2U8 plane. For
Y>1.7131024, the nondimensional mechanical wave speed is
approximately 0.0131 and the mechanical wavefront is located at
j>0.0131b, laying on the plane defined by~j,b!5~0,0! and
~0.523,40!. This plane is represented by the two dash lines marked
in Fig. 5 for clearer visualization. The physical domain behind the
wavefront, j,0.0131b to the right of this plane, is entirely in
compression due to the initial effect of heating. Such compressive
strain reaches a maximum value atj>0.0131b, the mechanical
wavefront. Crossing the wavefront and approaching the rear end
of the film, in the domain ofj.0.0131b to the left of the dashed

Fig. 4 Straining patterns, U8„j…, developed in the thin gold film with different values of H. Same conditions as
those in Fig. 1„ a….

Fig. 5 Maximum compressive strain at the mechanical wave-
front at jÄAYb. Fig. 6 „b… viewing from the jÀU8 plane.
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plane, the magnitude of compression rapidly decreases and the
compression switches into tension in several tenths ofd ~note that
j51 is equivalent tox515.3 nm). As a general trend, metal lat-
tices are weaker in resisting tension than compression. The maxi-
mum value in tension,U8>13.11 at~j,b!>~0.96,25.5!shown in
Fig. 5, therefore, is most noteworthy since it poses a critical stage
for internal tensile damage should the laser intensity become ex-
ceedingly high.

Equation ~11! describes ultrafast thermalization between
phonons and electrons in the picosecond domain, which is diffu-
sive in nature. Inheriting the general nature of diffusion, the heat
affected zone~of electrons!spreads over the entire film and the
driving force exerts on all metal lattices throughout the film, in-
cluding those beyond the mechanical wavefront. The highly el-
evated tensile strain in front of the mechanical wave, as shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, is comparable in magnitude to the compressive
strain behind the wavefront, which is a distinct feature that cannot
be described by the classical thermoelastic waves employing Fou-
rier’s law @11#.

Effect of film thickness~L! on the ultrafast deformation is dis-
played in Fig. 6. The film thickness is reduced by four times in
Fig. 6~a!, and increased by 20 times in Fig. 6~d!, to study the
thickness effects in general. Since the dilatational wave speed re-
mains constant by neglecting the renormalization effect in the
metal lattices, the mechanical waves~induced by ultrafast heating!
bounce back and forth more frequently in a thinner film. Repeti-
tive interactions between the thermally induced and the reflected
waves from the two surfaces of the film produce a capricious
deformation pattern, as shown in Fig. 6~a! for L>0.327. In the
short time domain witht,4 ps ~b,40!, three pairs of compres-
sive and tensile waves are present, resulting from the interactions

of incipient waves ~j50.0131b! and reflected waves
~j520.0131b! whose characteristic lines are perpendicular to
each other. The number of deformation ripples decreases as the
film thickness increases, Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, due to reduction of
the number of traveling waves in the film. The tension-
compression waves reduce from two pairs to a couple as the film
thickness~L! increases from 0.654~Fig. 6~b!! to 1.307~Fig. 6~c!,
same as Fig. 4~b!!. Meanwhile, the amplitude of the interacting
strain waves increases as the number of the interacting pairs de-
creases. Fig. 6~d!further stretches the film thickness to twenty
times of the reference value,L>26.14, to eliminate the effects of
reflected waves from the rear surface. As clearly shown, tension
preceded by compression near the heated surface is a preserved
feature regardless of the reflected waves. The amplitude of defor-
mation, either in compression or in tension, however, is smaller
due to the absence of excitations by the reflected wave.

ParameterY, the nondimensional dilatational wave speed, sig-
nificantly changes the ultrafast deformation pattern since it dic-
tates the frequency at which the thermally induced mechanical
waves travel between the front~heated!and rear surfaces of the
film. Under a constant film thickness, a larger value ofY implies a
faster speed of the dilatational wave, resulting in more deforma-
tion ripples traveling in the film. This is shown from Fig. 7~a!,
where the value ofY is reduced by one order of magnitude from
the reference value (1.7131024), to Fig. 7~d!, where the value of
Y is increased by two orders of magnitude. The deformation pat-
terns are similar to those observed in Fig. 6, with the effect of a
larger value ofY ~under a constant film thicknessL! in correspon-
dence with the effect of a smaller film thickness~under a constant
dilatational speedY!. The number of interacting waves traveling
in the film, clearly, is a dominating factor in the evolution of the

Fig. 6 Straining patterns, U8„j…, developed in the thin gold film with different thickness „L …. Same conditions
as those in Fig. 1 „a….
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ultrafast deformation pattern. As such a number increases, either
due to reduced film thickness~a smaller value ofL! or increased
film rigidity ~a larger value ofY!, multiple damage could be re-
sulted near the tensile peaks.

Ultrafast deformation strongly depends on the constraints im-
posed on the film surfaces. Fig. 8 shows the stain patterns devel-
oped in the thin film heated at the front surface~j50! but fixed at
the rear surface (j5L), which simulates the local response in
thermal processing of thin films coated on a hard~rigid! substrate.
The freely deformed condition at the front surface remains the
same, U850 at j50, but the fixed-edge condition,U50 at
j5L, replaces the last condition in Eq.~13!. The solution proce-
dure remains the same regardless of the change in this boundary
condition. In a shorter domain of time, Fig. 8~a! for 0,b,40,
compression prevails near the heated surface. The tensile waves
developed in front of the mechanical waves, which was shown
earlier in Fig. 5, however, highly elevate the strain level when
approaching the fixed~rear!surface of the film. The magnitude of
tensile strains thereby is much larger than the compressive strains
near the front surface, peaking atU8>24.6 asb>40. As transient
time lengthens, 0,b,100 in Fig. 8~b!, another characteristic line

is present atj520.0131b due to the reflected waves from the rear
surface. Alteration from compression to tension across the me-
chanical wavefront is similar to that depicted in Fig. 5, except for
a change of the characteristic line fromj50.0131b to
j520.0131b. Exaggerated strains, in tension, exist to the left of
the characteristic line, at~j,b!>~0.8,100!, as well as at the rear
surface of film at~j,b!>~1.307,54.5!. More strain ripples are gen-
erated in longer time, as shown by Fig. 8~c! whereb is further
extended to 250. Frequent interactions among the reflected waves
result in repetitive tension-compression cycles, which produce
high frequency, fatigue-like straining near the rear surface.

Conclusion
Ultrafast deformation studied in this work is a highly non-

equilibrium phenomenon in metals that cannot be depicted by
classical thermoelasticity. It is induced by the hot-electron blast in
the sub-picosecond domain, where electrons shoot to a very high
temperature while metal lattices remain almost thermally undis-
turbed, in contrast to the large temperature gradient across the
metal lattices as described in the classical thermoelasticity. The

Fig. 7 Straining patterns, U8„j…, developed in the thin gold film with different values of Y. Same conditions as
those in Fig. 1„ a….
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applicable domain for the hot electron blast model ranges from
sub-picosecond to a few picoseconds, where electron-heating re-
sults in a driving force that sets the cold lattices in motion. Such a
driving force is proportional to both the temperature and tempera-
ture gradient in the hot electron gas. It produces compression
when heated by the femtosecond laser, switching into tension with
a comparable magnitude when traversing across the mechanical
wavefront.

Ultrafast heating and deformation in thin metal films are char-
acterized by four parameters: the nondimensional length of diffu-
sion of electrons at room temperature~K!, the nondimensional
phonon-electron coupling factor~H!, the heat-capacity ratio of
electrons~at room temperature! to phonons~C!, and the nondi-
mensional dilatational wave speed~Y!. The ultrafast straining pat-
terns result from the combined effects of these parameters, along
with the heating intensity~S! and film thickness~L! as exter-
nal parameters. Their individual effects may not be separable in
general.

The failure patterns are dictated by the number of strain ripples
traveling in the metal film during the picosecond transient. Single-
site failure is likely to occur in a thicker film with a slower speed
of dilatational waves. Multiple-site failure, on the other hand,
tends to develop in a thinner film with a faster speed of dilata-
tional waves. In both cases, of courses, the laser energy must be
sufficiently high to produce an abundant driving force that pushes
the strain level to the damage threshold. Ultrafast deformation
strongly depends on the conditions imposed on the surfaces of the
film. For metal films with freely deforming surfaces, damage al-
ways occurs in the interior. For metal films with a fixed surface,
on the other hand, damage tends to develop in the vicinity of the
fixed surface. In addition to the heating intensity of lasers, the

amplitude of mechanical strain, in both tension and compression,
depends on the values of~L/r! and (T0tp /d)2. Along with the
magnitude of the driving force~L!, therefore, the initial tempera-
ture (T0), mass density of the metal film~r!, pulse duration of the
femtosecond laser (tp), and the depth of laser penetration~d! need
to be considered altogether to characterize the damage developed
in the picosecond domain.

Transition of the deformation pattern from the stage of the hot
electron blast~the present work!to the stage of lattice heating
~classical thermoelasticity! is an ongoing effort. Lattice heating,
including both the high strain-rate effect in transporting heat and
the lattice expansion effect in transmitting load, occurs later,
which may produce a stronger effect than the hot electron blast. A
metal target that can sustain the hot electron blast in sub-
picoseconds, therefore, is not a guarantee that the target can sur-
vive through the more severe thermomechanical coupling devel-
oped in tens/hundreds of picoseconds. We shall report our findings
on this subject soon.
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Non-Equilibrium Phase Change in
Metal Induced by Nanosecond
Pulsed Laser Irradiation
Materials processing using high power pulsed lasers involves complex phenomena includ-
ing rapid heating, superheating of the laser-melted material, rapid nucleation, and phase
explosion. With a heating rate on the order of 109 K/s or higher, the surface layer melted
by laser irradiation can reach a temperature higher than the normal boiling point. On the
other hand, the vapor pressure does not build up as fast and thus falls below the satura-
tion pressure at the surface temperature, resulting in a superheated, metastable state. As
the temperature of the melt approaches the thermodynamic critical point, the liquid un-
dergoes a phase explosion that turns the melt into a mixture of liquid and vapor. This
article describes heat transfer and phase change phenomena during nanosecond pulsed
laser ablation of a metal, with an emphasis on phase explosion and non-equilibrium
phase change. The time required for nucleation in a superheated liquid, which determines
the time needed for phase explosion to occur, is also investigated from both theoretical
and experimental viewpoints.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1445792#
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1 Introduction
High power lasers are being used in a variety of advanced en-

gineering applications, including micromachining, pulsed laser
deposition~PLD! of thin films, and fabrication of nanometer size
particles and carbon nanotubes@1–4#. Most of these processes
involve complex thermal phenomena, including rapid heating,
non-equilibrium phase change, superheating, and rapid nucleation
in a superheated liquid. Under intense radiation of a laser pulse,
the surface of a target is heated with a heating rate of 109 K/s or
higher. At laser fluences~energy per unit area!of about 1 J/cm2 or
higher, melting and ablation~rapid removal of material! will oc-
cur.

There are several mechanisms of laser thermal ablation, namely
normal evaporation at the surface, heterogeneous boiling, and ho-
mogeneous boiling. During high power pulsed laser ablation, ho-
mogeneous boiling, or phase explosion could be an important ab-
lation mechanism@5–8#. The phase explosion phenomenon was
first investigated in the earlier work of rapid heating of metal
wires using a high current electric pulse@9,10#. It occurs when a
liquid is rapidly heated and approaches the thermal dynamic criti-
cal temperature, and the instability in the liquid causes an explo-
sive type of liquid-vapor phase change. Miotello and Kelly@5#
pointed out that phase explosion was a likely mechanism in nano-
second pulsed laser ablation. Song and Xu@6# were the first to
provide experimental evidence of phase explosion induced by a
nanosecond pulsed laser. They also showed that surface
temperature-pressure relation could depart from the equilibrium
Clausius-Clapeyron relation@11,12#. It has also been suggested
that phase explosion occurred during sub-picosecond laser abla-
tion @13#. Using molecular dynamics simulations, Zhigelei et al.
showed phase explosion occurred when the laser fluence was
above a threshold value, while surface desorption occurred at
lower laser fluences@14#.

This paper is concerned with energy transport and phase change

in metal induced by a high power nanosecond pulsed laser, with
an emphasis on phase change mechanisms and nonequilibrium
phase change kinetics at the evaporating surface. Phase explosion
induced by rapid heating will be described first. A brief review of
the experimental evidence of phase explosion will then be given.
The experiments were performed in the laser fluence range from
2.5 J/cm2 to 9 J/cm2, which is commonly used for many applica-
tions including PLD and micromachining. The nucleation process
in liquid leading to phase explosion is discussed in detail.

2 Thermal Mechanisms of Laser Ablation and Phase
Explosion

The phase change process induced by pulsed laser heating can
be best illustrated using the pressure-temperature diagram as
shown in Fig. 1@7#. The ‘‘normal heating’’ line indicates heating
of a liquid metal when the temperature is below the boiling tem-
perature. At the boiling temperature, the liquid and vapor phases
are in equilibrium, which is shown in Fig. 1 as the intersection
between the normal heating line and the binode line. The binode
line represents the equilibrium relation between the surface tem-
perature and the vapor saturation pressure, which is calculated
from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Evaporation occurs at the
liquid surface, which is a type of heterogeneous evaporation, or
normal surface evaporation.

The surface evaporation process can be computed. The rate of
atomic flux~atoms/m2s! leaving the surface during normal evapo-
ration is given as@15#:

ṁ5
ps

~2pmkBT!1/2, (1)

whereṁ is the mass of the evaporating molecule or atom,kB is
the Boltzmann constant, andps is the saturation pressure at the
liquid surface temperatureT, which are related by the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation:

ps5po expH Hlv~T2Tb!

RTTb
J . (2)

In Eq. ~2!, po is the ambient pressure,Hlv is the enthalpy of
vaporization, andTb is the equilibrium boiling temperature at the
ambient pressure~the normal boiling temperature!.
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In a slow heating process, the surface temperature-pressure re-
lation follows Eq.~2!. On the other hand, when the heating rate is
high enough such as what occurs during high power pulsed laser
heating, it is possible to superheat a liquid metal to temperatures
above the boiling point while the surface vapor pressure is not
built up as rapidly. The liquid is then superheated, i.e., its tem-
perature is higher than the vaporization temperature correspond-
ing to its surface pressure. In this case, the heating process devi-
ates from the binode, but follows a superheating line shown in
Fig. 1, and the liquid is in ametastablestate. The exact details of
the superheating are not known, but should depend upon the heat-
ing rate. There is an upper limit for superheating of a liquid, the
spinode@16–18#, which is the boundary of thermodynamic phase
stability and is determined by the second derivatives of the Gibbs’
thermodynamic potential@19#:

S ]p

]v D
T

50, (3)

wherev is the specific volume. Using Eq.~3!, the spinode equa-
tion can be derived from empirical equations of state such as the
van der Waals equation or the Berthelot Eq.@20#. As the tempera-
ture approaches the spinode, fluctuations of local density of a
liquid metal increase rapidly, and (]p/]v)T→0, resulting in a loss
of thermodynamic stability. These fluctuations begin when the
temperature approaches 0.8Tc , which drastically affect other
physical properties. Figure 1~b! shows properties of a liquid metal
near the critical point. Rapid changes of properties can been seen
when the liquid temperature is above 0.8Tc . These drastic prop-
erty changes are called anomalies, which are also indicated in Fig.
1~a!. Usually, the onset of anomalies concurrently marks the onset
of significant reduction or even disappearance of electrical con-
ductivity of a liquid metal due to many isolated regions with few
free electrons@21,22#. Thus, at the onset of anomalies, a liquid

metal is transferred from a conductor to a dielectric. Its transmis-
sion to optical radiation increases and surface reflectivity de-
creases.

A competing process that prevents superheating of a liquid is
spontaneous nucleation. If the rate of spontaneous nucleation is
high enough, homogeneous liquid-vapor phase change would oc-
cur. Therefore, the existence of the superheated state requires a
low rate of spontaneous nucleation. The rate of spontaneous
nucleation can be determined from the Do¨ring and Volmer’s
theory@23,24#. According to this theory, the frequency of sponta-
neous nucleation is calculated as

J5h expS 2Wcr

kBT D , (4)

where Wcr is the energy needed for vapor embryos to grow to
nuclei at temperatureT, or the work of formation of nuclei.~Em-
bryos smaller than a critical size will collapse, while those larger
than the critical radius, called nuclei, will favor growing in order
to reduce free energy.! h is on the order of magnitude of the
number of liquid molecules per unit volume, calculated as@23#:

h5NS 3s

pmD 1/2

, (5)

whereN is the number of liquid molecules per unit volume, ands
is the surface tension. Note that the above results are derived
based on the assumption that the heating rate is slow enough that
an equilibrium distribution of embryos exists in the liquid.

According to Eqs.~4! and ~5!, the spontaneous nucleation rate
increases exponentially with temperature. It has been calculated
that the frequency of spontaneous nucleation is only about 0.1
s21 cm23 at the temperature near 0.89Tc , but increases to
1021 s21 cm23 at 0.91 Tc @5#. For a slowly heated liquid, the
number of nuclei generated by spontaneous nucleation will be
high enough to cause homogeneous phase change at the normal
boiling temperature. Therefore, a superheated state cannot be sus-
tained. On the other hand, during high power pulsed laser heating
considered in this work for which the time duration is on the order
of tens of nanoseconds, the amount of nuclei generated by spon-
taneous nucleation is negligible at temperatures lower than 0.9
Tc . Therefore, the liquid could possess considerable stability with
respect to spontaneous nucleation. At a temperature of about 0.9
Tc , a significant number of nuclei can be formed within a short
period of time. Hence, homogeneous nucleation, or explosive
phase change occurs, which turns the liquid into a mixture of
liquid and vapor, leaving the surface like an explosion.

To analyze phase change induced by pulsed laser heating, it is
also necessary to consider the time required for a vapor embryo to
grow to a critical nucleus, which is called the time lag for nucle-
ation. For most engineering applications, the time to form critical
nuclei is too short to be considered. However, during pulsed laser
heating when the heating time is on the order of nanoseconds or
shorter, this time lag could be on the same order of the time period
under consideration. Equation~4! can be modified to account for
this time lag,t, which can be expressed as@24#:

J5h expS 2Wcr

kBT DexpS 2t

t D , (6)

where t is the time duration for which the liquid is superheated.
The time lagt has been estimated to be@24#:

t5S 2pM

RT D 1/2 4psps

~ps2pt!
2 , (7)

whereM is the molar weight of the substance. Skripov performed
calculations based on Eq.~7! for metals and found the time lag to
be approximately 1–10 ns@24#.

Fig. 1 „a… p-T Diagram and „b… typical variations of physical
properties of liquid metal near the critical point. The substrate
‘‘o’’ denotes properties at the normal boiling temperature.
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3 Experimental Investigation of Phase Explosion and
Its Time Lag

This section describes studies on phase change mechanisms
during laser ablation through a number of experimental investiga-
tions on laser-induced vapor. Although it is more desirable to mea-
sure the surface temperature and pressure for the study of phase
change kinetics, direct measurement of the surface temperature is
hampered by the strong radiation from the laser-induced vapor.
On the other hand, properties of the vapor are strongly linked to
the surface thermodynamic parameters. Therefore, knowing the
properties of the laser-induced vapor could help to understand the
phase change phenomenon occurring at the surface.

3.1 Summary of Experimental Study on Phase Explosion.
The laser used for the experimental study is a KrF excimer laser
with a wavelength of 248 nm and a pulse width of 25 ns
~FWHM!. The center, uniform portion of the excimer laser beam
is passed through a rectangular aperture~10 mm by 5 mm!to
produce a laser beam with a uniform intensity profile. A single
150 mm focal length CaF2 lens is used to focus the laser beam on
the target. Polished nickel~50 nm RMS roughness!is used as the
target.

The following parameters are measured: transient transmissiv-
ity of laser beam through the laser-induced vapor plume, scatter-
ing of laser beam from the laser-induced vapor plume, transient
location and velocity of the laser-induced vapor front, and abla-
tion depth per laser pulse. Details of the experiments have been
given elsewhere@7#. The experimental results are provided here
for further discussions.

Figure 2~a!shows the transient location of the vapor front as a
function of laser fluence. The measurement is based on an optical
deflection technique, which is highly accurate~better than63
percent!and repeatable. Figure 2~b! shows the averaged velocity
of the laser-evaporated vapor. These are time-averaged vapor ve-
locities from the vapor onset to 50 ns calculated from Fig. 2~a!. It
is seen that the vapor velocity increases with the laser fluence
increase from about 2,000 m/s at the lowest fluence to about 7000
m/s at the highest fluence. However, the increase of velocity is not

monotonous. A sudden jump of the velocity is seen at the laser
fluence of 4.2 J/cm2. In the laser fluence range between 5.2 and 9
J/cm2, the velocity is almost a constant.

The different relations between the vapor velocity and the laser
fluence indicate different laser ablation mechanisms. The velocity
of the vapor plume is determined by the pressure and the tempera-
ture at the target surface. The constant velocity at high laser flu-
ences indicates that the surface temperature is not affected by the
increase of the laser fluence. Such a constant surface temperature
can be explained as a result of phase explosion. As discussed
earlier, the surface temperature during phase explosion is about
0.9 Tc , the spinodal temperature. Once the laser fluence is high
enough to raise the surface temperature to the spinode, increasing
the laser fluence would not raise the surface temperature further.
On the other hand, when the laser fluence is below 4.2 J/cm2, the
velocity increases over 50 percent. Therefore, the surface tem-
perature increases with the laser fluence increase; normal vapor-
ization occurs at the surface.

Figure 3 shows the transient transmissivity of the vapor at dif-
ferent laser fluences. The uncertainty of the measurement is less
than a few percent in the time duration from a few nanoseconds to
about 45 ns. Near the end of the laser pulse, the uncertainty of the
measurement is larger~;10 percent!, since the pulse intensity is
weak. The data show that the transient transmissivity is almost
identical for laser fluences higher than 5.2 J/cm2, which is exactly
the same fluence region in which the velocity of the vapor
changes little. This is also explained as a result of explosive phase
change occurring at laser fluences above 5.2 J/cm2. Extinction of
the laser beam is determined by the cross section of the energized
atoms, which in turn is determined by the temperature of the
vapor plume. The temperatures of vapor are about the same when
the laser fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2, since the temperatures at
the surface are all about 0.9Tc . Thus, transmission through vapor
stays at a constant value.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of laser energy scattered from
the vapor plume as a function of laser fluence. Scattering of laser
energy is due to large size~on the order of sub-micron or larger!
droplets in the vapor plume instead of~atomic! vapor. It is seen
from Fig. 4 that there is almost no scattering~less than 0.5 per-
cent, the measurement resolution! in the low laser fluence region.
Therefore, there are no droplets in the vapor plume. When the
laser fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2, the percentage of laser
energy scattered by the plume is about 4 to 5 percent, indicating
the existence of liquid droplets. This phenomenon again can be
explained by the different ablation mechanisms. When explosive
phase change occurs, the melted layer is turned into a liquid-vapor
mixture. Therefore, the increase of scattering at the laser fluence
of 5.2 J/cm2 also indicates the transition from surface evaporation
to phase explosion.

Figure 5 shows the ablation depth per laser pulse at different
laser fluences. The ablation depth increases almost linearly from
14 to 20 nm with laser fluence when the laser fluence is less than

Fig. 2 „a… Transient locations of the vapor front as a function
of laser fluence; and „b… vapor velocity as a function of laser
fluence.

Fig. 3 Transient transmissivity of vapor as a function of laser
fluence
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4.0 J/cm2. When the laser fluence increases from 4.2 to 5.2 J/cm2,
a jump increase in the ablation depth is observed, and stays rela-
tively a constant at higher laser fluences. This again is explained
as surface normal vaporization versus volumetric phase explosion.
When phase explosion occurs, the liquid layer is ablated, there-
fore, the ablation depth is much greater than that of surface evapo-
ration.

Since the surface temperature is maintained at a relatively con-
stant value when phase explosion occurs, one question arises as to
how the additional laser energy dissipates when the laser fluence
is further increased. A possible explanation is that once the tem-
perature reaches above 0.8Tc , the material is heated up less
quickly, since it becomes less absorbing as seen in Fig. 1~b! al-
lowing the laser energy to penetrate deeper into the material. An-
other reason is that when the temperature approaches the spinodal
temperature, most of the additional incoming laser energy is con-
sumed by nucleation instead of raising the temperature, and the
nucleation rate increases exponentially around the spinode.

In a brief summary, these four independent experiments all
show that surface evaporation occurs at laser fluences below 4.2
J/cm2, while an explosive phase change occurs when the laser
fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2.

3.2 Kinetics at the Evaporating Surface. To understand
the kinetics at the evaporating surface, the transient pressure of
the evaporating surface is measured with the use of a PVDF trans-
ducer attached to the back of a thin nickel target. Details of the
experiment have been given elsewhere@25#. The transient surface

pressure is obtained at various laser fluences. Of particular interest
is the pressure when phase explosion occurs, which is determined
to be about 600 bars~610 percent!at 5.2 J/cm2. Figure 6 shows
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for Ni, together with the experi-
mental data point at 5.2 J/cm2. It can be seen that the pressure
obtained from the experiment is well below the equilibrium pres-
sure, showing that the liquid is indeed superheated under pulsed
laser irradiation.

Another way to estimate the validity of the equilibrium evapo-
ration kinetics is to compute the evaporation depth from the mea-
sured pressure using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and com-
pare the calculated results with the measured data. To do so, the
transient surface temperatureT is first calculated from the mea-
sured transient surface pressurep and the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, Eq.~2!. Knowing the surface temperature and pressure,
the evaporation velocity,Vlv , can be calculated from the atomic
flux ṁ using Eq. 1, modified by a factor ofm/r l . The ablation
depth per laser pulse is obtained by integrating the evaporation
velocity over time. Note that this calculation can only be carried
out for surface evaporation.

The calculated ablation depths at different laser fluences are
shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the calculated ablation depths
are greater than the measured values, by as much as a factor of
seven to eight. This large discrepancy again indicates that the
equilibrium interface kinetics and the Clausius-Clapeyron equa-

Fig. 4 Percent of laser energy scattered to the ambient as a
function of laser fluence

Fig. 5 Ablation depth as a function of laser fluence

Fig. 6 Comparison between the Clausius-Clapeyron relation
and the measured pressure at 0.9 Tc

Fig. 7 Comparison between the measured ablation depth and
the values calculated using transient pressure data and the
equilibrium kinetic relation
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tion do not correctly represent the actual surface temperature-
pressure relation during pulsed laser evaporation.

3.3 Time Lag in Phase Explosion. Further examinations of
Fig. 2~a! and Fig. 3 reveal another phenomenon: the onset of
ablation, indicated as the time when the vapor front leaves the
surface~Fig. 2~a!!and the time that transmission starts to decrease
~Fig. 3!, is about the same when the laser fluence is higher than
5.2 J/cm2. The onset of ablation is re-plotted in Fig. 8. It can be
seen that, when the laser fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2, the
onset of ablation does not change with the laser fluence, but re-
mains at around 5.5 ns after the beginning of the laser pulse. The
accuracy of this measurement depends on the time resolution of
the measurement instrument, which is about 0.5 ns. The two in-
dependent measurements provide almost identical results.

The constant value of the onset of ablation can be explained as
the time needed for phase explosion to occur, or the time lag for
phase explosion. The experimental results discussed previously
indicate that the phase explosion occurs when the laser fluence is
higher than 5.2 J/cm2. At these laser fluences, the measured results
of the vapor front location and the optical transmission are dic-
tated by the mass removal due to phase explosion. Thus, the con-
stant onset of ablation at laser fluences higher than 5.2 J/cm2

indicates that the time lag prevents phase explosion to occur at an
earlier time, and this time lag is about a few nanoseconds.

The experiments described in this paper are performed with the
use of a 25 ns pulsed excimer laser on a nickel target. It is be-
lieved that the phase change phenomena discussed here should
occur for other metals as well. On the other hand, if the laser
fluence ismuchhigher than the threshold fluence for phase explo-
sion, it is possible that the surface temperature can be raised
higher. In our experiments with a laser fluence above 10 J/cm2, it
was indeed found that the velocity of vapor increases, and trans-
mission and onset of evaporation reduces from the values of the
constant region. Experiments with very high laser fluences should
be conducted to investigate the possibility of heating the material
above the limit of thermodynamic stability. A last note is on the
phase change mechanisms induced by sub-nanosecond laser abla-
tion. The threshold nature of ablation has been observed in many
pico-and femtosecond laser ablation experiments@e.g., @8,26##.
Phase explosion is explained as the ablation mechanism induced
by a femtosecond laser irradiation@13#. However, since the heat-
ing time is much less than the time lag of nucleation, much work
is needed to gain a thorough understanding of ablation induced by
a pico or femtosecond laser.

4 Conclusions
Heat transfer and non-equilibrium phase change during nano-

second pulsed excimer laser ablation of nickel were investigated.
Results of experiments showed surface evaporation occurred
when the laser fluence was below 4 J/cm2. When the laser fluence
was higher than 5 J/cm2, the liquid reached a metastable state
during laser heating and its temperature approached the critical
point, causing an explosive type of phase change. The kinetic
relation between the surface temperature and pressure was found
to deviate from the equilibrium Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
With the given experimental conditions, the time lag of phase
explosion was found to be around a few nanoseconds.
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Nomenclature

Hlv 5 latent heat of evaporation@J/kmole#
J 5 frequency of spontaneous nucleation@m23 s21#

kB 5 Boltzmann’s constant, 1.380310223 J/K
m 5 atomic mass@kg#
ṁ 5 atomic flux,@s21 m22#
M 5 molar weight,@kg/kmol#
N 5 number density of atoms@m23#
p 5 pressure@N/m2#

pl 5 pressure in liquid@N/m2#
ps 5 saturation pressure@N/m2#
R 5 universal gas constant, 8.314 kJ/kmol•K
t 5 time @s#
T 5 temperature@K#

Tb 5 normal boiling temperature@K#
Tc 5 critical temperature@K#
v 5 specific volume@m3/kg#

Wcr 5 energy required to form critical nuclei@J#

Greek Symbols

h 5 factor in Eqs.~4! and ~5! @m23 s21#
r l 5 density of liquid@kg/m3#
s 5 surface tension@N/m#
t 5 time lag of nucleation@s#
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Transient Heat Conduction in a
Heat Generating Layer Between
Two Semi-Infinite Media
The problem of transient heat conduction in a heat generating layer between two semi-
infinite media has been solved. The one-dimensional thermal model is Laplace trans-
formed. Three analytical temperature solutions are derived: two approximation solutions
and an exact series solution. They are compared with respect to accuracy, convergence
and computational efficiency. The approximations are computationally more efficient, and
the series converge to the exact solution. The presented accurate solutions enable quick
thermal analysis in terms of just 2 parameter groups, but overestimate the temperature
during initialization of rewritable optical disks due to lateral heat conduction.
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Introduction

The problem of transient heat conduction in a heat generating
layer between two semi-infinite media occurs in rewritable (RW)
optical disks during initialization and writing by a laser. Initializa-
tion of rewritable disks is done in production to crystallize the
amorphous sputtered phase change alloy layer. A laser spot de-
scribes a spiral track over the disk. The absorption heats the disk
locally to about 700 °C.

Holtslag proposed three-dimensional analytical temperature ap-
proximations for optical recording@1# with fair accuracy.

This paper concentrates on one-dimensional models applicable
to initialization of rewritable disks. Tangential heat diffusion is
neglected for simplicity, overestimating the temperature rise. Gen-
eral solutions to the case ofcomposite slabsor multi-layershave
been presented@2–4#. These general solutions tend to be complex
and ask often for the evaluation of integrals or infinite series with
an unclear truncation error.

A well known analytical solution technique is@5#:

• Laplace transform of the energy equations
• Solution of the transformedordinary differential equations
• Inverse Laplace transform.

However, all these steps constitute problems in our case:

• Direct Laplace transform of a Gaussian heat distribution is
impossible

• Symbolic solution of the equation set for disks with a
multilayer optical stack is unfeasible

• I did not find inverse Laplace transforms for the temperature
in the literature.

To get around, this paper presents:

• An infinite time shift
• An expansion of the three-layer model to multi-layer stacks
• Both exact seriesand rational approximationswith inverse

Laplace transforms, like in@6#

The temperature, solutions fulfill our aim to provide a compu-
tationally efficient analytical temperature solution for initializa-
tion, giving insight and allowing sensitivity analysis.

Thermal Model
Lateral heat conduction is neglected to simplify the solution.
The one-dimensional axial geometry is shown in Fig. 1.
An ~optical stack!layer o with thicknessl is placed between

two semi-infinite mediac and s with uniform initial temperature
T0 .

We assume that

• each medium has constant uniform thermal properties: con-
ductivity k, densityr, and specific heatcp

• the thermal contact at all interfaces is perfect
• conduction can be modeled by Fourier’s law
• a radiative heat fluxq9 is absorbed in the absorbing~phase

change!layer
• the phase change energy is negligible

The energy equations for the media read then

]Tc

]t
5ac

]2Tc

]x2

]To

]t
5ao

]2To

]x2 1nG~ t2t0! (1)

]Ts

]t
5as

]2Ts

]x2 ,

where t0 is the time when the~center of a Gaussian!radiative
heating distribution passes,n5q9/( lrcp)abs is the heating rate
and the usual Gaussian heating rate distribution with effective
heating timet reads

G~ t !5A2

p
e22~ t/t!2

. (2)

The initial conditions are

Tc~x,0!5T0 To~x,0!5T0 Ts~x,0!5T0 . (3)

The boundary conditions for perfect thermal contact are

Tc~0,t!5To~0,t! To~ l ,t !5Ts~ l ,t !

lim
x→2`

Tc5finite lim
x→`

Ts5finite (4)

kc

]Tc

]x
~0,t!5ko

]To

]x
~0,t! ko

]To

]x
~ l ,t !5ks

]Ts

]x
~ l ,t !
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Test Case
The test case that I use in all calculation result plots is the

initialization of a 0.26mm thick optical layer stack between semi-
infinite media of polycarbonate and polymethyl methacrylate
coating lacquer~CD-RW!. The initial temperatureT05300 K.
The tangential heat flux distribution of the linear laser beam is
Gaussian with heat fluxq953.9•109 W/m2, spot width b
51 mm and effective heating timet50.5 ms ~Table 1!.

The neglect of lateral heat conduction by the metal mirror in the
optical stack is the most important flaw in the thermal model,
despite the stack thickness/spot width ratiob/ l of only 0.26.

Minor deviations from the model assumptions are:
The temperature dependence of the thermal properties of poly-

carbonate is up to 15 percent@7#.
The estimated thermal resistance between stack layers is

1028 Km2/W @8#.
The phase change energy from amorphous to crystalline is only

about 0.2 MW/m3 @9#.
The reflectivity rises from 7 percent to about 27 percent during

initialization ~Fig. 13!, reducing merely the absorption in the tail
of the Gaussian distribution. Apart from the phase change metal,
also the metal mirror layer absorbs some radiation.

Analytical Solution of the Temperature

Laplace Transform. Laplace transformation of the model
simplifies thepartial differential equations toordinary differential
equations.

The Laplace transformed energy equations in the media are

d2Qc

dx2 2
sQc

ac
52

T0

ac

d2Qo

dx2 2
sQo

ao
52

T0

ao
2

ng~s!

ao
(5)

d2Qs

dx2 2
sQs

as
52

T0

as

The shifting property is used to shift the centert0 of a Gaussian
heat flux distribution to infinity to overcome the Laplace trans-
form definition for t>0 only.

g~s!5
1

2
tes2t2/82st0 erfcSA2S st/42

t0

t D D (6)

The Laplace transformed boundary conditions are

Qc~0,s!5Qo~0,s! Qo~ l ,s!5Qs~ l ,s!

lim
x→2`

Qc5finite lim
x→`

Qs5finite (7)

kc

dQc

dx
~0,s!5ko

dQo

dx
~0,s! ko

dQo

dx
~ l ,s!5ks

dQs

dx
~ l ,s!

Solution of the Laplace Transformed Temperature. The
complementary solution of the Laplace transformed media equa-
tions reads withqi5As/a i with i 5c, o, or s

Qc~x,s!5A~s!exqc1
T0

s

Qo~x,s!5B~s!e2xqo1C~s!exqo1
T0

s
1

ng~s!

s
(8)

Qs~x,s!5D~s!e2xqs1
T0

s
.

The Laplace transformed boundary conditions become

A~s!5B~s!1C~s!1
ng~s!

s

B~s!e2 lqo1C~s!elqo1
ng~s!

s
5D~s!e2 lqs

(9)
kcqcA~s!5koqo~2B~s!1C~s!!

koqo~2B~s!e2 lqo1C~s!elqo!52ksqsD~s!e2 lqs.

The integration constantsA(s)2D(s) can be solved to obtain
the particular solution of the Laplace transformed temperature
Q(x,s) ~Fig. 2!

Qc5
T0

s
1

ng

sD
~~Hs1Ho!elqo1~Hs2Ho!e2 lqo22Hs!Hoe2uxuqc

Qo5
T0

s
1

ng

sD
~D1~Hs~Hc2Ho!2Hc~Hs1Ho!elqo!e2xqo

1~Hc~Hs2Ho!e2 lqo2Hs~Hc1Ho!!exqo! (10)

Qs5
T0

s
1

ng

sD
~~Hc1Ho!elqo1~Hc2Ho!e2 lqo22Hc!Hoe~ l 2s!qs

with denominator

D5~Hs1Ho!~Ho1Hc!e
lqo1~Hs2Ho!~Ho2Hc!e

2 lqo,

whereH5Akrcp is the coefficient of heat penetration in the per-
tinent medium.

Fig. 1 One-dimensional geometry

Fig. 2 Laplace transformed temperature distribution

Table 1 Test conditions
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I did not find inverse Laplace transforms for the temperature
expressions~10! in the literature. To get around this problem, we
propose both a geometric series expansion and rational approxi-
mations with available inverse Laplace transforms.

Series Expansion. Put

h5
~Hs2Ho!~Ho2Hc!

~Hs1Ho!~Ho1Hc!
(11)

and notice that uhu,1 ~h'20.36 in the test case!and
0,e22lq<1 so uhe22lqu,1.

This condition allows to use thegeometric seriesexpansion for
u f u,1

1

12 f
511 f 1 f 21 f 3 . . . 5(

i 50

`

f i5(
i 50

m

f i1
f m11

12 f
. (12)

So the required number of terms fortruncation error«m is

m5
logu«mu1 log~12 f !

logu f u
21. (13)

Substitution off 52he22lqo in Eq. ~12! yields a series expan-
sion for the Laplace transformed temperature

Qc5
T0

s
1

ng

s

Ho~122r se
2 lqo1r soe

22lqo!

Ho1Hc
(
i 50

`

~2h! ie2X2i

Qo5
T0

s
1

ng

s S 11~~r sr co2r ce
lqo!e2V0

1~r cr soe
2 lqo2r s!e

V0!(
i 50

`

~2h! ie2~112i !lqoD (14)

Qs5
T0

s
1

ng

s

Ho~122r ce
2 lqo1r coe

22lqo!

Ho1Hs
(
i 50

`

~2h! ie2S2i.

The nomenclature defines the parameter groups.
Convergence is poor whenh'21 for layers with much higher

or much lower conductivity than the semi-infinite media.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the relative truncation error

(Qseries2Q)/Q after the fourth term for the test case. The relative
truncation error has a maximum in the heat-generating layer for
short times.

Rational Approximations. A linear approximation for
0, lqo,1 to the denominatorsD in the Laplace transformed tem-
peratureQ(x,s) is

D'2~Ho~Hc1Hs!1~Ho
21HcHs!lqo!52D. (15)

Linearizing the denominator in this way yields arational ap-
proximation to the Laplace transformed temperature about
lqo50

Qc'
T0

s
1

ng

sD
Ho

2lqoe2uxuqc

Qo'
T0

s
1

ng

sD
Ho

2lqo (16)

Qs'
T0

s
1

ng

sD
Ho

2lqoe~ l 2x!qs

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the relative error of this
rational approximation. The relative approximation error (Qappr

2Q)/Q has a maximum forx5 l /2 and s'8•105 for the test
case.

The error can be reduced bycorrectionsyielding a Pade´-like
rational approximation. The corrections should

• improve the accuracy
• have an inverse Laplace transform
• not introduce singularities
• yield positive erfc arguments

The third requirement limits the order of Pade´ approximations
@10# to one half: onlys0 ands1/2 terms are allowed in the numera-
tor and denominator. The second and fourth requirement prohibits
us to multiply or divide both the numerator and denominator by
elqo. Howeverlqoe2 lqo is a low cost correction to the numerator
in mediums. The general corrected approximation looks like

Q'
T0

s
1~c01c1lqo1~c21c3lqo!e2celqo!

e2 lq

sD
. (17)

The constantsci are solved to yield correct limits fors→` and
correct behavior fors↓0 applying Viète’s theorem on roots@11#.

The resultingPadé-like approximationto the Laplace trans-
formed stack temperature is

Qc'
T0

s
1

Hong

~Ho1Hc!D
~2cc1~Ho

21HcHs!lqo

1~cc2Ho~Hc1Hs!lqo!e2 lqo!e2uxuqc

Qo'
T0

s
1

ng

D
~2co1~Ho

21HcHs!lqo

1~co1~co2HcHs!lqo!e2 lqo! (18)

Fig. 3 Relative truncation error after four terms of the
series

Fig. 4 Relative error of the rational approximation
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Qs'
T0

s
1

Hong

~Ho1Hs!D
~2cs1~Ho

21HcHs!lqo

1~cs2Ho~Hc1Hs!lqo!e2 lqo!e~ l 2x!qs

with

cc522HcHo1Hs~Hc2Ho!

co5Hs~2Hc2Ho!1Ho

x

l S 22Hc1~Hc1Hs!
x

l D .

cs522HsHo1Hc~Hs2Ho!

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the relative error of the Pade´-
like approximation. The relative approximation error has a maxi-
mum for x50 andx5 l at s'12•105 for the test case.

Hybrid Combination of Series and Rational Approximation.
The rational approximations can also evaluate the truncation error
of the series expansion~12! yielding a hybrid combination of both
approaches. This will not be elaborated.

Inverse Laplace Transform. The Appendix and the convolu-
tion theorem

L21$ f ~s!g~s!%5E
0

t

F~u!G~ t2u2t0!du (19)

have been used to derive the inverse Laplace transformT(x,t) of
the Laplace transformed temperatureQ(x,s).

Shifting the center of a Gaussian heat flux distribution back to
the origin (t050)

lim
t0→`

E
0

t

F~u!G~ t2u2t0!du5E
0

`

F~u!G~ t2u!du. (20)

The integral can be evaluated numerically to sufficient accuracy
by

• ~;10 point!Gaussian integration fort,2t

T5T011/2t`(
i 51

10

wiF~ t`/2~11xi !!G~ t21/2t`~11xi !!

(21)

with integration timet`5max(t,t12t)

• ~;5 point! Hermite integration fort.2t

T5T011/2A2t(
i 51

5

wiF~xi !, (22)

wherewi are weight factors andxi abscissas@12#.

Series Expansion.The inverse Laplace transform of the series
expansion is

Tc5T01
nHo

Hc1Ho
E

0

`

(
i 50

`

~2h! iSciG~ t2u!du

To5T01nE
0

`S 11(
i 50

`

~2h! iSoiD G~ t2u!du (23)

Ts5T01
nHo

Hs1Ho
E

0

`

(
i 50

`

~2h! iSsiG~ t2u!du

with

Sci5erfcx2i22r s erfcx2i 111r so erfcx2i 12

Soi5r sr co erfcv1,2i112r c erfcv1,2i

1r cr so erfcv21,2i122r s erfcv21,2i11

Ssi5erfcs2i22r c erfcs2i 111r co erfcs2i 12

requiring 15(m11) to 50(m11) function evaluations, wherem is
the number of terms.

Rational Approximation. The inverse Laplace transform of
the rational approximation is

Tc'T01wE
0

`

e~2x01hAu!hAu erfc~x01hAu!G~ t2u!du

To'T01wE
0

`

eh2u erfc~hAu!G~ t2u!du (24)

Ts'T01wE
0

`

e~2s01hAu!hAu erfc~s01hAu!G~ t2u!du

requiring only 10 to 20 function evaluations~one spreadsheet
cell!.

Just two parameter groups determine the stack temperature rise
To2T0 : the heating ratew and the dimensionless damping time
h2t. The heating ratew determines the temperature amplitude,
whereas the dimensionless damping timeh2t smoothes the tem-
perature transient~Fig. 6!.

In the test case the heating ratew54.8•109 K/s and the dimen-
sionless damping timeh2t51.9.

Fig. 5 Relative error of the Pade ´ approximation
Fig. 6 Temperature rise in layer o as a function of dimension-
less damping time h2T and dimensionless time h2t
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Expansion of the three-layer model to four and more layers
yields the same basic solution andh andw definitions with a sum
over the stack layersi: h5(Hs1Hc)/S i@(Hoi

2 1HcHs) l i /koi# and
w5q9/S i@(Hoi

2 1HcHs) l i /koi#.
The inverse Laplace transform of thePadé-like temperature

approximationrequires 25 to 70 function evaluations~six spread-
sheet cells!and reads

Tc'T01nE
0

`S cc1~erfcx12erfcx0!

1cc2e~2x01hAu!hAu erfc~x01hAu!

2cc3e~2x11hAu!hAu erfc~x11hAu
D

3G~ t2u!du

To'T01nE
0

`S co1(erfcv0,121)1co2eh2u erfc(hAu)

2co3e(2v0,11hAu)hAu) erfc(v0,11hAu)
D

3G~ t2u!du (25)

Ts'T01nE
0

`S cs1(erfcs12erfcs0)

1cs2 e(2s01hAu)hAu erfc(s01hAu)

2cs3e(2s11hAu)hAu erfc(s11hAu)
D

3G~ t2u!du

with

cc15
cc

~Hc1Ho!~Hc1Hs!

cc25cc11
Ho

Hc1Ho

cc35cc11
Ho

2~Hc1Hs!

~Hc1Ho!~Ho
21HcHs!

co15
co

Ho~Hc1Hs!

co25co111

co35co11
HcHs2co

Ho
21HcHs

cs15
cs

~Hs1Ho!~Hc1Hs!

cs25cs11
Ho

~Hs1Ho!

cs35cs11
Ho

2~Hc1Hs!

~Hs1Ho!~Ho
21HcHs!

.

Results
Figure 7 shows the temperature evolution for the initialization

test case. The heating of the stack and the heat diffusion into the
substrate and coating are clearly visible.

Accuracy and Convergence
The absolute maximum temperature solution error is deter-

mined by comparing to the ten term series solution serving as a
reference for the test case. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the
solutions with respect to the absolute maximum temperature so-
lution error and the computational work for the test case. The
convergence of the series and hybrid solution depends strongly on
h, so on the layer conductivity.

In the initialization test case, physical model simplifications
dominate these solution errors. The three-layer approximation to

six-layer disks introduces only a few percent model error, but
neglecting the tangential heat conduction overestimates the tem-
perature rise by 63 percent compared to a fine grid numerical 3DT
model @13# simulation provided by courtesy of Erwin Meinders.
Figure 9 compares the initialization temperatures calculated by the

Fig. 7 Temperature distribution during initialization of
CD-RWs

Fig. 8 Relation between absolute maximum temperature solu-
tion error and computational work

Fig. 9 Comparison of stack temperature calculations by 1DT,
2DT, and 3DT models
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numerical 3DT model of Erwin Meinders@13#, the 2DT approxi-
mate model of Toon Holtslag@1# and the proposed 1DT rational
and Pade´ approximations~22! and ~23!.

Accuracy and Convergence of the Series Expansion.Fig-
ure 10 shows the distribution of the truncation error of the tem-
perature series expansion after the fourth term~Fig. 3 shows the
Laplace transformed counterpart!. The negative scale numbers on
the vertical axis indicate the number of correct decimal places.
The truncation error has a maximum in the stack for long times.
The maximum truncation error after four terms is 50 K for the test
case withh'20.36.

The series solution converges exponentially~Fig. 8!. However
the convergence rate depends strongly onh according to Eq.~13!.

Accuracy of the Rational Approximations. Figure 11 shows
the distribution of the accuracy of the temperature approximation
~Fig. 4 shows the Laplace transformed counterpart!. The negative
scale numbers on the vertical axis indicate the number of correct
decimal places. The solution error reaches a maximum of 41 K for
x5

1
2l and t50.8t for the test case.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the accuracy of the Pade´-
like temperature approximation~Fig. 5 shows the Laplace trans-
formed counterpart!. The negative scale numbers on the vertical
axis indicate the number of correct decimal places. The solution
error reaches a maximum of 10 K forx'0 or x' l and t'0 for
the test case.

Qualitative Experimental Validation
Direct temperature validation measurements are complicated by

the small length and time scale.
An alternative qualitative experimental validation was per-

formed by initializing 175 Philips CD-RWs varying four param-
eters. Next thereflectivityand theradial tilt increaseof the disks
have been measured at 55 mm radius using a Dr. Schenk Prom-
eteus disk tester.

The reflectivity is a measure for thetemperaturedependent
crystallization of the phase change alloy@9#. So the goodness of a
fit to these reflectivity measurements provides aqualitative vali-
dation of the temperature solutions, without any further assump-
tion.

Theradial tilt increaseis a measure for thewarpageof the disk
by initialization. The radial deviation~of the laser beam!is 23 the
radial tilt angle of the disk. Its temperature dependence is inves-
tigated below. The disks were left for a week in a climate room to
equilibrate humidity before each radial tilt measurement.

Measurement Program. Four parameters or factors have
been varied~Table 2!.

All 84 combinations have been measured~full factorial design!
twofold. A few additional measurements have been carried out
with 386 J/m2 initialization energy. The number of samples was
175. The 52 °C initial temperature was monitored by an infrared
camera and realized by preheating disks in a furnace at 85 °C.
Preheating warped the disks by 0.17–0.24 deg due to cross-
linking of the lacquer and aging of the substrate. This has been
excluded from the radial tilt increase.

Measurement Results. The measured averagereflectivityand
radial tilt increaseat 55 mm radius are plotted in Figs. 13 and 14
against the calculated maximum~stack! temperature during ini-
tialization according to Eq.~24!.

The ~production and measurement! repeatabilityof the reflec-
tivity is 0.0040 and of the radial tilt increase 0.010 deg.

Physical models are not available for these measurements, leav-
ing empirical models. Empirical 4 and 5-parameter Pade´ approxi-

Fig. 10 Common logarithm of the absolute truncation error
after 4 terms of the temperature series

Fig. 11 Common logarithm of the absolute error of the rational
temperature approximation

Fig. 12 Common logarithm of the absolute error of the Pade ´-
like temperature approximation

Table 2 Measurement program
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mations~with a threshold!fit the measurement data~Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14!. Thegoodness of fit R2 of these approximations is tabu-
lated in Table 3.

All approximations, especially the 2DT Holtslag approxima-
tion, explain the measurements very well.

The maximum stack temperature explains also the observed
radial tilt well. Initialization shrinks the stack, introducing a bend-
ing moment into the disk. Notice that the onset of the warpage
~Fig. 14! occurs at a lower temperature than the onset of crystal-
linity ~Fig. 13!. So crystallization shrinkage of the phase change
layer cannotcause the warpage.

Conclusions
A temperatureseries solutionand two approximationshave

been derived for the problem of transient heat conduction in a
heat-generating layer between two semi-infinite media at uniform
initial temperature.

Theseries solutionconverges within ten terms to 0.1 K trunca-
tion error in the test case.

The rational approximationhas about 3 percent solution accu-
racy in the test case and is most efficient, making it an attractive
solution. It describes~initialization! heating by onlytwo param-
eter groups.

The Padé-like approximationhas about 1 percent solution ac-
curacy in the test case and is quite efficient. The Pade´-like correc-
tion improves the accuracy only in the heat-generating layer a
little.

Both temperature approximations explain the observed tem-
perature dependent reflectivity and warpage of initialized CD-
RWs very well in terms of just two parameter groups, although
they overestimate the initialization temperature neglecting tangen-
tial conduction.

Nomenclature

b 5 laser spot width@m#
cc 5 22HcHo1Hs(Hc2Ho)
co 5 Hs(2Hc2Ho)1Hox/ l (22Hc1(Hc1Hs)x/ l )
cp 5 specific heat,@J/kg K#
cs 5 22HsHo1Hc(Hs2Ho)

f 5 2he22lqo

g 5 Laplace transformed heating distribution
G 5 heating distribution
h 5 (Hs2Ho)(Ho2Hc)/@(Hs1Ho)(Ho1Hc)#
H 5 coefficient of heat penetrationA(krcp), @WAs/m2K#
k 5 thermal conductivity,@W/mK#
l 5 layer thickness,@m#

m 5 required number of terms of series
qi 5 A(s/ai)
q9 5 heat flux in the absorbing layer,@W/m2#
r c 5 Hc /(Hc1Ho)

r co 5 (Hc2Ho)/(Hc1Ho)
r s 5 Hs /(Hs1Ho)

r so 5 (Hs2Ho)/(Hs1Ho)
R2 5 goodness of fit~explained variation/total variation!

s 5 Laplace transform parameter
t 5 time, @s#

t0 5 time when the~center of a Gaussian!distribution passes,
@s#

T 5 temperature,@K#
u 5 integrated time,@s#

wi 5 weight factor~numerical integration!
x 5 position,@m#

xi 5 abscissa~numerical integration!
a 5 thermal diffusivityk/(rcp), @m2/s#
D 5 linearized denominatorHo(Hc1Hs)1(Ho

21HcHs) l /qc
h 5 (Hs1Hc)/S i@(Hoi

2 1HcHs) l i /koi#, @l/As#
Q 5 Laplace transformed temperature
n 5 heating rateq9/( lrcp)abs, @K/s#
r 5 density,@kg/m3#

s i 5 (x2 l )/A(4ast)1 i l/ A(4aot)
S i 5 (x2 l )qs1 i lq o
t 5 heating time,@s#
w 5 heating rateq9/S i@(Hoi

2 1HcHs) l i /koi#, @K/s#
x i 5 uxu/A(4act)1 i l/ A(4aot)
Xi 5 uxuqc1 i lq o

v j ,i 5 ( jx1 i l)/ A(4aot)
V i 5 (x1 i l) qo

Subscripts

abs 5 absorbing~phase change alloy! layer in stack
c 5 layer c ~coating!
o 5 layer o ~optical stack!
s 5 layer s ~substrate!
0 5 initial

Fig. 13 Measured reflectivity against the calculated maximum
stack temperature

Fig. 14 Measured radial tilt increase against the calculated
maximum stack temperature

Table 3 Goodness of fit R2
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Appendix

Inverse Laplace Transforms. The inverse Laplace trans-
forms ~Prudnikov@14#!

L21H e2aAs

s J 5erfc
a

2At
(26)

L21H e2aAs

As~b1As!
J 5eb~a1bt! erfcS a

2At
1bAt D (27)

L21H e2aAs

s~b1As!
J 5

1

b S erfc
a

2At
2eb~a1bt! erfcS a

2At
1bAt D D

(28)

L21H e2aAs

sAs~b1As!
J 5

2

b
A t

p
e2a2/4t2

ab11

b2 erfc
a

2At

1
1

b2 eb~a1bt! erfcS a

2At
1bAt D (29)

are used to derive the inverse Laplace transform of the tempera-
ture approximation.

The exp•erfc product has to be implemented properly, without
overflow or underflow for large arguments, typical for 4 byte
REAL implementations.
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Certain Anomalies in the Analysis
of Hyperbolic Heat Conduction
The hyperbolic diffusion equation is often used to analyze laser heating of dielectric
materials and in thermal processing of nonhomogeneous materials. In this paper, anoma-
lies in existing solutions of the hyperbolic heat equation are identified. In particular, the
singularities associated with the interaction of a wave front and a boundary may cause a
violation of the imposed boundary condition. This violation may give rise to physically
unacceptable results such as a temperature drop due to heating or a temperature rise due
to cooling. The development of appropriate remedies for these happenings is a major
focus of this paper. In addition, the unique mathematical features of the hyperbolic heat
equation are studied and set forth. Green’s function solutions for semi-infinite and infinite
bodies are presented. For finite bodies, it is demonstrated that the relevant series solu-
tions need special attention to accelerate their convergence and to deal with certain
anomalies.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1447935#
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Introduction
The hyperbolic heat equation is often used to study the tem-

perature field and related heat transfer quantities in dielectric ma-
terials with nanoscale thickness and in tightly packed microelec-
tronic devices. The solution to this equation may exhibit some
anomalies that must be precluded in an admissible solution. The
anomalies may arise when a wave front encounters a boundary or
another temperature discontinuity.

The focus of this paper is to identify the anomalies and to
suggest appropriate remedies. In particular, the conditions for
which highly accurate temperature-field solutions can be obtained
will be established. Such solutions are of special importance for
the verification of numerical simulations. It is demonstrated herein
that an acceptable solution must satisfy the governing equation
and the boundary conditions at all times between 0 andt.

When the dimension of the thin film is of the order of the
carrier’s mean free path, the classical solution methods of thermal
conduction are no longer valid. The energy transport has wave
characteristics and it is possible to study the thermal behavior of
the system through a thermal wave model@1#. Various studies
@1–7# report and/or studied the appearance of a wave behavior in
heterogeneous materials, in dielectric materials with submicron
thickness, and other applications. Minkowycz et al.@8# studied a
similar wave-like phenomenon in porous media. The generaliza-
tion diffusion equation for conductors, non-conductors, and semi-
conductors with submicron structures, assuming constant thermal
properties, is

¹•~ke¹T!1t t

]@¹•~ke¹T!#

]t
1S g1tq

]g

]t D
5C

]T

]t
1C~te1tq!

]T

]t
, (1a)

where T5T(rW,t) is the lattice temperature@9–11# and rW is the
position vector. The relation between the electron and lattice tem-
peratures, selected values of relaxation timest t , tq , andte are in
@9–11#. The electron temperatureTe depends on the lattice tem-
peratureT by the relation

Te~rW,t !5T~rW,t !1t t

]T~rW,t !

]t
. (1b)

The other variables are:te5t tCe /C, C5Cl1Ce , Ce andCl are
capacitances of electron and lattice,g5g(rW,t) is volumetric heat
source, ke is the equilibrium thermal conductivity, andte
5t tCs /C. Whente5t t50, Eq.~1a! reduces to the thermal wave
equation, the subject of this study, then the hyperbolic form of the
diffusion equation is

¹•@ke¹T~rW,t !#1Fg~rW,t !1tq

]g~rW,t !

]t G
5C

]T~rW,t !

]t
1Ctq

]2T~rW,t !

]t2 . (2)

It is possible to obtain Eq.~2! directly by combining the energy
equation

2¹•qW 1g~rW,t !5C
]T~rW,t !

]t
(3a)

with the non-Fourier heat conduction relation

qW 1tq

]qW

]t
52ke ¹T~rW,t ! , (3b)

andk replaceske in the subsequent analyses. Apart from the study
of the wave effect, Eq.~2! also can serve as a limiting solution
whente andt t are small.

Mathematical Analyses
Numerical and analytical solutions of Eq.~2! are widely avail-

able in the literature@12–17#. Some variances observed in differ-
ent numerical results motivated this presentation. The presentation
begins by providing a one-dimensional solution to the hyperbolic
diffusion equation in a finite body. This solution is selected to
show certain anomalies that are often ignored by researchers.
Later, the solutions in infinite and semi-infinite space are dis-
cussed. The solution is cast in the form of the Green’s function
solution that can accommodate the volumetric heat source, differ-
ent initial conditions, and boundary conditions.

Thermal Wave in Finite Bodies. For convenience of algebra,
it is possible to transform the differential equation for the thermal-
wave form of the diffusion equation into a modified form of the
classical wave equation. To accomplish this, and to provide a
reference equation for comparison with a classical wave equation,
the parameterk/s2 replacesCtq @1# to obtain
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k¹2T1g~rW,t !1
a

s2

]g~rW,t !

]t
5C

]T

]t
1

k

s2

]2T

]t2 (4)

assuming constant thermophysical properties. When the wave
speeds is finite, this equation reduces to a modified wave equa-
tion using a transformationT5exp(2s2t/2a)C and, substituting
for T in Eq. ~4!, the result is

¹2C~rW,t !1
s2

4a2 C~rW,t !1S* ~rW,t !5
1

s2

]2C~rW,t !

]t2 , (5a)

where

S* ~rW,t !5Fg~rW,t !1
a

s2

]g~rW,t !

]t GexpFs2t

2a G . (5b)

Clearly, Eq. ~5a! is the wave equation with two source terms,
S* (rW,t) and s2C/(4a2). In a finite body, this equation can be
solved conveniently in a classical manner, using separation of
variables, as shown below.

Here, the so-called fundamental solution is presented for a body
having homogeneous boundary conditions of the first, second, or
third kind on the surface and having prescribed initial conditions.
Furthermore, in this derivation, there is no volumetric heat source
in the plate,g(rW,t)50. Following these assumptions, one can ob-
tain the solution of Eq.~5a! using the method of separation of
variables, by assumingC(rW,t)5R(rW)G(t) and then replacingC
in Eq. ~5a! to obtain

¹2R~rW !

R~rW !
1

s2

4a2 5
1

s2

G9~ t !

G~ t !
. (6)

As usual, the right side of Eq.~6! depends on timet, while the left
side depends on the position vectorrW, therefore, each must be a
constant. For convenience of algebra, set¹2R(rW)/R(rW)5v2/a
andG9(t)/G(t)52v2 to get

v25~s2/a!Fv22
s2

4aG . (7)

Sincev is a deterministic quantity, the general form of the tem-
perature solution whenv→vn , is

T5(
n51

`

Rn~rW !@Cn cos~vnt !1Dn sin~vnt !#exp@2s2t/~2a!#.

(8)

Two initial conditions are needed in order to determine the coef-
ficients Cn and Dn . Let Ti(rW)5T(rW,0) and Ti8(rW)
5]T(rW,t)/]tu t50 , then

Cn5
1

Nn
E

V
Ti~rW !Rn~rW !dV, (9a)

where

Nn5E
V
@Rn~rW !#2dV, (9b)

and

Dn5
1

vnNn
F s2

2a E
x50

Ti~rW !Rn~rW !dV1E
V
Ti8~rW !Rn~rW !dVG .

(9c)

The functionR(rW) for regular geometries is known@18,19#. As an
illustration, using a plate with thicknessL insulated on both sides,
rW replacesx in the relations listed above, and the eigenfunction
becomesRn(x)5cos@(n21)px/L# yielding Nn5L for n51 and
Nn5L/2 for n.1. Therefore, in the absence of a volumetric heat
source and in the presence of homogeneous boundary conditions,
the solution of the thermal wave equation in a multi-dimensional
space is

T~rW,t !5(
n51

`
Rn~rW !

Nn
cos~vnt !exp@2s2t/~2a!#

E
V
Ti~rW8!Rn~rW8!dV81(

n51

`
Rn~rW !

vnNn
sin~vnt !exp@2s2t/~2a!#

(10)

F s2

2a E
V
Ti~rW8!Rn~rW8!dV81E

V
Ti8~rW8!Rn~rW8!dV8G .

To describe the contribution of a volumetric heat source
S* (rW,t) in Eq. ~5a!, consider a finite body with volumeV subject
to homogeneous boundary conditions of the first, second, or third
kind. The temperature and its derivative with respect to time are
zero at t50, and there is a volumetric heat source within this
body. The objective is to obtain an equation that describes tem-
perature as a function of coordinatesrW and time t. As before,
separating the variables by usingC(rW,t)5R(rW)G(t) yields the
working second order differential equation,

G9~ t !R~rW !1v2G~ t !R~rW !5
s2

k Fg~rW,t !1
a

s2

]g~rW,t !

]t GexpS s2

2a D .

(11)

For a solution in a finite body it is appropriate to replacev in Eq.
~7! by vn , and hencev becomesvn

25(s2/a)@vn
22s2/(4a)#.

Using the orthogonality condition

E
V
Rn~rW !Rm~rW !dV85H 0 when nÞm

Nn when n5m
, (12)

whereR(rW) is replaced byRn(rW), Eq. ~11!, for any givenn re-
duces to

Gn9~ t !1vn
2Gn~ t !5

s2

kNn
es2t/2aE

V
Fg~rW,t !1

a

s2

]g~rW,t !

]t GRn~rW !dV.

(13)

The function Gn(t) has two particular solutions sin(vnt) and
cos(vnt). Since the prescribed initial conditions suggest that
G~0!5G8~0!50, the particular solution will not contribute to the
final solution ~see Eq.~10!!. However, the contribution of the
source term is

T~rW,t !5e2s2t/2aC~rW,t !

5(
n51

`
s2

kvn
E

t50

t

e2s2~ t2t!/2a sin@vn~ t2t!#

3E
V

Rn~rW !Rn~rW8!

Nn
Fg~rW8,t!1

a

s2

]g~rW8,t!

]t GdV8dt.

(14)

Based on Eq.~14!, the contribution of the volumetric heat source
can be mathematically determined for any regular-shaped body.

To complete this presentation, it remains to find the contribu-
tion of the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. This can be
accomplished by using a suitable transformation that reduces the
problem with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions to one with
homogeneous boundary conditions. Alternatively, one can use Eq.
~14! to find the Green’s function, and then, for the contribution of
a nonhomogeneous boundary condition, use the Green’s function
solution, see Appendix A, Eq.~A.10!. A Green’s function can be
obtained indirectly by comparing the volumetric heat source con-
tribution in Eq.~14! with Eq. ~A.10!, or directly by substituting for
g(rW8,t)5Cd(r 2r 8)d(t2t) in Eq. ~14!. A comparison between
Eq. ~A.10!and Eq.~14! yields the functionG1 ,
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G1~r ,turW8,t!5e2s2~ t2t!/2a

3(
n51

`
s2/a

vn

Rn~rW !Rn~rW8!

Nn
sin@vn~ t2t!#.

(15a)

Once G1 is known, the functionG2 , the second component of
G5G11G2 , Eq. ~A.4!, is readily available using the relation
G25(a/s2)]G1 /]t as

G2~r ,turW8,t!52
1

2
G1~r ,turW8,t!1e2s2~ t2t!/2a

3(
n51

`
Rn~rW !Rn~rW8!

Nn
cos@vn~ t2t!#. (15b)

The functionRn(rW) in Eqs. ~15a–b! now becomes the solution
of differential equationX9(x)/X(x)52v2/a. The functional
form of X(x) depends on the type of boundary condition aty
50, i.e., sin(vx/Aa) for the first kind, cos(vx/Aa) for the second
kind, and (hAa/kv)sin(vx/Aa)1cos(vx/Aa) for the third kind.
The boundary condition aty5L determines the value ofv. Two
initial conditions are needed for inclusion in Eq.~10!, Ti(x)
5T(x,0) andTi8(x)5]T(x,t)/]tu t50 . In the absence of a volu-
metric heat source and in the presence of homogeneous boundary
conditions atx50 and x5L, the contribution of initial condi-
tions from Eq.~A.10!, designated asTI(x,y), is the temperature
solution,

TI~x,t !5(
n50

`
Xn~x!

Nn
cos~vnt !exp@2s2t/~2a!#

3E
x50

L

Ti~x8!Xn~x8!dx8

1(
n50

`
Xn~x!

vnNn
sin~vnt !exp@2s2t/~2a!#

3F s2

2a E
x50

L

Ti~x8!Xn~x8!dx8

1E
x50

L

Ti8~x8!Xn~x8!dx8G . (16)

A casual examination of Eq.~16! shows that the first term on the
right side is a series whose convergence is, at best, poor. This and
other anomalies of this solution are demonstrated through a nu-
merical example. The following example is chosen to accentuate
the problems that are inherent in this solution method.

Example 1. For the purpose of discussing this solution tech-
nique, consider a slab in Fig. 1 having a thicknessL and boundary
conditions of the first kind overx50 surface and the second kind
over x5L surface. The volumetric heat source within the plate is
g(x,t)50 while the initial conditions are also prescribed.

Solution. In this numerical illustration, it is assumed that the
initial temperatureTi5constant when 0<x<L, making Ti850.
Moreover, the temperature atx50 is T5To5constant and the
surface atx5L is insulated, therefore, the plate is subject to
boundary conditions of the first kind aty50 and the second kind
at y5L. The numerically obtained solution to this problem should
compare well, whent<L/s, with a solution that considers the
plate to be a semi-infinite body; the two solutions should be in
near perfect agreement.

For the boundary conditions specified in this example, the
eigenfunctions are sin(vnx/Aa), for which the eigenvalues arevn
5(n21/2)pAa/L with n51,2,3, . . . , and theparameterNn in

Eq. ~55! is equal toL/2. Without loss of generality, one can use a
dimensionless temperature@T(x,t)2To#/(Ti2To). Once the ei-
genvaluevn is known, Eq.~7! yields the parameter

vn5~svn /Aa!@12s2/~4avn
2!#5«ns~n21/2!p/L,

where

«n5A12~aL/a!2/@~2n21!p#2.

As an important property,«n→1 asn→`, and this helps to main-
tain the wave nature of this solution. Following appropriate sub-
stitutions, Eq.~16! provides the solution for dimensionless tem-
perature with homogeneous boundary conditions,

T~x,t !2To

Ti2To

5H 1

p2 S sL

a D
3(

n51

`
sin@~n21/2!px/L#sin@~n21/2!p«nst/L#

«n~n21/2!2

1
2

p (
n51

`
sin@~n21/2!px/L#cos@~n21/2!p«nst/L#

n21/2 J
3exp@2s2t/~2a!#. (17)

The convergence of the second term inside the curly bracket is
poor since the terms inside the summation reduce to 1/n as n
increases. However, using the Heaviside function

H~sx/a2s2t/a!50 when x,st or t.x/s

51 when x>st or t<x/s

enhances its convergence of this series. The Fourier series expan-
sion of H(sx/a2s2t/a), when 0,st/L<1, is

2

p (
n51

`
sin@~n21/2!px/L#cos@~n21/2!pst/L#

n21/2

51H~sx/a2s2t/a!. (18)

However, when 1,st/L<3, the ‘‘1’’ sign on the right side of
Eq. ~18! becomes a ‘‘2’’ sign and this sign alternates every time
the wave front arrives at thex5L surface. Because«n→1, asn
becomes large, multiplying both sides of Eq.~18! by exp
@2s2t(2a)# and then subtracting the resulting equation from Eq.
~17! produces an alternative temperature solution

Fig. 1 Schematic of a plate with given boundary conditions
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T~x,t !2To

Ti2To
5H~sx/a2s2t/a!exp@2s2t/~2a!#

1H 1

p2 S sL

a D(
n51

`
sin@~n21/2!px/L#sin@~n21/2!p«nst/L#

«n~n21/2!2 1
2

p (
n51

`
sin@~n21/2!px/L#Fn~x,t !

n21/2 J
3exp@2s2t/~2a!# when t,x/s, (19)

where

Fn~x,t !5cos@~n21/2!p«nst/L#2cos@~n21/2!pst/L#,

and Fn(x,t) terms, in the second summation, more rapidly ap-
proach zero asn increases. For instance, setsL/a51, then at a
temperature jump, whensx/a5x/Aatq50.5 and Fo5at/x2

52, numerical evaluation of Eq.~17! converges at near the mid-
point of the step at (T2To)/(Ti2To)50.6098; however, Eq.~19!
yields the value of 0.2210 using 200 terms while the accurate
value is 0.2212. As time increases and the temperature step passes
by, Eq. ~17! produces more accurate results. For example, when
sx/a5x/Aatq50.5 and Fo5at/x252.5, Eq. ~17!, using 200,
500, and 4000 terms yields (T2To)/(Ti2To)50.212899,
0.214811, 0.215408, respectively. In comparison, Eq.~19! pro-
vides a dimensionless temperature of 0.2152888 using 200 terms
while the reference value is 0.2152887. The accurate values, men-
tioned above, are obtained using a solution for semi-infinite bod-
ies as addressed later in this paper. A graphical demonstration of
the temperature variation whenst/L<1 is shown in Fig. 2. An
arrow in the figure shows the direction of the wave front. The
solid lines are obtained using data from Eq.~17! and the dash
lines are from Eq.~19!. Except near the jump, both solutions are
satisfactory. However, the poor convergence of Eq.~17! in the
neighborhood of a step is an expected property of the Fourier
series.

Figure 3 shows the solutions using Eq.~17! and Eq.~19!. They
clearly show an unacceptable negative temperature; an anomaly
often ignored by researchers. Moreover, the selection of the Di-
richlet boundary condition atx50 has accentuated this anomaly.
These solutions, in Fig. 3, are not admissible when 1<st/L<2,
because it can be demonstrated that they do not satisfy the speci-
fied boundary condition of the second kind atx5L whens2t/a
5sL/a or st/L51. An admissible solution of a partial differen-
tial equation, at timet, must satisfy the partial differential equa-

tion, initial conditions, and all boundary conditions whent goes
from 0 to t. To demonstrate this, the energy balance over a volume
element betweenx andx1dx, as depicted in Fig. 1, is examined.
The time required for the front located atx to move fromx to x
1dx is dt5dx/s. During this period, the heat flux entering at
x1dx surface is zero, therefore, the thermal energy leaving this
volume element at surfacex is

1•qoutdt5rcpDT~1•dx!.

Since the temperature stepDT is the first term on the right side of
Eq. ~19!, then

Dq~x,t !52rcps~Ti2To!exp@2s2t/~2a!#, (20)

wheres has replaceddx/dt and Dq(x,t)52qout . According to
Eq. ~3b!, the functionDq(x,t)5tq]q(x,t)/]t sinceq(x,t)50 at
time t just before the arrival of the wave front. As the front arrives
to thex5L surface, Eq.~20! indicates the existence of a surface
heat flux pulse whenst/L512u«u as «→0. An examination of
the data plotted in Fig. 3 shows that the line fort/tq5s2t/a51
does not satisfy the specified homogeneous boundary condition of
the second kind atx5L; that is, ]T/]x50, unless the solution
accounts for this energy pulse. Indeed, without this energy pulse,
]T/]x→2` when st/L511u«u, as «→0. To correct solutions
given by Eqs.~17! and~19!, one could use superposition and add
an auxiliary solution to Eqs.~17! and ~19! in order to satisfy the
condition ]T/]x50 at x5L when st/L→11u«u as «→0. This
auxiliary solution will have zero conditions everywhere except
satisfying the boundary condition

k]T/]xux5L5rcps~Ti2To!

3exp@2s2t/~2a!#d~x/L2st/L !ux5L . (21a)

The Dirac delta function describes the pulse effect and it is di-
mensionless. An approximate auxiliary function that satisfies the
needed requirement is readily available, see Eq.~19!, it is

Fig. 2 Dimensionless temperature as a function of x ÕL for dif-
ferent values of st ÕL when st ÕLÏ1

Fig. 3 Dimensionless temperature from Eqs. „17… and „19… as a
function of x ÕL for different values of st ÕL when 1 Ïst ÕLÏ2
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~Ta2To!~Ti2To!5H@s~L2x!/a2s~st2L !/a#

3exp@2s2t/~2a!#. (21b)

Formally, to satisfy the energy equation, a similar relation is ob-
tainable by using Eq.~A.10!retaining only the effect of the bound-
ary condition of the second kind as

Ta~x,t !2To5
1

C E
t50

t

kS G1

]T

]x D
x5L

dt. (21c)

Using G1 from Eq. ~15a! and after appropriate substitution, the
auxiliary solution whenst/L.1 is

Ta~x,t !2To

Ti2To

5
2

p (
n51

`

~21!n11 exp@2s2t/~2a!#

3
sin@~n21/2!px/L#sin@~n21/2!p«n~st/L21!#

«ns~n21/2!
. (21d)

Similar to Eq.~21b!, this auxiliary solution despite the effect of
sin@(n21/2)px/L# converges to a step similar to Eq.~21b! when
st/L.1 and«n51.

Equation ~21d! is added to Eq.~17!, and the dimensionless
temperature is calculated and plotted in Fig. 4. The data in Fig. 4
are physically reasonable and they show the effect of surface heat
pulse in Eq.~21a! as the front travels back towardx50 plane.
The solution whose numerical data are plotted in Fig. 4 is only
valid when 1<st/L,2. The auxiliary solution, Eq.~21d! does
not satisfy the homogeneous boundary condition of the first kind
as the wave front arrives tox50 surface whenst/L52. Briefly,
one can replace the temperature step by an equivalent source term
eliminating the temperature jump atx50 when t52L/s. The
necessary steps are lengthy and are not presented here.

As an interesting feature of the hyperbolic heat diffusion, many
problems in finite bodies can be handled using the solutions for
infinite and semi-infinite bodies. Because of the finite propagation
speed, this type of analysis is very accurate since it does not use
infinite series. Remarks concerning the accuracy of data using
Eqs.~17! and ~19! are in a later section.

Temperature Solution in Infinite and Semi-Infinite Bodies

Solution in an Infinite Body. The initial goal is to calculate
T(x,t) in an infinite solid shown in Fig. 5. The governing equa-
tion is Eq. ~2! in a one-dimensional space in the absence of a
volumetric heat source. The initial temperature of the infinite solid

is a constant,To , over a finite region betweenx52L and
x51L planes, and it is zero elsewhere. Furthermore, all time
derivatives of the initial temperature distribution are equal to zero.
For simplicity of this presentation, two different temperature so-
lutions are considered: the first region betweenx52L and x5
1L planes, where

a
]2T1

]x2 5
]T1

]t
1tq

]2T1

]t2 (22)

subject to the initial conditionsT1(x,0)5To for 2L<x<1L,
and the second region outside of the first region, where

a
]2T2

]x2 5
]T2

]t
1tq

]2T2

]t2 (23)

with T2(x,0)50 for x,2L andx.1L. For symmetry about the
x50 plane, it is required to have

S ]T1

]x D
x50

50. (24)

This condition implies thatT1(2x,t)5T1(x,t) and T2(2x,t)
5T2(x,t). In addition, the temperature is finite throughout this
region; therefore,uT2(x,t)u is finite. The Laplace transforms of
Eqs.~22! and ~23! are

a
d2T̄1~x,s!

dx2 5~s1tqs2!T̄1~x,s!2~11tqs!To (25)

and

a
d2T̄2~x,s!

dx2 5~s1tqs2!T̄2~x,s!, (26)

whereT̄15L $T1% andT̄25L $T2% are the Laplace transforms of
T1 andT2 . The solution of Eq.~25! using the condition of sym-
metry atx50 is

T̄1~x,s!5C1 cosh@As~tqs11!/ax#1
To

s
; for 0<x<L, (27)

whereC1 is a constant to be determined. SinceT̄2(x,s) must be
finite asx→`, the solution of Eq.~26! becomes

T̄2~x,s!5C2 exp~2As~tqs11!/ax!; for x.L. (28)

Next, the conditions atx56L determines the values ofC1 and
C2 . Since the temperature must be continuous atx5L,

T̄1~L20,s!5T̄2~L10,s!. (29a)

Also, the heat flux and its time derivative must be continuous
because the region is homogeneous and, therefore, the following
condition must be satisfied:

Fig. 4 Corrected dimensionless temperature as a function of
x ÕL for different values of st ÕL when 1 Ïst ÕLÏ2

Fig. 5 Schematic of an infinite two-region body
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dT̄1~L20,s!

dx
5

dT̄2~L10,s!

dx
. (29b)

In view of the conditions described by Eqs.~29a! and ~29b!, the
coefficientsC1 andC2 can be evaluated. The solution of interest
is T̄2(x,s) as given by Eq.~28!. This is because the objective of
this example is to allowL to approach to zero. Using the calcu-
lated value ofC2 , Eq. ~28! becomes

T̄2~x,s!5
To

s
sinh~As~tqs11!/aL !

3exp~2As~tqs11!/ax!; for x.L. (30)

The solution given by Eq.~30! holds for any value ofTo . The
temperature solution when the total excess energy between
x52L and x5L planes is eo5rcp(2L31)To becomes
To5eo /(2Lrcp), and Eq.~30! reduces to

T̄2~x,s!5
eo /~rcp!

2s Fsinh~As~tqs11!/aL !

L G
3exp~2As~tqs11!/ax!; when x.L. (31)

To obtain the temperature solution when an energy pulseqo is
applied to the unit area of thex50 plane, it is necessary to find
the limit as L→0. When L goes to zero, the value ofTo ap-
proaches infinity, however, the term in the square brackets, Eq.
~31!, becomesAs(tqs11)/a, and Eq.~31! reduces to

T̄2~x,s!5S eo

rcp
D As~tqs11!/a

2s
exp~2As~tqs11!/ax!, (32)

which can be written as

T̄2~x,s!5S eo

rcp
D ~11tqs!

2Aatq

3
exp@2As~s11/tq!~xAtq /a!#

As~s11/tq!
; for x.0. (33)

Simultaneously, to obtain the Green’s function, it is appropriate to
consider (2L31)To51 and setTo51/(2L) in Eq. ~3!. Then, the
Laplace transform of the Green’s function is

Ḡ~x,su0,0!5
~11tqs!

2Aatq

3
exp@2As~s11/tq!~xAtq /a!#

As~s11/tq!
; for x.0. (34)

The inverse Laplace transform of functionT̄2(x,s) or Ḡ(x,su0,0)
has two components, here Ḡ(x,tu0,0)5Ḡ1(x,tu0,0)
1Ḡ2(x,tu0,0). The first component is

Ḡ1~x,tu0,0!5
1

2Aatq
H e2As~s11/tq!xAtq /a

As~s11/tq!
J , (35)

and the second component is

Ḡ2~x,tu0,0!5
tq

2Aatq
H se2As~s11/tq!xAtq /a

As~s11/tq!
J . (36)

Using the table of Laplace transforms in Churchill@20# ~Appendix
3, Eq. 88!, the inverse transformation of Eq.~35! is

G1~x,tu0,0!5
1

2Aatq

expF2
1

2
~ t/tq!G

3I 0F 1

2tq
At22tqx2/aG H~ t2x/s!, (37)

whereH is the Heaviside function,I 0 is the modified Bessel func-
tion of 0 order, ands5Atq /a is the speed of the front. These
algebraic steps can be repeated forT̄2(x,s). The Green’s function
notationG1(x,tux8,t) implies that one unit of energy is released
at a timet over a plane located atx5x8, and the effect is ob-
served at a pointx at time t. Accordingly, when the Heaviside
function H51, Eq. ~37! can be written as

G1~x,tux8,t!5
1

2Aatq

expF2
1

2
~ t2t!/tqG

3I 0F1

2
A@~ t2t!/tq#22~x2x8!2/~atq!G . (38)

The second component of the Green’s function is readily obtain-
able as

G2~x,tux8,t!5tq]G1~x,tux8,t!/]t. (39)

Now, the componentsG1(x,tux8,t) and G2(x,tux8,t) of the
Green’s functionG(x,tux8,t) can be used to obtain the tempera-
ture distribution in the presence of a variable heat source and/or
initial temperature in an infinite body. This solution is extended to
include semi-infinite solids with boundary conditions of the first
or second kind atx50.

Solution in Semi-Infinite Bodies.In this case, for the boundary
condition of the second kind atx50, one obtains the Green’s
function using the methodology for Fourier conduction in Beck
et al. @18# as

G1~x,tux8,t!5
1

2Aatq

expF2
1

2
~ t2t!/tqG

3H I 0F1

2
A@~ t2t!/tq#22~x2x8!2/~atq!G

1I 0F1

2
A@~ t2t!/tq#22~x1x8!2/~atq!G J (40a)

and for boundary condition of the first kind atx50 as

G1~x,tux8,t!5
1

2Aatq

expF2
1

2
~ t2t!/tqG

3H I 0F1

2
A@~ t2t!/tq#22~x2x8!2/~atq!G

2I 0F1

2
A@~ t2t!/tq#22~x1x8!2/~atq!G J . (40b)

Example 2. In this example, consideration is given to a semi-
infinite solid, Fig. 6, initially at temperatureTi , whose surface
at x50 receives a fixed amount of energyeo , in J/m2, at time
t50.

Solution. A parametric study shows that the dimensionless
temperature, using Eq.~40a!, is related toj5x/Aatq and
Fo5at/x2 since t/tq5j2Fo. The inverse Laplace transform of
Eq. ~33!, after replacingeo by 2eo , T2 by T2Ti , x/Aatq by j,
andt/tq by j2Fo, is
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xrcp~T2Ti !

eo
5

j

2
exp~2j2Fo/2!H I 0F1

2
A~j2Fo!22j2G

1
j2Fo

A~j2Fo!22j2
I 1F1

2
A~j2Fo!22j2G J

when Fo>1/j, (41)

otherwise xrcp(T2Ti)/eo50. The dimensionless temperature
xrcp(T2Ti)/eo for different values ofj5x/Aatq is plotted as a
function of the Fourier number Fo5at/x2 in Fig. 7. The solid
lines in the figure show the discrete nature of the temperature
profile. The dashed line is the solution for the same problem using
the Fourier conduction@18#. The data show that, whenx/Aatq
.2, the solution of the hyperbolic equation rapidly approaches
the Fourier conduction solution. The right side of Eq.~41!, when
Fo51/j yields (j/21j2/8)exp(2j/2), the locus of dimensionless
temperature at the wave front.

For infinite and semi-infinite regions, the Green’s functions are
given above. Equation~A.10! in Appendix A shows a superposi-
tion of three basic solutions for three important contributions
from: ~a! the boundary conditions,~b! the volumetric heat source,
and ~c! the initial conditions. Examples describing each of these
three contributions are given below.

Example 3. In this example, consideration is given to a semi-
infinite solid with a constant initial temperatureTi . It is assumed
that the surface temperature isT(0,t)5To when t>0, andTo is
also a constant.

Solution. The temperature solution after casting it in a re-
duced temperature formu(x,t)5T(x,t)2Ti , with the surface
temperatureuo5To(t)2Ti , becomes

u5
1

C E
t50

t

dtE
S
kS 2uo~t!

]G1

]n D
S8

dS8

5
k

C E
t50

t

uo~t!S ]G1

]x8 D U
x850

dt. (42)

After differentiatingG15G1(x,tux8,t), using Eq.~40b!, and set-
ting x850, the result is

S ]G1

]x8 D U
x850

5expF2
h

2G H d@h2j#

atq
1

j

2

I 1F1

2
Ah22j2G

atqAh22j2
J ,

(43)

where h5(t2t)/tq , j5x/Aatq. It is important to note an
anomaly that the derivative ofG1 in Eq. ~43! must have the Dirac
delta functiond @h2j#, see the definition ofH in Eq. ~37!. Fol-
lowing appropriate substitution for]G1 /]x8 at x850 from Eq.
~43! into Eq. ~42!, the solution foru is

u~x,t !5E
h5j

t/tq

uo~ t/tq2h!expF2
h

2G

3H d@h2j#1
j

2

I 1F1

2
Ah22j2G

Ah22j2
J dh. (44a)

Whenuo5constant, this solution reduces to

u~x,t !/uo5e2j/2H~ t/tq2j!1
1

2
jE

h5j

t/tq
e2h/2I 1F1

2
Ah22j2G

Ah22j2
dh.

(44b)

The solutions foru(x,t)/uo5@T(x,t)2Ti #/(To2Ti) as a function
of the Fourier number Fo5at/x2 and t/tq5(Fo)j2 are given in
Table 1. The data in Table 1 are accurate to all significant figures
appearing in this table. The last column in Table 1 is forj5`; the
data are obtained from the relationu(x,t)/uo5erfc@x/A4at# for
Fourier conduction. The right side of Eq.~44b!, when Fo51/j or
t/tq5j, yields exp~2j/2!, the locus dimensionless temperature at
the wave front.

The data in Table 1 are calculated using Mathematica@21#. A
function ‘‘semx10’’ in Appendix B.1 has two arguments: ‘‘fo’’
stands for Fo5at/x2 and ‘‘xi’’ for j5x/Aatq. This function was
used to export numerical data to a computer data file reported in
Table 1.

Alternatively, for a semi-infinite solid, one can use the contri-
bution of the initial conditionsTi5T(x,0) in Eq. ~A.10! for con-
stant surface temperature condition,To , to obtain

T~x,t !2To5E
x850

`

G1ut50@Ti~x!2To#dx8

1tqE
x850

`

G1ut50Ti8~x!dx8

1E
x850

`

G2ut50@Ti~x!2To#dx8. (45)

In this example,G1 is given by Eq.~40b! and G2 by Eq. ~39!.
When Ti5T(x,0) in Eq. ~45! is also a constant, following some
algebraic steps, the temperature solution is

Fig. 6 Schematic of a semi-infinite solid with initial and
boundary conditions

Fig. 7 Temperature solution in a semi-infinite body irradiated
with instantaneous energy eo in JÕm 2 at xÄ0 surface
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T~x,t !2To

Ti2To
5

1

2
e2h/2E

j850

j H I 0F1

2
Ah22j82G

1hI 1F1

2
Ah22j82GY Ah22j82J dj8. (46)

At the wave front, when Fo51/j or h5t/tq5j, the integral in
Eq. ~46! reduces to

pj

2
$I 1/2~j/4!I 21/2~j/4!1@ I 1/2~j/4!#2%

52 sinh~j/4!cosh~j/4!12 sinh2~j/4!

and the right side of Eq.~46! yields the locus of dimensionless
temperature at the wave front, 12exp~2j/2!.

According to Eq.~37!, the integrand in Eq.~46! vanishes when
j.h, therefore, the upper limit in Eq.~46! should not exceed the
value of h. As before, Mathematica@21# is used to generate nu-
merical data. The results, using function ‘‘semi1’’ in Appendix
B.2, show that these two Mathematica programs provide identical
results. The output of the ‘‘semx10’’ function isu(x,t)/uo while
the output of ‘‘semi1’’ function is @T(x,t)2To#/(Ti2To)51
2u(x,t)/uo . Note that using ‘‘WorkingPrecision’’ statement en-
ables one to achieve a high degree of accuracy. In this illustration,
the data from ‘‘semx10’’ and ‘‘semi1’’ programs in Appendix B
are identical to all 40 digits in the ‘‘WorkingPrecision’’ state-
ments. Certainly, even accuracy provided by standard precision is
sufficient for verification of the accuracy of different numerical
schemes.

The numerical output from a Mathematica program, using func-
tion ‘‘semx10’’ ~or ‘‘semi1’’! with standard precision, were sent to
a graphical package that produced Fig. 8. Figure 8 enables one to
compare the results from hyperbolic and parabolic conduction
models. Whenj5x/Aatq52, data in Fig. 8 show a trend similar
to those in Fig. 7, indicating that the solution for the hyperbolic
heat conduction model approaches that of the Fourier heat con-
duction model whenx/Aatq.2.

Example 4. The reason for this example is to study the con-
tribution of the volumetric heat source in Eq.~A.10!. Consider-

ation is given to a semi-infinite body initially at temperatureTi
and whose surface, atx50, is being irradiated by the amount of
g(x,t)5q̇o(t)d(x20), beginning at timet50.

Solution. By viewing g(x,t) as a volumetric heat source one
can consider thex50 surface to be insulated, therefore Eq.~A.10!
reduces to

T~x,t !2Ti5
1

C E
t50

t

dtE
x850

`

G1Fg~x8,t!1tq

]g~x8,t!

]t Gdx8.

(47)

Substituting forg(x8,t)5q̇o(t)d(x820) in Eq. ~47!, integrating
overx8 and utilizing the property of the Dirac delta function pro-
duces equation

Fig. 8 Temperature solution in a semi-infinite body with a
change in the surface temperature

Table 1 Dimensionless temperature u„x ,t …Õu i for different values of the
Fourier number Fo Äat Õx 2 and jÄx ÕAatq
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T~x,t !2Ti5
1

C E
t50

t

G1~x,tut,0!F q̇o~t!1tq

]q̇o~t!

]t Gdt. (48)

Alternatively, one can obtain the same equation by considering
q̇o(t) to be the surface heat flux atx50. In the absence of a
volumetric heat source, Eq.~A.10!yields

T~rW,t !2Ti5
2k

C E
t50

t

G1~x,tut,0!S ]T

]x8D
x850

dt. (49a)

According to the definition of the heat flux relation for non-
Fourier heat conduction, one can substitute for2k]T/]x5qo(t)
1tq]@qo(t)#/]t in Eq. ~49a! and produce Eq.~48!. In Eq. ~48!,
the surface heat flux can be time dependent and Eq.~39a! pro-
vides the functionG1(x,tut,0); the result is

T~x,t !2Ti5
a

Aatq
E

t50

t

expF2
1

2
~ t2t!/tqG

3I 0F1

2
A@~ t2t!/tq#22x2/~atq!G

3Fq~t!1tq

]q~t!

]t Gdt. (49b)

However, whenqo(t) has a jump or assumes a constant value, the
problem requires special attention. Whenever there is a jump in
this function, one must account for its derivative during the jump.
In this case of a jump att5to , the derivative at the jump is
]@qo(t)#/]t5@qo(to1)2qo(to2)#d(t20). Therefore, whenqo
is a constant and heating begins att50, Eq. ~49b! reduces to

T~x,t !2Ti5
qo

CAatq
E

t50

t

expF2
1

2
~ t2t!/tqG

3I 0F1

2
A@~ t2t!/tq#22x2/~atq!G

3@11tqd~t20!#dt (50a)

and after replacing (t2t)/tq by h to get

k@T~x,t !2Ti #

xqo
5

1

j Eh5j

t/tq

e2h/2I 0F1

2
Ah22j2Gdh

1
1

j
exp~2t/2tq!I 0F1

2
A~ t/tq!22j2G (50b)

and k@T(x,t)2Ti #/xqo50 when t/tq,j5x/Aatq. The right
side of Eq.~50b!, when Fo51/j or t/tq5j, yields exp~2j/2!/j,
the locus of dimensionless temperature at the wave front. Equa-
tion ~49a! can be obtained directly from the hyperbolic diffusion
equation using the Laplace transform solution technique and the
inversion formula used for Eq.~36!. Equation~50b! is evaluated
numerically using Mathematica, and the computed data are listed
in Table 2. The data in Table 2 have accuracies similar to those in
Table 1. The Mathematica program ‘‘waveg0’’, in Appendix B.3,
is used to produce the data and the data were exported to graphical
software to produce Fig. 9. Figure 9 also shows a trend observed
in Figs. 7 and 8, that is, the data show a tendency to approach the
Fourier conduction solution

k@T~x,t !2Ti #

xqo
5

2Aat

x
exp@2x2/~4at !#2erfc@x/A4at# (51)

whenx/Aatq.2.

Remarks
The exact solutions in infinite and semi-infinite bodies are ca-

pable of determining accurate temperature distribution. A Green’s
solution presented here can provide the contribution of the initial
conditions, boundary conditions, and the volumetric heat source
for complex problems. Solutions using Mathematica@21# were
tested, and they provided solutions with accuracies exceeding 50
significant figures. The infinite series solution suffers from errors
caused by the truncation of terms, but it has special characteristics
that were addressed earlier and are further elaborated on below.

The solution of the hyperbolic heat conduction equation in fi-
nite bodies has received significant attention@13,16,22#. The so-

Table 2 Dimensionless temperature kT „x ,t …Õxq o for different values of the
Fourier number Fo Äat Õx 2 and jÄx ÕAatq
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lution presented here can be extended to describe radial variation
of temperature in spherical coordinates, as described in Guo and
Xu @12# for highly packed integrated circuit devices. To provide a
broader understanding of solutions in finite bodies, the data from
Example 1 are compared with the dimensionless temperature data
for a semi-infinite solid in Table 1. The value ofu/u i51
2@T(x,t)2To#/(Ti2To) for a plate is computed forsx/a
5x/Aatq50.2, 0.5, 1, and for different Fo5at/x2. The com-
puted temperature values from Eq.~19! and Eq.~21d! ~with in-
cluded Heaviside function! are in columns 2, 4, and 6 of Table 3.
Also, temperature data whent.2L/s is included in the table.
Similar data for a semi-infinite solid are included in columns 3, 5,
and 7. The temperature data for the plate agree well with the
temperature data for a semi-infinite body whenat/x2

<@a/(sx)#(2L/x21). This dimensionless time also corresponds
to the time (2L2x)/s for the effect of surface temperature
change att50 to travel to the insulated boundary atx5L and
then return to locationx. As stated in@23#, these solutions uncon-

ditionally satisfy Parsaval’s theorem and, therefore, they are
unique. This was numerically demonstrated in these comparisons.
However, the convergence of the solution using Eq.~17! remains
poor in the neighborhood of the wave front.

As discussed earlier, the solution in a finite body exhibits cer-
tain anomalies that can result in significant errors when a thermal
wave arrives at a surface. It can be shown that this behavior is
independent of the solution method. One can obtain an alternative
solution to those from Eq.~17! or ~19! by using the Green’s func-
tion in an infinite body or a semi-infinite body. To accomplish this
task, an infinite body is selected that has a periodic initial tem-
perature: @T(x,t)2To#/(Ti2To)511 when 0<x/L<2, 21
when 2<x/L<4, 11 when 4<x/L<6, . . . , in thepositive direc-
tion and21 when22<x/L<0, 11 when24<x/L<22, 21
when26<x/L<24, . . . , in thenegative direction. The solution
following standard procedure described earlier is

T~x,t !2To

Ti2To
5e2h̄/23 (

m52`

1`

~21!m@U~ h̄,j̄2 j̄m!

2U~ h̄,j̄2 j̄m21!#, (52a)

where, for this illustration,h̄5s2t/a, j̄5x/L, j̄m52m, j̄m21
52(m21), and the functionU is

U~ h̄,j̄2 j̄m!5E
0

j̄2 j̄m
I 0S 1

2
Ah̄22z2Ddz1H~ u j̄2 j̄mu2h̄ ! (52b)

andH(u j̄2 j̄mu2h̄) is the Heaviside function defined earlier. This
solution is simple to implement because of the finiteness ofs;
only a very few regions will contribute to this solution. Equation
~52a-b!was programmed in Mathematica computer language@21#.
It is possible to get results with a specified number of accurate
digits. A comparison with Eq.~19! shows that less than 100 terms
can provide accurate results. This confirms the earlier statement
that a large number of terms are needed when using Eq.~17!. This
solution also reveals the same anomalies as depicted in Fig. 3
indicating that they could appear in all numerical computations
and should be dealt with accordingly.

Fig. 9 Temperature solution in a semi-infinite body with a step
change in the surface heat flux

Table 3 Dimensionless temperature u„x ,t …Õu i for different values of the
Fourier number Fo Äat Õx 2 and jÄsx Õa when sL ÕaÄ1
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There are other implications to be mentioned, without present-
ing mathematical details. If the plate in Fig. 1 is replaced by
another plate 2L thick, also with a Dirichlet condition atx5L, the
solution by Eq.~52a! should not change. In this case, two waves
arrive from two directions and, as they meet, there will be an
energy pulse that should be treated as a volumetric heat source
and viewed as an anomaly. When these two interacting waves
have different intensities, this leads to another interesting prob-
lem. The anomalies concerning reflection and interaction of ther-
mal waves will become more demanding for multidimensional
bodies. The anomalies are peculiar to specific problems and they
should be treated accordingly.

Conclusion
The solution of the thermal wave equation is important in the

emerging fields of microscale and nanoscale heat transfer. An ex-
act and accurate solution of the thermal wave equation is valuable
for verification and validation of numerical simulations. Verifica-
tion refers to the accurate solution of the known relations describ-
ing the effect of lattice vibration and analogous processes. Usually
these partial differential equations describe physical processes
when the diffusion equation is inadequate and quantum analyses
are too cumbersome. The emphasis is upon determining if the
prescribed equations do describe the physical phenomena that are
being modeled. A marked improvement of temperature data
makes the thermal wave equation a viable model for analyzing
thermal characteristics of materials having dimensions of a few
nanometers. Although it is difficult to measure temperatures
within small devices of nanometer size, a microscale heat conduc-
tion equation remains the only viable method for future study of
thermally induced stresses and delaminations in small structure
thinner than 10 nm; e.g., diffusion barriers, isolation barriers, etc.

Exact analytical solutions, presented in this paper, are useful for
verification of large numerical codes of complex processes. The
anomalies addressed in this paper appear in exact analysis, Fourier
series solution, and numerical simulations. The choice of a solu-
tion method depends on the specific application and the desired
accuracy. For finite bodies, a Fourier solution is easy to obtain but
may require a large number of terms for sufficient accuracy. The
exact Green’s function in one-dimensional infinite bodies has a
limited scope and is useful for finding temperature in some one-
dimensional finite bodies and semi-infinite bodies. An analytical
or numerical solution should address anomalies that emerge when
~1! a wave arrives at a boundary,~2! when two waves interact
within a domain, and~3! the effects associated with other discon-
tinuities. In general, one can deal with an anomaly by replacing
the temperature discontinuity with an equivalent volumetric heat
source for inclusion in the temperature solution. Depending on the
system geometry and its boundary conditions, different strategies
may be required and, for each case, one should be cognizant of the
temperature and heat flux discontinuities.

Nomenclature

A 5 area,m2

C 5 Ce1Cl , J/m3
•K

Ce 5 electron heat capacitance, J/m3
•K

Cl 5 lattice heat capacitance, J/m3
•K

eo 5 internal energy per unit area, J/m2

Fo 5 Fourier number
G(•) 5 Green’s function
Gi(•) 5 ith Green’s function component

g 5 volumetric heat source, W/m3

H 5 Heaviside function
i , j 5 indices

k 5 thermal conductivity, W/m•K
ke 5 effective thermal conductivity, W/m•K
L 5 plate thickness, m

m,n 5 indices
q 5 heat flux, W/m2

R 5 eigenfunction
rW 5 position vector,m

S* 5 see equation~5b!
s 5 Laplace transform variable
T 5 temperature, K

Te 5 electron temperature, K
t 5 time, s

tp 5 pulse period, s
U 5 function, see Eq.~52b!
V 5 volume, m3

X(x) 5 eigenfunction
x 5 coordinate, m
z 5 dummy variable

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity, m2/s
gn 5 eigenvalue
d 5 Dirac delta function
h 5 t/tq
u 5 (T2Ti)/(To2Ti)
n 5 eigenvalue, s21

j 5 x/Aatq5sx/a
s 5 thermal wave speed, m/s
t 5 dummy variable and Green’s function parameter, s

te 5 lag time, energy equation, s
tq 5 lag time, heat flux, s
t t 5 lag time, temperature, s
F 5 function in Eq.~19!
C 5 T exp(s2t/2a), K
v 5 see Eq.~7!, s21

Subscripts

i 5 initial condition
o 5 at x50 surface

m,n 5 indices

Appendix A

Formulation of the Green’s Function Solution. The
Green’s functions for infinite and semi-infinite bodies are derived
for specific boundary conditions. Using the Green’s function so-
lution, one can obtain solutions for different boundary and initial
conditions. First, it is convenient to establish a definition for the
Green’s function. Later, a Green’s function solution is derived and
analyzed through numerical examples.

Definitions. As shorthand notations, letrW andrW8 be the posi-
tion vectors and letG stand for the Green’s functionG(rW,turW8,t).
Now, it is appropriate to find a response at locationrW when there
is a source atrW8. Equation~2!, describes the thermal wave in the
hyperbolic diffusion equation. Replacingg(rW,t) with Cd(rW
2rW8)d(t2t) in Eq. ~2! results in a partial differential equation
that provides the Green’s function

¹•~ke¹G!1Cd~rW2rW8!d~ t2t!1Ctq3
]

]t
@d~rW2rW8!d~ t2t!#

5C
]G

]t
1Ctq

]2G

]t2 (A.1)

For convenience of algebra, this equation can be reduced to a
simpler form. To accomplish this task, one can define a Green’s
function G5G11G2 so that

¹•~ke¹G1!1Cd~rW2rW8!d~ t2t!5C
]G1

]t
1Ctq

]2G1

]t2 (A.2a)

¹•~ke¹G2!1Ctq

]

]t
@d~rW2rW8!d~ t2t!#5C

]G2

]t
1Ctq

]2G2

]t2

(A.2b)
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Examining the above two equations, one can hypothesize that
G25tq]G1 /]t; this is acceptable since bothG1 and G2 have
homogeneous boundary conditions and their initial conditions, in-
cluding all time derivatives, are zero. To show this relation be-
tweenG1 andG2 , simply substitute forG2 in Eq. ~A.2b!and get

tq

]

]t
@¹•~ke¹G1!#1Ctq

]

]t
@d~rW2rW8!d~ t2t!#

5Ctq

]2G1

]t2 1C~tq!2
]3G1

]t3 (A.3a)

that reduces to the equation,

]

]t
@¹•~ke¹G1!1Cd~rW2rW8!d~ t2t!#5

]

]t FC
]G1

]t
1Ctq

]2G1

]t2 G
(A.3b)

Notice that any functionG1 that satisfies Eq.~A.2a!also satisfies
Eq. ~A.3b!. Therefore, instead of solving forG from Eq.~22!, it is
sufficient to solve a simpler relation, Eq.~A.2a!, and then utilize
the relation

G5G11G25G11tq

]G1

]t
(A.4)

This is consistent with the derivation of Green’s function that
appeared in an earlier section. The next task is finding a Green’s
function solution to be used in numerical examples within the
main body of this paper.

Green’s Function Solution. It is possible to find a general-
ized Green’s function solution to the hyperbolic form of the dif-
fusion equation. For convenience of algebra, Eq.~A.2a! is used
instead of Eq.~A.1!. Changing the spatial variables in Eq.~A.2a!
to ‘‘prime’’ space and time fromt to t yields

¹o•~ke¹oG1!1Cd~rW82rW !d~ t2t!52C
]G1

]t
1Ctq

]2G1

]t2 (A.5)

where¹o is the ‘‘grad’’ operator in therW8 space. Moreover, the
hyperbolic form of the diffusion equation in (rW8,t) space is

¹o•~ke¹oT!1Fg~rW8,t!1tq

]g~rW8,t!

]t G5C
]T

]t
1Ctq

]2T

]t2 (A.6)

Multiplying Eq. ~A.5! by T and Eq.~A.6! by G1 , then subtracting
the results to produce equation

G1¹o•~ke¹oT!2T¹o•~ke¹oG1!1G1Fg~rW8,t!1tq

]g~rW8,t!

]t G
2Cd~rW82rW !d~ t2t!T

5C
]~TG1!

]t
1CtqS ]2T

]t2 G12
]2G1

]t2 TD
5C

]~TG1!

]t
1CtqF ]

]t S G1

]T

]t D2
]

]t S T
]G1

]t D G (A.7)

First, using standard procedures@17,18#, both sides of Eq.~A.7!
are integrated,rW8 over volumeV andt from 0 to t1«, where« is
a small positive number. Then, following the application of the
Green’s theorem and after letting« to go to zero, one gets

T~rW,t !5
1

C E
t50

t

dtE
S
kS G1

]T

]n
2T

]G1

]n D
S8

dS8

1
1

C E
t50

t

dtE
V
G1Fg~rW8,t!1tq

]g~rW8,t!

]t GdV8

1E
V
G1ut50T~rW8,0!dV81tqE

V
G1ut50T8~rW8,0!dV8

2tqE
V

]G1

]t U
t50

T~rW8,0!dV8 (A.8)

Since]G1 /]t52]G1 /]t then

2tqE
V

]G1

]t U
t50

T~rW8,0!dV85tqE
V

]G1

]t U
t50

T~rW8,0!dV8

5E
V
G2ut50T~rW8,0!dV8 (A.9)

The final form of the Green’s function solution is

T~rW,t !5
1

C E
t50

t

dtE
S
kS G1

]T

]n
2T

]G1

]n D
S8

dS8

1
1

C E
t50

t

dtE
V
G1Fg~rW8,t!1tq

]g~rW8,t!

]t GdV8

1E
V
G1ut50T~rW8,0!dV81tqE

V
G1ut50T8~rW8,0!dV8

1E
V
G2ut50T~rW8,0!dV8 (A.10)

On the right side of Eq.~A.10! there are three contributions:
boundary conditions is the first term, volumetric heat source is the
second term, and the last three terms describe the effects of the
initial conditions.

Appendix B

1 The following Mathematica program uses a function
‘‘semx10’’ to calculate temperature in a semi-infinite body with
boundary condition of the first kind atx50.
In@1#ª
semx10@foI,xiI#ª~
tb5fo*xiˆ2;
f15Exp@2eta/2#/2;
f25BesselI@1,Sqrt@etaˆ22xiˆ2#/2#;
f5f1* f2/Sqrt@etaˆ22xiˆ2#;
rt5Exp@2xi/2#1xi* ~NIntegrate@f,$eta,xi,tb%, WorkingPreci-
sion→40#!;
Return@rt#!
N@semx10@2,8/10#,40#
N@semx10@4,1/2#,40#
Out@2#5
0.699322278263895295711011962194785941123
Out@3#5
0.800549421193494458700016148728201640524

2 The following Mathematica program uses a function
‘‘semi1’’ to calculate temperature in a semi-infinite body with pre-
scribed initial conditions.
In@1#ª
semi1@foI,xiI#ª~
tb5fo*xiˆ2;
eta5tb;
f15Exp@2eta/2#/2;
f25Besse1I@0,Sqrt@etaˆ22xˆ2#/2#;
f35BesselI@1,Sqrt@etaˆ22xˆ2#/2#/Sqrt@etaˆ22xˆ2#;
rt5f1*NIntegrate@f21eta* f3,$x,0,xi%, WorkingPrecision→40#;
Return@rt#!
N@12semi1@2,8/10#,40#
N@12semi1@4,1/2#,40#
Out@2#5
0.699322278263895295711011962194785941123
Out@3#5
0.800549421193494458700016148728201640524

3 The following Mathematica program uses a function
‘‘semg0’’ to calculate temperature in a semi-infinite body with
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known heat source.
In@1#ª
semg0@foI,xiI#ª~
tb5fo*xiˆ2;
f15Exp@2eta/2#;
f25BesselI@0,Sqrt@etaˆ22xiˆ2#/2#;
f5f1* f2;
f35f/.eta2.tb;
rt5~NIntegrate@f,$eta,xi,tb%#1f3!/xi;
Return@rt#!
N@semg0@2,8/10#,16#
N@semg0@4,1/2#,16#
Out@2#5
1.068409638680114
Out@3#5
1.973459030378494
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Ballistic-Diffusive Equations for
Transient Heat Conduction From
Nano to Macroscales
In this paper, we present the derivation of a new type of heat conduction equations, named
as the ballistic-diffusive equations, that are suitable for describing transient heat conduc-
tion from nano to macroscale. The equations are derived from the Boltzmann equation
under the relaxation time approximation. The distribution function is divided into two
parts. One represents the ballistic transport originating from the boundaries and the other
is the transport of the scattered and excited carriers. The latter is further approximated as
a diffusive process. The obtained ballistic-diffusive equations are applied to the problem
of transient heat conduction across a thin film and the results are compared to the solu-
tions for the same problem based on the Boltzmann equation, the Fourier law, and the
Cattaneo equation. The comparison suggests that the ballistic-diffusive equations can be
a useful tool in dealing with transient heat conduction problems from nano to macros-
cales. Boundary conditions for the derived equations are also discussed. Special emphasis
is placed on the consistency of temperature used in the boundary conditions and in the
equations. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1447938#

Keywords: Conduction, Heat Tansfer, Microscale, Microstructures, Nanoscale

Introduction

It is well-recognized that heat conduction in micro- and nanos-
cale and in ultrafast processes may deviate significantly from the
predictions of the Fourier law, due to the boundary and interface
scattering and the finite relaxation time of heat carriers. In the
regime where the particle description of electrons and phonons is
valid, the Boltzmann equation~BE! is often used in conjunction
with the relaxation time approximation. Solving the Boltzmann
equation is generally difficult, although past work done in the
radiative heat transfer and neutron transport can often be con-
sulted for the possible solution methods@1#. So far, the solution of
the Boltzmann equation for heat conduction has been limited to
few simple geometrical configurations such as thin films and su-
perlattices@2,3#. Most engineering problems encountered in heat
conduction are much more complex. The inherent difficulties as-
sociated with the solution of the Boltzmann equation have signifi-
cantly limited the consideration of the size and transient effects in
these problems. This forms a large contrast with the simplicity of
the Fourier heat conduction law.

In this work, the ballistic-diffusive approximation is introduced
to derive the ballistic-diffusive heat conduction equations. A pre-
vious paper has briefly described the strategy@4#. Here we will
give details of the derivations and computational results. This ap-
proximation divides the heat flux into two components. One origi-
nates from the boundaries and represents the ballistic nature of the
transport. The other is contributed by the scattered and excited
carriers that are approximated as a diffusive transport process.
This approach has its origin in thermal radiation@5,6#. The major
difference is that we consider the time dependence of heat con-
duction. The ballistic-diffusive equations we derive will facilitate
the solution of complex engineering problems in nanoscales and
in ultrafast processes. In the next section, we will derive these
equations. The equations will be applied to transient heat conduc-
tion across a thin film.

Ballistic-Diffusive Equations
We start from the BE under the relaxation time approximation,

] f

]t
1v"¹r f 52

f 2 f o

tv
, (1)

wheref is the carrier distribution function, andf o is the equilib-
rium distribution, andv is the carrier group velocity. The force
term that is important for electron transport under an electric field
is neglected. This paper emphasizes phonon transport, although
we believe that the same strategies can be applied for electron
transport. An isotropic relaxation time approximation is used in
Eq. ~1!. It has been shown in radiation heat transfer literature that
the ballistic-diffusive approximation to be introduced is also rea-
sonable for anisotropic scattering@5#. Although this work will be
limited to isotropic scattering only, the extension to deal with
anisotropic scattering, if deemed necessary, can be done following
similar derivation for photon transport in thermal radiation.

Rather than working with the distribution functionf, we use the
intensity notation and transform the Boltzmann equation into@1#

]I v

]t
1v"¹rI v52

I v2I ov

tv
, (2)

whereI v(t,r) is the phonon intensity defined as

I v~ t,r, v!uvu\v f ~ t,r, v!D~v!/4p, (3)

andD(v) the phonon density of states per unit volume. The equi-
librium distribution I ov is determined by the local equilibrium
temperature through the Bose-Einstein statistics.

The essence of the ballistic-diffusive approximation is to divide
the intensity at any point into two parts,

I v~ t,r !5I bv~ t,r !1I mv~ t,r !, (4)

whereI bv(t,r) represents carriers originating from the boundaries
and experiencing out-scattering only,

1

uvu
]I bv

]t
1V̂"¹I bv52

I bv

uvutv
, (5)
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and V̂ is the unit vector in the direction of carrier propagation.
This is the ballistic part since it originates from the boundaries. A
general solution for this ballistic part is@7#

I bv~ t,r, V̂!5I wv@ t2~s2so!/uvu,r2 ~s2so!V̂#

3expS 2E
so

s ds

uvutv
D , (6)

where I wv is the value of intensity at the boundary pointr-(s
2so)V̂. It includes those reflected and also emitted carriers at the
boundary. The time retardation is due to the finite speed of the
heat carriers.

The other part in Eq.~4! represents those originating from in-
side the medium due to the excitation and the boundary contribu-
tions converted into scattered or emitted phonons after absorption.

]I mv

]t
1v"¹I mv52

I mv2I ov

tv
. (7)

For this part, we can use the diffusion approximation that is fa-
miliar in thermal radiation. This can be derived from the spherical
harmonic expansion of the intensity@6#,

I mv~ t,r, V̂!5Jov~ t,r !1J1v~ t,r !"V̂, (8)

whereJ1v is a vector. Substituting Eq.~8! into Eq. ~7! yields

1

uvu
]Jov

]t
1

1

uvu
]J1v

]t
"V̂1V̂"¹Jov1V̂"@¹J1v"V̂#

5
I ov2Jov

Lv
2

J1v"V̂

Lv
, (9)

whereLv(5uvutv) is the heat carrier mean free path at frequency
v. Integrating the above equation over the solid angle of whole
space leads to

4p

uvu
]Jov

]t
1

4p

3
¹"J1v52

4p

Lv
~Jov2I ov!. (10)

Multiplying Eq. ~8! by unit vectorV̂ and integrating the obtained
equation over the solid angle of whole space gives@6#

1

uvu
]J1v

]t
1¹Jov52

J1v

Lv
. (11)

Based on the decomposition of intensity, Eq.~4!, the heat flux can
be expressed as

q~ t,r !5E F E I v cosudV Gdv5qb1qm , (12)

where the ballistic and diffusive heat flux are defined as

qb~ t,r !5E F E I bv~ t,r !cosudV Gdv, (13)

qm~ t,r !5
4p

3 E J1vdv. (14)

The energy conservation equation gives

2¹"q1q̇e5
]u

]t
, (15)

whereq̇e is heat generation per unit volume due to external heat
sources and the internal heat generation region is assumed to be
much larger than the mean free path of heat carriers. When the
later is not true, the internal heat source should also be treated as
ballistic term@8#. The internal energy of the heat carriers per unit
volume,u5*\v f D(v)dvdV/4p, can be written as

u5E F E F I bv

uvu
dVG Gdv1E 4pJov

uvu
dv5ub1um , (16)

whereub and um are the internal energy of the ballistic and the
diffusive components, respectively. The total internal energy is
related to the equivalent temperature through

du

]t
5C

]T

]t
5

]um

]t
1

]ub

]t
. (17)

It should be reminded that in the ballistic regime, the statistical
distribution of heat carriers deviates far from equilibrium. The
local temperature is best considered as a measure of the local
internal energy.

Integrating Eq.~11! over frequency and solid angle, and utiliz-
ing Eq. ~14!, we have the following constitutive relation for the
diffusive component,

t
]qm

]t
1qm52

k

C
¹um , (18)

wherek is the thermal conductivity,

k5E CvuvuLdv/3, (19)

and t is an average of the relaxation time that is spectrally
weighed by the heat flux at each carrier frequency. Inclusion of
the frequency-dependence of the relaxation time can be done
through such an averaging procedure but is not the emphasis of
this work. If we treatum /C as an effective temperature represent-
ing the local energy of the diffusive carriers, Eq.~18! is the fa-
miliar Cattaneo equation@9#. In the current model, however,qm
and um are only part of the heat flux and internal energy. From
Eqs.~15! and ~17! we have

2¹"qm5
]um

]t
1

]ub

]t
1¹"qb2q̇e . (20)

Taking the divergence of Eq.~18! and utilizing Eq.~20! to elimi-
nateqm leads to

t
]2um

]t2 1
]um

]t
5¹S k

C
¹umD2¹"qb1S q̇e1t

]q̇e

]t D . (21)

In deriving Eq.~21!, we have used the following equation:

t
]ub

]t
1¹"qb52ub (22)

that can be derived from Eq.~5!. Equation~21! differs from the
hyperbolic heat conduction, derived based on the Cattaneo consti-
tutive relation, mainly in the additional ballistic term¹"qb . This
additional term, together with the appropriate boundary condi-
tions, however, makes a large difference in the final results, as will
be seen later. From Eq.~6! and ~13!, we can express the ballistic
heat flux as

qb~ t,r !5E F E I wv@ t2~s2so!/uvu,r2 ~s2so!V̂#

3expS 2E
s0

s ds

uvutv
D cosudVGdv. (23)

We will call Eqs.~6! and ~21! as the ballistic-diffusive heat con-
duction equations, or the ballistic-diffusive equations. In Ref.@4#,
we introduced temperaturesTm5um /C and Tb5ub /C and thus
wrote Eq.~21! in terms of temperatureTm rather thanum . Upon
the suggestion of a reviewer, we discard the symbolTm to avoid
the confusion that temperatures may seem additive while in real-
ity, Tm and Tb represent only the local internal energy constitu-
tions. Among the two equations, only the solution of Eq.~21! is
mathematically involved. The ballistic term can be expressed ex-
plicitly in terms of the values at the boundaries, as in Eq.~23!.
Solving Eq. ~21! is much simpler than solving the Boltzmann
equation, which involves seven coordinates in the phase space
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~three spatial, three momentum, and one time!, because Eq.~21! is
averaged over the momentum space and thus involves only three
spatial coordinates plus time, as in the Fourier equation. This
equation can be solved using standard finite difference or finite
volume methods.

Boundary Conditions. The formulation of the ballistic-
diffusive equations implies that heat carriers originating from the
boundaries be treated as the ballistic components. The boundary
heat carriers may be emitted/transmitted from another medium or
reflected from the same medium. Because the boundary does not
contribute to the diffusive component, thus the diffusive heat flux
at the boundary is made of the incident diffusive carriers only,

qm"n52E
V̂"n,0

I mvV̂"ndV, (24)

wheren is the unit vector perpendicular to the boundary. Substi-
tuting Eqs.~8! and ~14! into the above equation yields,

qm"n52vum/2. (25)

This is the Marshak boundary condition@6# in the limit of black
walls for thermal radiation or neutron diffusion. In the studies by
Olfe @4#, the boundaries are limited to the blackbody radiation.
Several authors@10,11#modified this boundary condition for non-
black surfaces by including the reflected components into the dif-
fusive heat flux. We argue here, without substantial simulation
results, that Eq.~25! can be applied to nonblack surfaces by
grouping the reflected component into the ballistic part. This
means that the boundary values in the ballistic components may
be coupled to the diffusion components at the same location. Such
a treatment will not increase the mathematical complexity signifi-
cantly since only algebraic equations are involved for nonblack
surfaces.

We can eliminateqm in Eq. ~25! based on the constitutive rela-
tion, Eq.~18!, to obtain the following boundary conditions for the
diffusion components,

t
]um

]t
1um5

2L

3
¹um"n, (26)

whereL is the average mean free path of heat carriers.

Application to Transient Heat Conduction Across Thin
Films

The validity of the ballistic-diffusive approximation has been
widely tested in thermal radiation for steady-state radiative heat
transfer in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional geometry
@5,6# and we thus anticipate that it should have the same accuracy
for steady-state heat conduction problems in similar geometrical
configurations. In this section, we will apply the ballistic-diffusive
heat conduction equation to transient phonon heat conduction

across thin films. Results obtained will be compared to the solu-
tions of the Boltzmann equation, the Cattaneo equation, and the
Fourier heat conduction equation. Joshi and Majumdar@12# have
previously made a comparison among the Boltzmann equation,
the Fourier law, and the Cattaneo equation for this case. Through
this example, we will also illustrate deficiencies of the ballistic-
diffusive approximation and emphasize the importance of the con-
sistent use of the definition of temperature.

We consider a thin film initially at ambient temperatureTo with
a constant specific heat. At timet50, one surface emits phonons
at temperatureTl . Both of the surfaces are black phonon emitters.
There exists no heat generation inside the film. The Eq.~21!
becomes

t
]2um

]t2 1
]um

]t
5

k

C

d2um

dx2 2
dqb

dx
. (27)

The boundary and initial conditions are

t50, T~x,0!5To,
]T~x,t !

]t U
t50

50 (28)

or in terms of the phonon energy density,

t50 u~x,0!5um~x,0!1ub~x,0!5CTo,
]u~x,t !

]t U
t50

50

(29)

x50, S t
]um

]t
1umD

x50

5
2L

3 S dum

dx D
x50

(30)

and ub15CT1 (31)

x5L, S t
]um

]t
1umD

x5L

52
2L

3 S dum

dx D
x5L

(32)

and ub25CTo . (33)

To solve Eq.~27!, we need to first determine the ballistic heat flux.
From Eq. ~6! the intensity of the ballistic components can be
expressed as

I b~x,t,m!5I b1S t2
x

mv De2~x/Lm! ~0<m<1! (34)

I b~x,t,m!5I b2S t1
x

mv De~L2x!/mL ~21<m<0!, (35)

whereI b1 and I b2 are intensity of phonons emitted from the wall
at the specified time. Based on Eqs.~34! and~35! and boundaries
conditions~31! and ~33!, we can express the boundary heat flux,
its derivative, and the internal energy of the ballistic components
as

qb~x,t !5H CvDT

2 E
m t

1

me2~x/mL!dm1qbo~x,0! @0<m t5x/~vt !<1#

qbo~x,0! other m t

(36)

]qb~x,t !

]x
55 2

CvDT

2L S E
m t

1

e2~x/mL!dm1
xL

v2t2 e2vt/LD 1
]qbo~x,0!

]x
~0<m t<1!

]qbo~x,0!

]x
other m t

(37)

ub~x,t !5H CDT

2 E
m t

1

e2~x/mL!dm1ubo~x,0! ~0<m t<1!

ubo~x,0! other m t

, (38)
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where DT5T12To ,qbo and ubo are the ballistic terms at the
equilibrium conditions,

qbo~x,0!5
Cv
2 H E3S x

L D2E3S L2x

L D J (39)

ubo~x,0!5
uo

2 H E2S x

L D1E2S L2x

L D J , (40)

and uo5CTo . Here En is the exponential integral function of
ordern @6#.

Normalization Procedure. In Eqs. ~36–38!, we deliberately
separated the ballistic terms at the equilibrium conditions,qbo and
ubo from those involved in the transport. This separation not only
facilitates the mathematical operation, but is also necessary to
minimize the error caused by the inconsistency inherent in the
ballistic-diffusive approximation. One can examine this inconsis-
tency by considering the equilibrium limit, i.e., when the thin film
is at thermal equilibrium with an equilibrium temperatureTo . In
this case, the left-handed side of Eq.~27! disappears and the re-
sultant equation is

k

C

d2umo

dx2 2
dqbo

dx
50. (41)

Solving this equation with the corresponding boundary conditions
andqbo as given in Eq.~39! leads to an expression for the diffu-
sion component,umo , at equilibrium. Thisumo , together withubo
given by Eq.~40!, does not give the anticipated uniform internal
energy (uo5ubo1umo5CTo) and thus temperatureTo . The rea-
son for this inconsistency is that Eq.~8! is only an approximation
of the real intensity distribution forI m . To minimize this incon-
sistency, we introduce a normalization procedure and define the
following non-dimensional parameters,

um5
um2umo

CDT
ub5

ub2ubo

CDT
u5

u2uo

CDT
5

T2To

DT

qm* 5
qm2qmo

CvDT
qb* 5

qb2qbo

CvDT
q* 5

q2qo

CvDT

t* 5t/t h5x/L Kn5L/L, (42)

where Kn is the phonon Knudsen number. With these normalized
parameters, the inconsistency of the initial distributions forubo
andumo can be eliminated. This, however, does not mean that the
above-discussed inconsistency is all avoided since it is inherent in
the diffusion approximation used. We will see later that the tem-
perature distributions calculated from the ballistic-diffusive equa-
tions are not as good as the heat flux when compared to the solu-
tions of the Boltzmann equation for the same problem. Equation
~27! and its associated boundary conditions can be rewritten as

]2um

]t* 2 1
]um

]t*
5

Kn2

3

d2um

dh2 2Kn
dqb*

dh
(43)

t* 50, u~h,0!50
]u~h,t* !

]t* U
t* 50

50 (44)

h50, S ]um

]t*
1umD

h50

5
2Kn

3 S dum

dh D
h50

(45)

and ub151 (46)

h51, S ]um

]t*
1umD

h51

52
2Kn

3 S dum

dh D
h51

(47)

and ub250 (48)

qb* ~h,t* !5H 1

2 Em t

1

me2~h/mKn!dm ~0<m t<1!

0 other m t

(49)

]qb* ~h,t* !

]h

5H 2
1

2Kn S E
m t

1

e2~h/mKn!dm1
h

Knt* 2 e2t* D ~0<m t<1!

0 other m t

(50)

ub~h,t* !5H 1

2 Em t

1

e2~h/mKn%dm ~0<m t<1!

0 other m t

. (51)

Equation~43! and its associated boundary conditions are solved
numerically using an implicit finite difference scheme. In addi-
tion, the Boltzmann equation, i.e., Eq.~2!, the hyperbolic heat
conduction equation based on the Cattaneo equation, and the dif-
fusion heat conduction equation based on the Fourier law are also
solved for the identical geometry and boundary conditions. The
Boltzmann equation is solved using Gauss-Legendre quadrature in
the angular direction, the forward difference for 0,m,1 and the
backward difference for21,m,0, and an implicit scheme in
time @1#. The accuracy and convergence are ensured by increasing
the number of points in both angular and coordinate directions.
The corresponding hyperbolic equation is

CS t
]2T

]t2 1
]T

]t D5k
]2T

]x2 (52)

with the following boundary and initial conditions:

t50 T~x,t !50
]T

]t
50 (53)

x50 T~0,t!5T1 (54)

x5L T~0,t!5To . (55)

Analytical solutions for Eq.~52! with above boundary condi-
tions have been given before@12#, but we found that some dis-
crepancies exist in the final expressions. So we give the tempera-
ture and heat flux distributions here,

u~h,t* !512h2
e2t* /2

2p (
n51

`
1

n F112d

d
edt*

2
122d

d
e2dt* Gsin~nph! (56)

q* ~h,t* !5
Kn

3 H 12e2t* 1e2t* /2

3(
n51

`
1

nd
@edt* 2e2dt* #cos~npp!J , (57)

whered5A12n2p2Kn2/3. We have checked the analytical solu-
tion with direct numerical solution of the Eq.~52!, and they com-
pare well with each other.

In addition to the major difference in the governing equations
between the ballistic-diffusive and the hyperbolic heat conduction
equations, another major difference lies in the boundary condition.
In the hyperbolic heat conduction equation, the boundary tem-
perature is assumed to be the temperature of the medium. In the
boundary conditions for the ballistic-diffusive heat conduction,
the boundary temperature is not specified. Rather, they are deter-
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mined based on the calculatedum andub values at the boundaries,
for example,CT(0)5um(0)1ub(0). The temperatures specified
Tb1 and Tb2 at the boundaries are the equivalent temperature of
the heat carriers entering the medium from the boundaries. We
will discuss this point in more detail in conjunction with the re-
sults.

Results and Discussion. Figure 1 shows the nondimensional
temperature~or internal energy! and heat flux distributions ob-
tained from the Boltzmann equation and the ballistic-diffusive
equations for different values of the Knudsen number at different
times. The heat flux calculated from the two approaches generally
agrees better with each other than the temperature. Some differ-
ences exist between the temperature distributions calculated from
the two approaches, particularly as the transport reaches the
steady state. This is not surprising since we have discussed above
that the diffusion approximation causes some inconsistency in the
temperature definition. At short time, the dominant heat carriers
are ballistic ones experiencing little scattering. Since the ballistic
component originating from the boundaries is treated rigorously,
the agreements between the two equations are good. In Fig. 2, we
show the ballistic and diffusive contributions to the total local
internal energy and heat flux. The back scattered heat carriers flow
out of the boundary, thus leading to a negative diffusive heat flux
at h50. The diffusive component of the internal energy shows an
artificial but weak wave front, which cannot be seen from the
Boltzmann equation simulation results. This is because even the
scattered carriers still travel a distance of the order of one mean
free path. This nonlocal transport is replaced by the local gradient
in the diffusion approximation.

Figure 3 compares the temperature and heat flux distributions
obtained from the ballistic-diffusive equations, the Boltzmann
equation, the Cattaneo equation, and the Fourier law. It clearly
illustrates that the Cattaneo equation leads to wrong results in the
heat flux and temperature distribution inside the medium. Figure 4
gives the surface heat flux history based on the four different
equations. The Fourier law leads to unrealistic infinite heat flux as
time approaches zero. The Cattaneo equation creates artificial sur-

face heat flux oscillation. The agreement between the ballistic-
diffusive equation and the Boltzmann equation is excellent over a
wide range of time and length scales.

Further Discussion on Temperature. Both the Boltzmann
equation and the ballistic-diffusive equations produce a tempera-
ture jump at the interfaces. This temperature jump phenomenon
has been discussed in several studies@1,13–16#. However, it still
needs further clarification because a consistent picture is crucial
when dealing with transport in both sides of the interfaces. One
could ask what this temperature jump means and where it occurs.
In this article, we have assumed that no interface reflection of
phonons occurs, i.e., the interfaces are black phonon emitters and
absorbers. The simplest way to create such a situation is to place
an imaginary interface in an otherwise continuous thermal con-
ductor. In this case, there should be no temperature jump across
this imaginary interface! This dilemma was pointed out by Little
@17# in his original work on the thermal boundary resistance but
was not explained satisfactory. We mentioned previously that the
temperatures used in the boundary conditions for the Boltzmann
equation and the ballistic-diffusive equation are the temperatures
of the emitted phonons, while those in the Cattaneo and Fourier
equations are those of the equilibrium phonons. We should em-
phasize that the temperature distribution obtained from the Bolt-
zmann or the ballistic-diffusive equations are also the equilibrium
temperature, as determined byf o in Eq. ~1!. In the case where
transport is highly nonequilibrium inside the film, the temperature
can only be understood as a measure of the local total energy.
Chen@16# called this equivalent equilibrium temperature by imag-
ining that these phonons thermallize adiabatically to equilibrium.
It is the inconsistency between the temperatures used in the
boundary condition and in the Boltzmann and the ballistic-
diffusive equations that created this artificial temperature jump!
This statement should be understood on the premise that the in-
terfaces are nonreflecting. In the case that the interfaces are re-
flecting, the thermal boundary resistance@13# exists and, conse-
quently, a true temperature discontinuity exists. In addition, this

Fig. 1 Nondimensional temperature and heat flux distributions calculated from the Boltzmann equation and the ballistic-diffusive
equations for different carrier Knudsen number „Kn… and differential nondimensional time „t * …
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Fig. 2 Contribution of the ballistic and the diffusive components to the nondimensional total internal energy „temperature … and
heat flux. The weak wave front in the diffusive component is artificially caused by the diffusion approximation.

Fig. 3 Comparison of temperature and heat flux distributions obtained from the Boltzmann equation, the ballistic-diffusive
equations, the Cattaneo equation, and the Fourier law for different time and Knudsen number
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statement does not render the presented results useless, because
certain experimental configurations may be close to what is cal-
culated, as explained below.

We will use Fig. 5 to facilitate the discussion. Consider a thin
film situated on a substrate. A heater is deposited on the film and
it also serves as a temperature sensor. In the modeling, one needs
to deal with the interface between the film and the substrate. If the
Boltzmann equation or the ballistic-diffusive equations are used to
solve the heat conduction problem in the whole structure without
distinguishing the difference between the emitted temperature and
the equivalent equilibrium temperature, an error will occur. This is
particularly true when the thermal boundary resistance is small, as
we just discussed for the limiting case when the film and the
substrate are identical. Chen and Zeng@18# employed a consistent
definition for temperature, i.e., all based on the equivalent equi-
librium temperature, for the case of simple diffusion approxima-
tion with discontinuous boundary conditions. They were able to
show that in the limiting case that when the transmissivity is one,
there is no temperature jump or thermal boundary resistance. This
approach has been taken in the past in several studies on the issue
of thermal boundary resistance@19,20#and is particularly impor-
tant when one deals with nanostructures with multiple interfaces
@16#. Having emphasized the interface between the film and the
substrate, we now examine the heater and the temperature sensor.
It can be made of a metal or a semiconductor. In a typical tem-
perature measurement, the average temperature of the layer is
measured from its electrical resistance. If phonons transmitted
from the film into the heater is thermalized within a small distance
from the interface and if this distance is much smaller than the
heater thickness, the measured temperature is not the temperature
of the equivalent equilibrium phonons at the interface, but the
average temperature over the whole heater thickness. Most of the
time in reality, one can only measure the average temperature of
the whole heater, not the equilibrium temperature at the interface.
This measured temperature can be considered as the temperature
emitted into the film. In this case, there is a temperature drop
inside the heater close to the interface, not inside the film. This
temperature jump is what is drawn in Figs. 1–3. As long as the
temperature drop is not so large that the temperature dependence
of specific heat becomes important, however, the results on heat
flux and temperature distribution inside the film should not be
affected.

The next question we should answer is what are the differences
among the four approaches if the temperature and heat flux are all
defined based on the equivalent equilibrium temperature. We an-
swer this question by rescaling the temperature and heat flux with
the calculated medium temperature atx50 andx5L based on the
Boltzmann equation,

u~h,t* !5
T~h,t* !2TBE~h51,t* !

T~h50,t* !2TBE~h51,t* !
(58)

and

q* ~h,t* !5
q~h,t* !2qo

T~h50,t* !2TBE~h51,t* !
(59)

Figures 6~a!and~b! replot the results of Fig. 3~b! based on the
above definition of heat flux and temperature. They clearly show
that the ballistic-diffusive equation is an appropriate tool dealing
with transient problems from nanoscale to macroscale. More con-
sistent comparisons between the results of the ballistic-diffusive
equations and those of the Fourier law based on the equivalent
equilibrium temperature specified at the boundaries are given in
Ref. @8#.

Finally, we would like to remind that the results is less accurate
in the steady state and when the diffusive component is dominant,
because the diffusive component is only an approximation to the
scattered heat carriers, the transport of which is still nonlocal in
nature. Figure 2~b!shows that the largest error occurs at the
boundaries because of the ballistic transport of the scattered car-
riers. This may be improved through establishing boundary con-
ditions that compensate for the ballistic carriers close to the
boundary. It should also be pointed out that this work is limited to
the transport of single type of carrier and that the equation has not
been extensively investigated for complicated geometrical con-
figurations. Through further study, we hope that the ballistic-

Fig. 4 Comparison of surface heat flux obtained from the Boltzmann equation, the ballistic-diffusive equations, the Cattaneo
equation, and the Fourier law as a function of time for different Knudsen numbers

Fig. 5 Schematic drawing for discussing the consistency
of temperature used in the equations and the boundary
conditions
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diffusive equations could be a useful alternative to the Boltzmann
equation for complicated geometrical configurations. We believe
that the same approach may be extended for rarefied gas flow in
microstructures and for electron transport in submicron devices.

Conclusion
This work establishes the transient ballistic-diffusive heat con-

duction equations that are applicable to transient heat conduction
in nanostructures. The equations are derived from the Boltzmann
equation under the relaxation time approximation. Heat carriers
originating from boundaries travel ballistically, experiencing out-
scattering only. Heat flux and equivalent temperature expressions
for this ballistic component can be obtained analytically. The
transport of the scattered and emitted heat carriers is treated as
diffusive component with the diffusion approximation. The result-
ant set of equations, named as the ballistic-diffusive equations, is
much simpler to solve than the Boltzmann equations. Computa-
tional results of these equations applied to the transient heat con-
duction problem across a thin film suggest that they are a much
better alternative to the Fourier and the Cattaneo equations at
scales when the mean free path is comparable to the system size
and when the time is comparable to the carrier relaxation time.
Particular emphasis is given to the consistency of the definition of
temperature, which will be a critical point in applying the equa-
tions to complicated structures.
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Nomenclature

C 5 volumetric specific heat, JK21 m23

D 5 density of states per unit volume, m23

En 5 exponential integral function of order n
f 5 carrier distribution function
\ 5 Planck constant divided by 2p, Js21

I 5 intensity, Wm22 sr21

Jo 5 first term in the spherical harmonics expansion,
Wm22 sr21

J1 5 second term in the spherical harmonics expansion, Wm22

k 5 thermal conductivity, Wm21 K21

Kn 5 carrier Knuden number (5L/L)
L 5 film thickness, m
n 5 direction normal to boundary

q 5 heat flux, Wm22

q̇e 5 volumetric heat generation rate, Wm23

s 5 distance along direction of propagation, m
t 5 time, s

T 5 temperature, K
u 5 internal energy, Jm23

v 5 group velocity, ms21

x 5 coordinate
d 5 nondimensional quantity
h 5 nondimensional coordinate
u 5 polar angle, rad
L 5 mean free path, m
m 5 directional cosine

m t 5 x/(vt)
t 5 relaxation time, s
v 5 angular frequency, Hz
V 5 solid angle, sr
V̂ 5 unit vector along solid angle direction

Subscripts

1 5 first interface, first order term
b 5 ballistic

BE 5 Boltzmann equation based quantities
m 5 diffusive
o 5 equilibrium quantities, boundary points
r 5 coordinate
v 5 frequency dependent quantities

Superscript

* 5 nondimensional
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Thermal Transport Mechanisms
at Nanoscale Point Contacts
We have experimentally investigated the heat transfer mechanisms at a 90610 nm diam-
eter point contact between a sample and a probe tip of a scanning thermal microscope
(SThM). For large heated regions on the sample, air conduction is the dominant tip-
sample heat transfer mechanism. For micro/nano devices with a submicron localized
heated region, the air conduction contribution decreases, whereas conduction through the
solid-solid contact and a liquid meniscus bridging the tip-sample junction become impor-
tant, resulting in the sub-100 nm spatial resolution found in the SThM images. Using a
one dimensional heat transfer model, we extracted from experimental data a liquid film
thermal conductance of 6.761.5 nW/K. Solid-solid conduction increased linearly as con-
tact force increased, with a contact conductance of 0.7660.38 W/m2-K-Pa, and satu-
rated for contact forces larger than 38611 nN. This is most likely due to the elastic-
plastic contact between the sample and an asperity at the tip end.
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Introduction
The continuous scaling of semiconductor devices has produced

devices with submicron feature sizes. Localized Joule heating in
these devices is becoming a serious issue affecting device reliabil-
ity. For example, current crowding and localized heating in deep
submicron vias are known to strongly impact reliability of inter-
connects in very large-scale integrated~VLSI! circuits@1#. Experi-
mental techniques for investigating thermal transport in semicon-
ductor devices are needed for improving device design and for
understanding device physics. Such techniques are also desirable
for studying new thermophysical phenomena in nanoscale devices
made of novel nanostructures, such as carbon electronics@2#.

Scanning thermal microscopy~SThM! @3# has been developed
to meet the need for thermally imaging devices and nanostruc-
tures. While the spatial resolution of other thermometry tech-
niques based on far-field optics@4,5# are diffraction limited to the
order of several microns, spatial resolution of 50 nm has been
demonstrated for SThM@6#.

A SThM operates by raster scanning a sharp temperature-
sensing tip on a solid surface. The temperature-sensing tip is usu-
ally mounted on a micro cantilever of an atomic force microscope
~AFM! probe so that tip-sample constant contact force is main-
tained by the force feedback loop of the AFM. While the tip scans
on a sample, tip-sample heat transfer changes the tip temperature,
which is measured and used to calculate the temperature or ther-
mal properties of the sample at the tip-sample contact.

SThM has been used to locate ‘‘hot spots’’ in electronic devices
and to image contrast in thermal properties of composite thin film
materials@3#. In both cases, qualitative rather than quantitative
results have been obtained. To accurately interpret a temperature
map or a thermal property image obtained by SThM, a thorough
understanding of heat transfer mechanisms at the tip-sample con-
tact is required. The knowledge of heat transfer at micro or nano-
scale contacts is, however, still limited@3,7,8#. Figure 1 shows the
schematic diagram of a SThM tip in contact with a sample sur-
face. Also shown are the various heat transfer mechanisms. The
temperature sensor is a thin-film metal thermocouple junction fab-
ricated at the end of the tip. The various tip-sample heat transfer
mechanisms include solid-solid conduction at the contact, conduc-

tion through the air gap between the probe and the sample, radia-
tion, and heat conduction through a liquid meniscus formed at the
tip-sample junction. The liquid meniscus is formed from water
molecules and/or contaminations adsorbed on the sample and tip
surfaces. Luo et al.@7# speculated that conduction through the
liquid meniscus could be the dominant heat transfer mechanism.
This was used to explain the sub-100 nm spatial resolution ob-
tained in the thermal image. Using a heated Pt wire probe to
image thermal property contrast on a sample, Gomes et al.@8#
recognized the importance of liquid-film conduction while sug-
gesting that the predominant heat transfer mechanism depends on
the sample thermal conductivity.

Recently, we have thermally designed and batch-fabricated
SThM probes. Using these probes, we have thermally investigated
localized heating in VLSI interconnects@9# and Joule heating in
current-carrying carbon nanotubes@6# with a spatial resolution as
small as 50 nm. Despite achieving sub-100 nm spatial resolution,
there still remain questions regarding what is the dominant heat
transfer mechanism in this nano-thermometry and what is the ther-
mal contact resistance between the tip and the micro/nano struc-
tures. It is important to address these questions for quantitatively
interpreting the thermal imaging results and for further improving
the technique. In the following sections, we will~i! present several
experiments for characterizing the heat transfer mechanisms at the
nanoscale tip-sample point contact;~ii! describe a model consid-
ering various microscale heat transfer mechanisms for extracting
point contact thermal resistance from the experimental data; and
~iii! discuss the relative contribution of various conduction mecha-
nisms under different conditions.

Experiments
Figure 2 shows the cross section and scanning electron micro-

graphs of one of the thermal probes that we have thermally-
designed and batch-fabricated@10#. The silicon nitride (SiNx)
cantilever was 12861 mm long, 18.460.5mm wide, and 0.89
60.01mm thick. The tip was made of silicon dioxide (SiO2), and
was 860.5mm high and the cone angle of the tip was 36
64 deg. Platinum~Pt! and chromium~Cr! films were sputtered
and patterned on the cantilever and the tip. The thickness of each
metal was 7565 nm on the cantilever, as measured by AFM. Be-
cause of the steep slope of the tip, the metals deposited on the tip
were much thinner, in the range of 20–25 nm for each metal as
imaged by scanning electron microscopy~SEM!. The two metals
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were separated by a 270610 nm thick SiO2 film except at the
very end of the tip. The junction at the tip end was 900660 nm
high and 600630 nm wide at the base. The tip diameter was 90
610 nm as measured by SEM. It should be noted that the canti-
lever design was not the optimized thermal design. However, be-
cause this probe has simpler geometry than other designs with
cantilevers ofV or other shapes, it is easier to model the heat
transfer processes involved. Thus, this probe has been chosen for
the following experiments.

We first measured the thermopower of the Pt-Cr junction using
the experimental setup shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Under an
optical microscope, a tiny drop of carbon paint was used to fix a
probe tip to a fine Omega® type-K thermocouple mounted on a
silicon substrate by silver paste. The tip was assumed to be at
thermal equilibrium with the type-K thermocouple. Another
type-K thermocouple was attached in close proximity to the Pt
and Cr contact pads located at the end of the Pt and Cr lines.
While the silicon substrate was heated to different temperatures, a
thermoelectric voltage was created between the Pt and Cr contact
pads due to the temperature difference between the Pt-Cr junction

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a SThM probe in contact with a
Joule heated metal line. Also shown are various tip-sample
heat transfer mechanisms.

Fig. 2 Cross section „upper left… and scanning electron micrographs of a
SThM probe „upper right…, the probe tip „lower left…, and the Pt-Cr junction
„lower right … at the end of the tip

Fig. 3 Thermoelectric voltage as a function of temperature dif-
ference between the Pt-Cr junction and the contact pads. The
inset shows the measurement setup
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and the contact pads. This voltage was recorded as a function of
the temperature difference between the two type-K thermo-
couples. From the same wafer containing the probe shown in Fig.
2, we chose a few probes for this destructive measurement. One of
the measurement results is shown in Fig. 3. The thermopower of
the Pt-Cr junction was found to be 13.460.06mV/K, which is
about half of that of a pure bulk Pt-Cr junction. Due to the thin-
film confinement effect and differences in structure and purity, the
thin metal films are expected to have different Seebeck coeffi-
cients as well as electrical and thermal conductivities from those
of corresponding pure bulk metals.

The samples for studying tip-sample heat transfer were thin
film metal lines with different line widths and lengths fabricated
on silicon wafers containing a 1mm thick SiO2 film. The topo-
graphic image of a Au line obtained by the SThM probe is shown
on Fig. 4~a!. This particular sample was patterned using electron
beam lithography and metal lift-off technique. The line was 350
650 nm wide and 20mm long. When a current passed between
the two leads at the two ends of the line, the voltage drop at the
middle segment was measured using the two middle leads that
was 13mm apart and was used to calculate the four-probe resis-
tance. With a current of 1mA, the resistance was measured while
the sample was heated to different temperatures using a hot plate.
From the resistance versus temperature curve shown in Fig. 5, we
calculated the temperature coefficient of resistance~TCR! of the
Au line to be (15260.6)31026 K21. When the substrate was at
room temperature and the line was Joule heated by a current in the
range of 100–1500mA, the temperature riseDT of the metal line
can be determined asDT5(R2R0)/(TCR* R0), whereR andR0
are the four-probe electrical resistances when the line was Joule
heated and at room temperature, respectively. The measured tem-
perature rise,DT, is plotted as a function of current and is shown
in Fig. 6.

When a current of 781.860.1mA passed the Au line, a thermal
image of the Joule heated line was obtained by the thermal probe,
as shown in Fig. 4~b!. During thermal imaging and all of the
following experiments, the cantilever was parallel to the substrate
and oriented perpendicular to the metal line. The thermal image
shows that the temperature was uniform along the line. With the
probe in contact with the heated metal line, we measured the

temperature response of the probe, which is defined as the ratio of
the temperature rise at the Pt-Cr junction to that in the sample and
has a unit ofK/K. For the 350 nm wide line, the measured tem-
perature response was only 0.0560.01K/K, as shown in Fig. 7.
At first sight, this result surprised us because the temperature re-
sponse of the probes were usually about 0.5K/K when Al and Au
metal lines with larger~3–50mm! line widths were used to cali-
brate other probe designs@10#, as shown in Table 1. To confirm
that the low temperature response in Fig. 7 was not due to the
specific design of the probe, we used the 350 nm wide line to

Fig. 4 Topographic „a… and thermal „b… images of a 350 nm
wide Au line. One of the four leads to the Au line is located on
top of the line and is not shown in the figure.

Fig. 5 Four-probe resistance of the Au line as a function of
temperature

Fig. 6 Temperature of the Au line as a function of current

Fig. 7 Temperature rise in the Pt-Cr junction as a function of
temperature rise in the 350 nm wide line in contact with the
probe tip
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measure the temperature responses of those probes used in Table 1
and obtained similar low temperature responses. The probe used
for Fig. 7 was also calibrated with a 5.860.2mm wide, 45
65 nm thick, and 1500mm long Joule heated Au line patterned
on 1 mm thick oxide of a silicon wafer. As shown in Fig. 8, the
measured temperature response was 0.6460.02 K/K, which was
more than an order of magnitude larger than that for the 350 nm
wide line.

Table 1 shows that the temperature response was larger for the
50 mm wide line than for the 3mm wide line. This fact suggested
that the probes was heated more by air conduction between the tip
and the larger hot area for the 50mm wide line than for the 3mm
one. Here, the much lower temperature response for the 350 nm
wide Au line led us to suspect that air conduction might be re-
sponsible for the large temperature response obtained for the 5.8
mm wide lines.

To determine the relative contribution of various tip-sample
heat transfer mechanisms, we Joule heated the 350 nm wide line
to 5.360.1 K above room temperature and recorded the cantilever
deflection and probe temperature response simultaneously when
the sample was raised toward and then retracted from the thermal
probe. When the sample approached the tip, the cantilever deflec-
tion signal remained nearly zero before the sample contacted the
tip, as shown in the deflection curve in Fig. 9. In this region, the
temperature response was mostly due to air conduction between
the probe and the sample, because radiation contribution is negli-
gible when both the sample and the tip are close to room tempera-
ture @3#. As the tip-sample distance reduced, the temperature re-

sponse due to air conduction increased slowly. Before the sample
made solid-solid contact to the tip, the adsorbed liquid layers on
the tip and the sample bridged each other. Initially, this liquid
bridge pulled the tip down by van der Waals force, as being seen
in the dip labeled as ‘‘jump to contact’’ in the deflection curve.
Coincidentally, there was a small jump in the temperature re-
sponse curve due to conduction through the liquid bridge. As the
sample was raised further, both the solid-solid contact force and
the temperature response increased gradually, until the cantilever
deflection reached 100 nm higher than its previous position when
the initial solid contact was just made. After this point, the tem-
perature response remained almost constant as contact force in-
creased.

As the sample was retracted from the tip, the temperature re-
sponse again remained almost constant until at a cantilever deflec-
tion of 100 nm, the temperature response reduced roughly linearly
but at a smaller slope than that found in the approaching cycle. As
the sample was lowered further, the tip was pulled down together
with the sample by surface tension of the liquid bridge until after
a certain point, the restoring spring force of the cantilever ex-
ceeded the surface tension and the tip ‘‘snapped out of contact’’
with the sample. Associated with the breaking of the liquid bridge,
there was a small drop in temperature response.

The above experiment shows several mechanisms. First, before
tip-sample contact, air conduction contributed to a temperature
response up to 0.03 K/K, which was about 60 percent of the
maximum temperature response of 0.05 K/K at large contact
force. Second, conduction through a liquid meniscus was respon-
sible to the sudden jump and drop in temperature response when
the tip ‘‘jumped to contact’’ to and ‘‘snapped out of contact’’ from
the sample, respectively. Third, solid-solid conduction resulted in
the almost linear increase or decrease of temperature response
with contact force, which is a well understood feature for macro-
scopic solid-solid contacts@11#. Since the temperature response
decreased at a slower slope during unloading~decreasing contact
force!, there must have been plastic deformation during loading
~increasing contact force!. For plastic deformation, contact area
increases with load@12#, resulting in the linear increase of solid-
solid contact conductance with contact force. However, since the
conductance was still a function of load during unloading, elastic
recovery~spring back!must have been significant.

Besides the above-discussed hysteresis of temperature response

Table 1 Temperature response of thermal probes with differ-
ent dimensions on different samples. The cantilever is a
V-shape. L is the cantilever length. W is the cantilever width
and is expressed as two times the width of each of the two SiN x
arms. Cantilever thickness tÄ0.89Á0.01 mm, tip height HÄ8
Á0.5 mm, Pt-Cr junction, junction height hÄ900Á60 nm, thick-
ness of each metal Ä75Á5 nm, metal line width wÄ5 mm. The
calibration samples were 2000 mm long Joule-heated thin film
Al lines with different line widths.

Fig. 8 Temperature rise in the Pt-Cr junction as a function of
temperature rise in the 5.8 mm wide line in contact with the
probe tip

Fig. 9 Cantilever deflection and temperature response of the
probe as a function of sample vertical position when the 350
nm wide line was raised toward and then retracted from the tip
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occurred during tip-sample contact, there was another hysteresis
in the temperature response curve after the tip was released from
the sample. As shown in Fig. 9, after the tip was snapped out of
contact and when the substrate was retracted away from the tip,
the temperature response was slightly different from those when
the tip approached the sample at the same tip-sample distance.
This indicates change in cantilever-sample heat transfer between
approaching and retraction when tip and sample were out of con-
tact. One possible scenario is that resonance vibration in the can-
tilever was excited after the tip was snapped out of contact with
the sample. The vibration gave rise to convection and also change
in air conduction between the cantilever and the sample, resulting
in the hysteresis during approaching and retracting when tip was
out of contact with the sample.

One question still remains as to why the temperature response
saturated for cantilever deflection larger than 100 nm. To clarify
this question, we first calculated the contact force corresponding
to 100 nm deflection. The spring constant of the composite canti-
lever beam was calculated following Roark’s formulas@13#. For a
composite beam consisting ofn different materials, the equivalent
moment of inertia
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whereL is the cantilever length. Using the parameters listed in
Table 2, we calculatedK50.3860.11 N/m. Therefore, the 100
nm deflection corresponds to a contact forceF538611 nN.

Assuming plastic deformation, this contact force resulted in a
contact spot with a diameter

dc5A4F

pH
, (4)

whereH is the hardness of the tip or sample, whichever is softer.
Among the tip and sample materials, the hardness of Au is the
lowest @17#. For thin gold films, two measurement results forH
were reported to be 500 MPa@18# and 1.5 GPa@19#, respectively.
For H on the order of 1 GPa,dc'8 nm. As shown in Fig. 2, the
tip diameter was about 90 nm. However, the details on the tip end

are not clearly shown in the SEM image due to the lack of reso-
lution. We suspect that there were asperities of about 10 nm di-
ameter on the tip end, as shown in Fig. 10. One of the asperities
protruded out and first made contact with the sample. The linear
increase in contact area is probably due to the roughness on the
surfaces of the asperity and the sample, since it is well known that
in the junction of random rough surfaces, the contact area in-
creases linearly with contact force@20#. As the contact force in-
creased to about 38 nN, the contact size approached the diameter
of the asperity. At this point, the contact area could not increased
further with contact force, until the asperity could be completely
pressed into the soft sample by a contact force much larger than
those used in the experiment. As a result, the temperature response
in Fig. 9 remained almost constant for deflection larger than 100
nm. The feature, i.e., saturation of contact conductance at large
contact forces, was not unique only to this particular thermal
probe, but was also found for several other probes. Some of these
probes had been used extensively for imaging before this force-
calibration experiment, and it was possible that some of the as-
perities at the tip end have been worn out. For this case, another
asperity could protrude out at the tip end and was responsible for
the conductance saturation.

Now we will investigate why the temperature responses for the
5.8 mm wide heated line and the 350 nm one were so different.
We repeated the point contact experiment for the 5.8mm wide line
and the result is plotted in Fig. 11. We can see that while the
increase of temperature response due to solid and liquid conduc-
tion was similar in magnitude to that in Fig. 9, the temperature
response due to air conduction, i.e., about 0.6 K/K, is one order of
magnitude higher than the corresponding one~0.03 K/K! in Fig. 9.

Table 2 Width, thickness, and Young’s modulus of the four
materials constituting the composite cantilever

Fig. 10 A schematic diagram showing the contact between an
asperity on the tip end and the sample

Fig. 11 Cantilever deflection and temperature response of the
probe as a function of sample vertical position when the 5.8 mm
wide line approached and then retracted from the tip
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Therefore, it is clear that for the 5.8mm wide line, air conduction
dominated tip-sample conduction and is responsible for the large
temperature response.

The above experiment reveals that the contribution of air con-
duction in tip-sample heat transfer depends on the size of the
heated region on the sample. For larger heated regions, air con-
duction may dominate tip-sample heat transfer. As the character-
istic size of the heat source reduces, the contribution of air con-
duction decreases and solid and liquid conduction become
important. For micro/nano devices with localized submicron
heated features, such as carbon nanotube circuits, air conduction
contribution may reduce to a level smaller than that from solid-
solid and liquid film conduction@6#. In the thermal images of
these devices@6,9#, the sub-100 nm resolution was a result of the
increased contribution of local solid and liquid conduction;
whereas, air contribution was insensitive to the distance between
the tip and the heat source, giving rise to a slowly varying back-
ground signal.

Modeling
The purpose of the model is~i! to evaluate the thermal conduc-

tance of the liquid meniscus, and that of the solid-solid contact;
and ~ii! to examine the possible deviation of SThM-measured
temperature profiles from the true ones due to the influence of air
conduction. To do this, it is necessary to calculate the temperature
response of the probe for different tip-sample distance. In the
calculation, it was assumed that the temperature was constant at
each horizontal cross sections of the tip and only varied along the
height ory direction, as shown in Fig. 1. This assumption can be
justified because the external thermal resistance through the air is
much larger than the internal thermal resistance in the tip across
each horizontal cross section. Although Fig. 1 shows that the tip is
in contact with the sample, we consider a general case that the tip
end is at a distanced above the sample. Tip-sample contact cor-
responds tod<0. In addition,y is measured from the end of the
tip instead of from the sample surface.

The sample was the 350 nm wide Au line Joule heated to a
temperatureTs . The resulting temperature profile on the SiO2
substrate surface was calculated using a finite difference method.
It was assumed that the temperature does not change along the
length of the metal line, yielding a two-dimensional problem. This
assumption can be justified by the SThM image in Fig. 4~b! and is
expected because the length of the line~20 mm! was much larger
than the thickness~1 mm! of the SiO2 film. We considered a
computation domain of 0<X<10mm and 0<Y<5 mm, as

shown in the inset of Fig. 12. The temperature rise sufficiently far
away atX510mm andY55 mm is assumed to be zero. We ig-
nored heat dissipation through the air and assumed an adiabatic
boundary condition on the sample surface. The symmetric geom-
etry results in an adiabatic boundary condition atX50. For a grid
size of 25 nm by 25 nm, we solved the temperature distribution in
the computation domain for an electrical current of 1267mA flow-
ing in the line. We confirmed that the modeled temperature profile
did not change when the grid size was increased by a factor of 2.
The temperature profile on the top surface, i.e.,Y50, and that of
X50 are plotted in Fig. 12. The average temperature rise of the
Au line was calculated to be 13.45 K, which agrees well with the
measurement result of 13.42 K obtained from Fig. 6. The tempera-
ture decays to almost room temperature at the SiO2 and Si inter-
face, which is expected because of the high thermal conductivity
of Si compared to that of SiO2 ~see Table 3!. The temperature also
approaches room temperature forX.2 mm. The modeling re-
sults, hence, justify the assumption that temperature rise is zero at
X510mm or Y55 mm.

With the known temperature profile on the substrate, the one-
dimensional heat conduction equation in the tip can be written as

d

dy F ~At~y!kt~y!1Amkm!
dT~y!

dy G2p~y!ha~y!tanu~T~y!

2Tsub~y!!50. (5)

Here,u and r are the half angle and the radius of the conical tip,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1,At and kt are the cross section
area and thermal conductivity of the SiO2 tip, respectively,km and
Am are the cross section area and thermal conductivity of the
metal coating on the tip, respectively, andp is the perimeter of the
square cross section of the tip. For each point on the perimeter, we
assumed that heat was conducted by air between this point and a
point right below on the substrate, and treated these two points as
two parallel plates. This simplified picture of tip-sample air con-
duction is represented by the second term in Eq.~5!, whereTsub
was the temperature of the point on the substrate. The distance
between the two points on the tip and substrate, respectively, is
y1d. The air conduction coefficientha needs to be written in
different forms for different values of (y1d)/l, wherel is the
mean free path of air molecules and is about 60 nm under ambient
condition and at sea level@23#. For (y1d)/l.100, we assumed a
constant temperature gradient at the air gap and usedha
5aka /(y1d), whereka is the thermal conductivity of bulk air
and a is a geometry factor to accommodate the fact that the tip
and the substrate is not exactly two parallel plates. We will obtain
a by fitting the modeling results with measurement data. For 1
,(y1d)/l,100, significant temperature discontinuity may de-
velop at the air-solid boundaries because intermolecular collisions

Fig. 12 Modeled temperature profile along the X and Y axis on
the substrate of the 350 nm wide line. The inset shows the
computation domain.

Table 3 Thermophysical properties of candidate probe mate-
rials
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become less frequent and molecules arriving at the solid surfaces
are unable to come into equilibrium with the surface@23#. In this
so-called slip regime,

ha5
aka /~y1d!

112 f l/~y1d!
; f 5

2~22A!g

A~g11!Pr
, (6)

whereA is a thermal accommodation coefficient and is about 0.9
for air, g is the ratio of air heat capacity, and Pr is the Prandtl
number. For (y1d)/l,1,

ha5
aka8

~y1d!~112 f !
; ka85CV~y1d!/3, (7)

whereka8 is the thermal conductivity of air in the free molecule
flow regime, andC andV is the heat capacity and velocity of air
molecules, respectively.

The boundary conditions are

~Atkt1Amkm!
dT

dy
5

T2Ts

Rts
, at y50 (8a)

~Atkt1Amkm!
dT

dy
5

T02T

Rc
, at y5H, (8b)

whereRts is the tip-sample thermal resistance. When the tip is not
in contact with the sample,Rts5@ha(At1Am)#21uy50 , as a result
of air conduction between the tip end and the sample. When the
tip was in contact with the sample, ord<0, Rts is due to solid-
solid and liquid film conduction and will be obtained by fitting the
modeling result with measurement data.T0 is the ambient tem-
perature.

When the cantilever was oriented perpendicular to the 350 nm
wide metal line with the tip above the center of the line, the
substrate right below the cantilever arm was more than 2.5mm
away from the metal line, because the base of the tip was 5mm
wide, as shown in Fig. 1. For the 350 nm wide line, the substrate
temperature approaches room temperature forX.2 mm, as
shown in Fig. 12. Accounting for air conduction between the can-
tilever and the room temperature substrate below, the thermal re-
sistance of the cantilever,Rc is solved using fin theory@24#

Rc5
tanh~mL!

mkcwt
; m5Aha

kct
, (9)

whereL, w, t, andkc are the length, width, thickness, and thermal
conductivity of the cantilever, respectively,ha is the heat conduc-
tion coefficient of the air gap between the cantilever and the sub-

strate and was calculated following the discussion in the preced-
ing paragraph witha51 because the cantilever and the substrate
can be treated as two parallel plates.

The thermophysical properties of candidate probe materials are
tabulated in Table 3, where the thermal conductivity data of the
metals are for pure bulk metals. To determine the thermal conduc-
tivities of the thin metal films, we measured their electrical con-
ductivities as a function of thickness, as shown in Fig. 13. Using
Wiedemann-Franz law and assuming that the reduced thermal
conductivities of the thin metal films had the same proportionality
with the reduced electrical conductivities@25#, we estimated the
thermal conductivities of the thin metal films on the cantilever.
From the electrical conductivity measurements, the correction fac-
tors with respect to bulk values were 0.3 for Pt and 0.39 for Cr.
For the even thinner metals on the tip, the correction factor were
0.22 for Pt and 0.28 for Cr. It is unnecessary to correct the thermal
conductivity of SiO2 at the SiO2 tip end, because the phonon
mean free path in amorphous SiO2 is expected to be shorter than
the size of the end of the SiO2 tip @26#, which was about 20 nm.

Equation ~5! was solved using a finite difference method to
obtain the temperature distribution in the tip, i.e.,T(y), for dif-
ferent value of tip-sample distanced. A non-dimensional tempera-
ture at a distancey away from the sample was defined as

f~y!5
T~y!2T0

Ts2T0
. (10)

Due to the particular geometry of the junction at the tip end, the
measured thermal signal corresponds to the temperature difference
between the room temperature and that at about 900 nm away
from the tip end for the probe shown in Fig. 2. We plotted the
modeled temperature responsef(y5900 nm) as a function of
tip-sample distance in Fig. 14. Two measurement results are also
shown in Fig. 14. The sample travelling range was 0.5mm for the
measurement result in the inset and 3.8mm for the other one. For
the one with 3.8mm travelling range, the distinction between the
sudden jump due to liquid conduction and the gradual increase
due to solid-solid conduction is unclear due to the lack of resolu-
tion in sample position. To fit the modeling results with the ex-
perimental ones while the tip was not in contact with the sample,
we useda50.8 to correct tip-sample air conduction for the de-
viation from that between two parallel plates. Considering the
0.01 K/K uncertainty in the measured temperature response, we
estimated the uncertainty ina to be60.1. After obtaininga, we
usedRts5(1.560.3)3108 K/W to fit the magnitude of the tem-
perature jump due to liquid film conduction. This resistance value
corresponds to a liquid film thermal conductanceGl f 56.7
61.5 nW/K. To fit the modeling result with the measured satu-
rated value of temperature response at the critical contact force

Fig. 13 Electrical resistivity as a function of the thickness of
the Pt and Cr films

Fig. 14 Modeled and measured temperature responses of the
probe as a function of sample vertical position when the 350
nm wide line approached the tip
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F538611 nN, we used a solid-solid contact conductance of
Gss5(2966) nW/K, assuming that liquid film conductance did
not change for contact forces smaller than 38611 nN. Therefore,
the proportionality between solid-solid contact thermal conduc-
tance and contact pressure isGss/F50.7660.38 W/m2-K-Pa.

The estimated liquid and solid-solid conductances are different
from what were suggested by previous work@7#. In that work, the
solid-solid conductance was estimated to be on the order of 10–
100 nW/K, which was close to what was found in this work.
However, the liquid film conductance was estimated to be on the
order of 1mW/K, two orders of magnitude larger than the current
result. The estimation of liquid film conductance did not include
the contact conductance at the solid-liquid interfaces, which may
be much lower than the conductance through the liquid film of
monolayer thickness. Therefore, the liquid film conductance could
be quite low, as found in this study.

The low solid-solid and liquid-solid contact conductance results
in low temperature responses for samples with a localized submi-
cron heated region, such as the 350 nm wide line as well as
defective submicron VLSI vias or current carrying-carbon nano-
tubes. To improve the temperature response, there is still some
room to improve regarding the thermal design of the probes. In
fact, the current probes made of low-thermal conductivity materi-
als was expected to have larger temperature response than those
constructed from high-thermal conductivity ones. To confirm this,
we calculated the temperature response of the probe for different
probe materials. For a liquid film conductanceGl f 56.7 nW/K and
a maximum solid-solid contact conductanceGss529 nW/K, the
temperature distribution in the tip is calculated for different com-
binations of tip and cantilever materials and is plotted in Fig. 15.
Clearly, the temperature response of the probe is improved for
using low thermal conductivity materials such as SiNx and SiO2 .
The temperature response can be further improved for smaller
~100–300 nm high!junctions and narrower cantilever width, etc,
as discussed in another paper@10#.

Last, due to the influence of air conduction, the measured tem-
perature profile may deviate from the true one. This may occur
even when air conduction contribution decreases for the 350 nm
wide line and other micro/nano devices with submicron localized
heated features. Using the above model withGl f 56.7 nW/K, and
a solid-solid conductanceGss514.5 nW/K corresponding to 50
nm cantilever deflection, anda50.8, we predicted that the
SThM-obtained temperature profile across the 350 nm wide line
decays slower than the true substrate temperature shown in Fig.
12. The predicted SThM measurement result and the substrate
temperature profile from Fig. 12 are plotted in Fig. 16. For the
ease of comparison, we plotted a dimensionless temperaturef

defined asf5DT(X)/DT(0), whereDT(X) is the temperature
rise of the sample surface at a distanceX away from the center of
the Au line. To confirm the prediction, the SThM-measured tem-
perature and height profiles are also shown in Fig. 16. Note that
the cantilever deflection was maintained at 50 nm during tip scan-
ning. Figure 16 shows that the measurement result agrees well
with the prediction. This confirms that the modeling results of
Gl f , Gss, anda are in the correct ranges. Furthermore, the results
in Fig. 16 suggest that it is desirable to perform SThM at vacuum,
as has been demonstrated by Nakabeppu et al.,@27#, in order to
eliminate the unwanted influence of air conduction.

Conclusion
We have experimentally investigated the heat transfer mecha-

nisms at the SThM tip-sample contact with a contact diameter of
90610 nm. The contribution of tip-sample air conduction de-
pends on the size of the heated region on the sample and is not
sensitive to tip-heat source distance. For large heated regions, air
conduction dominates tip-sample heat transfer, resulting in large
temperature responses. For micro/nano devices with submicron
localized heated region, the contribution of air conduction de-
creases; whereas, conduction through the solid-solid contact and a
liquid meniscus become important, resulting in sub-100 nm spa-
tial resolutions achieved in SThM images. Despite the superior
spatial resolution, SThM-measured temperature profiles deviate
from the true one due to the influence of air conduction. There-
fore, it is desirable to perform SThM in vacuum to eliminate the
unwanted influence of air conduction.

To estimate the magnitude of solid-solid and liquid film con-
ductance, we developed a one-dimensional heat conduction model
considering various microscale heat transfer mechanisms. Using
the model, we inferred from the experimental data that the thermal
conductance of the liquid meniscus wasGl f 56.761.5 nW/K.
Solid-solid conduction increased linearly with the contact force
with a contact conductance of 0.7660.38 W/m2-K-Pa. For con-
tact forces larger than 38611 nN, solid-solid conductance satu-
rated. This is most likely because at large contact forces, the con-
tact size between the sample and an asperity on the tip end
approached the asperity diameter of about 10 nm, and could not
increased further with contact force.
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Fig. 15 Temperature in the tip as a function of y for different
tip and cantilever materials

Fig. 16 Modeled temperature profile, predicted SThM-
measured temperature and actual SThM measured temperature
and height profiles across the 350 nm wide line
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Nomenclature

A 5 thermal accommodation factor for air conduction
when the length scale is close to the mean free
path of air molecules

C 5 specific heat of air~W/kg-K!
d 5 contact diameter~m! or tip-sample distance~m!
G 5 thermal conductance~W/K!
h 5 air conduction coefficient~W/m2-K!
H 5 height of the tip~m! or hardness~Pa!
I 5 current~A!
k 5 thermal conductivity~W/m-K!
K 5 spring constant~N/m!
L 5 length of the cantilever~m!
n 5 number of materials of the composite cantilever
p 5 perimeter of a horizontal cross section of the tip

~m!
r 5 tip radius~m!
R 5 thermal or electrical resistance~K/W or V!
t 5 cantilever thickness~m!

T 5 temperature~K!
V 5 velocity of air molecules
W 5 cantilever width~m!

x, X, y, Y 5 coordinate~m!

Greek Letters

a 5 correction factor for air conduction between the tip
and sample

d 5 thickness of the metal film~m!
DT 5 temperature rise~K!

f 5 dimensionless temperature
l 5 mean free path of air molecules~m!
u 5 half angle of the conical tip~°!

Subscripts

a 5 air
c 5 cantilever or contact
lf 5 liquid film
m 5 metal film
t 5 tip

ts 5 tip to sample
s 5 sample

ss 5 solid-solid
0 5 ambient condition
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Computations of the Flow and
Heat Transfer in Microdevices
Using DSMC With Implicit
Boundary Conditions
The heat transfer and the fluid dynamics characteristics of subsonic gas flows through
microchannels are examined using the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. A
simple implicit treatment for the low-speed inflow and outflow boundaries for the DSMC
of the flows in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) is used. Micro-Couette flows and
micro-Poiseuille flows are simulated with the value of the Knudsen numbers ranging
between 0.06 and 0.72. Where appropriate, the calculated velocity slip and temperature
distribution are compared with analytical solutions derived from the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions with slip-boundary conditions. A patterned microstructure with nonuniform surface
temperature is also simulated. The computational results show that the Knudsen number
and the geometric complexity have significant effects on the heat transfer as well as the
fluid dynamics properties of the microfluid flows studied.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1447933#

Keywords: Channel Flow, Computational, Heat Transfer, Microscale, Monte Carlo

1 Introduction
MEMS is an emerging technology with a significant potential

for future growth. MEMS devices are manufactured using pro-
cesses similar to those used in the fabrication of microprocessors,
such as optical lithography and etching. MEMS are capable of
sensing and controlling physical processes with length scales in
the order of one micron@1#. Current applications for such devices
include, for example, thermomechanical data storage, high tem-
perature pressure sensors, and laminar flow control. Many of these
proposed designs involve internal fluid flows, such as microchan-
nel flows. A thorough understanding of the heat transfer properties
of such flows is important to the design, fabrication, and operation
of MEMS.

Despite the growing number of realized applications of MEMS
in scientific and engineering devices, there is only a minimum
level of understanding of the fluid dynamics and heat transfer
processes in fluidic MEMS. Performance of MEMS often defies
predictions made using scaling laws developed for large systems.
In addition, heat can easily build up in a densely packed MEMS
protective housing. The heat can cause undesirable deformation
and becomes destructive. This could be of particular concern to
MEMS structures that operate in a high temperature environment.
As the functions of the future MEMS expand, there is a pressing
need for reliable computational capabilities for the thermal and
fluid dynamic processes in MEMS.

In most MEMS flows, the mean free path of the fluid,l, is of
the same order as the characteristic system size,h. A ratio of the
two length scales,l/h, is commonly referred to as the Knudsen
number, Kn. For many MEMS flows, the value of Kn is high and
the fluid can no longer be regarded as a continuum. The fluid
motions are better described from the molecular point of view, as
opposed to the continuum point of view. The use of continuum-
based techniques in MEMS flow analyses may therefore lead to
large errors in the predictions.

The DSMC method of Bird@2# is a well-developed technology.
This technique models a gas flow as thousands or millions of

simulated ‘‘molecules,’’ with each of them representing a large
number of real gas molecules. As the simulated molecules move
in the computational domain, they may collide with other mol-
ecules or with physical boundaries. The macroscopic flow quanti-
ties, such as the velocity and temperature, are determined by sam-
pling the calculated molecular properties. The method has been
widely used for problems in, for example, rarefied gas dynamics
@3#, contaminant pollution over space platform@4#, and aerody-
namics of reentry vehicles@5#. Computations of the high-Kn flow
in microchannels have recently been demonstrated@6–9#. Com-
prehensive reviews can be found in Muntz@10# and Oran et al.
@11# DSMC has also been applied successfully in the prediction of
the heat transfer of high-speed flows in MEMS@12#.

The numerical treatment of the flow boundaries is important to
a successful DSMC simulation. For the flow in MEMS, the flow
speed can be much lower than the most probable thermal speed.
As a result, the numerical treatments that have been applied suc-
cessfully@2–11# to high-speed flows become physically unrealis-
tic for low-speed MEMS applications, as they do not properly
model the mass flux due to thermal fluctuations. Liou and Fang
@13# proposed an implicit treatment for the low-speed inflow and
outflow boundaries. In the implicit treatment, gas molecules are
allowed to enter the flow domain from both the upstream inlet and
the downstream exit boundaries. The local mean velocities, tem-
perature, and number density at the boundaries at every sample
average step determine the number of the entering molecules,
their velocities, and internal energies.

In this study, the heat transfer and flow characteristics of mi-
crochannel flows are examined using DSMC and the implicit
treatment of the boundary conditions. The Knudsen number of the
microflows considered ranges between 0.06 and 0.72. The effects
of the wall temperature and the Knudsen number on the tempera-
ture and the velocity variations are examined. In the following, the
DSMC method and the implicit boundary conditions used in this
study are briefly described.

2 Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Method
The DSMC method was introduced by Bird in the early 1960s

to simulate hypersonic rarefied gas flows. It is a numerical solu-
tion procedure to solve the dynamic equations for real gases. A
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real gas is modeled through thousands or millions of simulated
particles. As the simulated molecules move, they may collide with
the other simulated molecules or interact with the physical bound-
aries, such as a wall. The DSMC simulation solves for the time-
dependant variation of the locations and velocity of the simulated
molecules. The locations and the velocity components of the
simulated molecules are determined and stored in sequences of
time. The solution for a steady state case is obtained as an
asymptotic limit of an associated unsteady one.

Bird’s DSMC procedure consists of the following steps:~1!
index molecules into cells,~2! track the movement of molecules,
and ~3! select collision pairs, and calculate post-collision proper-
ties. Starting from the initial data, the flowfield and surface quan-
tities are sampled repeatedly. The physical space is divided into
computational cells and each cell is also divided into subcells. The
topology of the computational cells is used to facilitate the choice
of molecules for collisions and for the sampling of the macro-
scopic flow properties such as pressure, density, and temperature.
The time step is set such that a typical molecule moves about one
third of the cell dimension at each time step. Also, this time step is
much less than the mean collision time, defined as the mean pe-
riod of time between the successive molecular collisions.

3 Implicit Boundary Treatment
Microflows often operate with a given pressure~gradient!at the

inlet and the outlet boundaries. In this section, an implicit treat-
ment for low-speed inlet and exit boundaries for the DSMC of
microflows in such operating conditions is briefly described for
completeness. A detailed derivation can be found in Liou and
Fang@13#.

From the microscopic point of view, gas molecules translate, in
addition to a mean molecular velocity, by the thermal or random
velocity. For flows at high speeds, such as hypersonic flows, the
thermal velocity can be smaller in magnitude compared with the
mean velocity. For a DSMC simulation of high-speed flow, a con-
ventional approach is to impose a ‘‘vacuum’’ condition at the exit
boundary, where no molecules enter the computational domain
from the region external to the flow domain. For the low-speed
flows in fluidic MEMS, the thermal motion can be of the same
order of magnitude as the mean molecular motion. It then be-
comes inappropriate to neglect the mass influxes at a flow bound-
ary.

A boundary treatment has been proposed for such MEMS flow
simulations in Liou and Fang@13#. In this method, the number of
molecules entering the computational domain and their corre-
sponding internal energy and velocity components are determined
in an implicit manner by the local mean flow velocity, tempera-
ture, and number density.

The number flux of the molecules entering the computational
domain can be described by using the Maxwellian distribution
function,

F j5
nj

2Apb j

@exp~2sj
2 cos2 q!1Apsj cosq$11erf~sj cosq!%#,

(1)

where

sj5U jb j (2)

b j51/A2RTj . (3)

F j represents the number flux through a cell face of the boundary
cell j. ‘‘erf’’ denotes the error function,R the gas constant, andnj
the number density of molecules in cellj. Tj and U j denote the
local temperature and the streamwise mean velocity component,
respectively. The value ofq is zero for the upstream boundary and
p for the downstream exit boundary.

The velocity components of the entering molecule can be de-
termined by using the acceptance-rejection method@2# and the
Maxwellian distribution function. At the upstream inlet boundary,

the streamwise velocityu and cross-stream velocities,v andw, of
the molecules entering the computational domain through the cell
face of a boundary cellj can be written as

u5~U j13Cmp!Rf (4)

v5A cosw (5)

w5A sinw, (6)

where

A5A2 ln~Rf !Cmp , w52pRf , Cmp5A2RTj ,

and Rf represents a random fraction number, andCmp the local
most probable thermal speed of molecules. At the downstream,
the velocity components for the molecule entering the computa-
tional domain through the exit flow boundary are

u5~U j23Cmp!Rf (7)

v5A cosw1Vj (8)

w5A sinw, (9)

whereVj denotes the local transverse mean velocity.
With the vibrational energy neglected, the internal energy of the

entering equilibrium gases of diatomic molecule consists of trans-
lational energy,etr , and rotational energyerot ,

etr5mc2/2 (10)

erot52 ln~Rf !KTj , (11)

wherec is the speed of an entering molecule,m the mass of the
simulated gas, andK the Boltzmann constant.

In order to implement equations~1!–~11!, the number density,
temperature, and mean velocity at the flow boundaries are needed.
At the upstream boundary, the pressure,pin , and density,r in , are
the given parameters of the flow. The number density,nin , and
temperature,Tin , can then be obtained according to the conserva-
tion of mass and the equation of state. That is

nin5r in /m (12)

Tin5pin /~r inR!. (13)

The transverse mean velocity, (Vin) j , is set zero. A first-order
extrapolation is used to determine the streamwise mean velocity,
(Uin) j , from that of the computed for cellj. That is

~Uin! j5U j . (14)

At the downstream boundary, the only given flow parameter is
the exit pressure,pe . The other mean properties of the flow are to
be determined implicitly as the calculation proceeds. In the
present method, the flow variables are first computed by the fol-
lowing characteristics-theory-based equations

~ne! j
k5nj

k1
pe2pj

k

m~aj
k!2 (15)

~ue! j
k5uj

k1
pj

k2pe

mnj
kaj

k (16)

~ve! j
k5v j

k (17)

~Te! j
k5pe /@~ne! j

kmR#. (18)

The subscripte denotes the exit boundary, superscriptk the com-
puted quantities at thekth step, andaj

k the local exit speed of
sound. The exit mean flow velocities can then be obtained through
a sampling of the following form:

~Ue! j5
1

Nj
(
i 51

Nj

ue,i (19)
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~Ve! j5
1

Nj
(
i 51

Nj

ve,i . (20)

Nance et al.@14# first proposed an application of the characteris-
tics theory that has been used extensively in continuum computa-
tional fluid dynamics~CFD! @15# in DSMC simulations. The cur-
rent implementation of the characteristic equations involves an
updating procedure for the mean flow properties at the exit bound-
ary as the DSMC calculation proceeds. These information, in turn,
are used in equations~1), (7!, ~8!, and~9! to calculate the proper-
ties of the molecules entering the computational domain.

It is shown in the following that the implicit boundary treatment
successfully drives a microchannel flow to a stationary state with
matching exit pressure and overall mass balance, which are the
fundamental criteria for validating internal flow computation. Be-
cause of the statistical scatter of the DSMC method, this technique
becomes inappropriate for flows of extremely low speeds. The
information preservation~IP! method@16,17#has been shown to
work well in such conditions. In the following, the results for
three types of microchannel flow calculations are presented. The
effects of the Knudsen number on the heat transfer characteristics
are discussed.

4 Results and Discussions
Micro-Couette flows and micro-Poiseuille flows with various

values for the ratio of wall temperature to the inlet flow tempera-
ture are simulated. Sketches of the simulated geometry are shown
in Fig. 1. The variable hard sphere~VHS! model@2# and diffusive
wall boundary condition are used for the collision processes.
Some of the computational results are presented and, where ap-
propriate, compared with analytical results based on the Navier-
Stokes equations with temperature-jump and velocity-slip bound-
ary conditions.

Micro-Couette Flow. For the simulated micro-Couette flow
of nitrogen, the upper wall moves with a speedU of 100 m/s. The
pressure at the inlet and the outlet boundaries are both set at 0.83
atm. The inlet flow temperature,Tin , and the wall temperature,
Tw , are set equal to 300 K. The channel heighth is 0.8mm, and
length L 4.0 mm. The Knudsen number, based on the channel
height and the inlet conditions, is 0.08. The physical parameters

are set such that a low-speed microflow is simulated. The compu-
tational grid consists of 100360 uniform rectangular cells. The
number of the simulated molecules is about 320,000. Runs of
200,000 time steps and sampling after 2000 time steps of devel-
opment on SGI Octane typically take roughly 48 hours of CPU
time with a single processor.

The distribution of temperature in the wall-normal direction, at
the stationx/L52.5, is shown in Fig. 2 for the micro-Couette
flow. Also included is an analytical approximation, which is de-
rived from a simplified form of the Navier-Stokes equations using
the first-order wall velocity-slip and the first-order wall
temperature-jump condition of Maxwell. The analytical approxi-
mation can be written as
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wherem represents the viscosity,s the coefficient of heat accom-
modation,k the conductivity and Pr the Prandtl number. The val-
ues used form, s, k, and Pr for nitrogen are@18# 1.656
31025 kg/~ms2), 1.0, 0.023 J/~msK!, and 0.72, respectively. The
analytical form gives a distribution that, in general, agrees well
with the present DSMC results. The wall temperature-jump, about
0.3 K, is predicted by both methods. The relative scattering error
is less than 0.1 percent. Results at other locations are similar be-
cause of the one-dimensional nature of the micro-Couette flow.
For the flow velocity, a distribution that shows a slight deviation
from a linear variation is observed. A detailed comparison of the
velocity field has been described in@13#.

Micro-Poiseuille Flow. Two micro-Poiseuille flows are cal-
culated. The height of the microchannel,h, is 0.4 mm, and the
length L is 2.0 mm for both cases. The inlet flow temperature is
300 K and the wall temperature is 323 K. The pressure ratios are
2.5 for Case 1 and 4.5 for Case 2. The inlet pressure is 2.5 atm and
0.73 atm for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. These operating
conditions result in the local Kn in the microchannels varies be-
tween 0.055 and 0.123 for Case 1 and between 0.19 and 0.72 for
Case 2. The aspect ratio of the microchannels simulated is 5,
which is significantly lower than those found in experiments
@19,20#. The computational grid consists of 100360 uniform rect-
angular cells. The number of the simulated molecules is about
180,000. Runs of 200,000 time steps, with sampling after 2000
time steps of development, on SGI Octane typically take nearly 36
hours of CPU time with a single processor. Significant speedupFig. 1 Simulated micro-geometries

Fig. 2 Comparison of the temperature profile for micro-
Couette flow
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can be achieved with a parallel version of the DSMC code@21#. A
multi-fold speedup is normally obtained. The results shown in the
following for Case 2 are obtained using a dual-processor SGI
Octane. A constant velocity of 100 m/s is used uniformly in the
computational region, including the flow boundaries, to initiate
the calculation.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the calculated pressure at the
downstream boundary, nondimensionalized by the imposed exit
pressure,pe , as the solution progresses for Case 2. In each print
cycle, there are ten time steps of sampling. The calculated pres-
sure converges to the imposed value (p/pe>1) after a transient
variation from the uniform initial conditions has subsided.

Figure 4 shows the approach to a steady state solution using the
same print cycles as in Fig. 3 for Case 2. As was described earlier,
an initial velocity field (U initial) is required to start the calculations
and U initial5100 m/s is used. For a pressure-driven internal flow,
this computational initial condition set at the interior flow domain
and the flow boundaries where the boundary treatment is used
should have no bearing on the final numerical solution. For vali-
dation, Fig. 4 also includes results for a secondU initial
(515 m/s). Figure 4~a!shows the variation of the mass fluxes at
the upstream and downstream boundaries. The mass flux is de-
fined as

ṁ5
1

h E0

h

rudy. (22)

The corresponding initial values are denoted by the solid symbols
in Figs. 4~a!and 4~b!. The initial mass flux is about 12 kg/ms for
the case withU initial515 m/s and 80 kg/ms forU initial5100 m/s.
For both cases Fig. 4~a! shows that, after a transient from the
uniform initial conditions, the mass fluxes at the upstream and the
downstream converge to the same constant value and an overall
mass balance in the microchannel is established. Figure 4~a! also
shows that the converged mass fluxes for the two different initial
fields agree well, which is about 39.4 kg/ms with a 0.25 percent
variation. Figure 4~b!shows the variation of the average stream-
wise velocity for an inlet cell and an outlet cell located at (0,h/2)
and (L,h/2), respectively. For both initial conditions, the stream-
wise velocity for the inlet cell converges to 58.78~60.54 percent!
m/s. For the outlet cell, the velocity converges to 232.05~60.32
percent!m/s. These results agree well with Bird’s calculation@22#
using extended buffer domains and vacuum boundary conditions.
The results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that the present im-
plicit treatment of the low-speed boundaries supports a stable and
efficient solution process for the DSMC of the internal microflows
studied.

Figure 5 shows the contours of the streamwise mean velocity
magnitude for Case 1 and Case 2. The flow velocity increases as it
develops downstream. Partly due to the high-pressure gradient,

the flow speed at the exit of Case 2 is higher than that of Case 1.
There is only small statistical scattering in the computed velocity
for both cases.

Figure 6 shows the variations of the gas slip-velocity along the
wall for both cases. The slip-velocity is defined as

us5ug2uw , (23)

Fig. 3 Evolution of the downstream pressure, Case 2

Fig. 4 „a… Evolution of mass fluxes, Case 2; and „b… evolution
of the streamwise velocity, Case 2.

Fig. 5 Streamwise velocity magnitude contours
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whereug represents the gas velocity on a wall, anduw the wall
velocity. It can be seen that the slip-velocity increases as the flow
develops downstream. For the high Kn case, Case 2, the increase
is more significant. At the exit of the microchannel, the slip-
velocity for Case 2 is nearly twice as high as that of Case 1.

Analytical forms @13# of the velocity distribution can be ob-
tained using the Navier-Stokes equations with slip-wall condi-
tions. The resulting wall slip-velocity can be written
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where Kn is the local Knudsen number on the wall, which varies
with the flow developing downstream. Equation~24! is obtained
by using the first-order slip-wall condition proposed by Maxwell
and equation~25! by using a high-order condition@23#. In Fig. 7,
the wall slip-velocity given by Eqs.~24! and ~25! are compared
with the present DSMC predictions. For Case 1 with the lower
Kn, the continuum based analytical values agree well with the
DSMC results in the entire microchannel. As the Kn is low, it is
not surprising to observe such a good agreement between the
continuum-based solutions and the current DSMC results. This
agreement also further validates the DSMC solver used in the
present study. The difference between the first-order and the high-
order approximations becomes more apparent for Case 2, where

the Kn is large~.0.19!. In fact, Fig. 7 shows that the first-order
approximation is no longer valid for Case 2, producing a velocity
slip significantly higher than both the DSMC result and the high-
order analysis.

The difference between the wall temperature and the gas tem-
perature near the wall, or the temperature-jump, for these two
cases are given in Fig. 8. For both cases, there is a gradual de-
crease of temperature-jump in the first half of the channel, from
about 10 K to nearly the same, suggesting a corresponding
gradual decrease of the heat transfer from the wall to the microf-
low. In the second half of the channel, the wall temperature-jump
for Case 2 shows a significant increase as the flow develops to-
ward the exit than that for Case 1.

The calculated distributions of temperature are shown in Fig. 9.
The flows are seen to have an increase of temperature as the flow
develops in the first half of the channel. This is likely to be caused
by the temperature difference between the wall and the flow.
However, the contours show a subsequent decrease of temperature
in the downstream half of the microchannel for both cases, with a
more pronounced reduction in Case 2.

A different view of the temperature distribution is given in Fig.
10. The temperature distribution across the channel for these two
cases develops in a similar manner beforex/h53.0. Further
downstream, the temperature decreases, with a more significant
reduction for Case 2 with high Kn. Near the exit, the temperature
in the centerline region of Case 2 is about 15 K lower than that
predicted for Case 1. Figure 11 shows the wall heat transfer dis-
tribution. The net heat flux on a wall element with lengthox can
be evaluated as

Fig. 6 Slip velocity on the wall

Fig. 7 Comparison of normalized slip velocity distributions

Fig. 8 Wall temperature-jump

Fig. 9 Temperature contours
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wheren is the total number of simulated molecules that strike the
wall element during sampling;N0 is the number of gaseous mol-
ecules associated with a simulated molecule; andts is the time
period of the sampling. The subscripts ‘‘inc ’’ and ‘‘ref’’ denote
the values before and after the molecule impacts the wall, respec-
tively. Near the entrance region, there is significant transfer of
heat from the wall for both cases due to the high wall temperature.
The level is higher for Case 1 than for Case 2 with higher Kn. As
the flow develops downstream the wall heat transfer diminishes
and the difference between Case 1 and Case 2 falls within statis-
tical error. The results suggest that the flow expansion observed in
Fig. 5 in the second half of the channel is nearly adiabatic for both
cases, despite the finite temperature-jump at the wall. This is par-
ticularly true for Case 2. Recall that the gas temperature near the
exit for Case 2 is lower than that for Case 1 by about 15 K and
than the wall temperature by about 40 K. It suggests that, for the
high Kn case~Case 2!, the large temperature difference between

the wall and the flow is not accompanied by any significant
amount of wall heat transfer. Note that the heat transfer character-
istics of supersonic flows with three different values of Kn in a
microchannel have been studied in Liou and Fang@12#. For the
case with the highest Kn~0.186!, the results showed a significant
increase of wall heat transfer with large temperature difference
between the wall and the flow. On the other hand, the temperature
along the streamwise direction develops in a manner similar to the
current low-speed cases. That is, the temperature for the flow with
large Kn is higher than that with low Kn at the upstream and, as
the flow develops downstream, a more substantial drop of the flow
temperature is found for cases with high Kn. These computational

Fig. 11 Wall heat transfer

Fig. 12 Sketch for patterned microchannel

Fig. 13 Temperature contours

Fig. 10 Comparison of temperature profiles
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results appear to indicate that the heat transfer characteristics of
high Kn microfluid flows at low speeds can be different from that
at high speeds. A detailed, systematic study is apparently needed
to gain a better understanding of the possible differences in the
heat transfer characteristics between low-speed and high-speed
microchannel flows.

Patterned Microchannel Flow. Depending upon the specific
applications, the internal flow passage in MEMS may contain
various forms of blocks and cavities. These patterns can be mi-
cromachined with surface etching that selectively removes mate-
rials using, for example, imaged photoresist as a masking tem-
plate. Figure 12 shows a typical cross-sectional view of such
patterns. Compared with the micro-Couette and micro-Poiseuille
flows described in the sections above, the flow inside the geom-
etry shown in Fig. 12 is highly two-dimensional. To examine the
thermal and microflow phenomena in a more realistic geometry,
the present DSMC procedure is applied to the microchannel
shown in Fig. 12. The inlet pressure is 0.73 atm and temperature is
300 K. For comparison, two cases with different exit pressure
have been computed. The corresponding pressure ratios are 2.5
~Case 3!and 4.0~Case 4!, which are comparable to those of Case
1 and Case 2, respectively. The channel height is 0.9mm with an
aspect ratio of 6.7 and the block height is 0.3mm. The wall tem-
perature is 323 K, except for the top of the blocks with a tempera-
ture of 523 K. The Knudsen number, based on the inlet conditions,
is about 0.08. The simulations have been performed in the parallel
mode by domain decomposition@21#. The number of the simu-
lated molecules is about 1.62 million in each case, with 16,000

uniform rectangular cells. Runs of 200,000 time steps, with sam-
pling after 2000 time steps of development, on ten processors of
Pentium III-800 take roughly 50 hours.

Figure 13 shows the temperature contours for both cases.
Mushroom-like regions of high temperature can be observed sur-
rounding the blocks, due to the high temperature at the top of the
blocks. These high temperature regions for the two cases are geo-
metrically similar. Figure 14 shows the streamwise variation of
temperature at two height levels for both cases; one at the top of
the blocks and the second at midway between the top of the
blocks and the top wall. The temperature in the regions above the
blocks is significantly higher than the regions upstream and down-
stream of the blocks. The highest temperature change is roughly
60 K between these two levels, which are 0.3mm apart. Except
for the region above the second block, there is a minimal differ-
ence in the streamwise temperature distributions between the two
cases.

Figure 15 shows the temperature-jump distributions along the
upper and the horizontal part of the lower walls. The temperature-
jumps along both the upper and the lower walls are high in the
regions around the blocks. The absolute value of the temperature-
jump is higher on the top surface of the block than on the upper
wall. For instance, on the top surface of the first block the
temperature-jump is nearly 80 K, while that for the upper surface
is about 20 K. Overall, the temperature-jump distributions for
Case 3 are similar to those of Case 4. A comparison of the heat
transfer at the top channel wall for the two cases is given in Fig.
16. The peak values roughly correspond to the locations of the
blocks. The heat transfer for the low pressure-ratio case~low Kn!
is slightly higher than that for the higher value. This agrees well
with the results for the micro-Poiseuille flows presented above
where the flow with high Kn shows less heat transfer compared to
that with lower Kn.

Concluding Remarks
Three types of subsonic microchannel flows have been com-

puted using the DSMC method and an implicit treatment of the
flow boundaries developed specifically for the simulation of low-
speed microfluid flows. The thermal and the fluid dynamics of the
computed flows are examined. Where applicable, the present cal-
culations agree well with the analytical results. The wall heat
transfer in the calculated subsonic microfluid flows decreases with
an increase of Knudsen number. The present results show that the
Knudsen number and the geometric complexity of the channel
have significant effects on the fluid dynamic and the thermody-
namic behavior of the microfluid flows studied.

Fig. 14 Temperature distributions

Fig. 15 Temperature-jump on the upper and lower wall

Fig. 16 Comparison of heat transfer on the upper wall
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Slip Flow Convection in Isoflux
Rectangular Microchannels
Laminar forced convection in thermally developing slip flow through isoflux rectangular
microchannels is analytically investigated. Local and fully developed Nusselt numbers,
fluid temperatures, and wall temperatures are obtained by solving the continuum energy
equation for hydrodynamically fully developed slip flow with the velocity slip and tem-
perature jump condition at the walls. It is found that heat transfer may increase, decrease,
or remain unchanged, compared to nonslip flow conditions, depending on aspect ratios
and two-dimensionless variables that include effects of the microchannel size or rarefac-
tion and the fluid/wall interaction. The transition points that separate heat transfer en-
hancement from reduction are acquired for different aspect ratios.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1447932#
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1 Introduction
The developing microscale thermal and fluidic systems typi-

cally have characteristic length on the order of 1 to 100mm and
are often operated in gaseous environments at standard conditions,
where the molecular mean free path is on the order of 100 nm.
Under these constraints, noncontinuum dynamics will take place.
Knudsen number~Kn! is the parameter that is usually used to
describe the departure from the continuum regime and is defined
as the ratio of the molecular mean free path to the characteristic
length of the system concerned. The slip flow regime is in the
region near continuum, and is classified as 1023,Kn,0.1.
Therefore, some microscale thermal and fluidie systems must take
into account slip flow effects.

There is strong evidence to support the use of continuum mo-
mentum and energy equations to model the slip flow heat transfer
problem, while the boundary conditions are appropriately modi-
fied by imposing velocity slip and temperature jump at the walls
@1#. Liu et al. @2# and Arkilic et al. @3# found that the Navier-
Stokes equations, if combined with slip flow conditions, would fit
the experimental data in some microchannel flows. Otherwise,
significant departures were observed between the numerical and
experimental results without applying the slip conditions. Ameel
et al. @4# found that the temperature jump effect is also important
and should be included in the modeling for the slip flow heat
transfer problem.

Slip flow heat transfer in circular tubes has been extensively
studied and is treated as an extended Graetz problem. Shih et al.
@5#, Barron et al.@6,7#, and X. M. Wang@8# investigated this prob-
lem subjected to isothermal boundary conditions. Their results
showed that heat transfer appeared to be strengthened by the slip
effects; however, the temperature jump condition was actually not
included in their models as a primary boundary condition. Ameel
et al. @4# and M. L. Wang et al.@9# studied the related problem
involving constant heat flux, and found that the slip effects tend to
reduce heat transfer. In all of these studies, both the thermal ac-
commodation coefficient and tangential momentum accommoda-
tion coefficient were assumed to be unity, which limits the appli-
cability of their results.

More recently, Larrode et al.@10# conducted a more generalized
investigation into the extended Graetz problem for the isothermal
wall condition by introducing two dimensionless variables. One-
dimensionless variable,bvKn, is the product of Knudsen number

Kn and a parameterbv that includes the tangential momentum
accommodation coefficient, which thus represents rarefaction ef-
fects, or in a micro thermal fluid system, microscale effects. An-
other dimensionless variable,b, includes both the thermal and
tangential momentum accommodation coefficients, which thus
characterizes the fluid/wall interaction. It was found that heat
transfer may increase, decrease, or remain unchanged, depending
on these two dimensionless variables,bvKn andb. In their inves-
tigation, Larrode et al.@10# considered a wide range forb and
bvKn, which increases the applicability of their results.

The fact that conduits of rectangular or trapezoidal cross sec-
tion are easier to manufacture than circular tubes in the actual
development of microscale thermal fluid systems has provided
strong motivation for the study of slip flow heat transfer in rect-
angular microchannels. Yu and Ameel@11# first analytically stud-
ied a limiting case for the rectangular geometry, i.e., the laminar
slip flow thermal entry problem in a micro gap formed by two
parallel surfaces with constant wall temperature. This work is of
great importance for many proposed microscale thermal fluid sys-
tems that have very large microchannel aspect ratios. In addition
to slip flow effects, the axial conduction effects were included,
which is appropriate since many microscale thermal fluid systems
operate with extremely low Reynolds numbers. It was found that
the axial conduction always increases heat transfer. Yu and Ameel
@12# furthered their analytical studies by considering the laminar
slip flow developing convection problem in the more complex
three-dimensional rectangular microchannels with constant wall
temperature. The above two investigations showed that the two
dimensionless variablesbvKn and b affect the heat transfer in
ways similar to the circular case@10#; that is, heat transfer may
increase, decrease, or remain unchanged subjected tobvKn andb.
As for rectangular microchannels, aspect ratio is another param-
eter that affects the heat transfer. The analytical solutions for the
above two problems~parallel plates@11# and rectangular ducts
@12#! were obtained by employing a modified integral transform
technique@13,14#. Typical solution methods, such as separation of
variables and the conventional integral transform technique, were
unable to accommodate the nonseparable nature of the corre-
sponding eigenvalue problems. In Yu and Ameel’s other work
@15#, an interesting behavior for the entrance Nusselt number in
internal slip flow conditions was observed. They found that the
entrance Nusselt number is finite due to slip flow effects and this
finite Nusselt number can be evaluated from a simple equation in
terms of the two slip flow parametersbvKn andb. Furthermore,
the expression for the entrance Nusselt number is universal and
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applicable for any cross-sectional geometry~circular, rectangular,
and others!and for both isothermal and isoflux boundary condi-
tions.

In addition to the isothermal wall condition, the other interest-
ing boundary condition, for the practical application of microscale
thermal fluid systems, is the well knownH2 condition, defined as
constant wall heat flux on all surfaces@16#. Following the previ-
ous work@11,12,15#, the laminar slip flow thermal entry problem
in rectangular microchannels with theH2 boundary condition is
investigated in this paper. The flow is assumed to be hydrody-
namically fully developed at the channel entrance and conduction
in the channel walls is neglected. An analytical solution is devel-
oped using the modified integral transform technique@13,14#.
Both velocity slip and temperature jump conditions will be in-
cluded in the model. Both accommodation coefficient will be ex-
plicitly included for increasing applicability. The results will be
analyzed by introducing the two dimensionless variablesbvKn
andb.

2 Analysis

2.1 Solutions to Energy Equation. Slip flow heat transfer
can be appropriately modeled by utilizing continuum momentum
and energy equations with the modified slip flow boundary con-
ditions @1#. Using the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1, the
modified boundary conditions including velocity slip and tem-
perature jump aty5b in the y-direction are given as@1,17,18#

u~x,b!5F2bvl
]u

]y
13S RT

8p D 1/2 l

T

]T

]zG
y5b

(1)

T~x,b,z!2Tw5F2b tl
]T

]y
1

1

4R
u2G

y5b

. (2)

For typical conditions in which Eckert number is small and Kn
is moderate, only the first terms in each boundary condition need
be retained@10,11,12#. These conditions have been assumed here;
therefore, the second terms on the right side of both Eqs.~1! and
~2! are not included in the analysis. The two terms on the right
hand side of Eq.~1! represent velocity slip due to they-direction
transverse velocity gradient and thermal creep due to the axial
temperature gradient, respectively. The two terms on the right
hand side of Eq.~2! represent temperature jump due to the
y-direction transverse temperature gradient and slip velocity vis-
cous heating, respectively. The slip flow boundary conditions on
the other three surfaces have forms similar to Eqs.~1! and~2!. In
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, bv and b t are two dimensionless variables de-
fined as

bv5
22Fv

Fv
(3)

b t5
22Ft

Ft

2g

g11

1

Pr
, (4)

where Fv and Ft are the tangential momentum accommodation
coefficient and thermal accommodation coefficient, respectively.
Fv and Ft are close to unity for typical engineering applications
@1,17#, butFt could vary in a wide range from 1022 to 1.0 @1#.
The ratio ofb t andbv is defined as

b5
b t

bv
(5)

and includes all of the parameters associated with the fluid/wall
interaction. This parameter is generated in the nondimensionaliza-
tion of the temperature jump boundary condition given by Eq.~2!.

Ebert and Sparrow@19# have obtained the fully developed slip
flow velocity profile in a rectangular duct by solving the
z-direction momentum equation with slip boundary conditions
similar to Eq.~1!. This velocity solution has been reproduced by
Yu and Ameel@12# using the dimensionless groups consistent with
that defined in this paper. Since the origin of the coordinate sys-
tem used by Yu and Ameel@12# is at the center of the rectangular
duct, the dimensionless velocity solution when considering the
current coordinate system shown in Fig. 1 and making the re-
quired coordinate shift will be

U~X,Y!5A(
k51

`

BkFk~Y!Gk~X!, (6)

where

A5
âb̂

4( i 51
` f i

25F sin2~f i b̂/2!

b̂/21~bvKn sin2~f i b̂/2!
G Ff i â/22

tanh~f i â/2!

11~bvKn!~f i !tanh~f i â/2!G
(7)

Bk5
sin~fkb̂/2!

fk
3@ b̂/21~bvKn!sin2~fkb̂/2!#

(8)

Fk~Y!5cos@fk~Y2b̂/2!# (9)

Gk~X!512
cosh@fk~X2â/2!#

cosh~fkâ/2!1~bvKn!~fk!sinh~fkâ/2!
(10)

cot~f i b̂/2!5~bvKn!f i ~ i 51,2,3, . . .!. (11)

Fig. 1 Coordinate system „flow direction is Z…
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Consistent with Ebert and Sparrow@19#, bothu and um have
been normalized withD2/m dp/dz so that the pressure term is not
explicitly shown inU.

Under conditions of high Peclet number, negligible energy dis-
sipation, and constant properties, the dimensionless energy equa-
tion, theH2 heat flux boundary conditions, and the inlet condition
may be expressed as

]2Q

]X2 1
]2Q

]Y2 5U~X,Y!
]Q

]Z
(12)

F]Q

]X G
X50

5d1 (13)

F]Q

]X G
X5â

5d2 (14)

F]Q

]Y G
Y50

5d3 (15)

F]Q

]Y G
Y5b̂

5d4 . (16)

QuZ5050. (17)

The boundary conditions given by Eqs.~13!–~16! have been de-
veloped by neglecting the contribution from sliding friction. This
idealization is appropriate for small slip velocities. Thus, Fourier’s
law may be applied to the fluid as a thermal boundary condition
since the imposed heat flux is directly related to the temperature
gradient. Upon the determination of the fluid temperature distri-
bution, the temperature jump condition may be applied to obtain
the wall temperature and the Nusselt number. The fact that the
fluid temperatureQ(X,Y,Z) is not a function of the temperature
jump effect differs from the isothermal wall case for rectangular
microchannels studied by Yu and Ameel@12#.

It can be seen from Eqs.~6!–~11! that U(X,Y) is a function of
R ~implied by â and b̂! and bvKn, wherebvKn represents the
effects of rarefaction and/or the microscale. SinceQ(X,Y,Z) in-
cludesU(X,Y), the non-dimensional temperature will be a func-
tion of R and bvKn as well. In addition, both the fluid velocity
and temperature profiles are functions ofbvKn; thus, bvKn50
represents a particular case where both the velocity slip and tem-
perature jump are absent, recovering the classical nonslip case.
bvKn has a range from 1023 to 1021 in the slip flow regime.

In Eqs. ~13!–~16!, d1 throughd4 represent the dimensionless
heat fluxes at the walls. The convention used here is that heat flux
is always imposed inwardly to the fluid~heating mode!. For this
convention and considering the coordinate system shown in Fig.
1, the value ofdi ~i 51, 2, 3, 4!may be11 or 21, whiledi50
represents an abiabatic wall. The eight possible combinations of
heat fluxes may be expressed in terms of the associated values of
di . For the case considered here in which all four channel walls
are equally heated,d15d3521 andd25d451.

The difficulty associated with solving the energy equation,
given by Eq.~12!, lies in the nonseparable nature of the related
eigenvalue problem which is due to the inclusion of the velocity
term. This difficulty may be overcome by means of a modified
integral transform technique, similar to that employed by Apare-
cido and Cotta@13# and Cotta@14# who solved a nonslip convec-
tion problem in a rectangular duct. This solution technique has
been found to be efficient and relatively computationally cheap
@13#. The solution procedure for the current problem starts by
constructing the following two auxiliary problems:

d2c~h,X!

dX2 1h2c~h,X!50 (18)

Fdc~h,X!

dX G
X5â/2

50 (19)

Fdc~h,X!

dX G
X5â

50 (20)

and
d2v~j,Y!

dY2 1j2v~j,Y!50 (21)

Fdv~j,Y!

dY G
Y5b̂/2

50 (22)

Fdv~j,Y!

dY G
Y5b̂

50. (23)

Eigenfunctions are found from the above two groups of equations
to be c i5cos@hi(X2â/2)#, and vm5cos@jm(Y2b̂/2)#, respec-
tively, while the eigenvalues are determined to be

h i52ip/â, jm52mp/b̂ ~ i ,m50,1,2,3, . . .!. (24)
Then, the two auxiliary problems in Eqs.~18!–~23! allow the
creation of the following integral transform pair, utilizing the
above eigenvalues and eigenfunctions:

Transform.

Q̄im* ~Z!5E
0

âE
0

b̂
cos@h i~X2â/2!#

3cos@jm~Y2b̂/2!#Q~X,Y,Z!dXdY (25)

Inversion.

Q~X,Y,Z!5(
i 50

`

(
m50

`

~MiMm!21 cos@h i~X2â/2!#

3cos@jm~Y2b̂/2!#Q̄im* ~Z!, (26)
where

Mi5
â

2
1

sin~h i â!

2h i
5H â/2 when iÞ0

â when i 50
,

(27)

Mm5
b̂

2
1

sin~jmb̂!

2jm
5H b̂/2 when mÞ0

b̂ when m50
.

The energy Eq.~12! is now operated on by

E
0

âE
0

b̂
cos@h i~X2â/2!#cos@jm~Y2b̂/2!#dXdY. (28)

After employing the inversion formula~26! and using the nature
of orthogonality of the eigenfunctions, this procedure will yield

(
j 50

`

(
n50

`

Di jmn

dQ̄jn* ~Z!

dZ

15
05b̂~2d11d2!1a~2d31d4! when i 5m50

h i
2Q̄i0* ~Z!5~21! i b̂~2d11d2! when iÞ0, m50

jm
2 Q̄0m* ~Z!5~21!mâ~2d31d4! when i 50, mÞ0

~h i
21jm

2 !Q̄im* ~Z!50 when iÞ0, mÞ0

,

(29)
where

Di jmn5
1

M jMn
E

0

âE
0

b̂
cos@h i~X2a/2!#cos@h j~X2â/2!#

3cos@jm~Y2b̂/2!#cos@jn~Y2b̂/2!#U~X,Y!dXdY.
(30)

The transformed inlet condition forQ̄im* becomes

Q̄im* ~0!50. (31)
The integral in Eq.~30! is evaluated to give
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Di jmn5
A

M jMn
(
k51

`

BkF i jkFmnk* , (32)

where

F i jk5Fc2
~21! i 1 j

@~11~bvKn!fk tanh~fkâ!!#

3F 1

~h i1h j !
21fk

2 1
1

~h i2h j !
21fk

2G (33)

Fc5H 0 when j Þ i

â when j 5 i 50

â/2 when j 5 iÞ0

(34)

Fmnk* 5
~21!m1n

2
sinS fkb̂

2 D F 1

jm1jn1fk
2

1

jm1jn2fk

1
1

jm2jn1fk
2

1

jm2jn2fk
G . (35)

After Q̄im* (Z) is determined, other properties of interest are
readily derived. The dimensionless fluid mixed mean temperature
Qm(Z) is first evaluated from its definition

Qm~Z!5
1

âb̂
E

0

âE
0

b̂
U~X,Y!Q~X,Y,Z!dXdY

5
2A

âb̂ (
k51

`

(
i 50

`

(
m50

`

~MiMm!21BkQkmPkiQ̄im* ~Z!,

(36)
where

Qkm52~21!m sinS fkb̂

2 D fk

fk
22jm

2 (37)

Pki5Pc2
~21! ifk tanh~fka/2!

~h i
21fk

2!@11~bvKn!~fk!tanh~fkâ/2!#
(38)

Pc5H 0 when iÞ0

â/2 when i 50
. (39)

Alternatively, Qm(Z) can also be evaluated directly from an en-
ergy balance of the fluid

Qm~Z!5
b̂~2d11d2!1â~2d31d4!

âb̂
Z. (40)

Equation~40! gives the same result as that from Eq.~36!. Note
thatQm(Z) varies linearly with the flow direction and the slope of
the variation only depends on the aspect ratio~R! and thermal
boundary conditions.

The local heat transfer coefficient is defined as

h~z!5
2k~]T/]nuwall!

Tw,m2Tm
5

q0

Tw,m2Tm
, (41)

whereTm is the fluid mixed mean temperature, andTw,m is the
peripheral average wall temperature defined as

Tw,m~z!5
1

l p
E

0

l p

Tw~ l p ,z!dlp , (42)

wherel p is the heated perimeter length.
Tw,m in Eq. ~42! is now related to the temperature jump condi-

tion given in Eq.~2! with only the first term on the right hand side
retained. This modified boundary condition~2!, after the tempera-
ture gradient term (]T/]y) is replaced with constant heat flux
(q0) and after applied to theith side of the walls, becomes

Tw,i~z!5Tf w,i~z!1b~bvKn!
q0,iD

k
, (43)

whereTf w,i is the fluid temperature at theith side of the walls.
Considering Eq.~42!, Eq.~43! is nondimensionalized to give

Qw,m~Z!5Q f w,m~Z!1b~bvKn!, (44)
whereQ f w,m is the dimensionless peripheral average fluid tem-
perature, and is determined to be

Q f w,m~Z!5
1

Lp
E

0

Lp

Q~Lp ,Z!dLp

5
1

âb̂
F Q̄00* ~Z!1a1(

m51

`

~21!mQ̄0m* ~Z!

1a2(
i 51

`

~21! iQ̄i0* ~Z!G (45)

a15
2~2d31d4!

R~2d11d2!1~2d31d4!
,

a25
2R~2d11d2!

R~2d11d2!1~2d31d4!
, (46)

whereLp refers to the dimensionless heated perimeter length and
Lp5b̂(2d11d2)1â(2d31d4).

The local Nusselt number, after nondimensionalizing Eq.~41!,
is given as

Nu~Z!5
h~z!D

k
5

1

Qw,m~Z!2Qm~Z!
. (47)

Then applying Eq.~44! to this equation yields

Nu~Z!5
1

Q f w,m~Z!2Qm~Z!1b~bvKn!
. (48)

Since the fluid temperature fieldQ(X,Y,Z) is a function of the
velocity slip effect indicated bybvKn, the dimensionless periph-
eral average fluid temperatureQ f w,m given in Eq.~45! is a func-
tion of bvKn as well. However, it is recognized that the tempera-
ture jump condition represented byb is not involved in the
solution process for the energy equation, which means thatQ f w,m
is not a function ofb. Also note that the dimensionless fluid
mixed mean temperatureQm(Z) given in Eq.~40! is a function of
neitherbvKn nor b although it has a complex alternative expres-
sion given in Eq.~36!. Therefore, theb that explicitly appears in
the productb(bvKn) in Eq. ~48! is the single way in which theb
effect is imparted to Nu(Z).

Referring to the values ofFt and Fv in Refs. @1#, @17#, b de-
fined in Eq.~5! may be in a wide range from close to unity to
more than 100, and noticeably will never be zero for actual physi-
cal surfaces. Hence, settingb50 will artificially disable the tem-
perature jump effect as seen from Eq.~43!, permitting observation
of the temperature jump effect.b together withbvKn was first
introduced by Larrode et al.@10# in their studies on slip flow heat
transfer for the extended Graetz problem in circular tubes. It
should be mentioned thatb'1.667 is a typical value for most
engineering applications, corresponding toFv51, Ft51, g51.4,
and Pr50.7. In the present study,b will be investigated in a wide
range from 0 to 10.

The slip flow solutions obtained above are exact and are in the
form of infinite series. In order to acquire numerical results from
these exact solutions, the infinite series must be truncated to finite
series. When the truncation number~N! is chosen to be 20 for all
infinite summations, the solutions show good convergence and
desired accuracy forZ.1024. Values less than 20 resulted in
poor convergence or accuracy while values greater than 20 in-
creased the computational time significantly without an improve-
ment in accuracy. The initial value problem of the first order non-
homogenous ordinary differential equation~ODE! system for the
transformed potentialQ̄* given in Eqs.~29! and ~31! can be
readily solved by using the built-in matrix functions in MATLAB
or other equation solvers.

2.2 Entrance Nusselt Number and Nusselt Number Ap-
proximation. From Eq.~48!, two interesting results for Nu(Z)
can be observed. First, at the entrance of the duct, Nu~0! is found
not to be infinite due to the termb(bvKn) although the tempera-
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ture difference (Q f w,m(0)2Qm(0)) is alwaysequal to zero. This
behavior has been previously repeated by Yu and Ameel@15#.
Furthermore, an identical equation for Nu~0! to that from Ref.
@15# can also be derived from Eq.~48!:

Nu~0!5
h~0!D

k
5

1

b~bvKn!
. (49)

It has been shown in Ref.@15# that the above equation holds
universally regardless of boundary conditions~isoflux or isother-
mal! and the cross-sectional geometry~rectangular ducts, circular
tubes and others!. Note that for the nonslip case, Kn50, produc-
ing the characteristic infinite value for Nu~0!.

Secondly,b(bvKn) may be the dominant term in the determi-
nation of Eq.~48! ~much larger thanQ f w,m(Z)2Qm(Z)) in the
downstream region (Z.0). In this case, the slip flow Nusselt
number can be approximated as

Nu~Z.0!'
1

b~bvKn!
if b~bvKn! is sufficiently large. (50)

A large value ofb(bvKn) may result from a large magnitude ofb
alone in the slip flow regime, where 1023,bvKn,0.1. Note that
the above relation~50! is the same as Eq.~49! except that the
equality sign in Eq.~49! strictly holds. Combination of Eq.~49!
and ~50! indicates that Nu(Z) will approximately be constant if
b(bvKn) is sufficiently large.

The above results~Eqs.~49! and~50!! may also be observed in
Yu and Ameel@12# for slip flow heat transfer in isothermal rect-
angular microchannels and the work by Larrode et al.@10# on slip
flow heat transfer in isothermal circular tubes.

2.3 The Fully Developed Nusselt Number. The fully de-
veloped Nusselt number Nu` can also be determined using the
following approach which can lead to much faster convergence
than that using the local Nu derived above by lettingZ→`. The
computational time is approximately reduced by a factor of (N
11)2/2 with this method. Equation~29! for the transformed po-
tentialsQ̄im* can be expressed as a matrix equation in the form

(51)

where C and E are (N11)23(N11)2 square coefficient matrices, respectively,J is a (N11)231 vector and is formed by the
right-hand terms in Eqs.~29!, and both@dQ̄im* (Z)/dZ# and @Q̄im* (Z)# are (N11)231 vectors. Note that the variablesN and N11
above the brackets in the sequences fori andm represent the number of repetitions for the number in each of the subsequences.

Note that the coefficient matrixE is singular since its first row elements are all zeros which stem from the first condition in Eq.~29!.
This singularity can be eliminated by the following two steps. First, findQ̄00* (Z) from the first order ODE equation formed by the first
row in Eq. ~51!. After integrating once and applying the inlet condition in Eq.~31!, this equation gives

(52)

whereC1 represents a 13@(N11)221# vector that consists of all
the elements except the first one of the first row inC, andC(1,1)
is the first element inC and is found from Eq.~30! to be

C~1,1!5
1

âb̂
E

0

âE
0

b̂
U~X,Y!dXdY51. (53)

After all theQ̄00* (Z) and@dQ̄00* (Z)/dZ# in the other rows inC are
replaced with Eq.~52!, the singularity is eliminated and then Eq.
~51! becomes

C* FdQ̄im* ~Z!

dZ
G1E* @Q̄im* ~Z!#

5J* ~ i ,m subject to conditions in Eq.~52!!,

(54)

whereC* and E* are @(N11)221#3@(N11)221# square co-
efficient matrices modified fromC andE, respectively, andJ* is
a @(N11)221#31 vector modified fromJ.
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SincedQ̄im* (`)/dZ50, Eq. ~54! has an asymptotic solution in
the form of

@Q̄im* ~`!#5E* 21D* [G

3~ i ,m subject to conditions in Eq.~52!!,

(55)

whereE* 21 is the inverse ofE* , andG is a @(N11)221#31
constant vector. Then,Q̄00* (`) is determined by inserting Eq.~55!
into Eq. ~52!

Q00* ~Z!5@ b̂~2d11d2!1â~2d31d1!#Z2C1G ~Z→`!.
(56)

In the fully developed region, then, the dimensionless periph-
eral average fluid temperatureQ f w,m(Z) is found by inserting Eqs.
~55! and ~56! into Eq. ~45!:

Q f w,m~Z!5
b̂~2d11d2!1â~2d31d4!

âb̂
Z1Cd ~Z→`!,

(57)

whereCd is a constant and is given as

Cd5
1

âb̂
Fa1 (

i 5N11

2N

~21! i 2NG~ i !1a2(
i 51

N

~21! iG~ i !

2 (
i 51

~N11!221

C1~ i !G~ i !G . (58)

Given Q f w,m(`) in Eq. ~57!, the dimensionless peripheral av-
erage wall temperatureQw,m(Z) when Z→` is determined im-
mediately from Eq.~44!

Qw,m~Z!5
b̂~2d11d2!1â~2d31d4!

âb̂
Z1Cd1b~bvKn!

~Z→`!. (59)

Note that bothQ f w,m(`) in Eq. ~57! andQw,m(`) in Eq. ~59!
have the same linear coefficient as that of the dimensionless fluid
mixed mean temperatureQm(Z), given in Eq.~40!, as expected.
Therefore, the fully developed Nu is determined from Eq.~48! by
considering Eqs.~57! and ~40!

Nu`5
1

Cd1b~bvKn!
. (60)

3 Results and Discussion
The solutions are first validated by comparing the nonslip fully

developed Nusselt numbers Nu`,ns derived here with those in the
literature, and the results of this comparison are listed in Table 1.
Values of Nù ,ns may be calculated either from Eq.~48! for the
local Nu or from Eq.~60! for Nu` . When using Eq.~48!, the axial
dimensionless distanceZ530 and the truncation numberN520.
Both methods produce completely identical results. It is seen from
the table that the present solutions have a quite satisfactory accu-
racy.

The fully developed Nusselt number Nu` , local Nu(Z), fluid
temperaturesQm(Z) and Q f w,m(Z), and wall temperature
Qw,m(Z) are of interest in the current investigations. Some of
these parameters are functions of aspect ratioR, the two dimen-
sionless variablesb andbvKn, the heat flux boundary conditions,
and the axial dimensionless distanceZ. Of the eight types of heat
flux boundary conditions, the version for four equally heated sides
~version 4!is the most referenced in the literature and therefore
only this version will be considered in this paper.

The fully developed Nusselt number Nu` is of importance in
designing microscale thermal fluid systems from long microchan-
nels. Figure 2 shows the Nu` dependence onbvKn, b, and R.
Nu` has been normalized with respect to its nonslip value Nu`,ns
for the sameR. Nù is calculated directly from Eq.~60! with
truncation numberN520. It is seen that heat transfer may in-

Fig. 2 Normalized Nu ` as a function of b, bvKn, and R

Table 1 Comparison of nonslip Nusselt number Nu `,ns

Table 2 b transition values „bc… for version 4
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crease, decrease, or remain unchanged in comparison with the
nonslip case, subject tobvKn, b, andR. A set of dotted curves
that denotesb50.8 forms a band that approximately separates the
heat transfer increase from decrease. Above this band where val-
ues ofb are small, heat transfer always increases with increasing
bvKn; while below the band, heat transfer always decreases with
increasingbvKn. Physically,b is an indication of the degree of
temperature jump at the walls; the larger the value ofb, the larger
the temperature jump considering Eq.~2! where the temperature
gradient is a constant corresponding to the constant heat fluxq0 .
This large temperature jump results in reduction of the heat trans-
fer coefficient when observing Eq.~41! where the denominator is
increased. Note that the mechanism for decreasing heat transfer
due to increasingb is different from that for the isothermal bound-
ary condition@12# in which increasingb leads to a decrease in the
temperature gradient in the numerator of Eq.~41!. On the other
hand, bvKn is a measure of the degree of the momentum ex-
change between the fluid and the walls; large values ofbvKn
correspond to large velocity slip at the walls, thus producing large
momentum exchange at the wall. For small values ofb, the mo-
mentum exchange dominates over the increase in the temperature
jump, and, therefore, heat transfer is enhanced by the increasing

momentum exchange due to the increasingbvKn. However, heat
transfer is decreased for largeb when the increase in temperature
jump prevails over the increasing momentum exchange at the wall
with increasingbvKn. Values ofb that define the transition point
separating the heat transfer enhancement from reduction can be
identified for variousR. This determination is based on the value
of b for which Nù /Nu`,ns51 at bvKn'0.07 ~mid range in the
slip regime!. Accordingly,bc50.8 for R52 from Fig. 2. Values
of the transitionbc for different R have been determined and are
presented in Table 2.

In Fig. 2, the effects ofR on the normalized Nù are also
depicted. As shown, increasingR does not always decrease the
normalized Nù . At b50 and 0.8, the normalized Nu` drops
monotonically with increasingR. However, atb51.667, the nor-
malized Nù for R52 is slightly higher than that forR51 such
that the normalized Nù trend is no longer a monotonic decay
with increasingR. At b510, no readily identificable trend is ap-
parent. The reason behind this is unclear. Thus, it is noted that
when values ofb are large, the effects ofR on the normalized Nù
become less obvious.

It is also seen from Fig. 2 that the reduction in heat transfer is
more significant than the enhancement. Atb510, the reduction in

Fig. 3 Local Nu as a function of bvKn for small b

Fig. 4 Local Nu as a function of bvKn for transition b

Fig. 5 Local Nu as a function of bvKn for large b

Fig. 6 Local Nu as a function of b at a modest slip condition
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heat transfer is as large as 70 percent, while atb50, the promo-
tion in heat transfer is approximately 20 percent. For most engi-
neering applications whereb51.667, heat transfer is always re-
duced and the degree of the reduction is on the order of 20 percent
for the upper region of the slip regime.

The variations of the local Nu(Z) with bvKn for smallb, tran-
sition bc , and largeb are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
In these three figures, aspect ratioR52 for whichbc has a value
of 0.8. Forb50.1, it is seen from Fig. 3 that the local Nu always
increases with increasingbvKn, compared to the nonslip case
(bvKn50). On the other hand, the case forb51.667. shown in
Fig. 5, has a reversed trend, i.e., Nu(Z) decreases asbvKn in-
creases. This is again consistent with the explanations in terms of
the molecular dynamics occurring between the fluid and the walls
for fully developed conditions. The increase in the momentum
exchange with increasingbvKn is dominant over the slight in-
crease in the temperature jump for smallb ~Fig. 3!; however,
whenb is large~Fig. 5!, the significant increase in the temperature
jump will override the increase in the momentum exchange such

that the trend for Nu(Z) is reversed. In Fig. 4,b has a mid-range
value ~b50.8! in which the increase in the momentum exchange
almost offsets the increase in the temperature jump so that Nu(Z)
for Z.0.01 either increases slightly forbvKn50.04, or decreases
slightly for bvKn50.08 and 0.12.

Figure 6 reveals the effects ofb on the local Nu forR52 when
bvKn has a mid-range value which represents a modest slip. As
expected, heat transfer always decreases with increasingb, which
accompanies the increase in the temperature jump at the walls. It
is noted that asb increases, the Nu(Z) profile becomes flatter,
which means that the entrance length is shortened for increasing
b. It is also seen that Nu values at the entrance are finite when
b(bvKn)Þ0, which is different from the nonslip situation. More-
over, values of the entrance Nu can be predicted from the simple
expression given by Eq.~49! which has been shown to hold for
any cross-sectional geometry and boundary condition@15#. For
example, forb510, Nu~0!51/~1030.04!52.5. which is the ap-
proximate value shown in Fig. 6 for the minimumZ(Zmin51024

Þ0). In addition, note that in the downstream region (Z.0),
whenb(bvKn) is sufficiently large, Nu(Z) can be approximated
by Eq. ~50!. Again, for b510, Nu(Z.0)'1/(1030.04)52.5
from Eq. ~50!. This approximation for Nù is quite good for the
nearly constant profile as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows the aspect ratioR influence on the local Nu for
a modest slip condition (bvKn50.04) whenb has either a small
value~0.1! or a large value~10!, respectively. For smallb, Nu(Z)
increases with increasingR; however, in the region far from the
entrance, Nu nearly converges to the same value. On the other
hand, for largeb, Nu(Z) is quite insensitive toR. Once again, it is
noted that for largeb the value of Nu~0!agrees well with the
prediction from Eq.~49!, and the almost constant profile of Nu(Z)
can also be well approximated by Eq.~50!.

Typical fluid temperature and wall temperature distributions are
shown in Fig. 8. As discussed above, the dimensionless fluid
mixed mean temperatureQm is not a function of eitherbvKn or
b, and only depends onR and the heat flux boundary conditions.
For the four side heating case~version 4!studied here, the slope
of Qm(Z) is determined from Eq.~40! to always equal 4 regard-
less of the value ofR. The dimensionless peripheral average fluid
temperatureQ f w,m shows dependence onbvKn, but is not a func-
tion of b, also as mentioned earlier in section 2.1. It is seen that
Q f w,m decreases with increasingbvKn in comparison with the
nonslip case (bvKn50). However, the dimensionless peripheral
average wall temperatureQw,m is a function of bothbvKn andb,
as shown in Eq.~44!. From Eq.~44!, it is recognized thatQw,m is
b(bvKn) greater thanQw,m . It is also noted that the value of
Qw,m is not zero at the entrance and is equal tobvKn, while on
the other hand,Q f w,m is always equal to zero at the entrance
regardless of the value ofb and bvKn. This nonzero value for
Qw,m is the reason for the finite Nu at the entrance. In addition, in
the fully developed region, it is seen that bothQw,m and Q f w,m
have the same linear slope as that ofQm as discussed early from
Eqs.~59!, ~57!, and~40!.

4 Conclusions
The laminar slip flow thermal entry problem in rectangular mi-

crochannels with constant wall heat flux has been analytically
studied by a modified integral transform technique. It is found that
heat transfer may increase, decrease, or remain unchanged, com-
pared to the nonslip conditions, subjected to two dimensionless
variablesbvKn and b, and aspect ratioR. bvKn indicates the
rarefaction effects or microscale effects and is a measure of the
momentum exchange between the fluid and the walls, whileb
represents the properties of fluid/wall interaction and is a measure
of temperature jump effects at the walls. For small values ofb,
heat transfer increases with increasingbvKn, and this increase
can be as great as 20 percent. Whileb is large, heat transfer
decreases with increasingbvKn, and this decrease can be as high

Fig. 7 Local Nu as a function of R at a modest slip condition
for small and large b

Fig. 8 Effects of b and bvKn on dimensionless fluid mixed
mean temperature Qm , dimensionless peripheral average fluid
temperature Q fw ,m , and dimensionless peripheral average wall
temperature Qw,m for any R
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as 70 percent. A transitionb value that separates the heat transfer
enhancement from reduction for differentR can be identified. A
large value ofb produces a flatter Nu(Z) profile and tends to
reduce the thermal entrance length. This nearly constant local Nu
value ~as well as Nù! can be approximated well by a simple
expression given by Eq.~50!. A large value ofb also leads to the
insensitivity of the local Nu to variations ofR. The values of the
entrance Nusselt number are again shown, for this isoflux rectan-
gular duct case, to be finite due to slip effects, and can be deter-
mined from the simple expression given by Eq.~49!. The dimen-
sionless fluid mixed mean temperature is not a function of either
bvKn or b because of the direct energy balance established be-
tween the fluid and the imposed heat fluxes at the walls. The
dimensionless peripheral average fluid temperature is a function
of bvKn but not b. The dimensionless peripheral average wall
temperature depends on bothbvKn and b. These three kinds of
dimensionless temperatures have the same linearly varying slope
in the region far from the entrance.

Nomenclature

a 5 channel width
a1 ,a2 5 constants, Eq.~46!

â 5 a/D
A 5 Eq. ~7!
b 5 channel height
b̂ 5 b/D

Bk 5 Eq. ~8!
C 5 matrix, Eq.~51!

C1 5 vector, Eq.~52!
Cd 5 constant, Eq.~58!

d1;d4 5 dimensionless heat flux
D 5 hydraulic diameter, 2ab/(a1b)

Di jmn 5 Eq. ~30!
E 5 matrix, Eq.~51!

E* 5 matrix, Eq.~54!
Fk 5 Eq. ~9!
Ft 5 thermal accommodation coefficient
Fv 5 tangential momentum accommodation coefficient
G 5 vector, defined in Eq.~55!

Gk 5 Eq. ~10!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient, defined in Eq.~41!
i 5 index
j 5 index
J 5 vector, Eq.~51!

J* 5 vector, Eq.~54!
k 5 index/thermal conductivity

Kn 5 Knudsen number,l/D
l p 5 heated perimeter length

Lp 5 dimensionless heated perimeter length
m 5 index
M 5 Eq. ~27!
n 5 index/normal direction to the wall
N 5 summation truncation number

Nu(Z) 5 local Nusselt number
Nu` 5 fully developed Nusselt number for slip flow

Nu`,ns 5 fully developed Nusselt number for nonslip flow
Pc 5 Eq. ~39!
Pe 5 Peclet number RePr

Pki 5 Eq. ~38!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q0 5 constant wall heat flux

Qkm 5 Eq. ~37!
R 5 aspect ratio,b/a

Re 5 Reynolds number,umD/n
R 5 universal gas constant
T 5 fluid temperature

To 5 inlet fluid temperature

Tm 5 fluid mixed mean temperature
Tw 5 wall temperature

Tw,m 5 peripheral average wall temperature, defined in Eq.
~42!

Tf ,w 5 fluid temperature at the walls
Tf w,m 5 peripheral average fluid temperature,

1/l p*0
l pTf w( l p ,z)dlp

u 5 streamwise velocity
um 5 mean velocity
U 5 dimensionless velocity,u/um
x 5 transverse coordinate
X 5 dimensionless transverse coordinate,x/D
y 5 transverse coordinate
Y 5 dimensionless transverse coordinate,y/D
z 5 axial coordinate
Z 5 dimensionless axial coordinate,z/(PeD)

Greek Symbols

b 5 dimensionless variable,b t /bv
bc 5 transition value ofb
b t 5 dimensionless variable, defined in Eq.~4!
bv 5 dimensionless variable, defined in Eq.~3!
g 5 ratio of specific heats
n 5 kinematic viscosity
h 5 eigenvalue, Eq.~24!
Q 5 dimensionless fluid temperature, (T2T0)/(q0D/k)

Qw 5 dimensionless wall temperature, (Tw2T0)/(q0D/k)
Qw,m 5 dimensionless peripheral average wall temperature,

1/Lp*0
LpQw(Lp ,Z)dLp

Q f w,m 5 dimensionless peripheral average fluid temperature,
defined in Eq.~45!

Qm 5 dimensionless fluid mixed mean temperature, defined
in Eq. ~36!

Q̄im* 5 transformed potentials
l 5 molecular mean free path
c 5 eigenfunction
j 5 eigenvalue, Eq.~24!
f 5 eigenvalue, Eq.~11!

Fc 5 Eq. ~34!
F i jk 5 Eq. ~33!

Qmnk* 5 Eq. ~35!
v 5 eigenfunction
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Constant-Wall-Temperature
Nusselt Number in Micro and
Nano-Channels1

We investigate the constant-wall-temperature convective heat-transfer characteristics of a
model gaseous flow in two-dimensional micro and nano-channels under hydrodynamically
and thermally fully developed conditions. Our investigation covers both the slip-flow
regime 0<Kn<0.1, and most of the transition regime 0.1,Kn<10, where Kn, the Knud-
sen number, is defined as the ratio between the molecular mean free path and the channel
height. We use slip-flow theory in the presence of axial heat conduction to calculate the
Nusselt number in the range 0<Kn<0.2, and a stochastic molecular simulation technique
known as the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) to calculate the Nusselt number in
the range 0.02,Kn,2. Inclusion of the effects of axial heat conduction in the continuum
model is necessary since small-scale internal flows are typically characterized by finite
Peclet numbers. Our results show that the slip-flow prediction is in good agreement with
the DSMC results for Kn<0.1, but also remains a good approximation beyond its ex-
pected range of applicability. We also show that the Nusselt number decreases monotoni-
cally with increasing Knudsen number in the fully accommodating case, both in the
slip-flow and transition regimes. In the slip-flow regime, axial heat conduction is found to
increase the Nusselt number; this effect is largest at Kn50 and is of the order of 10
percent. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for slip-flow heat transfer in circular
tubes. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1447931#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Microscale, Molecular Dynamics, Monte Carlo, Nanoscale

1 Introduction
Over the last decade there has been an enormous interest in

micro and nano-technology. As systems approach microscopic
scales, increasing deviations from the well-established continuum
laws are reported@17#. In dilute gaseous flows the failure of the
continuum description is quantified by the Knudsen number, de-
fined here as the ratio of the molecular mean free pathl to the
channel heightH. The regime 0<Kn<0.1 is referred to as slip-
flow; no-slip is captured by Kn50. For Kn*0.1 the continuum
description is expected to fail@7#, and the regime 0.1,Kn<10 is
referred to as the transition regime because the molecular motion
undergoes a transition from diffusive~continuum!for Kn&0.1, to
ballistic for Kn*10 ~free molecular flow!.

In this paper we consider the constant-wall-temperature heat-
transfer characteristics of two-dimensional channels that are suf-
ficiently long for flow to be fully developed. Our objective is to
understand convective heat transfer in the transition regime, and
in particular, to bridge the continuum slip-flow physics to the
transition-regime physics. This is a difficult task; the flow physics
includes the effects of compressibility, viscous heating, expansion
cooling, and thermal creep, which are typically neglected in con-
tinuum analyses. For the above reasons, we have performed our
molecular simulations on a model problem that requires minimal
modeling on the simulation side such that critical comparison be-
tween continuum and molecular solutions can be directly trans-
lated into information about the validity of the continuum model
that is ultimately the most convenient modeling tool. Our model
problem focuses on monoatomic gases that do not require model-
ing of the rotational energy exchange; the latter will be undertaken
in a future study. For reasons of computational convenience we

have used the simplest monoatomic gas model, the hard sphere
gas; similarity guarantees that our non-dimensional results are
valid for all dilute monoatomic gases. Our continuum solutions
are, of course, not specific to monoatomic gases; this will be fur-
ther discussed below. Our molecular simulations were performed
using a stochastic simulation technique known as the direct simu-
lation Monte Carlo~DSMC!.

The constant-wall-temperature Nusselt number in the slip-flow
regime can be determined using continuum theory subject to slip
boundary conditions~both velocity and temperature!; this was first
undertaken by Inman@18#. The work of Inman shows that for
fully accommodating walls the Nusselt number decreases in the
presence of slip, as expected. This was verified by Kavehpour
et al. @19#, who performed a series of continuum calculations in
the slip-flow regime investigating the relative effects of rarefac-
tion and compressibility. However, the work of Inman and subse-
quent investigators did not include the effects of axial heat con-
duction that become important for low Peclet numbers that are
typical in small scale geometries.

The effects of axial heat conduction have only been investi-
gated in the no-slip limit. The original investigation by Pahor and
Strnad@29# shows that in the presence of axial heat conduction the
Nusselt number monotonically increases, approaching the limiting
value NuT58.1174 as the Peclet number goes to zero. This rep-
resents an increase of approximately 10 percent compared to the
typically studied infinite Peclet number limit (NuT57.5407).

The constant-wall-temperature convective heat-transfer charac-
teristics of gaseous internal flows in the transition regime are not
known. Hadjiconstantinou@13# performed direct Monte Carlo
simulations to show that in the constant-wall-heat-flux case the
Nusselt number decreases monotonically with increasing rarefac-
tion ~Kn! in the fully accommodating case.

The use of the direct simulation Monte Carlo method for mod-
eling flows in microdevices was introduced by Piekos and Breuer
@30# and Alexander et al.@2# for the simulation of flows in chan-
nels and disk-drive mechanisms respectively. Subsequently, Na-

1A significant part of this work has been presented at the 2001 International
Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, Heat Transfer Division, session
‘‘Fundamentals of Single-Phase Convection’’

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division April 6, 2001;
revision received August 21, 2001. Associate Editor: J. G. Georgiadis.
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gayama et al.@26# investigated heat transfer in channels for Kn
.0.001 at a fairly high Mach number~Ma50.2! using DSMC.
Recently, Sun and Faghri@35# investigated the effects of rarefac-
tion and compressibility in flows in two-dimensional channels us-
ing DSMC.

In the next section we describe the model problem investigated
here. In section 3, we calculate the fully-developed slip-flow Nus-
selt number in two-dimensional channels in the presence of axial
heat conduction. The Nusselt number is found to increase in the
presence of axial heat conduction throughout the slip-flow regime;
however, the effects of axial heat conduction become less impor-
tant as the Knudsen number increases. In section 4, we describe
the computational model used to extend our calculations to the
transition regime; the results obtained using this model are pre-
sented and discussed in section 5. In section 5 we also present
slip-flow heat transfer results for cylindrical tubes. Those are
found to be qualitatively similar to the two-dimensional channel
results. We finish with our conclusions.

2 Problem Description
We consider the flow of a gas through a two-dimensional chan-

nel of lengthL with walls that are a distanceH apart~see Fig. 1!.
We denoteT5T(x,y) and P5P(x,y) the temperature and pres-
sure fields, respectively. The temperature and pressure at the chan-
nel entrance and exit are assumed uniform and denoted (Ti ,Pi)
and (To ,Po), respectively. The gas velocity field is denotedu¢
5u¢(x,y)5(ux(x,y),uy(x,y),uz(x,y)).

The wall temperature is given by

Tw~x!5Ti , x,L̄

Tw~x!5To , x>L̄.

The lengthL̄ is sufficiently large for the flow to develop hydro-
dynamically before heat transfer between the gas and the wall
commences. Similarly,L is sufficiently large for the flow to be
thermally fully developed and conditions at the outlet to be uni-
form. In the next section we derive an expression for the thermal
development length. The relative temperature jump was taken to
be small, i.e.,uTo2Ti u/Ti!1, so that transport coefficients can be
assumed constant and acceleration effects small.

As is customary, we define the Reynolds number

Re5
rub2H

m
, (1)

wherem is the gas viscosity andub is the bulk velocity evaluated
at the location of interest, the bulk velocity at any station being
defined by

ub5
*AuxdA

*AdA
, (2)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the channel. The Peclet
number is defined as Pe5Re Pr, where Pr is the gas Prandtl num-
ber.

A more appropriate measure of the relative importance of con-
vective forces to viscous forces resulting from the fluid accelera-
tion due to compressibility is the modified Reynolds number

ReL5
rub2H

m

H

L
. (3)

Arkilic et al. @4# have shown that the non-linear pressure distribu-
tion measured experimentally can be captured by a ‘‘locally fully
developed flow’’ model. The effect of fluid acceleration along the
channel was considered by Harley et al.@16# who show that for
the pressure ratios investigated here, neglecting the fluid accelera-
tion is justified. An alternative approach that is valid throughout
the transition regime is discussed in section 5; DSMC simulations
show that for ReL,0.1, the skin friction coefficient equals the
fully developed value. Since fluid acceleration directly influences
the skin friction coefficient, this is a good indication that ‘‘locally
fully developed’’ models provide good approximations of the flow
physics.

The Nusselt number~non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient
h! is defined as

Nu5
h2H

k
5

q2H

k~Tw2Tb!
, (4)

wherek is the gas thermal conductivity, andTb is the bulk tem-
perature defined by

Tb5
*AruxTdA

*AruxdA
. (5)

Note that in the transition regime linear transport theory is not
valid. Although the gas viscosity and thermal conductivity can
still be defined, these quantities cease to represent the well-defined
transport coefficients associated with linear transport in the con-
tinuum regime. They are used here to provide continuity with the
already existing continuum frameworks; they also arguably still
serve as measures of diffusive transport suitable for use in con-
structing non-dimensional parameters, especially for Knudsen
numbers close to slip flow. Alternatively they can be viewed as the
transport coefficients of a reference~unbounded!gas at the tem-
perature of the simulation.

Viscous heat generation can be important in small-scale flows.
The ~continuum!Brinkman number that quantifies the effect of
viscous dissipation is typically defined as

Br* 5
mub

2

k~Tw2Tb!
. (6)

However, because of the presence of slip, both in temperature and
velocity, and because for Kn.0.1 the temperature rise due to dis-
sipation is not correctly captured by the continuum description
used to construct the above measure, we constructed a second
measure of dissipation; we compareTw2Tb to the temperature
rise due to dissipation in ‘‘isothermal’’ (Tw(x)5Ti) simulations at
flow velocities equal to the ones encountered in the flows with
heat transfer. The modified Brinkman number is defined as

Br5
uTw2Tbu is

uTw2Tbu
, (7)

where is denotes the ‘‘isothermal’’ simulation for the same bulk
velocity. In the latter simulations, the flow was gravity driven and
periodic, thus avoiding the effects of expansion cooling. As will
be discussed below, viscous heat generation will be neglected in
the slip-flow analysis and will be very small in our molecular
simulations.

The effect of expansion cooling on the temperature field has
been investigated by van den Berg et al.@6# for circular capillar-
ies. This work showed that in the continuum regime, the contri-
bution of expansion cooling can also be scaled with the Brinkman
number and is of the same order of magnitude as viscous heatFig. 1 Channel geometry
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generation. In fact, due to their competing nature, the combined
effect of expansion cooling and viscous heat dissipation is smaller
than either of the two. DSMC simulations showed that in our
molecular results the effects of expansion cooling are expected to
be less than 5 percent, and Br,0.03.

3 Slip-Flow Heat Transfer With Axial Heat Conduc-
tion

We now present the calculation of the constant-wall-
temperature Nusselt number in the slip-flow regime with axial
heat conduction. According to slip-fow theory, the gas velocity at
the wall differs from the velocity of the wall by an amount that is
proportional to the local velocity gradient. The temperature of the
gas at the wall is similarly different from the wall temperature by
an amount that is proportional to the local temperature gradient.
More specifically, for a stationary wall, the velocity slip is given
by

ugasuwall5a
22sv

sv
l

du

dh̃U
wall

, (8)

where sv is the momentum accommodation coefficient that is
equal to zero for specular reflections and equal to 1 for diffuse
reflections@7#, and h̃ is the coordinate normal to the wall. The
thermal slip at the wall is given by a similar expression

Tgasuwall2Tw5b
2g

g11

22sT

sT

l

Pr

dT

dh̃U
wall

, (9)

wheresT is the energy accommodation coefficient, andg is the
ratio of specific heats.

The coefficientsa and b introduce corrections to the original
results of Maxwell~a5b51! that were obtained through an ap-
proximate method@10#. For air,a and b are usually taken to be
equal to unity@7#. Hard sphere molecular dynamics simulations,
direct Monte Carlo simulations@25,37#and linearized solutions of
the Boltzmann equation@23# show that for hard spheresa'b
'1.1.

The Nusselt number for constant-wall-temperature is obtained
by solution of the differential equation governing energy conser-
vation for the system of interest. In the absence of viscous heat
generation expansion cooling and transient effects, this equation
can be expressed as@24#

rcpux

]T

]x
5kS ]2T

]y2 1
]2T

]x2 D , (10)

wherecp is the constant pressure heat capacity of the gas. We seek
solution of this equation in the regionx>L̄. According to the
problem statement in the previous section, the fluid enters the
regionx>L̄ at a temperature

T5Ti at x5L̄. (11)

The remaining boundary conditions are

]T

]y
50, at y50 (12)

T2Tw52b
2g

g11

22sT

sT

l

Pr

]T

]y
at y5

H

2
, (13)

where in the region of interestx>L̄, Tw5To .
The velocity distribution in the channel is assumed to be known

based on our assumption of hydrodynamically fully developed
flow for x>L̄. It can be written in terms of the bulk velocityub as

ux5
ub

Kn1
1

6

F S Kn1
1

4D2
y2

H2G , (14)

or

uz5
3

2
ub

114Kn2h2

116Kn
, (15)

where we have used the definitionsz52(x2L̄)/H and h
52y/H for the axial and transverse non-dimensional coordinates
respectively. In the above equation and in what follows, we will
absorba, b, and the accommodation coefficients in the Knudsen
number. The origin of the various terms in the final expressions is
clear so that these coefficients can be added to the various expres-
sions if desired.

Using the above definitions for the non-dimensional coordi-
nates, the governing differential equation can be written as

Pe
uz

4ub

]u

]z
5

]2u

]h2 1
]2u

]z2 (16)

whereu5T2Tw . Under the assumption of a separable solution
of the form

u5Y~h!expS 2
v2

Pe
z D (17)

the original problem is transformed into the following eigenvalue
problem

d2Y

dh2 1S uz

4ub
1

v2

Pe2Dv2Y50 (18)

dY

dh
50 at h50 (19)

Y52
4g

g11

Kn

Pr

dY

dh
at h51 (20)

with v being the corresponding eigenvalue. Solution of this eigev-
alue problem was obtained through a standard series-solution
method@5,34#. More details can be found in@14#.

Fully developed conditions correspond toz sufficiently large
such that only the first eigenvaluev0 is important. An approxi-
mate criterion for the realization of fully developed conditions can
be formulated by requiring that the contribution of the exponential
term based on the second eigenvalue (v1) is less than 1 percent of
the corresponding term based on the first eigenvalue. This can be
expressed as

z.z t5
4.6Pe

v1
22v0

2 . (21)

This criterion was used to extract the fully developed Nusselt
number in our molecular simulations. Note that we will use the
superscripts to denote the fully developed Nusselt number calcu-
lated using slip-flow theory. We will reserve the symbol NuT to
denote the Nusselt number for all Kn including the Nusselt num-
ber calculated using the molecular simulation technique described
in the next section.

Our slip-flow solution neglects the effects of thermal creep that
are important in the presence of walls along which a temperature
gradient exists. Inman@18# estimates the region in which the ef-
fects of thermal creep may be important to be of the order of
0.01PeH/2; based on our results forv0 and v1 , this is much
smaller thanz tH/2 and hence we expect the effects of thermal
creep to be small. This is further discussed in section 5.

4 Transition-Regime Model
Due to the failure of the continuum description in the transition

regime, in this section we use a molecular simulation technique to
extend our investigation of the constant-wall-temperature heat
transfer characteristics beyond slip-flow theory. Molecular model-
ing will not only provide valuable information about the Nusselt
number in the transition regime that very little is known about, but
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will also indicate the limits of applicability of slip-flow theory and
the rate at which this theory deteriorates in the transition regime.

The molecular simulation technique used here is known as the
direct simulation Monte Carlo and in the form used here it models
a dilute hard-sphere gas~g55/3, Pr52/3!. The properties of a
dilute hard-sphere gas are well known, making the connection to
the continuum theory of the previous sections fairly straightfor-
ward. The viscosity is given by

m5
5

16s2AmkT

p
,

and the thermal conductivity is given by

k5
75k

64s2A kT

pm
,

wheres is the hard sphere diameter,k is Boltzmann’s constant
and m is the molecular mass~the gas constant is given byR
5k/m!.

Note that in the constant-wall-temperature problem and its ex-
tensions to non-zero Knudsen numbers and non-negligible axial
heat conduction, the Nusselt number is independent of the trans-
port coefficients, in the sense that those can be scaled out through
proper non-dimensionalization. We thus did not use any collision
models that reproduce the temperature variation of transport coef-
ficients of a real monoatomic gas~variable hard sphere, variable
soft sphere@9#!, since similarity guarantees that our results should
be valid for any dilute monoatomic gas in the limit of small tem-
perature changes (uTo2Ti u/Ti!1). To facilitate comparison with
our continuum results in which transport coefficients were as-
sumed constant, our molecular results are non-dimensionalized
using transport coefficients evaluated at the local gas temperature.

The simulations will exactly follow the problem description
given before, and will involve the same assumptions made in the
continuum analysis, namely that viscous heat generation and ex-
pansion cooling are negligible, transient effects are absent, the
flow is fully developed thermally, and that the effect of fluid ac-
celeration is negligible in the dynamics but enters through a ‘‘lo-
cally fully developed’’ model. The various criteria developed in
this paper have been used to ensure that the molecular simulations
satisfy these assumptions. In particular, in our simulations Br,
uBr* u, ReL,0.1; the Nusselt number given in the next section is
determined forz.z t . For z.z t the fluid bulk temperature has
typically decayed to within 2 percent ofTw , i.e., uTb2Twu/Tw
,0.02, thus indicating that acceleration effects due to temperature
differences should also be small, as assumed in the continuum
analysis.

4.1 The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo. The DSMC
method @9# is a particle-based stochastic numerical scheme for
solving the nonlinear Boltzmann equation@36#. The motion of a
representative set of particles is simulated in time in a series of
timesteps, each of which involves a ballistic advection of each
molecule and stochastic collisions between pairs of molecules.
This ‘‘coarse-grained’’ molecular description contains the essen-
tial physics to fully capture both the hydrodynamic and kinetic
regimes@9#. DSMC offers significant modeling advantages com-
pared to continuum techniques in situations where molecular in-
formation is required to achieve closure of the governing hydro-
dynamic equations, or when the continuum hydrodynamic
equations are not valid. As with all molecular simulation tech-
niques, macroscopic properties are defined as averages over mo-
lecular data. The standard deviation associated with the distribu-
tion of the molecular quantities~population standard deviation!
determines the uncertainty in our estimation that manifests itself
as a noisy signal; this uncertainty is inversely proportional to the
square root of the number of samples taken.

For the sake of brevity we will not present a description of the
DSMC algorithm. Excellent introductory@1# and detailed@9# de-
scriptions can be found in the literature, as well as comparisons of

DSMC simulation results with solutions of the linearized Boltz-
mann equation@8# for flows in microchannels. Comparisons of
DSMC results with experiments for diverse non-equilibrium phe-
nomena spanning the whole Knudsen range can be found in
@28,9#.

4.2 DSMC Simulations. We simulated gaseous argon~s
53.66310210 m, m56.63310226 Kg! at atmospheric density~r
51.78 Kg/m3!. The hard sphere diameter for argon is well known
to reproduce equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties accu-
rately. Gaseous argon has been historically used in a large number
of DSMC studies because it provides instant availability to a sub-
stantial literature of simulation and experimental results for code
validation. This choice should have no effect on our non-
dimensionalized results that should apply to any dilute mono-
atomic gas.

Although continuum calculations can easily be performed for
different values of the accommodation coefficients, DSMC simu-
lations are much more computationally expensive and a complete
investigation of the full parameter space is beyond our computa-
tional capabilities. Additionally, gas-surface interactions for par-
tially accommodating walls are, at present, not well-characterized
@9#. We also expect the assumption of full accommodation to be
adequate for low speed flows over rough surfaces@9# that are
typical of the engineering systems investigated here. This assump-
tion will be relaxed in subsequent studies.

A pressure ratio ofP5Pi /Po;1.4 is applied at the ends of the
channel that causes the gas flow. This pressure ratio balances the
conflicting requirements of small velocities for low Mach number
and low viscous dissipation, and large velocities for good signal-
to-noise ratio. This is particularly important for the calculation of
the heat flux at the wall that is the third moment of the molecular
velocity distribution function and is very sensitive to noise. The
ends of the channels are subject to the inflow and outflow tem-
peraturesTi and To respectively, withL̄50.2L. We have found
that this satisfies both the hydrodynamic and thermal development
criteria.

The heat flux at the wall is defined as the average~over all
collisions in a period of timet! energy exchange between the wall
and colliding molecules per unit time and area. For hard spheres,
only kinetic energy contributes to the energy exchange, and, thus,

q5
1

St(t
S 1

2
muVW 8u22

1

2
muVW u2D , (22)

whereS is the area over whichq is defined,t is the period over
which averages are taken,VW is the molecule velocity before col-
lision, and VW 8 is the molecule velocity after collision with the
wall. Note that the above definition includes the shear work done
by the slipping gas at the wall; this contribution should be small in
our simulations since it scales with the Brinkman number.

The total number of molecules used~400,000!was such that the
average number of molecules per cell was more than 35; that is
substantially more than the number~20! empirically determined to
be required for accurate solutions. The number of cells was cho-
sen so that the cell linear dimension is at most 0.7 of a mean free
path but typically much smaller than that. Alexander et al.@3#
have shown that the transport coefficients deviate from the dilute
gas Enskog values as the square of the cell sizeDx with the
proportionality constant such that for cell sizes of the order of one
mean free path an error of the order of 10 percent occurs. For
Dx<0.7l the difference between the viscosity of the gas and the
viscosity of a dilute hard-sphere gas is less than 4.6 percent. We
used the results of Alexander et al.@3# to correct all our results for
the transport coefficients~viscosity and thermal conductivity!.

The timestep of the simulationDt was taken to be significantly
smaller than the mean free timel/co , whereco5A2RT is the
most probable velocity. It has been shown@11,15#that the error in
the transport coefficients is proportional to the square of the
timestep, with a proportionality constant such that for timesteps of
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the order of one mean free time the error is of the order of 5
percent. In our simulations,Dt,l/(7co), thus making the error
negligible.

Due to the impulsive change in wall temperature in the
constant-wall-temperature problem, a relatively large signal
(q,Tb2Tw) exists; this results in a relatively small uncertainty in
the determination of the fully developed Nusselt number, which
has additional benefits in terms of driving forces used in the simu-
lation. This is in contrast to the constant-wall-heat-flux case that
required large pressure and temperature ratios that resulted in
some cases in non-negligible~but small!Brinkman numbers and
thermal creep velocities@13#.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Fully Developed Flow and the Skin Friction Coeffi-
cient. In this section we present an expression for the skin fric-
tion coefficient

Cf5
tw

~1/2!rub
2 (23)

in fully developed flow that is valid for all Knudsen numbers. This
expression is used here to verify the assumption of locally fully
developed flow used in our heat transfer calculations.

An expression for the skin friction coefficient in fully devel-
oped flow for arbitrary Knudsen numbers can be obtained through
the following scaling relation

Q̇5ubH52
1

P

dP

dx
H2ART

2
Q̄, (24)

which describes the flowrate,Q̇, in pressure-driven flow in two-
dimensional channels for all Knudsen numbers@10,27#. HereQ̄
5Q̄(Kn) has been determined for hard sphere gases by solution
of the linearized Boltzmann equation@27,8#. In the absence of
fluid acceleration, the pressure gradient must balance the wall
shear stress leading to

2tw

H
52

dP

dx
. (25)

Combining the above two equations~24,25! leads to

Cf5
32

5Ap Re KnQ̄
. (26)

Use of a more general viscosity-based mean free path@25# results
in an expression that differs by 2 percent.

Figure 2 shows a comparison between Eq.~26! and DSMC
simulations in channels with a length to height ratioL/H520 and
fully accommodating walls. The shear stress at the wall is defined
and evaluated as the average~over all collisions in a period of
time t! momentum exchange between the wall and colliding mol-
ecules per unit time and area

tw5
m

St(t
~VW 8• t̂2VW • t̂ !, (27)

whereS is the area over whichtw is defined, andt̂ is the tangent
to the wall ~positive in the streamwise direction!.

The solid line in Figure 2 denotes Eq.~26!, the dashed line
denotes the slip flow result

Cf5
24

Re~116aKn!
(28)

and the stars denote simulation results with error estimates. The
bulk velocities in the above simulations where equal to or greater
than the corresponding bulk velocities in the calculations with
heat transfer. The largest Reynolds number encountered ReL
'0.06 corresponded to the largest channel heightH ~Re'1.2,

Kn'0.06!; smaller channel heights were characterized by smaller
Reynolds numbers. The agreement between Eq.~26! and simula-
tions is very good and suggests that the flow is well approximated
by the locally fully developed assumption.

Due to the fairly wide minimum inQ̄ centered around Kn'1,
equation~26! can be approximated in the region 0.3,Kn,3 with
less than 12 percent error by

Cf'
2.4

Kn Re
. (29)

By using the minimum value ofQ̄ we ensure that Eq.~29! gives
an upper bound to the skin friction coefficient in the range 0.3
,Kn,3.

5.2 Slip-Flow Heat Transfer. Figure 3 shows the results of
the slip-flow calculation in the range 0<Kn<0.2 for air ~Pr50.7,
g51.4, a5b51! for sv5sT51; we have extended our calcula-

Fig. 2 Comparison between the theoretical prediction of Eq.
„26… denoted by a solid line, the slip-flow result „28… with aÄ1.1
denoted by a dashed line, and the simulation results denoted
by stars.

Fig. 3 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T
s with Knudsen number

Kn for air in the fully accommodating case. The solid line de-
notes Pe\0, the dashed line Pe Ä0.2, the dash-dotted line
PeÄ1, the line with crosses Pe Ä5, and the line with stars
Pe\`.
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tions to Kn50.2 because, as we show later, the slip-flow results
are found to be a good approximation to the DSMC results for
Kn<0.2. This figure shows that the Nusselt number decreases
monotonically with increasing Knudsen number at constant Pe,
for all values of Pe, as expected. The effect of axial heat conduc-
tion is to increase the Nusselt number throughout the slip-flow
regime. The maximum change occurs at Kn50 and is of the order
of 10 percent, whereas the effects of axial heat conduction are less
pronounced as the Knudsen number increases. The dependence of
the Nusselt number on the Peclet number in the Pe!1, Kn50
limit, is captured by the following asymptotic expression

NuT
s~Pe,Kn50!58.11742~120.0154295Pe

10.0017359Pe22 . . . ! (30)

developed by Grosjean et al.@12#, and given here in terms of the
Peclet number used in our work.

Although we have presented solutions in the range 0,Pe,`,
the following caveat is in order. Due to the small characteristic
dimensions of the channels investigated here, Pe@1 corresponds
to large mean flow velocities that are not consistent with the as-
sumptions of incompressible flow and small Brinkman number
made in this study. Hence the solutions for Pe@1, presented here
in the full range 0,Kn,0.2 to facilitate comparison with previous
work and illustrate the effects of axial heat conduction, are only
physically realistic as Kn→0 and should be interpreted in this
way. As we show later, comparison with our DSMC simulations is
limited to Pe<1, since in the latter, Pe&1.

Figures 4 and 5 show slip-flow results for selected values of the
accommodation coefficients. These results show that the depen-
dence of the Nusselt number on the accommodation coefficients is
qualitatively similar to the infinite-Peclet number limit studied
before@18#: the Nusselt number decreases when the thermal ac-
commodation coefficient decreases; the Nusselt number increases
slightly when the momentum accommodation coefficient de-
creases while the thermal accommodation coefficient remains
constant, because a lower momentum accommodation coefficient
leads to higher velocities close to the wall and hence enhanced
heat transfer. The effect of axial heat conduction is found to be of
diminishing importance as the Knudsen number increases, simi-
larly to the fully accommodating case.

The predictions of slip-flow theory for a hard sphere gas~Pr
52/3, g55/3, a5b51.1! are qualitatively the same. A compari-
son between the two gases forsv5sT51 can be found in Fig. 6.

5.3 Transition-Regime Heat Transfer. Figure 7 shows our
DSMC results in the range 0.02,Kn,2 for sv5sT51. Simula-
tions with both To.Ti and To,Ti have been performed. The
Peclet number in our simulations was less than 1~except for Kn
50.029 for which Pe51.35!that is typical of the small scale flows
studied here. This feature also makes the comparison between
slip-flow theory and DSMC results easier: due to the diminished
importance of axial heat conduction as Kn increases, the depen-
dence of Nusselt number on the Peclet number is very weak. Our
slip-flow results show that, in the fully accommodating case, the
maximum difference between NuT

s~Pe50.1, 0<Kn<0.2!and
NuT

s~Pe51, 0<Kn<0.2!occurs at Kn50, and is equal to 1.2 per-
cent. The maximum difference between NuT

s~Pe50.01,0<Kn
<0.2! and NuT

s~Pe50.1, 0<Kn<0.2!also occurs at Kn50 as ex-
pected, and is less than 0.2 percent. Figure 7 also demonstrates
this by comparing the hard-sphere slip-flow results for Pe50.01,
0.1, and 1.0, which are found to be indistinguishable for Kn.0.1.

Our DSMC results show that in the transition regime the Nus-
selt number continues to decrease monotonically with increasing
Knudsen number when the momentum and thermal accommoda-
tion coefficients are equal to unity. The results for Kn,0.1 are in
very good agreement with the slip-flow calculation for a hard

Fig. 4 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T
s with Knudsen number

Kn for air for various values of the thermal accommodation
coefficient sT with svÄ1. The solid lines denote Pe Ä1, and the
dashed lines Pe Ä0.1.

Fig. 5 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T with Knudsen number
Kn for air for various values of the accommodation coefficients
for PeÄ1. The solid lines denote svÄ1, and the dashed lines
svÄ0.9.

Fig. 6 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T
s with Knudsen number

Kn for Pe\0, svÄsTÄ1, for air „solid line… and hard sphere gas
„dashed line….
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sphere gas; as the Knudsen number increases, slip-flow theory
overpredicts the Nusselt number. The error~or difference between
DSMC and slip-flow theory! is less than 5 percent at Kn'0.12,
and less than 10 percent at Kn'0.2, indicating that slip-flow
theory provides a reasonable approximation beyond Kn50.1. This
is particularly remarkable given that Kn50.1 corresponds to
Kn850.2, where Kn85l/(H/2) is an alternative definition that is
frequently used in the literature.

For Kn.0.1, our DSMC results predict that for the same value
of the Knudsen number, NuT(To.Ti),NuT(To,Ti). It is pos-
sible that this is due to thermal creep flow that provides a ‘‘sym-
metry breaking’’ mechanism since it reverses direction when the
temperature gradient along the channel wall reverses direction.
Viscous heat generation~including shear work at the boundary!
and expansion cooling are also possible sources; they also provide
‘‘symmetry breaking’’ mechanisms by introducing a heat flux that
is always directed from the fluid to the walls~viscous heat gen-
eration! or from the walls to the fluid~expansion cooling!, in
contrast to the total heat flux that depends on the sign ofTo
2Ti . As discussed before, the combined effect of viscous heat
generation and expansion cooling should be small~Br,0.03!, but
it is still possible that thedifferencebetween the two cases~lead-
ing to an effect of double magnitude! may be responsible for a
discrepancy of the order of 10 percent. The effect is in fact of the
order of 5 percent at Kn'0.4 and increases to approximately 15
percent at Kn'2. Solution of the continuum equations in the pres-
ence of thermal creep is difficult because thermal creep depends
on the local axial temperature gradient. However, in the constant-
wall-heat-flux case, where the temperature gradient is constant, it
is estimated@34# that positive thermal creep (To.Ti) tends to
increase the Nusselt number and negative thermal creep (Ti
.To) decreases the Nusselt number. Here we observe the oppo-
site; however, the above estimate is based on an idealized, plug-
flow, thermal creep contribution superimposed on a parabolic
~Poiseuille!profile. However, for Kn@0.1 the velocity profile be-
comes fairly flat@8#. Additionally, the thermal creep flow profile is
steep close to the channel walls in most of the Knudsen regime
@22#. This may explain why the opposite trend is observed.

Another possible explanation for the difference between
NuT(To.Ti) and NuT(To,Ti) is related to the thermal develop-
ment length that may be longer in the transition regime than the
continuum prediction~21!. Our DSMC results for Kn.0.4 indi-
cate that the Nusselt number reaches an asymptotic value~within
the statistical uncertainty! for z.2z t and notz.z t . It is possible

that the increased development period is related to thermal creep
@33# that decays slowly away from the temperature discontinuity,
or due to acceleration effects due to variable fluid temperature
despite the fact that atz5z t , uTb2Twu/Tw,0.02. Unfortunately,
allowing for a larger development length does not resolve this
uncertainty because at larger sampling distances than the ones
used here,Tb2Tw decays to very small values and the Brinkman
number becomes appreciable.

Further work is required to understand the effects of thermal
creep and development length and the possible connection be-
tween the two. Despite this, our results are still capable of bound-
ing NuT(uTo2Ti u→0) to within 15 percent~at most!, which is
comparable to the statistical uncertainty of these calculations.
They also suggest that thermal creep effects in the slip-flow re-
gime are small, thus justifying the neglect of these phenomena in
slip-flow analyses.

5.4 Slip-Flow Heat Transfer in Circular Tubes. In this
section we present results for slip-flow heat transfer in cylindrical
tubes of lengthL and diameterD. The results presented here in-
clude the effects of axial heat conduction that have not been in-
cluded in previous investigations@5,18,21,34#. The problem de-
scription and solution approach is otherwise identical to those in
sections 2 and 3 and in the interest of brevity, they will not be
included here. More details can be found in@32#. The Reynolds
number and Nusselt number for a circular geometry are defined as

ReD5
rubD

m
, (31)

and

NuT
D5

hD

k
, (32)

respectively. The Knudsen number is defined as KnD5l/D.
Figure 8 summarizes our results for NuT

D(0<KnD<0.2,
0,PeD,`,sv5sT51). In agreement with previous work, for
KnD50 the Nusselt number increases as axial heat conduction
becomes important~Peclet number decreases!. The increase of
Nusselt number in the presence of axial heat conduction is less
pronounced for non-zero Knudsen numbers: the maximum in-
crease in the Nusselt number occurs at KnD50 and is of the order
of 15 percent. In fact, in the regime PeD,1 that is of most prac-
tical interest, the dependence of Nusselt number on Peclet number

Fig. 7 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T with Knudsen number
Kn. The stars denote DSMC simulation data with ToÌTi and
circles denote DSMC simulation data with TiÌTo . The solid
lines denote hard sphere slip-flow results for Pe Ä0.01, 0.1, and
1.0 which are virtually indistinguishable.

Fig. 8 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T
D with Knudsen number

KnD for air in the fully accommodating case. The solid line de-
notes Pe D\`, the dashed line Pe DÄ5, the dash-dotted line
PeDÄ1, the line with dots Pe DÄ0.2 and the line with stars
PeD\0.
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is weak. The maximum difference between NuT
D(PeD50.2,0

<KnD<0.2) and NuT
D(PeD51,0<KnD<0.2) occurs at KnD50,

and is less than 3 percent. The maximum difference between
NuT

D(PeD50.05,0<KnD<0.2) and NuT
D(PeD50.2,0<KnD<0.2)

also occurs at KnD50 as expected, and is less than 0.7 percent.
Figures 9 and 10 show the variation of the fully developed

Nusselt number as a function of Knudsen number for various
values of the accommodation coefficients. The qualitative behav-
ior is very similar to the two-dimensional channel case.

6 Conclusions
From the good agreement between the continuum and molecu-

lar results in the slip-flow regime and beyond, we conclude that
convective heat transfer in low speed flows in the slip-flow regime
can be captured by slip-corrected continuum flows that neglect
viscous heat dissipation, expansion cooling and thermal creep.
The slip coefficientsa and b, that are strictly applicable in the
presence of a constant gradient in an infinite system, provide good
accuracy in channel flows.

The effect of axial heat conduction is to increase the Nusselt
number throughout the slip-flow regime. The effect of axial heat

conduction decreases as the Knudsen number increases. These
findings may explain the weak dependence of Nusselt number on
the Reynolds number reported in early experimental work@19#.

In the transition regime, the Nusselt number decreases mono-
tonically with increasing Knudsen number for unity momentum
and thermal accommodation coefficients. Our transition-regime
results, in the non-dimensional form presented here, should be
applicable to any dilute monoatomic gas. They are also in quali-
tative agreement with the previous study that investigated the
Nusselt number in the transition regime under constant-wall-heat-
flux conditions@13#. The similarity between the Nusselt number
and skin friction coefficient dependence on the Knudsen number
~see Figs. 2 and 7!suggests that a Reynolds-type analogy may
exist. At this time no simple expression for this analogy has been
found. The ability of the hard sphere gas model to accurately
predict average flow rates of real gases@8# suggests that the skin
friction relation ~Eq. ~26!! should also capture real-gas behavior
accurately.

Future work will focus on molecular simulations with accom-
modation coefficients different from unity. Although our current
molecular results suggest that deductions from the slip-flow re-
gime can be qualitatively extended to the transition regime, it
would be useful to have exact theoretical predictions. Extensions
of this work to polyatomic gases will follow.
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Nomenclature

A 5 channel cross sectional area~m2!
Br 5 modified Brinkman number

Br* 5 continuum Brinkman number
co 5 most probable~particle!velocity ~m/s!
cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure~J/Kg K!
cv 5 specific heat at constant volume~J/Kg K!
D 5 tube diameter~m!
H 5 channel height~m!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient~W/m2 K!

Kn 5 Knudsen number5l/H
KnD 5 Knudsen number for circular tubes5l/D

k 5 Boltzmann’s constant~J/K!
L 5 channel length~m!

L̄ 5 isothermal entry length~m!
m 5 molecular mass~Kg!

Nu 5 Nusselt number
NuT 5 constant-wall-temperature Nusselt number
NuT

D 5 constant-wall-temperature Nusselt number for circular
tubes

NuT
s 5 slip-flow constant-wall-temperature Nusselt number
P 5 pressure~Pa!

Pe 5 Peclet number5RePr
PeD 5 Peclet number for circular tubes5ReD Pr

Pi 5 inlet pressure~Pa!
Po 5 exit pressure~Pa!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Q̇ 5 volume flow rate per unit depth~m2/s!

Fig. 9 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T
D with Knudsen number

KnD for air for various values of the thermal accommodation
coefficient sT with svÄ1. The solid lines denote Pe DÄ1, and
the dashed lines Pe DÄ0.1.

Fig. 10 Variation of Nusselt number Nu T
D with Knudsen num-

ber Kn D for air for various values of the accommodation coef-
ficients for Pe DÄ1. The solid lines denote svÄ1, and the
dashed lines svÄ0.9.
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Q̄ 5 proportionality constant in volume-flow-rate scaling
relation ~24!

q 5 wall heat flux~W/m2!
R 5 gas constant5k/m~J/Kg K!

Re 5 Reynolds number5rub2H/m
ReL 5 ReH/L
ReD 5 Reynolds number for circular tubes5rubD/m

S 5 flux sampling area~m2!
T 5 temperature~K!

Tb 5 bulk temperature~K!
Ti 5 inlet temperature~K!
To 5 exit temperature~K!
Tw 5 wall temperature~K!

t 5 flux sampling time~s!
t̂ 5 channel wall tangent
uW 5 flow velocity ~m/s!

ub 5 bulk velocity ~axial direction! ~m/s!

VW 5 particle velocity~m/s!

VW 8 5 post-wall-collision particle velocity~m/s!
x 5 axial coordinate
y 5 transverse coordinate
z 5 out of plane coordinate

Greek Symbols

a 5 velocity slip coefficient
b 5 temperature jump coefficient
g 5 ratio of specific heats5cp /cv

Dx 5 DSMC cell size~m!
Dt 5 DSMC timestep~s!

z 5 non-dimensional axial coordinate52(x2L̄)/H
z t 5 non-dimensional thermal development length
h 5 non-dimensional transverse coordinate52y/H
h̃ 5 coordinate normal to the wall
u 5 T2Tw ~K!
k 5 thermal conductivity~W/m K!
l 5 molecular mean free path~m!
m 5 coefficient of viscosity~Kg/m s!
P 5 pressure ratio5Pi /Po
r 5 mass density~Kg/m3!
s 5 molecular diameter~m!

sT 5 thermal accommodation coefficient
sv 5 momentum accommodation coefficient
tw 5 wall shear stress~Kg/m s2!
v i 5 i-th eigenvalue of equation~18!
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Effect of Microscale Mass
Transport and Phase Change on
Numerical Prediction of Freezing
in Biological Tissues
A numerical model incorporating the microscale heat and mass transport in biological
tissue during freezing is developed. The heat transfer problem is formulated in a general
one-dimensional coordinate system (cartesian, cylindrical or spherical), and a finite con-
trol volume discretization is used. The latent heat release for each control volume in the
domain is determined by the cellular water transport and intracellular ice formation
processes occurring there (a coupled thermal/biophysical approach). The coupled model
is applied to two cryobiological freezing problems, with different geometry and boundary
conditions. The temperature dependent thermal properties of water and the biophysical
properties of two biological tissues, normal rat liver and Dunning AT-1 rat prostate tumor
tissue are used to simulate both the micro and macroscale freezing processes. A major
advantage of the coupled thermal/biophysical model is its unique ability to predict both
the macroscale thermal response and the microscale biophysical response at various
locations within the tissue domain during a freezing process, simultaneously. Thermal
histories predicted by the coupled model are compared to predictions of a standard
enthalpy-method model in which the temperature dependence of the latent heat release,
L(T) is an explicit function adapted from the water-NaCl phase diagram, and phase
change is not rate-limited by microscale biophysical processes (i.e., an uncoupled
approach). The results for both models are very similar; this suggests that the microscale
biophysical processes which occur in the chosen biological tissues during freezing do
little to limit the rate at which phase change occurs. Additional simulations suggest that
the predicted macroscale thermal history results are not significantly affected (,2 percent
variation) even with significantly altered biophysical parameters (i.e., a factor of 100
times lower or higher), as long as the magnitude of the latent heat is constant.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1445134#

Keywords: Bioengineering, Heat Transfer, Low Temperature, Microscale, Phase Change

Introduction
The process of freezing biological tissue continues to be ac-

tively studied because of its central role in two important biomedi-
cal applications, cryosurgery, and cryopreservation. Cryosurgery
has been in clinical use for years as a method for tumor ablation,
see recent review by Gage and Baust@1#, and tissue cryopreser-
vation has the potential to become a long-term storage method for
donated tissues and organs and tissue-engineered equivalents@2#.
Widespread clinical use of these techniques will require further
understanding of the relationship between the freezing process
and tissue survival. The cellular-level biophysical events which
occur in tissue as it freezes~i.e., cell dehydration and intracellular
ice formation!have long been recognized as a mechanistic way to
explain cell injury as a result of the freezing process@3#. The
dynamics of both the thermal conditions inside frozen tissue and
the cellular-level biophysical events must be studied to understand
the tissue freezing problem. The two important biophysical re-
sponses experienced by embedded tissue cells in the presence of
vascular/extracellular ice during freezing are water transport~or
mass transfer!out of the tissue cells~i.e., cellular dehydration!
and intracellular ice formation~IIF!. These biophysical responses

are directly coupled to tissue injury as described by Mazur’s two
factor hypothesis: a!at ‘‘low’’ cooling rates freezing injury occurs
due to high solute concentration effects caused by cellular dehy-
dration and decreasing unfrozen fraction of the vascular/
extracellular space and b! at ‘‘high’’ cooling rates freezing injury
occurs due to IIF@3#. The exact magnitude of the ‘‘low’’ and
‘‘high’’ cooling rates are specific to a cell type and is dependent on
the biophysical~water transport and IIF! parameters.

Numerical modeling has proven to be extremely useful in
studying tissue freezing problems, as evidenced by the volume of
available literature@4–7#. Most models of tissue thermal response
assume the tissue to be a single-compartment, homogeneous me-
dium, e.g., pure water or isotonic saline. In this case, phase
change is described by the phase diagram for the chosen medium.
Mathematically, latent heat content is assumed to be a function of
temperatureL~T!, and the energy equation is solved in the en-
thalpy form @8–10# or with a modified specific heat which incor-
porates this function@11,12#. In native biological tissues, a signifi-
cant portion of the water in tissue is intracellular, separated from
the surrounding tissue by a cell membrane. Therefore, phase
change in tissue is governed not only by the phase diagram for
tissue fluids but also by the dynamics of the biophysical processes
of cellular dehydration and intracellular ice formation~IIF!. Ru-
binsky and Pegg@13# proposed a mathematical model for tissue
freezing in which the thermal model used a cell dehydration
model and the phase diagram for isotonic saline to govern the rate
of phase change. Bischof and Rubinsky@6# added a model for IIF,
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and solved the coupled thermal and biophysical model numeri-
cally for a one-dimensional cartesian coordinate system. The
model developed by Bischof and Rubinsky@6# was somewhat
limited by the requirement that the spatial grid spacing be equal to
a tissue cell diameter, and that extension to cylindrical, or spheri-
cal coordinates was not possible. Additionally, the front tracking
scheme employed by Bischof and Rubinsky@6# is not as accurate
as source term or enthalpy formulations used in the current study.
And finally, an improved and mechanistic model of IIF developed
by Toner et al.@14# is incorporated in the current study.

In the present work, the coupling of the biophysical phenomena
into the calculation of phase change is accomplished by creating a
latent heat function similar to those used in enthalpy or modified
specific heat formulations, but now this is a function of both tem-
perature and time,L(T,t). This is in direct contrast to previous
studies where the latent heat content is assumed to be a function
of temperatureL(T), only. The coupled heat transfer and bio-
physics problem is then set up for solution in a generalized one-
dimensional coordinate system~Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical
coordinates!using an iterative source term calculation technique
@11#. The freezing of biological tissue is solved for two tissue
freezing problems of cryobiological relevance; one is slow cool-
ing ~5 °C/min in Cartesian coordinates!; and the other is fast cool-
ing ~50 °C/min in cylindrical coordinates!. Cooling was applied to
the internal boundary with a fixed temperature boundary condition
on the opposing or outer boundary. In order to distinguish these
cases in the text, the slow cooling case will be termed a ‘‘cryo-
preservation’’ case while the fast cooling case will be termed a
‘‘cryosurgical’’ case. However, it should be noted that the solu-
tions presented here are not necessarily typical of either cryo-
preservation or cryosurgery. The terminology is used here simply
to compare the results from the coupled microscale freezing
model with the solution of the enthalpy model under the same
boundary conditions.

Governing Equations
Heat transfer during phase change in a general one-dimensional

Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical domain can be described by the
following governing equation:

]

]t
~rcT1rLL!5

1

r n

]

]r S r nk
]T

]r D , (1)

whereT is temperature,t is time, r is a spatial coordinate,r is
density,c is specific heat,L is latent heat of freezing per unit mass
of pure water, andk is thermal conductivity.L is the mass fraction
of the medium which has not yet released latent heat during freez-
ing; it is a function of distance from the cooling boundary, tem-
perature and time. The coordinate system is determined by the
geometric parametern: n50 for cartesian, 1 for cylindrical and 2
for spherical coordinates. Similar formulations have been used by
previous researchers to solve phase change problems with bio-
medical or organic applications@11,12,15#. Note that Eq.~1! rep-
resents a lumped energy balance over both the cellular and extra-
cellular constituents within a differential volume, with the
thermophysical properties determined by the volume fraction of
ice and water within the differential volume@6#. In biological
tissue, the functionL is composed of contributions from the ex-
tracellular water (Lec) and the intracellular water (L ic):

L5 f ecLec1 f icL ic , (2)

where f ec and f ic are the fractional masses of extracellular and
intracellular water in the medium, respectively. The fractional
mass is the mass of water divided by the total mass of medium.
Assuming that biological tissue has a density equal to water, the
fractional massesf ec and f ic can be approximated by the volume
fractions of the extra and intracellular water respectively; the
quantities f ec and f ic will therefore be referred to as fractional
volumes in the remainder of the paper, since this is how they are
calculated. In general, because of the presence of non-water com-

ponents in biological tissue, the sumf ec1 f ic will be ,1. The
extracellular latent heat fractionLec is defined using the binary
phase diagram for a 150 mM NaCl aqueous solution, as given in
by Pitt @16#:

Lec~T!5H 1 T>272.62K

0.53

273.152T
T,272.62K

. (3)

The intracellular latent heat fractionL ic is an integral function
of cell volume ~V! and probability of intracellular ice formation
~PIF!:

L ic~V~T,t !,PIF~T,t !!5E
Vo

V

~12PIF!
dV

Vo2Vb

2E
0

PIFS V2Vb

Vo2Vb
Dd PIF, (4)

whereVo is the initial cell volume~before freezing begins!, and
Vb is the volume of osmotically-inactive~i.e., non-water!cell
components. The first integral represents the contribution of intra-
cellular water which freezes after being transported through the
cell membrane to the extracellular space, and the second integral
represents the contribution of water which freezes intracellularly.
In order to evaluate these two integrals, bothV and PIF must be
determined during the freezing process. The model for cell vol-
umeV is presented by Mazur@17# as:

dV~T,t !

dt
52

LpART

nw
S lnF ~V2Vb!

~V2Vb!1fnwns
G2

L

R F 1

Tr
2

1

TG D ,

(5)

whereT,272.62 K ~or 20.53°C!,Lp is the cell membrane hy-
draulic permeability,A is the surface area of the cell available for
water transport,R is the universal gas constant~8.314 J/mol-K!,T
is temperature, vw is the molar volume of water
(18.0(1026) m3/mol), f is the salt dissociation constant~as-
sumed equal to 2!, ns is the moles of salt in the cell, andTr is the
reference temperature, 273.15 K. The permeabilityLp is tempera-
ture dependent, according to an Arrhenius relationship@18#:

Lp5Lpg expF2ELp

R S 1

T
2

1

Tr
D G , (6)

whereLpg is the hydraulic permeability at the reference tempera-
ture Tr , andELp is the activation energy for the water transport
process. The probability of intracellular ice formation is deter-
mined using the model proposed by Toner@19#

PIF~T,t !512expF2E
Tseed

T

AVoS T

Tf 0
D 1/2 h0

h

A

Ao

3expF2ko~Tf /Tf o!1/4

~T2Tf !
2T3 GdtG , (7)

where T,272.62 K ~or 20.53°C!, Tseed is the temperature at
which ice is seeded in the extracellular space~i.e., the phase
change temperature!, Tf is the equilibrium phase change tempera-
ture of the intracellular water,h is the intracellular solution vis-
cosity, andk andV are cell type-dependent constants contributing
to the thermodynamic and kinetic components of crystal nucle-
ation on the cell membrane surface, respectively. The subscript
‘‘ o’’ on any parameter denotes the value of that parameter under
isotonic conditions. The viscosityh is approximated using the
following expression@20#:

h50.139~1023!F T

225
21G21.64 kg

m•s
. (8)

Equations~1! to ~8!, if all the constants are given appropriate
values, fully define the governing equations for heat transfer and
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phase change during freezing in a biological tissue. These equa-
tions can be used to solve for the thermal and biophysical re-
sponse during freezing in any one-dimensional spatial tissue do-
main with properly defined initial and boundary conditions.

Numerical Solution
The discretization and general algorithm for numerical solution

of the heat transfer problem~Eq. 1!was performed as described in
a previous study of freezing in bulk saline solutions@21# which
used explicit definitions ofL ~e.g., Eq. 3 forL instead ofLec!.
Eq. ~1! is discretized using the finite control volume method@22#,
with a spatial grid spacing ofDr 50.1 mm in the cryopreservation
case study and 0.02 mm in the cryosurgery case study~the two
case studies are described in more detail in the Simulations sec-
tion!. First-order implicit discretization in time is used to promote
numerical stability, with a temporal step size ofDt50.1 sec.
Phase change is handled using an iterative procedure described by
Hayes and Diller@11#. The phase change termrL(]L/]t) is
treated as a volumetric heat source term in the governing equa-
tion; the proper value of the source term at each time step is
determined iteratively. Briefly, a guess is made of the value of
]L/]t for each control volume in which phase change is occur-
ring ~the ‘‘mushy zone’’!, and the heat transfer equation is solved
for the temperatures in the entire domain. The ‘‘mushy zone’’ is
defined here as the set of control volumes in whichT is less than
the phase change temperature of isotonic saline~272.62 K!. Based
on the change in temperature, a value of]L/]t can be calculated
using the change in the known explicit function ofL over one
time step. The guessed value of]L/]t for each control volume is
adjusted and the process repeated until the guessed and calculated
values of]L/]t match within a small tolerance~60.1 percent!.
This procedure is shown schematically in the flow chart shown in
Fig. 1. Smith et al.@21# benchmarked a numerical model using
this algorithm against analytical and numerical solutions to phase
change problems in the literature.

One advantage of the iterative source term calculation proce-
dure is that more complicated definitions ofL such as the integral
form described above for biological tissue, Eqs.~2! to ~8!, can be
used, as long as a value of]L/]t can be calculated for each
control volume in the mushy zone. Consider any control volume
in the mushy zone at timet, for which the temperatureT(t), cell
volumeV(t) and probability of intracellular ice formation PIF(t)
are known. A guess is made for the value of]L/]t, and the heat
transfer equation is solved for the entire domain; nowT(t1Dt) is
known. V(t1Dt) is calculated by integration of Eqs.~5! to ~6!
using a fourth-order Runge Kutta algorithm, and PIF(t1Dt) is
calculated by Simpson’s rule integration of Eqs.~7! to ~8! over
Dt. ]L/]t is approximated overDt by DL/Dt, where DL is
represented asL(T(t1Dt),t1Dt)2L(T(t),t) and is calculated
from Eq. ~2!:

DL5 f ecDLec1 f icDL ic . (9)

DLec is calculated from Eq.~3!:

DLec5
0.53

273.152T~ t1Dt !
2

0.53

273.152T~ t !
. (10)

DL ic is calculated from Eq.~4!:

DL ic5E
Vo

V~ t1Dt !

~12PIF!
dV

Vo2Vb
2E

Vo

V~ t !

~12PIF!
dV

Vo2Vb

2E
0

PIF~ t1Dt !S V2Vb

Vo2Vb
DdPIF1E

0

PIF~ t !S V2Vb

Vo2Vb
DdPIF

(11)

or,

DL ic5E
V~ t !

V~ t1Dt !

~12PIF!
dV

Vo2Vb
2E

PIF~ t !

PIF~ t1Dt !S V2Vb

Vo2Vb
DdPIF

(12)

To calculate these integrals, it is assumed that the water transport
process occurs first betweent and t1Dt, then PIF changes from
PIF(t) to PIF(t1Dt) instantaneously att1Dt. This assumption
results in the following expression forDL ic :

DL ic5E
V~ t !

V~ t1Dt !

~12PIF~ t !!
dV

Vo2Vb

2E
PIF~ t !

PIF~ t1Dt !S V~ t !2Vb

Vo2Vb
DdPIF (13)

or

Fig. 1 A schematic depiction „flow chart… of the source term
matching algorithm used in the coupled thermal Õbiophysical
model
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DL ic5~12PIF~ t !!
V~ t1Dt !2V~ t !

Vo2Vb
2S V~ t !2Vb

Vo2Vb
D ~PIF~ t1Dt !

2PIF~ t !!. (14)

The value ofDL/Dt calculated using Eqs.~9! to ~14! is compared
to the guessed value of the source term used in the energy equa-
tion, and a new value of]L/]t is guessed for use in the heat
equation solution in the next iteration. The new value guessed for
]L/]t is determined by adding a fraction of the difference be-
tween calculated and guessed values of]L/]t to the previous
guess. This process continues until the calculated value ofDL/Dt
matches the guessed value of]L/]t for each control volume
within 0.1 percent.

Model Parameters
Several thermophysical, biophysical and geometric constants

and parameters must be specified to use Eqs.~1! to ~14!. All of the
necessary constants and parameters are summarized in Tables
1–4. The thermophysical properties~k, r, andc! of the medium
are assumed to be those of water~Table 1!. Although, this assump-
tion is not accurate for most biological tissues, the use of common
thermophysical properties in both the coupled and uncoupled
models facilitates an easy comparison of the results between the
models, which is the main focus of the present study. The remain-
ing constants shown in Table 1, include the reference temperature
for the Arrhenius expression ofLp (Tr), the universal gas constant
~R!, the molar volume of water (vw), the number of moles of salt
in a single cell~ns , calculated from the isotonic concentration and
the cell volume!and the salt dissociation constant~f, assumed
equal to 2!.

The structural and biophysical characteristics of Sprague-
Dawley rat liver and Dunning AT-1 prostate tumor tissue were
used for the tissue medium because they have been quantitatively
determined and published in the literature by Pazhayannur and
Bischof @23# and Devireddy et al.@24#, respectively. The Krogh
cylinder is used to describe the cellular-level structure of the tis-
sue~Fig. 2!. The Krogh model is defined by the sinusoid~vascu-
lar! radius (r v), the distance between adjacent sinusoid centers
(DX) and the axial length of the cylinder~1!. The cellular space
with volume V is modeled as the box surrounding the cylinder
(V5 lDX22pr v

2l ) while the extracellular/vascular area is de-

noted by the inner cylinder. The effective membrane surface area
available for water transport during the freezing process is as-
sumed to be a constant,Ac52pr voL, where r vo is the initial
sinusoid radius. The values for each cylinder dimensionDX, r vo ,
and l were obtained by stereological analysis, as reported in lit-
erature~Table 2!. Figure 2 also depicts schematically the different
biophysical responses that occur in the tissue~light micrographs!
and in the freezing domain~series of Krogh cylinders!. A more
detailed description and analysis of the light micrographs for rat
liver tissue and AT-1 tumor tissue is provided by Pazhayannur and
Bischof @23# and Devireddy et al.@24#, respectively. In addition,
the osmotically inactive cell volumes have also been reported
~Table 2!. The parameterb fec is the fraction of the extracellular
medium which is either dissolved solids~salts, proteins, other bio-
molecules!or water which is ‘‘bound’’ to those solids and there-
fore unable to change phase and was chosen to be 0.6, based on
latent heat measurements obtained in our laboratory@25#.

With the tissue geometry defined, the fractional volumesf ec
and f ic can be calculated. The formulas for each are shown in
Table 2. The value off ec is much smaller than that off ic because
of the small extracellular space. The sum off ec and f ic is the

Table 1 Thermophysical and other constants in Eqs. „1… to „8…

Table 2 Krogh cylinder dimensions and non-water fractions
for rat liver and AT-2 tumor tissue

Table 3 Biophysical parameters for rat liver and AT-1 tumor
tissue
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fraction of the tissue volume which is water capable of phase
change. With the assumption that biological tissue has the same
density as water, the actual latent heat per gram of tissue is equal
to the latent heat per gram of pure water multiplied by the fraction
of tissue which is water, i.e.,

Latent heat~rat liver!

5~ f ec1 f ic!* 335 J/g, or 210 J/g

and Latent heat~AT21 tumor!

5~ f ec1 f ic!* 335 J/g, or 203 J/g (15)

These values lies within the wide range of latent heat values for
mammalian tissues reported in the food science literature, e.g.,
120 J/g for pork, 210 J/g for beef and 250 J/g for poultry@26#. The
remaining parameters and constants listed in Table 3 are required
in the biophysical models of water transport and IIF, Eqs.~5! to
~7!. The water permeability parametersLpg and ELp were mea-
sured in Sprague-Dawley rat liver and AT-1 tumor using differen-
tial scanning calorimetry by Devireddy and Bischof@24# and
Devireddy et al.@27#, respectively. The IIF parametersVo andko
have not been measured in either rat liver tissue or AT-1 tumor
tissue, but have been measured in isolated rat~Sprague-Dawley!
hepatocytes@28#; ~note that IIF parameters on other rat hepato-
cytes have been reported in the literature, 20! and in isolated AT-1
cells @29#; these parameters were used in Eq.~7!. With the con-
stants and parameters specified in Tables 1–3, Eqs.~1! to ~8! can
be solved to determine the thermal history in a biological tissue
domain with defined initial and boundary conditions.

Fig. 2 The Krogh cylinder used to describe cellular-level geometry in the tissue medium. The values of the
cylinder dimensions DX, r vo , and l used in the solution of Eqs. „1… to „14… are shown in Table 2 for both the rat
liver and AT-1 tumor tissue system. The lower part of the figure schematically depicts the biophysical pro-
cesses „dehydration and intracellular ice formation, IIF … that occur during freezing inside the tissue as a
function of cooling rate. In the light micrographs shown the optically dense or ‘‘dark’’ spaces represent the
‘‘cell space’’ while the optically transparent or ‘‘white’’ spaces represent ‘‘ice’’ in the tissue. The scale bar in
the micrographs represents 20 mm.

Table 4 Problem definitions for cryopreservation and cryosur-
gery test cases
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Simulations
Two cryobiologically relevant case studies are considered to

determine if incorporation of the phase-change-limiting effects of
cell biophysical response during freezing will have significant im-
pact on the predicted thermal history in biological tissue. The two
cases are designed to be analogous to cryopreservation and cryo-
surgery applications. In both cases, a one-dimensional domain is
considered with a constant cooling rate imposed at one boundary
and a constant temperature assumed for regions far from the cool-
ing surface. The initial and boundary conditions for each case are
specified in Table 4. The thermal history is predicted for both
cases using two solution methods:~1! numerical solution of Eqs.
~1! to ~8! in either rat liver tissue or AT-1 tumor tissue using the
algorithm described above in the Numerical Solution section; and
~2! numerical solution of Eq.~1! using the enthalpy method algo-
rithm @10#, a standard technique for solving phase change prob-
lems in a homogeneous medium. For method 2,L is defined using
Eq. ~3! with L substituted forLec , andL is assumed to be 210 J/g
or 203 J/g, the equivalent latent heat per gram of rat liver tissue or
AT-1 tumor tissue, respectively~see Eq. 15!. Fortran codes using
each solution method were developed, and simulations were per-

formed on Sun or SGI workstations in the UNIX operating sys-
tem. The sensitivity of the coupled model solution was tested by
decreasing the time step to 0.05 sec from 0.1 sec and the cryosur-
gical and cryopreservation simulations were repeated. This test
had no effect on the results, thus confirming the convergence of
our solution.

Benchmarking the coupled model results for both thermal and
biophysical response of a biological tissue during freezing is not
possible due to lack of quantitative data for such a case in the
literature, but simulations were performed to insure that the
coupled model-predicted response for tissue frozen at constant
cooling rate was consistent with explicit models for this case, Eqs.
~5! to ~8!. The benchmark case was defined using the cryopreser-
vation case characteristics~Table 2!with a smaller computational
domain ~1 cm! and a smaller spatial grid resolution~0.02 mm!.
The coupled model was run with several constant cooling rates at
the boundary~B51, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100°C/min!, such that the
control volume immediately adjacent to the boundary, essentially
followed the same thermal response, i.e., constant rate cooling.
The biophysical response~V(t) and PIF(t)! calculated for the
control volume immediately adjacent to the boundary was com-

Fig. 3 Predicted interface propagation in rat liver tissue under „a… cryopreservation and „b…
cryosurgery conditions. The cooling conditions are described in Table 4. Microscale freezing
model predictions are given by the dotted line „- - - -…, and enthalpy method model predictions
are given by the solid line „—…. Time „secs… is shown on the x-axis while the distance from the
cooling surface „m… is shown on the y-axis.

Fig. 4 Predicted interface propagation in AT-1 tumor tissue under „a… cryopreservation and „b…
cryosurgery conditions. The cooling conditions are described in Table 4. Microscale freezing
model predictions are given by the dotted line „- - - -…, and enthalpy method model predictions
are given by the solid line „ …. Time „secs… is shown on the x-axis while the distance from the
cooling surface „m… is shown on the y-axis.
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pared to explicit calculations ofV and PIF obtained by integrating
Eqs. ~5! to ~8! directly for constant cooling rate, i.e.,T5272.62
(K)2 B•t. The results for bothV and PIF agreed with 1 percent
~data not shown!.

Results
Figures 3 and 4 show the model results for interface propaga-

tion in the cryopreservation~Figs. 3~a!and 4~a!!and cryosurgical
~Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!!cooling conditions for rat liver and AT-1
tumor tissue, respectively. Microscale freezing model predictions
are given by the dotted line~- - - -!, and enthalpy method model
predictions are given by the solid line~ !. The interface propa-
gation predictions of the two model simulations are very similar in
both the tissue systems. The propagation of both the leading~at
early times!and trailing~at late times!edges of the mushy zone
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The trailing edge of the mushy zone is
assumed to be whereL50.005 for graphing convenience. The
leading and trailing edge propagations predicted by both simula-
tions are fairly close~,3 percent difference!to one another~see
Figs. 3 and 4!. The difference in trailing edge~or the interface at

late times!propagation between the two models looks significant,
but this is an artifact of the plateau in the saline phase diagram
~i.e., 90 percent of the water is frozen at25°C!. The unfrozen
fraction in the enthalpy method solution is about 0.03~or 97 per-
cent of the solution is frozen! along the 0.005 contour for the
tissue freezing solution, or essentially frozen from a practical
standpoint.

A comparison of the maximum interface propagated for the
cryopreservation case~slow cooling conditions; as shown in Table
4! shows that it is;1.5 percent greater in AT-1 tumor tissue~Fig.
4~a!! than in the rat liver tissue~Fig. 3~a!!. A similar result is also
obtained in the cryosurgical case as shown in Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!
for rat liver and AT-1 tumor tissue, respectively~;1.2 percent
larger radius or;3.3 percent larger volume in AT-1 tumor tissue!.
This effect is clearly due to the lower latent heat value of AT-1
tumor tissue in comparison with rat liver~see Eq. 15!. However,
this decrease in the latent heat value was found to have ‘‘no ef-
fect’’ ~,0.1 percent difference! on the thermal history predicted in
the rat liver and AT-1 tumor tissue. Figures 5~a! and 5~b!show the
model results for thermal history in the cryopreservation~5°C/

Fig. 5 Predicted thermal history at various locations „as indicated … under „a… cryopreservation
and „b… cryosurgery conditions „the results are essentially identical for both rat liver and AT-1
tumor tissue …. The cooling conditions are described in Table 4. Microscale freezing model
predictions are given by the dotted line „- - - -…, and enthalpy method model predictions are
given by the solid line „ …. Time „secs… is shown on the x-axis while the temperature „°C… is
shown on the y-axis.

Fig. 6 Predicted isotherms under „a… cryopreservation and „b… cryosurgery conditions „the
isotherms are essentially identical for both rat liver and AT-1 tumor tissue …. The cooling con-
ditions are described in Table 4. In Fig. „a… the contours from left to right represent isotherms
of 203 to 273 K, in increments of 10 K, respectively. In Fig. „b… the lines from left to right
represent isotherms of 133 to 303 K, in increments of 10 K. The distance from the cooling
surface „m… is shown on the x-axis while time „secs… is shown on the y-axis.
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min; as shown in Table 4! and cryosurgical~50°C/min; as shown
in Table 4! cooling conditions at selected locations within the
tissue~these thermal history simulations are valid for both rat liver
and AT-1 tumor tissue!. As before, the microscale freezing model
predictions are given by the dotted line~- - - -!, and enthalpy
method model predictions are given by the solid line~ !. The
similarity between the predictions of the two model simulations
~coupled and uncoupled! continues in the thermal history results,
as well.

Figure 6 shows the model~coupled thermal/biophysical model!
simulated isotherms~lines of constant temperature! in the compu-
tational domain for both the cryopreservation~Fig. 6~a!!and cryo-
surgical cooling conditions~Fig. 6~b!!. In Fig. 6~a!, the lines from
left to right represent isotherms from 203 to 273 K, in increments
of 10 K, respectively. While in Fig. 6~b!, these lines represent
isotherms from 133 to 303 K, in increments of 10 K. As was the
case in the thermal history results~Fig. 5!, these isotherms are

identical in both the tissue systems studied and are also in good
agreement with those simulated by the uncoupled or the enthalpy
model ~data not shown!.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the amount of unfrozen frac-
tion ~Fig. 7~a!! and the probability of intracellular ice formation
~Fig. 7~b!! in the rat liver~solid line, ! and AT-1 tumor tissue
~dotted lines,• • • •! at various locations within the computa-
tional domain~x-axis!as a function of temperature~y-axis!for the
cryosurgical~as shown in Table 4! cooling conditions. In Fig.
7~a!, the region to the left of the inner most solid~or dashed!line
represents the frozen region~or ,1 percent is unfrozen! while the
region to the right of the outer most solid~or dashed!line repre-
sents the unfrozen region~or .99 percent unfrozen fraction!. The
domain between the two solid~or dashed!lines represent the
‘‘mushy’’ or partially frozen region. Similarly, the contour lines,
from left to right, in Fig. 7~b! represent.99 percent and,1
percent probability of intracellular ice formation in the tissue. An

Fig. 7 „a… Predicted unfrozen fractions and the probability of intracellular ice formation, and
„b… PIF under cryosurgery conditions in the rat liver „solid lines, … and AT-1 tumor tissue
„dotted lines, - - - -…. The cooling conditions are described in Table 4. Note that the ‘‘stepped’’
behavior of the contours is not intrinsic to the tissue freezing process and is caused by the
computational limitation of generating and plotting data at discrete intervals. In Fig. 7 „a… the
region to the left of the inner contours is essentially frozen „i.e., 99 percent frozen … and the
region to the right of the right contours is essentially unfrozen „i.e., 99 percent unfrozen … while
the region between the contours represents the ‘‘mushy’’ or partially frozen region. In Fig. 7 „b…
as in Fig. 7„ a… the region to the left of the inner contour represents the freezing domain with 99
percent PIF and the region to the right of the outer contour represents the freezing domain with
1 percent PIF. The distance from the cooling surface „m… is shown on the x-axis while time
„secs… is shown on the y-axis.

Fig. 8 „a… Predicted volumetric shrinkage response and the probability of intracellular ice
formation, and „b… PIF under cryosurgery conditions in the rat liver „solid lines, … and AT-1
tumor tissue „dashed-dotted lines, " " " …, at 4 different locations within the tissue. The
cooling conditions are described in Table 4. In Fig. 8, the lines from left to right are at 0.1 mm,
6 mm, 12 mm, and 16 mm from the cooling surface, respectively. The distance from the cooling
surface „m… is shown on the x-axis while time „secs… is shown on the y-axis.
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examination of Fig. 7 shows that there are significant and clear
differences in both the amount of unfrozen fraction and the prob-
ability of intracellular formation between rat liver and AT-1 tumor
tissue. These differences are due to the differences in the charac-
teristic dimensions, shown in Table 2, and in the membrane per-
meability and intracellular ice formation parameters~shown in
Table 3!between rat liver and AT-1 tumor tissue. However, iden-
tical thermal history~Fig. 5!and isotherm contours~Fig. 6! results
were obtained in both the tissue systems studied. Thus, suggesting
that the different microscale biophysical response~cellular dehy-
dration and intracellular ice formation! exhibited during freezing
~shown in Fig. 7!does not affect the macroscale freezing problem.

And finally, Fig. 8 shows the unique capability of the coupled
thermal/biophysical model to generate both the volumetric shrink-
age of cells due to cellular dehydration~or water transport out of
the cells!and the probability of intracellular ice formation, PIF at
various locations in the tissue for the cryosurgical cooling condi-
tions~the exact conditions are shown in Table 4!. Figures 8~a!and
8~b! show the normalized cellular volume and PIF as a function of
time at four different locations in both the rat liver~solid lines,!
and the AT-1 tumor tissue~dashed-dotted lines,- - - -!, respec-
tively. In Fig. 8~a!, the volumetric shrinkage curves~from left to
right! are at 0.1 mm, 6 mm, 12 mm, and 16 mm from the cooling
surface. Similarly, the PIF curves~from left to right! are also at
0.1 mm, 6 mm, 12 mm, and 16 mm from the cooling surface. As
seen in Fig. 8, the cells closest to the cooling surface experience
the least amount of cellular dehydration~and all cells undergo
intracellular ice formation or the maximum PIF is 1! due to the
relatively high cooling rate~50°C/min! imposed on the boundary.
As the cooling rate experienced by the cells inside the tissue is
lower than the imposed cooling rate at the boundary, the cells
within the tissue undergo progressively larger volumetric shrink-
age ~as shown in Fig. 8~a!! and exhibit smaller probability of
intracellular ice formation~as shown in Fig. 8~b!!. Note that the
maximum PIF in AT-1 tumor tissue 16 mm from the cooling sur-
face is 0 while it is greater than 0.6 in rat liver tissue~as shown in
Fig. 8~b!!, illustrating the starkly different microscale biophysical
response exhibited by these tissues during the freezing process.

Discussion
This study presents a unique combination of the microscale

phenomena~water transport and IIF! with the macroscale phase
change process in biological tissues. The microscale processes are
included in the bio-heat transfer equation using a source term
methodology. However, it should be noted that the model is lim-
ited by the lack of tissue intracellular ice formation~IIF! param-
eters. Whether the IIF parameters in tissue are significantly differ-
ent from the cell level parameters used in this study, can only be
answered in future studies.

The current model approximates the phase transition in the bio-
logical tissues based on the microscale phenomena. Although the
microscale freezing, response is clearly different between both the
tissues as shown by previous studies@23–25# and also in the
present study~Figs. 7 and 8!, the macroscale freezing response is
not ~as shown in Figs. 5 and 6!. Thus, suggesting that the un-
coupled approach~where the latent heat is a function of tempera-
ture, alone!is adequate to predict the macroscale freezing re-
sponse in the tissue systems, investigated. A thorough parametric
investigation varying the Krogh cylinder dimensions, non-water
fractions, fractional volumes of extra- and intracellular water, the
biophysical parameters and cooling conditions should further elu-
cidate the effect of including the microscale phenomena in the
larger macroscale freezing problem. However, preliminary simu-
lations show that the predicted thermal history results are not sig-
nificantly affected~,2 percent variation! even when the biophysi-
cal parameters are drastically altered~i.e., a factor of 100 lower or
higher!. Thus, indicating that the computationally less intensive
enthalpy model~or the uncoupled approach! is adequate to de-

scribe the freezing process in most biological tissue systems dur-
ing typical cryosurgical and cryopreservation cooling conditions
~shown in Table 4!.

The main result obtained in the current study, i.e., the similarity
in the macroscale freezing response predicted using the coupled
thermal/biophysical model and the uncoupled enthalpy model has
also been noted previously by Smith et al.@21#. The main differ-
ence between the current study and Smith et al.@21# is the meth-
odology used to calculate the temperature and time dependence of
the latent heat release. Smith et al.@21# curve fitted to the experi-
mentally measured temperature and time dependence of the mea-
sured latent heat release during freezing in solute laden aqueous
solutions. In the current study, the temperature and time depen-
dence of the latent heat release is based on mechanistic microscale
~heat transfer or IIF and mass transfer or water transport! phenom-
ena for a particular biological tissue. Additionally, Smith et al.
@21# showed that the choice of latent heat magnitude and the in-
clusion of temperature dependent thermophysical properties has a
much larger effect on the predicted cooling rates, the end tempera-
tures and the total volume of the frozen region than the inclusion
of a temperature~and time!dependent release of latent heat~i.e.,
inclusion of microscale freezing phenomena!. Therefore, accurate
characterization of the temperature dependent thermophysical
properties~of the relevant biological tissue! are necessary to im-
prove the accuracy and applicability of the model predicted mac-
roscale freezing response.

The present model neglects the effect of metabolic heat genera-
tion and the effect of blood flow on the freezing process, see Eq.
~1!. This formulation is clearly less valid for simulating an in-vivo
cryosurgical scenario than an in-vitro cryopreservation case. In
addition, the coupled model presented in this study assumes that
the latent heat released by the extracellular solution during the
freezing process follows the phase diagram, as stated in Eq.~3!.
Recent studies in our lab@21,25#suggest that the latent heat re-
leased by the extracellular solution has a cooling rate dependence
~i.e., it is both temperature and time dependent!. Future improve-
ments to the models will include these effects appropriately.

And finally, the coupled thermal/biophysical model presented
here, has several advantages and disadvantages over the more
commonly adopted uncoupled enthalpy models. The main advan-
tages of the coupled thermal/biophysical model are as follows:~1!
an unique capability to predict the continuous volume/PIF at vari-
ous locations within the tissue as a function of time;~2! an easily
adaptable model that can be used to predict both the thermal and
biophysical response in several different tissue types as well as in
engineered tissue equivalents;~3! one complete model that de-
scribes both the thermal and biophysical behavior of tissue freez-
ing under a variety of cooling conditions;~4! an easily extendable
model that can predict the thermal and biophysical response dur-
ing freezing of tissues in the presence of cryoprotective agents or
CPAs~CPAs are used to limit the freezing damage experienced by
tissues!;~5! vascular distension throughout the tissue could also
be easily predicted using the model predicted cell volume changes
through the Krogh cylinder model and used to develop vascular
injury theories; and~6! the model with a few modifications can
predict partial or complete vitrification in cells and extracellular/
vascular space. The main disadvantages of the coupled thermal/
biophysical model are as follows:~1! computationally more inten-
sive than the uncoupled enthalpy models, i.e., on an SGI
workstation the uncoupled model requires approximately 4 to 6
hours of computational time while the corresponding coupled
thermal/biophysical code requires;10 days of processing time
~or an increase in the required computational time by 30 to 60
times!; and~2! requires a priori knowledge of several tissue level
biophysical parameters, several of which are still unknown~for
example, the intracellular ice formation parameters in whole tis-
sue slices!.
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Conclusion
A coupled thermal/biophysical numerical model for understand-

ing the effect of microscale heat and mass transport during freez-
ing in biological tissues was developed. The numerical results
from the coupled model were compared with the results from the
more commonly used uncoupled model~enthalpy model!in two
test cases~rat liver tissue and AT-1 tumor tissue! under two dif-
ferent cooling conditions~cryopreservation and cryosurgical!. The
results for both the coupled and uncoupled models are very simi-
lar; this suggests that the microscale biophysical processes which
occur in the biological tissue during freezing do little to limit the
rate at which phase change can occur, and that the uncoupled
approach to numerical solution would be adequate to accurately
determine thermal history for the tissue types studied. Further
application of the coupled thermal/biophysical model to different
tissue types with various biophysical properties could demonstrate
what values, if any, of the biophysical parameters~Lpg , ELp , Vo ,
and ko! significantly affect predicted thermal history, and thus
which ~if any! tissue types would require use of the coupled ap-
proach to numerical solution of the thermal and biophysical pro-
cesses in tissue freezing. However, preliminary simulations sug-
gest that the predicted thermal history results are not significantly
affected~,2 percent variation! even when the biophysical param-
eters are drastically altered~i.e., a factor of 100 lower or higher!.
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Transient Thermal Bubble
Formation on Polysilicon
Micro-Resisters
Transient bubble formation experiments are investigated on polysilicon micro-resisters
having dimensions of 95mm in length, 10mm or 5mm in width, and 0.5mm in thickness.
Micro resisters act as both resistive heating sources and temperature transducers simul-
taneously to measure the transient temperature responses beneath the thermal bubbles.
The micro bubble nucleation processes can be classified into three groups depending on
the levels of the input current. When the input current level is low, no bubble is nucleated.
In the middle range of the input current, a single spherical bubble is nucleated with a
waiting period up to 2 sec while the wall temperature can drop up to 8°C depending on
the magnitude of the input current. After the formation of a thermal bubble, the resister
temperature rises and reaches a steady state eventually. The bubble growth rate is found
proportional to the square root of time that is similar to the heat diffusion controlled
model as proposed in the macro scale boiling experiments. In the group of high input
current, a single bubble is nucleated immediately after the current is applied. A first-order
model is proposed to characterize the transient bubble nucleation behavior in the micro-
scale and compared with experimental measurements.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1445136#

Keywords: Bubble Growth, Heat Transfer, Microscale, Phase Change, Transient

1 Introduction
Device miniaturization has been the technology driver in both

semiconductor and microelectromechanical system~MEMS! re-
search. As a result, heat dissipation has become a major problem
in integrated circuit~IC! industry due to the fact that more micro-
electronic devices are densely placed in an extremely tiny area.
Because boiling heat transfer is the most effective way for heat
removal, several research have been proposed to use the phase
change phenomenon as the heat dissipation mechanism for semi-
conductor chips@1,2#. On the other hand, boiling phenomenon has
also been applied as the driving mechanism in various MEMS
devices, such as thermal bubbles for ink-jet printers@3#, bubble
powered microactuators@4#, and bubble powered pumping effects
@5#. The possible applications for micro-bubble powered devices
are abundant and the potential of using the phase change process
to solve the heat dissipation problem in IC industry is enormous.
Therefore, it is important to investigate the fundamental mecha-
nisms of bubble nucleation in the micro-scale.

Among the demonstrated devices using thermal bubbles, they
can be classified into two groups according the devices structures.
In the case of open environment, there is ink-jet printer head@3#.
In the case of close environment, there are micro-thermal bubble
pumps @6,7# and micro-thermal bubble valves@8#. In order to
make better bubble-powered micro-devices, it is important to
study micro-bubble formation in both open environment and in-
side microchannels, including the transient bubble formation be-
havior. Previously, Lin et al. investigated the bubble formation
mechanisms on polysilicon micro resistor in open environment@5#
and inside microchannels@9#. Yang@10# reported an overview of
boiling on microstructures. Although these reports contributed
various aspects of bubble formation by using micro resisters, none
of them discussed the transient behavior of micro-bubble forma-
tion that plays an important role in the design and the operation of
micro-bubble-based devices. In macro-scale, the bubble nucle-
ation process has been studied from many aspects, such as ulti-

mate boiling temperature limit@11#, nucleation from trapped gas
@12#, bubble growth@13#, and the local temperature fluctuation at
the heating surface@14#. This paper concentrates on the transient
temperature fluctuation during bubble formation and bubble
growth on a polysilicon micro-resistor. Both mathematical models
and experimental results are established for the characterization of
transient bubble formation in the micro-scale.

2 Experiments
A Petri dish containing the testing chip and experimental liquid

is placed on the observation chuck of a probe station as shown in
Fig. 1. The bulk liquid temperature is measured before and after
each experiment by a thermal couple, and is found to be within
1°C of variation. The microscope is connected to a CCD camera
to capture images during the transient bubble formation experi-
ments. HP4145 semiconductor parameter analyzer is used as the
power source and signal recording system. Polysilicon micro-
resisters are fabricated by using the MCNC MUMPs service@15#
and they work as resistive heaters. The cross sectional view of the
device is shown in Fig. 2~a! with silicon nitride as the insulation
material and gold as the metal contact. The typical dimension of
the polysilicon resistive heater is 95mm in length, 5mm, or 10
mm in width and 0.5mm in thickness. There are two pairs of
electrical contact pads for measuring current and voltage simulta-
neously to monitor the resistance changes of the polysilicon micro
resister as shown in Fig. 2~b!. When a current is applied to the
resistive heater, the voltage change at the central portion, 2.5mm
away from both ends of the resister, is recorded. The temperature
coefficient of resistance of polysilicon is characterized as
1.2* 1023/K by measuring the resistance changes with respect to
environmental temperature changes. The transient temperature re-
sponse of the resister is calculated based on this coefficient. It is
noted that this coefficient is experimentally characterized and
valid when temperature is less than 300°C that is within the tem-
perature range of this work. Second-order effects may need to be
considered when the operation temperature is high. A fabricated
device is shown in Fig. 2~c! where gold pads have the shining
bright color.
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3 A Lumped Heat Transfer Model
A lumped heat transfer model is developed to investigate the

thermal responses of the micro resister theoretically. This model is
graphically shown in Fig. 3 with the following assumptions. First,
the polysilicon micro resister has a uniform temperature along the
length of the resister. This assumption is based on a previous work
@17# that line shape polysilicon micro-resister has relatively uni-
form temperature distribution away from the boundaries. Since
the model is only built on the central portion of the resister in
between the two voltage detecting points, the temperature distri-
bution is assumed to be uniform. Second, the heat loss through the
two ends of the micro-resister are neglected because the cross-
section areas of the two ends of the micro-resister are compara-
tively much smaller than the areas along the micro resister. Third,
the temperature distribution across the silicon nitride layer under-
neath the polysilicon resister is linear. This assumption is based on
the fact that the width of the micro-heater is much larger than the
thickness of nitride layer. Therefore, the temperature change is
approximated as linear within the portion of nitride layer that is
underneath the polysilicon resister. Fourth, the substrate warming

effect is an important parameter to be characterized, and the sili-
con substrate is assumed to have a uniform temperature ofTs to
simplify the analysis. However, non-uniform temperature distribu-
tion is expected at regions close to the polysilicon micro-resister.
An experimentally determined factor,F, is used to adjust possible
errors coming from this assumption. This factor is defined as the
extension factor to the thickness of the nitride layer to accommo-
date the region of non-uniform temperature. Intuitively, this factor
will be determined by the thermal conductivity of nitride, silicon,
and their geometrical relationships. In this work, this number is
experimentally characterized by comparing the analytical predic-
tion with the measured wall temperature. Fifth, heat conduction in
liquid is modeled by semi-infinite thermal conduction and both
heat convection and radiation are neglected@17#. Sixth, it is as-
sumed that the bottom surface of the Petri dish is at room tem-
perature, since it is in contact with a big brass chuck that is a good
heat sink. A lumped, one-dimensional heat transfer model is es-
tablished graphically as shown in Fig. 3. According to the tran-
sient thermal conduction equation, the transient temperature of a
slab with temperature fixed at two sides is modeled by@18#

Ty5T11~T22T1!
y

l

1
2

p (
1

`
T2 cosnp2T1

n
sin

npy

l
e2an2p2t/ l 2, (1)

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the micro boiling experiment

Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams of the polysilicon micro resister:
„a… cross-sectional view; „b… top view; and „c… photograph of a
fabricated polysilicon micro resister.

Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of the lumped heat transfer model.
The electric analogy is drawn on the right.
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whereT1,2 are temperatures at two sides of a slab,y is the coor-
dinate along the slab thickness,l is the slab thickness, anda is the
thermal diffusivity of the slab. Taking derivative with respect toy
and multiplying with material conductivityK, one can obtain the
heat flux as

K
]Ty
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5KF ~T22T1!

l
1

2

l (l

`

~T2 cosnp2T1!

3cos
npy

l
e2an2p2t/ l 2G . (2)

For first-order approximation, only the first term in the summation
is considered in the above equation. Based on the above assump-
tions and energy balance, the heat transfer equations of polysili-
con and silicon can be derived as
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The values used in the equations are listed in Table 1. These two
equations can be solved simultaneously to obtain the values ofTp
~polysilicon micro resister temperature! and Ts ~silicon substrate
temperature!with respect to time. The liquid used in the experi-
ments is IPA~Isopropyl Alcohol! @19#.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 General Behavior of Micro-Boiling Phenomenon.
The general behavior of micro-boiling phenomenon is recorded
based on the micro-resister with size of 1003 10 3 0.5mm3

under various constant input currents from 15 to 40 mA. The
measured wall temperatures for the first 10 sec are shown in Fig.
4 and the close look of relative temperature changes from Fig. 4
are plotted in Fig. 5. As expected, the measured wall temperature
increases as the input current increases. It is found that bubble
formation characteristics with respect to input current levels can
be classified into three groups. In group I, where the input current
is less than 22 mA, no bubble is nucleated and the temperature of
the polysilicon micro-resister remains nearly the same. Group II
represents the middle range of input currents between 25 to 30
mA and is the most interesting group in terms of transient bubble
formation behavior. The wall temperature increases at the begin-
ning and drops ahead of the bubble formation when a blurry cloud
covers the polysilicon micro-resister as observed through the mi-
croscope. The slope of this temperature drop seems to become

steeper as the magnitude of the input current increases and disap-
pears under high input power. For example, this phenomenon is
observed when the input current is less than 40 mA for the 10mm
wide resisters and 15 mA for the 5mm wide resisters. Once a
bubble is nucleated, the wall temperature increases and goes
above the initial temperature before reaching a steady state. In the
final group where the input current is equal or higher than 40 mA,
a bubble is formed as soon as the electrical current is applied.
There is no detectable temperature drop when the thermal bubble
is generated and the resister temperature continues to increase and
the bubble grows before a steady state is reached. In all three
groups, it is measured that the temperature of the silicon substrate
has also risen and gradually reaches a steady state temperature
about 1 to 10°C higher than the room temperature depending on

Table 1

Fig. 4 Measured wall temperature with respect to time on the
polysilicon micro resister of 10 mm wide

Fig. 5 Relative temperature changes for the transient micro
bubble formation on the 10 mm wide polysilicon micro resister
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the level of the input power. It is noted that the dissolved air in
bulk liquid may affect the experimental results but is not studied
in this work.

4.2 Comparison of Macro and Micro-Boiling Experiments.
Figure 6 illustrates the typical wall temperature of bubble nucle-
ation processes for both macro@20# and micro-scale experiments,
respectively. The macro-scale bubble nucleation experiments are
generally conducted at pool boiling condition where the liquid is
at the saturation state. The micro-scale bubble nucleation test, on
the other hand, refers to bubble formation on micro-scale resistive
heaters in a pool of cool liquid. For a typical macro-scale boiling
process under a constant heating power as shown in Fig. 6~a! @20#,
formation of bubbles is observed in stage 1. The temperature drop
in stage 1 has been explained as the evaporation of a microlayer
liquid between the bubble and the heating wall. When the micro-
layer evaporates and dries out, the boiling process moves to stage
2, where the bubble continues to grow. The wall temperature rises
in this stage because of the blockage of the heat flux from the wall
to the liquid due to the existence of the bubble. When the bubble
grows to a certain size and starts to lift off the wall as shown in
stage 3, cool liquid is sucked to the wall to cause a quenching
effect. The cool liquid is then heated up gradually in stage 4 to the
original temperature, where a new bubble is nucleated and the
process repeats itself continuously.

Group II in Fig. 4 and 5 of the bubble nucleation experiments in
the micro scale, is discussed and compared with macro scaled
boiling experiments due to similarities. One may identify three
stages of wall temperature responses on transient bubble forma-
tion. In stage 1, the wall temperature jumps right after an electric
current is applied and moves up gradually as the substrate tem-
perature rises. The period of this stage is shorter than 0.1 sec for

the 10mm wide resister and becomes shorter if the input current
level is increased. It is believed that liquid is superheated locally
in this stage until naturally generated disturbance induces the
evaporation process and moves the micro-boiling process to stage
2. According to the homogeneous bubble nucleation theory@20#,
there is a nucleus radius under thermodynamic equilibrium. Once
the initial bubble nucleus radius is larger than the critical value,
the bubble will tend to grow. Otherwise, it will shrink. High cur-
rent inputs generate high temperature that implies smaller equilib-
rium nucleus radius. Therefore, the probability that the bubble
embryos are larger than the critical size is increased and a large
single spherical bubble is induced. This can be the reason causing
the temperature profile transits from stage 2 into stage 3. More-
over, high current inputs seem to speed up the evaporation process
that causes the wall temperature to drop faster as shown in Fig. 5.
As soon as a bubble emerges, the wall temperature increases as
shown in stage 3, in which a spherical bubble grows and covers
the whole polysilicon micro resister. The wall temperature in-
creases in this stage because the vapor bubble is blocking the heat
dissipation process. The nucleated micro-bubble continues to
grow slowly and sticks to the polysilicon micro-resister due to
Marangoni effect@17# and the wall temperature gradually reaches
equilibrium.

4.3 Thermal Conduction. According to Eqs.~3! and ~4!,
one can estimate the time constants of the polysilicon micro-
resister and silicon substrate by the following expressions:
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wheretp and ts are time constants of polysilicon micro-resister
and silicon substrate, respectively. Substituting values in Table 1
into the above equations, one can find thattp is in the order of
microseconds, andts is in the order of milliseconds. It implies
that in the early stage of the heating process, the temperature of
polysilicon micro resister is not affected by the silicon substrate
warming effect and can be estimated by Eq.~3!. When the opera-
tion period is longer than milliseconds, the substrate warming
effect has to be considered.

A modification factor,F, is introduced as a measure of the
effective thickness of nitride layer, and this factor accounts mod-
eling errors coming from the simplifications of the model and its
magnitude is determined by experiments. Figure 7 shows the mea-
sured temperature of the polysilicon micro resister as well as the
predictions from various values ofF. It can be observed that when
F is equal to 1.47, a good match is achieved. This value is then
used in further simulation. Figure 8 shows the simulated tempera-
tures of the 10mm wide polysilicon micro-resister and the silicon
substrate under an input current of 28 mA. As the result shown in
Fig. 8, the polysilicon micro-resister temperature rises quickly and
reaches 95°C in less than 1 millisecond. This result explains the
fast temperature responses in Fig. 4 after an input current is ap-
plied. Comparatively, it takes a longer time to create a small tem-
perature change on the silicon substrate. In the same figure, the
temperature rise for the silicon substrate is not observable until
0.5 second later when the temperature rise of 1°C is predicted.
This substrate warming effect explains qualitatively the slow tem-
perature rise on the polysilicon micro resister before a steady state
is reached as shown in Fig. 4 and 5. However, the heat conduction
model only predicts the increase but not the drop of temperature
with respect to time. Other heat dissipation mechanisms must be
considered to characterize the wall temperature drops as observed.

4.4 Thermal Convection. The critical Rayleigh number for
the onset of natural convection is calculated to investigate the role
of thermal convection in this time dependent micro-boiling
experiment

Fig. 6 Comparison of bubble nucleation in macro and micro
scales: „a… typical wall temperature history in macro scale boil-
ing experiments; and „b… typical wall temperature history in mi-
cro scale boiling on a polysilicon micro resister.
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Rat5
2pgbqat2

nK
, (7)

whereq is the heat flux to liquid,g is gravity, b is the volume
expansion coefficient,n is dynamic viscosity, andK is thermal
conductivity. The model developed in the previous section is used
to estimate the heat flux to liquid and other variables. The calcu-
lated Rayleigh number is found at least one order of magnitude
smaller than the reported critical Rayleigh number@21# when the
time period is less than two seconds. Therefore, natural convec-
tion is not considered in the mathematical model of Eq.~3! and
~4! in the initial stage of bubble formation.

4.5 Evaporation. According to the simulation result pre-
sented in Fig. 8, the heating speed in this work is fast in the order
of 107 K/s. Moreover, a blurry cloud is observed around the micro
resister before the bubble formation. It indicates the film boiling
of liquid after the liquid is heated into the metastable state@20#
and condensed where the vapor meets with cool liquid. This
evaporation of liquid may be considered as the primary reason of
temperature drop before a micro bubble is nucleated in the micro

bubble nucleation process. The heat flux of evaporation is mod-
eled as an equivalent heat transfer coefficient and the temperature
difference between the polysilicon micro resister and bulk liquid.

hevp~Tp2Tl !5
r lE

~w12yp!l

dV

dt
, (8)

where hevp is the equivalent heat transfer coefficient during the
evaporation stage,Tp is the polysilicon micro resister temperature,
Tl is the bulk liquid temperature,E is the latent heat of liquid, and
(w12yp) l is the heating area. In order to determine the value of
hevp, the model is compared with experimental data from Fig. 5.
It is found that the wall temperature drops at a higher rate at the
beginning and at a lower rate when approaching the bubble incipi-
ent point. Therefore, the equivalent heat transfer coefficient is
proposed as

hevp5hmax@12e~2t2t init /t!#, (9)

wheret is time, t init is the time when resister temperature starts to
drop, andt is an evaporation time constant depending on the level
of input power. Therefore, the governing equation of micro re-
sister of Eq.~3! can be modified in the second stage of bubble
formation as
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The two parameters in Eq.~9! are found experimentally as shown
in Fig. 9 by means of curve fitting. It is found thathmax is 7
3105 W/m2°C, and 1/t is 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 for input current levels
at 25, 28, and 30 mA, respectively. This equivalent heat transfer
coefficient is at least two orders of magnitude higher than the
natural convection heat transfer coefficient from the macro-scale
heat transfer models. Therefore, this result further supports the
previous assumption that heat convection only plays a minor role
in this stage. The calculated evaporation time constants suggest
that higher input current corresponds to smaller time constant and
higher evaporation rate. Because the heat flux calculated by the
heat evaporation term is much larger than the thermal conduction
term, the heat dissipation process in this stage is mainly attributed
to liquid evaporation. By substituting these numbers into Eq.~8!,
wherer l is 770 kg/m3 andE is 640 kJ/kg, the rate of evaporation
volume is calculated in the order of 10 nl/sec. In most cases, the

Fig. 7 Simulated initial temperatures of the 10 mm wide micro
resister by using various F values as compared with experi-
mental measurements

Fig. 8 Simulated results of temperature on polysilicon micro
resister of 10 mm wide and silicon substrate versus time under
an input current of 28 mA

Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental and simulated wall tem-
peratures before the nucleation of a micro-bubble. The equiva-
lent heat transfer coefficient is found to be 10 5 WÕm2°C
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temperature drop lasts longer than one second and more than 10
nanoliter of liquid has gone through the evaporation-condensation
process to cause the observed temperature drop.

4.6 Bubble Growth Rate. It is observed that the bubble
formation in Group II of Fig. 4 is randomly scattered along the
temperature drop curve in stage 2 of the micro bubble formation
process. The possible reason of the transition into a spherical
bubble may be the instability of vapor-liquid interface that is agi-
tated by local fluctuation in combination with the readiness of
enough metastable state of liquid that can overcome the cool liq-
uid to form a spherical bubble. When a bubble is formed, the wall
temperature rises in a manner similar to the second stage in the
macro-scaled boiling process. It is believed that the heat dissipa-
tion path from the polysilicon micro resister surface to liquid is
partially blocked by the vapor bubble on top. Therefore, tempera-
ture rises with the increase of bubble size to reach a new equilib-
rium temperature.

As described in a previous report@20#, thermal bubble growth
can mainly classified into two modes in macro-scale bubble nucle-
ation experiments. The first mode occurs at the initial stage of
bubble growth that is hydrodynamically controlled and dominated
by liquid inertia and the bubble size increases proportionally to
time, D}t. The second mode occurs at the later stage of bubble
growth that is heat diffusion controlled. The bubble grows at a
slower rate than in the hydrodynamically controlled mode and is
proportional to the square root of time,D}t1/2. The experimental
data on a 5mm wide micro-resister is extracted by moving the
start point of time to the time when a bubble is nucleated. The
bubble diameter is measured from the captured images taking on
top of the micro-resister by the CCD camera, and graphed along
with time by circular markers as shown in Fig. 10. It is found that
the bubble diameter,D, can be represented asD52Ct1/2, whereC
is a constant andt is time. The close match between the markers
and the curve indicates that the bubble growth rate on the micro
resister at this stage is dominated by heat diffusion asD}t1/2.

This relation between bubble size and time is further applied to
extend the mathematical model to the bubble growth stage. Some
assumptions are made and graphically presented in Fig. 11. First,
the bubble is spherical with a uniform temperature at the satura-
tion point. Although the temperature at the bottom portion of the
bubble is expected to be higher than the top portion, this assump-
tion is made to simplify the analysis. Second, it is assumed that
the bottom of the bubble is in contact with the substrate as shown
in Fig. 11 due to a strong local Marangoni effect and the contact

angle is adopted from a previous report@22# as 30 deg. Third, it is
further assumed that the bottom of the bubble is in thermal equi-
librium with the substrate~no heat transfer!to simplify the prob-
lem. In reality, a thin liquid film and thermal gradient with mag-
nitudes may exist depending on the temperature profile of the
substrate surrounding the micro heater and a three-dimensional
analysis is necessary to model this effect. Fourth, the heat conduc-
tion between the bubble/liquid interfaces is assumed as a constant
heat source to an infinite field because the bubble temperature is
assumed staying at the saturation point. By the above assumptions
and energy balance of micro-resister with heat generation of Joule
heating, heat dissipation of the substrate, liquid, and bubble
growth, Eq.~1! can be modified as
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Aevp5 l ~w12yp!2Abb ; Abb5D~w12yp!sinu

hevp5hmax@12e~2t2t init /t!#,

where Aevp and Abb are areas of the micro resister that are not
covered by the bubble,hevp is the equivalent heat transfer coeffi-
cient of evaporation experimentally determined previously,hbb is
the equivalent heat transfer coefficient of the bubble,Tsat is the
saturation temperature of the liquid,D is the diameter of the
bubble, andu is the contact angle of the bubble with the heater
that is approximated as 30 deg from the picture in a previous work
@22#. The variation of this angle can affect the magnitude the
bubble growth rate and this number is used for a first-order ap-
proximation. The equivalent heat transfer coefficient of the bubble
is derived from the energy balance of the heat transferred into the
bubble from the micro resister with the heat dissipation out of the
bubble by evaporation and heat conduction to the liquid as illus-
trated in Fig. 11:

Abbhbb~Tp2Tsat!5FrvE
dD

dt
1Kl

~Tsat2Tl !

Aa~ t2tbb!
GAsph (12)

Asph5
pD2~11cosu!

2
,

whererv is the vapor density,E is the latent heat of the liquid,tbb
is the time when the bubble is formed, andAsph is the interface
area of the bubble and the liquid. In this stage, the evaporation and
condensation processes are competing with each other. If the di-
ameter of the bubble increases with time, extra energy is supplied
to the bubble for the extra evaporation. Otherwise, the bubble

Fig. 10 Bubble size growth rate on a 5 mm micro resister com-
pared with the heat diffusion controlled bubble growth mode

Fig. 11 Schematic drawing of the heat transfer mechanism in
bubble growth model
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shrinks due to extra condensation. By substituting the areasAbb
and Asph into Eq. ~12!, the equivalent heat transfer coefficient is
derived as

hbb5FrvE
dD

dt
1Kl

~Tsat2Tl !

Aa~ t2tbb!
G pD~11cosu!

2~w12yp!sinu~Tp2Tsat!
.

(13)

According to the result obtained from Fig. 10, the bubble size
growth rate is modeled by the thermal diffusion controlled bubble
growth mode as

dD

dt
5

C

At2tbb

, (14)

whereC is the bubble growth rate constant and is determined by
curve fitting with the experimental results as 29 and 50mm/sec1/2

for 5 mm and 10mm wide resisters, respectively. Combining Eqs.
~2!, ~11!, ~13!, and~14!, a first-order approximation model is de-
veloped for this bubble growth stage.

Figure 12 shows the simulation results based on the models of
Eq. ~10! and Eq.~11! and experimental data. It is found that the
models match the experimental data well until the time reaches 5
sec when the models underestimate the experimental temperature.
The deviation of the simulated temperature from the experimental
data may be resulted from the decrease of the bubble growth rate,
the simplifications of the model in various aspects such as the
contact angle, and the warming effect of the petri dish. For ex-
ample, the bubble growth rate decreases more than the mode pre-
diction as shown in the later stage in Fig. 10 in reality. It causes
the over prediction of the cooling effect in the model such that the
simulated temperature is lower than the experimental data.

5 Conclusion
This paper investigates transient bubble formation on micro

strip resisters under various levels of constant electrical current
input. The transient temperature variations are classified into three
groups by the level of input currents. When the constant input
current is lower than 25 mA, the wall temperature stays nearly
constant and no bubble is nucleated. For the constant input current
between 25 to 30 mA, the wall temperature increases initially,
quickly drops afterwards until a bubble is formed, and then in-
creases until reaching steady state. For the third group of high
input current, the wall temperature rises sharply as soon as the
current is applied and a bubble is formed. Among the three

groups, Group II has very interesting transition phenomena that
are classified into three stages with respect to time and are inves-
tigated extensively in this paper. Mathematical models are estab-
lished to estimate the resister temperature during the micro boiling
process. It is found that this heat conduction based model is ca-
pable of predicting the resister temperature in the first stage of the
boiling heat transfer. The time constant for the resister tempera-
ture is calculated in the microsecond range and in the millisecond
range for the silicon substrate. The evaporation of liquid is iden-
tified as the key mechanism that causes the resister temperature to
drop before the bubble nucleation in the second stage. Based on
the experimental measurements and a simplified, first-order
model, an equivalent heat transfer coefficient for the second stage
is found to be in order of 73105 W/m2°C, and the evaporation
time constants are found as, 2.5, 1.67, and 1.25 sec for the input
current levels of 25, 28, and 30 mA, respectively on a 10mm wide
micro-resister. The incipient point of micro-bubble formation is
found randomly distributed during this wall temperature drop pe-
riod with a trend of earlier occurrence in higher input current. This
is probably due to the instability of vapor-liquid interface in the
stage of strong evaporation process. Higher electrical current will
generate bubbles in shorter time at a higher temperature. After a
spherical bubble is found, the bubble growth rate is found propor-
tional to the square root of time on both 5mm and 10mm wide of
micro resisters. The bubble diameter growth rate constantC is
found as 29mm/sec1/2 in the case of 5mm wide micro-resister,
and 50mm/sec1/2 in the case of 10mm wide micro-resister.
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Nomenclature

C 5 bubble diameter growth rate constant
c 5 specific heat

D 5 diameter of spherical bubble
E 5 latent heat
F 5 modification factor
g 5 gravity
h 5 heat transfer coefficient
K 5 thermal conductivity
l 5 lengthq heat flux

R 5 electrical resistance
T 5 temperature
t 5 time

w 5 width
y 5 thickness

Greek Symbols

r 5 density
j 5 thermal coefficient of resistance
a 5 thermal diffusivity
b 5 thermal expansion coefficient
n 5 dynamic viscosity
t 5 time constant

Subscripts

0 5 reference temperature at 300 K
bb 5 bubble

evp 5 evaporation
g 5 Petri dish
i 5 interface
l 5 liquid
n 5 silicon nitride
p 5 polysilicon
s 5 silicon

sat 5 saturation

Fig. 12 Comparison between experimental data and simula-
tion on a 10 mm wide of micro-resister under constant electrical
current input. The constant of the bubble size growth rate is 50
mmÕsec 1Õ2 in each current level.
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Enhanced Boiling of FC-72 on
Silicon Chips With Micro-Pin-Fins
and Submicron-Scale Roughness
Experiments were conducted to study the effects of micro-pin-fins and submicron-scale
roughness on the boiling heat transfer from a silicon chip immersed in a pool of degassed
and gas-dissolved FC-72. Square pin-fins with fin dimensions of 50350360mm3 (width
3thickness3height) and submicron-scale roughness (RMS roughness of 25 to 32 nm)
were fabricated on the surface of square silicon chip~1031030.5 mm3! by use of
microelectronic fabrication techniques. Experiments were conducted at the liquid sub-
coolings of 0, 3, 25, and 45 K. Both the micro-pin-finned chip and the chip with
submicron-scale roughness showed a considerable heat transfer enhancement as com-
pared to a smooth chip in the nucleate boiling region. The chip with submicron-scale
roughness showed a higher heat transfer performance than the micro-pin-finned chip in
the low-heat-flux region. The micro-pin-finned chip showed a steep increase in the heat
flux with increasing wall superheat. This chip showed a higher heat transfer performance
than the chip with submicron-scale roughness in the high-heat-flux region. The micro-pin-
finned chip with submicron-scale roughness on it showed the highest heat transfer per-
formance in the high-heat-flux region. While the wall superheat at boiling incipience was
strongly dependent on the dissolved gas content, it was little affected by the liquid sub-
cooling. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1447937#

Keywords: Boiling, Devices, Enhancement, Finned Surfaces, Heat Transfer, Roughness

Introduction
Direct liquid cooling by use of dielectric liquids has been con-

sidered as one of the promising cooling schemes for high-powered
electronic components. Since 1970s, active studies have been con-
ducted in this area. A comprehensive review of relevant literature
has been given by Bar-Cohen@1#. One of the difficulties associ-
ated with the use of dielectric liquids with a high wettability is a
high wall superheat required for boiling incipience. You et al.@2#
studied the boiling incipience of R-113 on smooth surfaces. The
boiling incipience superheat was highly non-repeatable and the
data was best presented in statistical form. A number of studies
have dealt with the enhancement of boiling heat transfer from
electronic devices by use of treated surfaces. The enhancement
techniques studied include a ‘‘dendritic heat sink’’~a brush-like
structure on a silicon chip! @3#, laser drilled holes on a silicon chip
@4#, mechanically manufactured heat sinks with drilled holes,
micro-fins, micro-channels etc.@5–7#, hexagonal dimples fabri-
cated on a silicon chip by photo-etching@8#, alumina particle
spraying on a simulated chip@9#, painting of silver flakes or dia-
mond particles on a simulated chip@10,11# and micro-reentrant
cavities fabricated on a silicon chip by microelectronic fabrication
techniques@12#. In the painting technique, the highest enhance-
ment level was achieved by the painting of 3–10mm silver flakes
with cavity feature sizes of about 1mm @10# or 8–12mm diamond
particles with cavity feature sizes of 1–10mm @11#.

While most of the foregoing experiments with treated surfaces
have been conducted for saturated conditions with negligible dis-
solved gas content in the liquid, Kubo et al.@12# and O’Connor
et al. @13# studied the effect of dissolved gas for smooth and en-
hanced surfaces. In their experiments FC-72 was gas-saturated.
Thus the dissolved gas content of the bulk liquidyg was depen-
dent on the total pressure and the degree of subcooling. For the
smooth surface, the boiling incipience and nucleate boiling wall

superheats decreased with increasingyg . However, the effect was
negligible at lowyg ~,0.004 mole air/mole liquid!. For the dia-
mond painted surface, on the other hand, the wall superheats for a
given total pressure were less sensitive to the dissolved gas con-
tent due to localized degassing of the liquid.

The present paper reports on the boiling heat transfer of FC-72
from silicon chips with micro-pin-fins and submicron-scale rough-
ness. The advantage of these enhanced surfaces is that they can be
fabricated on the back surface of actual LSI chips by use of mi-
croelectronic fabrication techniques. The micro-pin-fins were fab-
ricated on a silicon chip by use of a dry etching technique. The
submicron-scale roughness was fabricated by depositing a thin
layer of SiO2 on a silicon chip by sputtering and then wet etching
of the SiO2 surface. Experiments are conducted under the atmo-
spheric condition with degassed and gas-dissolved FC-72 (Tsat
556 deg) at the liquid subcoolings of 0, 3, 25, and 45 K as test
liquids. The results are compared with those for a smooth chip and
previously developed enhanced surfaces.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A

rectangular test vessel filled with FC-72 was fixed inside a water
bath. A test section consisting of a test chip bonded on a glass
plate and a vacuum chuck made of brass was immersed in the test
chamber. The bulk temperature of FC-72 in the test vessel was
maintained at a prescribed value by controlling the water tempera-
ture inside the water bath. In order to maintain the pressure in the
test chamber at the atmospheric pressure, a rubber bag was at-
tached to the test chamber. The test chamber was fitted with glass
windows for the visual observation of boiling phenomena. The
local temperatures of the test liquid at the chip level, and 40 mm
and 80 mm above the chip level were measured byT-type ther-
mocouples that were fixed to a vertical wire located 25 mm apart
from the edge of the test chip. Most of the experiments were
conducted at a horizontal upward orientation. A number of experi-
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ments were also conducted at a vertical orientation to take the
pictures of boiling phenomena using a still camera and a high-
speed video camera.

Details of the test section are shown in Fig. 2. The glass plate
on which the test chip was bonded was pressed firmly to the
o-ring on the vacuum chuck when the inside of the chuck was
evacuated by using a vacuum pump. This facilitated an easy ex-
change of the test chip and minimization of conduction heat loss.
The test chip was aP doped N-type silicon chip with dimensions
of 1031030.5 mm3. The resistance of the smooth chip and the
chip with submicron-scale roughness was about 38V at 60°C.
The resistance was somewhat larger for chips with micro-pin-fins.
The chip was Joule heated by using a regulated d.c. power supply.
Two 0.25 mm dia. copper wires for power supply and voltage
drop measurement were soldered to the side surfaces at the op-
posing ends. A special solder with the melting point of 300°C was
first used to secure the Ohmic contact between the test chip and
the copper wire. Then a low temperature solder with the melting
point of 180°C was applied to increase the mechanical strength of
the joint. The local wall temperatures at the center and at about
1.5 mm from the edge on the centerline of the chip were measured
by 0.12 mm dia. T-type thermocouples bonded under the test chip.
The thermocouples for the measurements of liquid and wall tem-
peratures were calibrated by using temperature controlled water
and oil baths. The bath temperature was measured by a platinum
resistance thermometer with an accuracy of 0.03 K. The e.m.f.s of
the thermocouples were read and recorded consecutively eight
times by a data logger to 1mV and the average values of the eight
measurements were adopted as the experimental data. The average
chip temperature was also measured by the resistance thermom-
etry. In order to obtain a calibration curve between the tempera-

ture and electric resistance of the test chip, the test chip was
immersed in a bath of FC-40~Tsat5150°C at atmospheric pres-
sure!that was immersed in a temperature-controlled oil bath. The
test chip and a standard resistor of 1V were connected in series to
a d.c. power supply and a constant current of about 1 mA was
passed through the circuit. The bath temperature was measured by
the platinum resistance thermometer and the voltage drops of the
test chip~of the order of 40 mV! and the standard resistor~about
1 mV! were measured by the data logger in the same manner as
the case of the thermocouples. The sensitivity of the resistance
thermometry was about 0.24 mV/K, which was much higher than
that of the T-type thermocouple~about 0.043 mV/K!. The uncer-
tainties in the chip temperature measurements by the thermo-
couple and the resistance thermometry are estimated to be less
than 0.1 K.

Micro-pin-fins with square cross-sections were fabricated on
the surface of silicon chip by use of the dry etching technique. The
fin dimensions were 50350360mm3 (width3thickness
3height), and the fin pitch was twice the fin width. Thus the
surface area enhancement ratio as compared to a smooth chip is
2.2. This chip is denoted as chip PF. The scanning-electron-
micrograph~SEM! image of chip PF is shown in Fig. 3. The
surface with submicron-scale roughness was fabricated by depos-
iting a thin layer~about 3mm! of SiO2 on the smooth chip by
sputtering and then dipping it into the mixture of HF, NH4F and
water for wet etching. This chip is denoted as chip E. The micro-
pin-finned chip with submicron-scale roughness was fabricated in
the same manner as the case of chip E. This chip is denoted as
chip EPF. The atomic-force-microscope~AFM! images of the
smooth chip~chip S! and the fin tip of chip EPF are shown in
Figs. 4~a!and 4~b!, respectively. Chip S has a very smooth surface

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus Fig. 2 Details of test section
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with the root-mean-square~RMS! roughness of 2.3 nm, whereas
chip EPF has a very fine roughness with the RMS roughness of
32.4 nm. It is relevant to note here that chip E had the RMS
roughness of about 25 nm. Considering the fact that the vertical
scale of Fig. 4 is 2.1 times as large as that of the horizontal scale,

the surface area enhancement ratios of chips E and EPF are close
to 1.0 and 2.2, respectively.

Experiments were conducted at the liquid subcoolingsDTsub of
0, 3, 25, and 45 K. Prior to the experiments, the test fluid was
degassed by maintaining the water temperature inside the water
bath at about 63°C~i.e., about 7 K above the normal boiling point
of FC-72! for 4 hours while operating the downward facing con-
denser located at the ceiling of the test vessel. For the cases of
DTsub525 and 45 K, experiments were also conducted with a
gas-dissolved FC-72. In these cases a pressurized air was bubbled
into the test liquid for about 12 hours and then the test liquid was
exposed to ambient air for 12 hours. The mole fraction of dis-
solved airyg was measured by a gas chromatograph. The mea-
sured value ofyg was about 2.13102423.431024 and 2.6
3102323.331023 for the degassed and gas-dissolved FC-72,
respectively. The measured air contents of the test liquid before
and after a series of experiments were almost unchanged.

Since the boiling incipience was affected by the initial condi-
tion of the chip surface, experiments were started one day after the
test liquid was degassed or gas-dissolved. Power input to the test
chip was increased in small steps up to the critical heat flux point
~CHF point!. In order to prevent the occurrence of real burn out,
an overheating protection system was incorporated in the power
circuit. The temperatures of the test chip and the bulk liquid were
monitored by a pen recorder. After a steady state was reached,
e.m.f.s of the thermocouples for the wall temperature and liquid
temperature measurements and the voltage drops of the test chip
and the standard resistor were read and recorded eight times using
the data logger to 1mV and the average values of these measure-
ments were adopted as the experimental data. The highest value of
the wall temperature just before the boiling incipience was read
from the chart of the pen recorder. The wall temperatureTw was
defined by the measured value at the center on the back surface of
test chip. The bulk temperature of test liquidTb was defined by
the measured value at the chip level. The uncertainty in the mea-
suredTb is estimated to be less than 0.1 K. The heat fluxq ~de-
fined on the basis of base area! was obtained from the voltage
drop of the test chip and the electric current. The uncertainty in
the calculated value ofq is estimated to be less than 5 percent.
The major source of error in the measurement ofq is the conduc-
tion heat loss to the bulk liquid through the copper lead wires and
the glass substrate. Experimental results for degassed FC-72~see
Figs. 9, 10, and 12!revealed that the measured heat flux in the
free convection regime was about 80 percent higher than the pre-
diction of heat transfer correlation for upward-facing horizontal
flat plates@14#. Typically, the increase in the measured heat flux
above the free convection value was 0.7, 1.4, and 2.4 W/m2 at
DTsat520 K for DTsub50, 25 and 45 K, respectively.

The experiment was repeated three times for all chips. The time
interval between the subsequent runs was about 0.5 hours. The
boiling curves showed a good repeatability for all cases except for
the boiling incipience point. Thus, only the results for the third
runs are presented in the next section. Most of the experiments
were conducted at the horizontal upward orientation of the chip.
Additional experiments with the vertically mounted chip EPF was
conducted to take video pictures of the boiling phenomena.

Experimental Results and Discussion
Figure 5 shows the variation of measured liquid and wall tem-

peratures withq for the case of horizontally mounted chip EPF
immersed in degassed FC-72 atDTsub525 K. In Fig. 5,Twc and
Twe denote the local wall temperatures at the center and edge,Twr
the average wall temperature measured by the resistance ther-
mometry, andTb1 , Tb2 , andTb3 the local liquid temperatures at
the chip level, 40 mm above the chip level and 80 mm above the
chip level, respectively. The values ofTwc , Twe , andTwr increase
rapidly asq increases up to about 76°C. Then they show a large
dip of about 14 K and then increase first rapidly, then slowly, up to
the CHF point. As expected, the value ofTwc is greater than that

Fig. 3 SEM image of chip PF

Fig. 4 AFM images of chips S and EPF
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of Twe . The difference between them increases asq increases.
The maximum difference is about 6.5 K at the CHF point. The
value of Twr lies in betweenTwc and Twe . The value ofTb1 is
maintained closely at 31°C. The values ofTb2 andTb3 are slightly
higher thanTb1 .

Figures 6~a!–6~c! show the photographs of boiling phenomena
of gas dissolved FC-72 atDTsub525 K on the vertically mounted
chip EPF. The positions on the boiling curve corresponding to
these figures are shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 6~a! for the low-heat-flux
region, the number of vapor bubbles increases as the height from
the lower edge of chip increases. It is also seen that the distribu-
tion of bubble nucleation site is not uniform on the surface. In Fig.
6~b! for the medium-heat-flux region, the distribution of the
bubbles is almost uniform except for a small portion near the
lower left end. The bubbles have a range of diameters and larger
bubbles are observed at the upper part of the chip. This indicates
that the bubbles increase their size as they move upward along the
surface and merge with the other bubbles. In Fig. 6~c! for the
high-heat-flux region, large secondary bubbles that cover most of
the chip surface are observed.

Figure 7 shows a sequence of boiling phenomena that corre-
sponds to point~d! on the boiling curve in Fig. 8. The arrow in the
figure indicates one of the points where bubble growth occurs. At

Fig. 5 Variation of measured wall and liquid temperatures with
heat flux; DTsubÄ25 K, y gÄ2.1Ã10À4È3.4Ã10À4

Fig. 6 Photographs of boiling phenomena on vertically mounted chip EPF; DTsubÄ25 K, gas dissolved „y gÄ2.6Ã10À3

È3.3Ã10À3
…

Fig. 7 Sequence of boiling phenomena on vertically mounted chip EPF; DTsubÄ25 K, gas dissolved „y gÄ2.6Ã10À3È3.3
Ã10À3

…; DTsatÄ9.1 K; qÄ8.74 WÕcm2
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t50 ms, a very small bubble is left within the gap between adja-
cent pin fins as a larger bubble moves upward. Then the small
bubble grows as time passes. The bubble slides upward along the
surface due to the buoyancy force, thereby leaving a small amount
of vapor within the gap. Att530 ms, the next cycle of bubble
growth is started. The above results suggest that a sharp increase
in the heat flux with increasing wall superheat observed for chips
PF and EPF~see Figs. 8–13!is associated with the evaporation
that occurred within the small gap.

In Fig. 8, the boiling curve for horizontally mounted chip EPF
is also shown for comparison. The other experimental conditions
are the same as the case of vertically mounted one. It is seen from
Fig. 8 that the vertically mounted chip shows a slightly higher
heat flux in the low-wall-superheat region (DTsat,12 K). In the
high-wall-superheat region (DTsat.12 K), on the other hand, the
horizontally mounted chip shows a higher heat flux. The values of
the critical heat fluxqCHF are 41 and 49 W/cm2 for the vertical
and horizontal orientations, respectively. This difference may be
attributed to the difference in the behavior of large secondary

bubbles formed on the chip surface in the high heat flux region. It
was revealed by the observation of boiling phenomena using the
high speed video that the average residence time of large second-
ary bubbles on the chip surface was 43 and 39 ms for the vertical
and horizontal orientations, respectively. The critical heat flux
point is reached when a thin liquid film formed under a large
secondary bubble evaporates completely and dry out of the sur-
face begins. Thus,qCHF is supposed to be inversely proportional
to the residence time of the secondary bubble if the same amount
of liquid film is left on the surface when the secondary bubble
grows. Another reason may be ascribed to the flow direction of
large secondary bubbles. In the case of vertically mounted chip,
the bubble moves upward along the surface. Thus the inflow of
liquid toward the chip after the bubble detaches is mainly from the
lower end. In the case of horizontally mounted chip, the bubble
moves upward and detaches the chip surface. This causes inflow
of liquid from all sides of the chip. Thus the amount of liquid
supplied to the portion on the chip where the dry out first occurs at
the CHF point~i.e., center of the upper end for the vertical orien-

Fig. 8 Comparison of boiling curves for vertically mounted
and horizontally mounted chip EPF; DTsubÄ25 K, y gÄ2.6
Ã10À3È3.3Ã10À3

Fig. 9 Comparison of boiling curves; DTsubÄ0 K, y gÄ2.1
Ã10À4È3.4Ã10À4

Fig. 10 Comparison of boiling curves; DTsubÄ25 K, y gÄ2.1
Ã10À4È3.4Ã10À4

Fig. 11 Comparison of boiling curves; DTsubÄ25 K, y gÄ2.6
Ã10À3È3.3Ã10À3
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tation and center of the chip for the horizontal orientation! is
supposed to be larger for the horizontally mounted chip. It is
relevant to note here that the ratio ofqCHF between the two cases
agrees well with the prediction of the empirical equation proposed
by Chang and You@15# that correlated the heater orientation effect
on the critical heat flux for smooth and enhanced surfaces.

Figure 9 compares the boiling curves for all chips atDTsub
50 K ~degassed FC-72!. As expected, all chips show almost the
same heat transfer performance in the non-boiling region. The
wall superheat at the boiling incipienceDTsat,i is about 18, 11.8,
20.4, and 16.2 K for chips S, E, PF, and EPF, respectively. How-
ever, it should be mentioned here that for all chips the boiling
incipience occurred at the edge of the chip where the lead wire
was soldered. Thus it is probable that a much higherDTsat,i is
realized when the end effects are completely removed. In this
connection, it is relevant to note here that the boiling curve for
chip S agrees closely with that for a polished copper surface (5
318 mm2) reported by O’Connor et al.@13# except that the value
of DTsat,i is a little higher for the latter~20 K!. The boiling curves
for chips E, PF and EPF move toward a smallerDTsat region as

compared to chip S. Thus both the submicron-scale roughness and
micro-pin-fins are effective in enhancing boiling heat transfer. It is
also seen from Fig. 9 that chips PF and EPF show a sharp increase
in q in the nucleate boiling region. For chip EPF with a thin layer
of SiO2 on the surface, the slope decreases as the CHF point is
approached. The critical heat flux increases in the order of chips S,
E, PF, and EPF. In Fig. 9, the prediction of empirical equation for
free convection on upward-facing horizontal surfaces proposed by
Fishenden and Saunders@14#, that for nucleate boiling proposed
by Cooper@16#, and previous experimental results for enhanced
surfaces reported by O’Connor et al.@13#, Oktay @17# and
Mudawar and Anderson@18#, are also shown for comparison. The
heat flux in the non-boiling region is about 80 percent higher than
the predicted value. This is probably due to the heat loss to the
bulk liquid through the copper lead wires and glass substrate.
Since the Cooper correlation@16# includes the surface roughness
as a parameter, it is fitted to the experimental data for chips S and
E by using appropriate values of the surface roughness« ~i.e., 1.0
and 1.5mm, respectively!. These values are about 430 and 60
times as large as the measured RMS roughnesses, respectively.
The test surface of O’Connor et al.@13# had a porous layer con-
sisting of 8-to-12mm diamond particles produced by the painting
technique@11#. That of Oktay@17# had about 1-mm high dendritic
structure. The test surface of Mudawar and Anderson@18# had
square micro-pin-fins with the dimensions of 0.30530.305
30.508 mm3 (width3thickness3height). These fin dimensions
are one order-of-magnitude greater than those of chips PF and
EPF in the present experiments. The fin pitch was twice the fin
width. Generally, the boiling curves for these surfaces show a
trend close to that for chip EPF. TheDTsat values in the low-heat-
flux region are smaller than that for chip EPF, whereas the wall
superheats at the CHF pointDTsat,CHFare greater than that for the
latter.

Figure 10 shows the boiling curves for all chips immersed in
the degassed FC-72 withDTsub525 K. All chips follow almost
the sameq versusDTsat relation in the non-boiling region. Thus
the micro-pin-fin and submicron-scale roughness are not effective
in enhancing free convection. This indicates that the heights of
these surface structures are below the thickness of thermal bound-
ary layer formed on the chip surface. In Fig. 10, the prediction of
free convection correlation@14# is also shown for comparison. As
was the case forDTsub50 K shown in Fig. 9, the experimental
data in the non-boiling region is about 80 percent higher than the
correlation. The temperature overshoot at the boiling incipience is
clearly observed for chips S, PF, and EPF, and the values of
DTsat,i are fairly close to those forDTsub50 K. It is interesting to
note that Chip PF shows a decrease inDTsat as q increases at
around q58 W/cm2. Visual observation revealed that this was
due to a rapid increase in the number of nucleation sites. In the
nucleate boiling region, the trend of experimental data is basically
the same as the case ofDTsub50 K except for the fact that the
critical heat flux increases considerably.

Figure 11 shows the boiling curves for all chips immersed in
the gas-dissolved FC-72 withDTsub525 K. In this case boiling
begins at a negative value ofDTsat and the temperature overshoot
at the boiling incipience is not observed. Comparison of Figs. 10
and 11 reveals that while the value ofq in the low-heat-flux region
is higher for the gas-dissolved FC-72, the boiling curve in the
high-heat-flux region agrees closely between the degassed and
gas-dissolved FC-72. This may be ascribed to the decrease inyg
near the chip surface with increasingq that occurs for the gas-
dissolved FC-72. As described in@13#, the dissolved gas enhances
bubble nucleation on the chip surface in the low-heat-flux region.
The dissolved gas is removed from the surrounding liquid as the
vapor bubbles grow. Thus, the dissolved gas content in the liquid
near the chip surface will decrease asq increases. Consequently,
in the high-heat-flux region, the value ofyg near the chip surface
will be virtually the same between the cases of degassed and
gas-dissolved FC-72.

Fig. 12 Comparison of boiling curves; DTsubÄ45 K, y gÄ2.1
Ã10À4È3.4Ã10À4

Fig. 13 Comparison of boiling curves; DTsubÄ45 K, y gÄ2.6
Ã10À3È3.3Ã10À3
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Figures 12 and 13, respectively, show the boiling curves for
chips S, PF, and EPF immersed in the degassed and gas-dissolved
FC-72 with DTsub545 K. As expected, the value ofq at a pre-
scribed value ofDTsat is higher than the corresponding case for
DTsub525 K shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The results for enhanced
surfaces reported by Mudawar and Anderson@18# and O’Connor
et al. @13# are respectively shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for compari-
son. It should be mentioned here that the values ofDTsub for these
data are smaller than the present case. The boiling curve of
Mudawar and Anderson@18# for the surface with micro-pin-fins is
close to that of chip EPF and shows a higherqCHF than the latter.
The boiling curve of O’Connor et al.@13# for the surface fabri-
cated by the painting technique shows a smaller slope than chips
PF and EPF.

In Figs. 8–13, the upper limit of wall temperature for the reli-
able operation of LSI chips (Tw585°C) is also shown. Compari-
son with the experimental results reveals that the wall temperature
at the CHF pointTw,CHF is higher than 85°C for chip S and the
previous results reported by O’Connor et al.@13#, Oktay@17#, and
Mudawar and Anderson@18#. On the other hand, chips E, PF, and
EPF showTw,CHF smaller than 85°C~excepting the case of chip
EPF atDTsub50 K whereTw,CHF587°C!.

Figure 14 showsqCHF for all chips plotted as a function of
DTsub. TheqCHF increases almost linearly asDTsub increases. The
values ofqCHF for the degassed and gas-dissolved FC-72 are fairly
close to each other. As stated previously,qCHF increases in the
order of chips S, E, PF, and EPF. Chip E shows theqCHF value
about 1.4 times as large as that for chip S. Chips PF and EPF,
respectively, show theqCHF values about 1.8 to 2.0 times and 1.8
to 2.3 times as large as that for chip S. These values are a little
smaller than or comparable to the surface area enhancement ratio
~52.2!. The enhancement inqCHF is more significant for sub-
cooled boiling than for saturated boiling. In Fig. 14, the experi-
mental data by O’Connor et al.@13# and Mudawar and Anderson
@18# are also shown for comparison. The data for a smooth copper
surface reported by O’Connor et al.@13# agree well with that for
chip S. The porous surface of O’Connor et al.@13#shows theqCHF
value close to that for chip EPF at highDTsub. However, the
former shows a smallerqCHF than the latter asDTsub decreases
~i.e., as the size of the secondary bubble increases!. The surface of
Mudawar and Anderson@18# shows the highestqCHF. However,
as seen from Fig. 13,Tw,CHF is higher than 85°C andq at Tw
585°C is close toqCHF for chip EPF.

Conclusions
Three types of micro-scale surface structures~submicron-scale

roughness, micro-pin-fins and micro-pin-fins with submicron-
scale roughness on it! were tested to enhance boiling of FC-72 on
a silicon chip. Most of the experiments were conducted at the
horizontal upward orientation of the chip. Photographic observa-
tion of the boiling phenomena was made at the vertical orienta-
tion. The results may be summarized as follows:

1 Both the micro-pin-fins ~50350360mm3 in width
3thickness3height! and the submicron-scale roughness~RMS
roughness of 25 to 32 nm!were effective in enhancing heat trans-
fer in the nucleate boiling region and increasing the critical heat
flux. While the chip with submicron-scale roughness showed a
higher heat transfer performance than the micro-pin-finned chip in
the low-heat-flux region, the former showed a lower heat transfer
performance than the latter in the high-heat-flux region.

2 The boiling curve of the micro-pin-finned chip was charac-
terized by a sharp increase in the heat flux with increasing wall
superheat. The wall temperature at the CHF point was less than
the upper limit for the reliable operation of LSI chips (Tw
585°C).

3 Photographic observation of boiling phenomena on the
micro-pin-finned chip revealed that a small amount of vapor is left
within the gap between pin fins when a growing bubble leaves the
surface. This suggested that the evaporation that occurred within
the small gap was responsible for a sharp increase in the heat flux
with increasing wall superheat.

4 The micro-pin-finned chip with submicron-scale roughness
showed the highest heat transfer performance in the high-heat-flux
region. The critical heat flux was 1.8 to 2.3 times as large as that
for a smooth chip. These values were a little smaller than or com-
parable to the surface area enhancement~52.2!. The enhancement
was more significant for subcooled boiling than for saturated
boiling.

5 For all chips, the critical heat flux increased almost linearly
with liquid subcooling. This trend was in accord with the previous
results for enhanced surfaces reported by O’Connor et al.@13# and
Mudawar and Anderson@18#.

6 The gas-dissolved FC-72 showed a marked decrease in the
boiling incipience temperature. As a result, the heat transfer per-
formance in the low-heat-flux region was higher than the case of
degassed FC-72. However, the heat transfer performance in the
high-heat-flux region was close to each other.
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Nomenclature

q 5 heat flux based on projected surface area~W/cm2!
qCHF 5 critical heat flux~W/cm2!

Tb 5 temperature of bulk liquid~°C!
Tsat 5 saturation temperature~°C!
Tw 5 wall temperature~°C!

Tw,CHF 5 wall temperature at CHF point~°C!
Tw,i 5 wall temperature at boiling incipience~°C!

DTsat 5 wall superheat5Tw2Tsat ~K!
DTsat,i 5 wall superheat at boiling incipience5Tw,i2Tsat ~K!
DTsub 5 liquid subcooling5Tsat2Tb ~K!

yg 5 mole fraction of dissolved air~2!
« 5 surface roughness~mm!
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Two-photon absorption in volume-absorbing materials may be
significant for high-power, short-pulse excimer laser irradiation.
In the present work, the effects of two-photon absorption on the
laser intensity propagation and the penetration depth are investi-
gated. The temperature history of a glass plate during pulsed
ultraviolet (UV) laser heating is predicted. The results show that
the two-photon absorption can compress the volume-absorbing
effect to surface absorption and increase the peak temperature on
the glass surface. This will reduce the damage threshold, increase
the energy loss, and reduce the accuracy of pulsed-laser calorim-
eters. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1447940#
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1 Introduction
The microelectronics industry has made organized, concen-

trated efforts to reduce the printing feature of photolithography in
the past decade. ArF excimer laser at the wavelength of 193 nm is
an immediate candidate for printing features below 0.18mm. Ac-
curate measurements of the pulse energy are required for the de-
velopment of new optical lithographic processes. Therefore, 193
nm pulsed-laser calorimeters have been designed and built at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology~NIST! @1#. In the
193 nm laser calorimeter, volume-absorbing borosilicate glass is
used to absorb the ultraviolet~UV! laser energy instead of the
surface-absorbing material, which could be damaged by the high-
power excimer laser pulses.

Chen and Zhang@2# studied the thermal response of volume-
absorbing glass under single- and multiple-pulse heating. The
temperature history and distribution were predicted and compared
with those under continuous-wave laser heating. However,
the nonlinear behavior due to multiphoton absorption was
not considered, which may be significant at high laser intensities.
Multiphoton absorption has been studied by many researchers
in recent years along with the development of high-power,
short-pulse lasers. Taylor et al.@3# measured the two-photon

absorption coefficient at 248 nm wavelength for a number of
window materials including fused silica and CaF2 . Longtin
and Tien @4# investigated the mechanisms of multiphoton
absorption in liquids and developed a thermal model from
microscopic considerations. The two-photon absorption coeffi-
cients of window materials and fused silica fibers have been
measured at excimer laser wavelengths@5,6#. The two-photon
absorption at 193 nm has been shown to cause color center
formation ~additional absorption! and densification~change in
optical path length! in synthetic fused silica@7,8#. Our present
study aims at predicting laser energy absorption and temperature
distributions in the UV-absorbing glass used for the 193 nm laser
calorimeter.

2 Laser Intensity and Penetration Depth
It is assumed that the single-photon absorption is due to the

trap-site ionization and the two-photon absorption excites elec-
trons from the valance band to the conduction band@3,9#. The
probability of multiphoton absorption increases with the photon
energy, which is determined by the laser wavelength. The band
gap of fused silica is on the order of 10 eV@9#, while the photon
energy is 6.4 eV at the wavelength of 193 nm. The thermal model
of the volume-absorbing glass and copper disks involved in this
study is shown in Fig. 1. The radius of the glass and copper is 1.6
cm, the thickness of the glass is 0.1 cm, and the thickness of the
copper is 0.02 cm. The laser beam is incident on the glass surface
normally, and most of the laser energy is transmitted into the glass
and absorbed inside the glass. In the volume-absorbing glass, the
laser intensity attenuation in the direction of propagation~z-
direction! due to one and two-photon absorption is governed
by @9#

dI

dz
52aI 2bI 2, (1)

where I is the laser intensity,a and b are the single-photon and
two-photon absorption coefficients, respectively. By integrating
Eq. ~1!, the laser intensity distribution in thez-direction is ob-
tained as

I ~z!5
aI 0e2az

a1bI 0~12e2az!
, (2)

where I 0 is the transmitted intensity at the incident surface. For
the glass material with a refractive index of approximately 1.5, the
reflectivity of glass is calculated to be 0.04@2#, indicating that the
transmitted intensity is 96 percent of the incident intensity at the
glass surface.

The penetration depthd is defined as the distancez at
which I (z)/I 0 is equal to 1/e. For single-photon absorption,
the penetration depth is equal to 1/a and is independent of
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the laser intensity. When the laser beam is subject to one
and two-photon absorption, the penetration depth is derived from
Eq. ~2! as

d5
1

a
lnS e1bI 0 /a

11bI 0 /a D . (3)

In the present study, the value ofa563 cm21 is used for the
one-photon absorption coefficient of the glass material@2#. With-
out the two-photon absorption, the internal transmittance is less
than 0.2 percent; hence the optically thick assumption is appropri-
ate. Brimacombe et al.@6# measured two-photon absorption coef-
ficients of glass fibers and obtainedb51.831029 cm/W for a
55.431023 cm21. The one-photon absorption coefficient of the
glass used in the present study is 4 orders of magnitude greater
than that of the glass fibers studied in@6#. Because data on the
two-photon absorption coefficient for the UV-absorbing glass is
not available, in the present study, the effect of the two-photon
absorption is investigated by varyingb from 0 to 1025 cm/W.
Figure 2 shows the intensity distribution calculated from Eq.~2!
in the 0.1 cm thick glass withI 05109 W/cm2. If there is only
single-photon absorption (b50), the laser intensity decays expo-
nentially. It can be seen from Eqs.~1! and~2! that the two-photon
absorption will not be so important whenbI 0 /a!1. For b
51028 cm/W (bI 0 /a50.16), the intensity distribution deviates
slightly from the exponential decay. Further increase of the two-
photon absorption coefficient causes the intensity to decay much
faster and the distribution to deviate significantly from the single
exponential function. Whenb51025 cm/W, bI 0 /a5160 and
hence the absorption process is dominated by two-photon absorp-
tion. For b51025 cm/W about 90 percent of the laser energy is
absorbed within a 10mm thickness; whereas forb50 only
10 percent of the laser energy is absorbed within the same
thickness.

The penetration depth is reduced with two-photon absorption.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of the penetration depth considering
two-photon absorption calculated from Eq.~3! to d051/a
~without two-phonon absorption!, as a function of the dimension-
less parameterbI 0 /a. The penetration depth decreases rapidly
as bI 0 /a increases. The normalized penetration depth
d/d0 becomes 0.1 forbI 0 /a515 and 0.02 forbI 0 /a584.
For high two-photon absorption coefficients, the penetration
depth decreases rapidly as the laser intensity increases.
The volume-absorbing effect can be compressed to surface
absorption with two-photon absorption at sufficiently high laser
intensities.

3 The Axisymmetric Pulse Heating Model
A finite element model has been developed to study the

temperature distribution in the laser calorimeter~see Fig. 2!.
In this model, it is assumed that the laser intensity follows Gauss-
ian distributions in both time and space. Although the spatial dis-
tribution for a typical 193 nm excimer laser is Gaussian in one
direction and uniform in the other, the axisymmetric Gaussian
distribution is used here to simplify the modeling. The transmitted
intensity I 0 at the incident glass surface (z50) can be expressed
as

I 0~r ,t !5
~12R!Q

p3/2b2t
e2r 2/b2

e2~ t2tm!2/t2
, (4)

whereR is the reflectance at the glass surface (R50.04), Q is the
energy per pulse,tm is the time at which the power is maximum,
b is related to the full width at half maximum~FWHM! beam
diameterD by D52bAln 2, andt is related to the FWHM pulse
width by tp52tAln 2.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the thermal model „not to scale…

Fig. 2 Intensity distribution in the z direction

Fig. 3 Normalized penetration depth as a function of bI0 Õa
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When the laser beam propagates in the volume-absorbing glass,
its energy is absorbed due to the one and two-photon absorption.
The absorbed laser energy is treated as an internal heat generation
source in the thermal modeling, and, hence,

q̇~r ,z,t !5
a2I 0~a1bI 0!e2az

@a1bI 0~12e2az!#2 , (5)

whereI 05I 0(r ,t) given in Eq.~4!. Although the Gaussian distri-
bution extends from2` to 1`, it decreases quickly away from
the peak. The heat generation rate is computed only forr<2D
and fromtm22tp to tm12tp .

The thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat of the glass
are taken from@2# as k50.73 W/m•K, r52300 kg/m3, and cp
5700 J/kg•K, respectively. The copper plate attached to the
volume-absorbing glass is also involved in the two-dimensional
modeling without considering the thermal contact resistance. For
copper, k5401 W/m•K, r58933 kg/m3, and cp5385 J/kg•K
@2#. In the modeling, thermal properties are treated as constants
for the sake of simplicity. The Fourier heat conduction equations
are solved using the heat generation rate given by Eq.~5!. Con-
vection and radiation conditions are modeled using a convection
coefficient of 8 W/cm2

•K and emissivity of 0.8 for the glass sur-
face and 0.01 for the gold-coated copper surface. The initial
temperature of the glass and copper is equal to the ambient tem-
peratureT0 , which is set at 300 K. The time at peak power for the
mth pulse istm52tp1(m21)/ f , wheref is the pulse repetition
rate. The temperature distribution and history are modeled at dif-
ferent two-photon absorption coefficients~b50, 1027, and
1026 cm/W! with the one-photon absorption coefficienta fixed at
63 cm21.

The element sizes and time steps are carefully selected
and tested for numerical convergence. Variable time steps
are used for the heating and cooling process. An adiabatic analysis
is further used to test the amount of energy deposited in the
heating model. Under adiabatic conditions, the relative errors
between the temperature rise calculated theoretically and
that predicted by the finite element model are less than 0.5
percent.

The peak temperature at the center of the glass surface in-
creases with two-photon absorption due to the shift of the laser
intensity distribution to the surface. The peak temperature for
various two-photon absorption coefficients at pulse energies from
0.1 to 5 J are shown in Fig. 4, fortp515 ns andD50.5 cm. The
nonlinear dependence of the peak temperature on pulse energy is
clearly seen with two-photon absorption, especially at low pulse
energies. For largeb, the peak temperature increases rapidly with
the pulse energy and quickly reaches the threshold temperature
~800 K! estimated from the phase transformation temperature,
which is somewhere between 800 and 1000 K for fused silica. The
strong two-photon absorption can significantly reduce the damage
threshold of the volume-absorbing glass and hence decrease the
dynamic range of laser calorimeters. The critical intensity calcu-
lated based on the temperature threshold is 33108 W/cm2 for b
51026 cm/W. Note that the predicted high temperatures are
merely indicative because of the use of constant properties with-
out considering phase transformation. It should be noted that the
forgoing analysis assumes that ionization or laser-induced break-
down did not occur. Optical breakdown can happen with ex-
tremely high laser intensity, resulting in plasma formation and
ablation of materials@10#.

The temperature histories for multiple pulse heating are shown
in Fig. 5, forQ51 J, f 5100 Hz,tp515 ns, andD50.5 cm. The
peak temperature forb51026 cm/W is much higher than those
for b50 and 1027 cm/W and increases as the number of pulses
increases. At the beginning of each cooling process, the tempera-
ture drops much more forb51026 cm/W than for the other cases
due to heat conduction, as well as convection and radiation losses
at the glass surface. The temperature at the center of the glass-
copper interface increases slightly during the first 10 pulses. The
temperature at the interface is lower forb51026 cm/W than for
the other cases. The excess temperature rise at the glass surface
due to the two-photon absorption may cause extra heat loss~by

Fig. 4 Peak temperature rise versus the pulse energy for
different b values

Fig. 5 Temperature histories for multiple-pulse heating at the
center of the glass surface „upper… and the center of the
interface „lower…
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convection and radiation at the surface! as compared with the
volume-absorbing process. The extra heat loss can introduce non-
equivalence between the laser heating and the electrical heating;
this will subsequently increase the uncertainty of the laser
calorimeter.

4 Conclusions
Two-photon absorption in the UV-absorbing glass causes

much faster attenuation of the laser intensity than the exponential
decay. The penetration depth decreases rapidly with increasing
two-photon absorption coefficient and laser intensity, and
the volume-absorbing effect can eventually be compressed to
surface absorption. For laser heating, two-photon absorption
causes a high peak temperature on the glass surface and a
large temperature gradient in the glass. Hence, it will reduce
the damage threshold and accuracy of pulsed-laser calorimeters.
This work provides quantitative information of the two-photon
absorption effect in volume-absorbing materials and is important
for the future design of laser calorimeters. Future research is
needed to measure the two-photon absorption coefficient for UV
absorbing glasses and to experimentally validate the thermal
model presented here.
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Due to the small component sizes in modern microdevices, surface
forces can create undesirable adhesion between microstructures,
which is referred to as stiction. The current study uses a 100 ns,
1064 nm, Nd:YAG laser to repair polycrystalline silicon micro-
cantilevers stuck to the underlying substrate. The results show
that a Nd:YAG, 1064 nm laser is capable of repairing failed mi-
crostructures with yields exceeding those reported in earlier stud-
ies. Yields of 100 percent for cantilevers up to 1 mm in length
were demonstrated for several laser operating conditions. The
yields increase strongly with increased laser fluence and increase
slightly with longer exposure times.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1447936#
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Surface Adhesion

Introduction
Surface adhesion, also termed stiction, is one of the major bar-

riers to full-scale MEMS production and marketing since stiction
failures limit device yields and operating lifetimes leading to a
decrease in profitability@1#. Previous studies@2–6# investigate the
use of ultrashort-pulse lasers to reduce microstructure adhesion in
MEMS devices. Experiments using a Ti:Sapphire, 800 nm laser
successfully repaired polycrystalline silicon microcantilevers
which had failed due to stiction@3#; however, these experiments
were only able to repair microcantilevers of lengths up to 140mm
and needed an expensive and difficult to maintain laser system. In
this paper, experiments using a Nd:YAG, 1064 nm laser to repair
stiction-failed microcantilevers are described. The primary moti-
vation for using a Nd:YAG laser is the increased potential for
industrial application as compared to a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond
laser. The experiments described in this paper determine the de-
pendence on fluence and exposure time for the microcantilever
repair process.

Experimental Setup and Procedure
Arrays of doped polycrystalline silicon~polysilicon!cantilevers

with lengths varying from 60mm to 1000mm were fabricated
using the Multi-User MEMS Processes, MUMPs™@7#. The can-
tilevers were 10mm wide, 2mm thick, and suspended 2mm above
the substrate. After being released through an HF etch and subse-
quent rinse processes, each array of microcantilevers was in-
spected to determine which beams were freestanding and which
were stiction-failed. This inspection was accomplished using a
Michelson interferometric attachment on an optical microscope
similar to that described by de Boer et al.@8#.

The laser used for this investigation was a Q-switched,
Nd:YAG, 1064 nm laser manufactured by Molectron. The repeti-
tion rate of the laser was 20 Hz, and the pulse duration was 100 ns
at full-width half-maximum~FWHM!. The center of the beam
was directed onto the device through an aperture that is approxi-
mately 3 mm in diameter. A low-power He-Ne laser, which was
co-linear to the Nd:YAG beam, was used to align the Nd:YAG
beam onto a given array on a die. The device was mounted on an
X-Y stage in order to align the specified microcantilever array
without readjusting either of the lasers. The Nd:YAG beam diam-
eter was measured to be 3.0 mm60.1 mm at the 1/e2 points.

Experiments studying the dependence of laser fluence and ex-
posure time were performed. To determine the effects of the laser
fluence, the exposure time was kept constant at 5 minutes while
the laser fluence was varied from 1461 mJ/cm2 to 85
64 mJ/cm2 in steps of approximately 7 mJ/cm2. Three different
dice were irradiated to determine the variability in the results. The
exposure time dependence was investigated using a constant laser
fluence of 7063 mJ/cm2 and varying the time during which the
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sample was exposed to the laser irradiation from a single pulse to
5 minutes~;6000 pulses!. In order to obtain exposure times of
less than 5 seconds~;100 pulses!, the single-shot mode of the
Nd:YAG laser was used. The laser beam was controlled with the
manual shutter, which was timed using a digital timer, for times 5
seconds and longer. Two different dice were irradiated for the
exposure time experiments in order to investigate sample-to-
sample variation.

After the dice were irradiated, they were immediately inspected
under the interferometric microscope. All of the dice were irradi-
ated within 12 hours of being released in order to decrease the
uncertainty involved in the magnitude of the surface adhesion
forces increasing over time as shown by Rogers and Phinney@9#.

Results and Discussion
The percentage yields reported in this investigation are defined

as the ratio of microcantilevers repaired after laser irradiation to
the number of microcantilevers stiction-failed after release. This
includes every length of beam on the array. Yields of less than 100
percent usually had the shorter beams freestanding while the
longer beams remained stiction-failed.

The results for the laser fluence experiments are summarized in
Fig. 1. As seen in the figure, a laser fluence dependence on yield
exists with laser fluences above approximately 7063 mJ/cm2 re-
sulting in 100 percent yield, which means every microcantilever
on the array was freestanding after laser irradiation. Sample-to-
sample variation is also apparent in Fig. 1 with a single laser
fluence varying in yields by 40 percent in some cases. A likely
reason for this is the variation in conditions after release. After
irradiation, all of the beams, which after release were deflected
near the base of the cantilever were deflected at the tip after irra-
diation suggesting that the beams ‘‘peel’’ away from the substrate.

The results for the exposure time experiments, performed at a
laser fluence of 7063 mJ/cm2, are summarized in Fig. 2. As seen
in Fig. 2, a single pulse resulted in yields greater than 55%, and
the yields increase with longer exposure times. Furthermore, times
longer than approximately 30 seconds~;600 pulses!resulted in
yields greater than 90 percent. Exposure times longer than 30
seconds usually repaired beams up to 700mm with any failed
beams longer than 700mm only stuck at the tip. Tien et al.’s@3#
experiments also repaired stiction-failed microcantilevers with a
single pulse but not with the yields seen in this investigation.

The mechanism responsible for microstructure repair has been
investigated by Rogers et al.@10# where it was found that a tem-
perature difference between the microcantilever and substrate
causes an increase of strain energy in the beam due to thermal
expansion. The increased strain energy causes the beam to peel
from the substrate in a manner similar to the propagation of a
crack, and the beam eventually releases from the substrate result-
ing in a successful repair. Since this process requires a tempera-

ture difference between the microcantilever and substrate, it is
important to consider the possible magnitudes of this temperature
difference for the experimental laser conditions. The absorption
depth of polysilicon will vary from sample to sample depending
on doping and grain-size; however, an absorption depth of ap-
proximately 5mm at 1064 nm is consistent with results in the
literature@11,12#. Therefore, for a laser fluence of 70 mJ/cm2 and
neglecting interface effects, a temperature difference between the
microcantilever and substrate of 50°C is reasonable and sufficient
to initiate repair. Furthermore, a thermal expansion mechanism is
consistent with the strong fluence dependence of the repair pro-
cess as higher fluences create larger temperature differences be-
tween the microstructure and substrate resulting in longer beams
being repaired. The yields achieved using the Nd:YAG laser are
higher than those obtained with the Ti:Sapphire laser@3# because
the range of laser fluences, and subsequent lattice temperatures,
were higher for the Nd:YAG process. Also, the dependence on
exposure time suggests thermal energy is accumulated in the mi-
crocantilever from one pulse to the next.

It should be noted that no visible damage was observed after
laser irradiation of the microcantilevers. Due to the desire to have
an operating device after laser irradiation, it is very important that
the laser not change the operating characteristics of the device. At
this point, it cannot be concluded that the devices were not al-
tered, but no visible damage, such as a darkening of the material
or melting, occurred.

Conclusions
The objective of this investigation was to determine the feasi-

bility of using a Nd:YAG, 1064 nm laser to repair stiction-failed
silicon microstructures. The Nd:YAG process detailed in this work
is very promising for industrial applications. The yields produced
using the Nd:YAG laser are much greater than were produced
using a Ti:Sapphire laser by Tien et al.@3#.

The Nd:YAG laser experiments displayed that the yields are
strongly dependent on laser fluence and slightly dependent on
exposure time. From the results reported in this work, repair
yields near 100 percent for beams as long as 1000mm are achiev-
able using a Nd:YAG laser with a fluence of 70 mJ/cm2 and an
exposure time of 30 seconds to one minute. Thermal expansion of
a microstructure heated to a temperature greater than the substrate
is the mechanism responsible for the repair process.
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Fig. 1 Fluence variation for repair of stiction-failed microcan-
tilevers

Fig. 2 Exposure time variation for repair of stiction-failed
microcantilevers
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